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Wellington,
10 December 1973.

Dear Mr Amos,

I have much pleasure in submitting to you the report of the
Educational Development Conference Working Party on Improving
Learning and Teaching.

Hon. P. A. Amos,
Minister of Education.
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Yours sincerely,

P. J. LAWRENCE,
Chairman.



TERMS OF REFERENCE

The original terms of reference arising from the Educational
Priorities Conference were to

Study the whole of the human resources available in teaching,
including persons other than teachers, and, in the light of
changing conditions, to consider way in which they may be
trained, made more efficient and used more effectively, indi-
cating areas of needed mpioveinent.

Study the material resources available in the form of buildings
and equipment and to consider desirable improvements in
these, including their best utilisation.

Study the curriculum and learning processes at all levels and
especially the methods used for research, planning, develop-
ment, experimentation, implementation, co-ordination, and
evaluation.

Study the inter-relationships that exist between the human and
material resources and the curriculum.

Recommend the most desirable size of units making up the
system.

Considtsr the assessment of students.

Exa:nine means whereby pupils can be educated and involved
in the processes of democratic organisation.

Study the learning and teaching situations that exist outside
the formal institutions and consider ways of promoting this
area of whole-life education.

Consider the role of research in the improvement of learning and
teaching.

Make recommendations for the efficient and economic use of
resources and for improvements, and have these costed.

Recommend an order of priority for the areas studied.

Subsequently, the working party was informed by the Minister
of Education, Hon. P. A. Amos, that it should interpret the original
terms of reference very broadly and address itself to the more
general task of establishing directions for educational development,
as befitting an Educational Development Conference. We have
therefore approached our task from this more general viewpoint
but at the same time with a sense of the need to indicate priorities
where this is possible.
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FOREWORD
This is the report of one of the three working parties which,

during 1973, have examined ious fields of education in prepara-
tion for the public discussion pi iase of the. Educational Development
Conference during the first half of 1974. The other two working
paries have reoorteu on aims and objectives and on organisation
and administration. I should like to express my thanks to the
chairman, Professor P. J. Lawrence and to the members of his
working party for the time and effort that have gone into the
preparation of this report. My thanks go also to the Advisory
Council on Educational Planning, under the chairmanship of
Professor F. W. Holmes, which is acting as steering committee for
the Conference.

Minister of Education.
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CHAIRMAN'S PREFACE
For over 2,000 years educationists have been writing about the

improvement of learning and teaching; and they will go on writing
about it as long as education is a topic for discussion. The difficulty
is that th,re is no such thing as "learning and teaching" in the
abstract, bu t rather varieties of learners and teachers, a wide range
of objectives for learning and teaching, different contexts and
methods, and even different views about relevant outcomes and
appropriate ways of evaluating these outcomes.

In these circumstances it is hardly to be expected that a g.oup of
20 or so people, already fully committed to full-time jobs and meeting
monthly for just 1 year, would produce definitive answers to the
percnuial and central problems of learning and teaching. The
remarkable thing is that we were able. to reafth such a unanimity of
opinion on so many topics. While not all membrs feel equally
strongly about, or necessarily agree with, every detail of our report,
we do i:ave a strong unanimity of viewpoint about our major
emphases and priorities. If one can speak of the "spirit" of a report,
ther, we are all committed to what we hope will show through as
tht spirit of this reiort.

The report is longer than we had intended, but there are no
short cuts or "get-rich-quick" schemes in the field of learning and
teaching and we regard the explanation and justification of our
recommendations as being just as iteportant as the specific recom-
mendations themselvesperhaps more. so in view of the fact that
there is to be widespread public discussion of the main issues. Even
so, we have not covered all the traditional areas or aspects of
education: one notable omission is tertiary education, other than
teacher education. Uni versit,es and technical institutes have such
a variety and complexity of bjectives, course:,, academic organisa-
tion, and teaching contexts, that we were not able t deal with
each of them as particular types of institution. We do make recom-

ndations concerning tile training of teachers in all tertiary
institutions; and in other chapters implications which have particular
relevance for universities or technical institutes are noted (for
example, vocational education, and research and evaluation). There
is also other tertiary level teaching which we have not attempted to
stuiy, for example nursing education, but we feel that the major
empha.,es or principles in our report apply to all institutions.
Teachers within particular tertiary institutions will know pest :low
to translate these general rrinciples into practice.
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We have drawn upon the expertise and assistance of many
people outside of our wog king party, and in some areas set up study
groups to prepare background documents or reports for us. In
four areas, we have thought it worth while to make the background
reports available, either because they contain far more useful
detail tha.. we could incorporate in our report, or because the
particular point of view represented was worthy of careful study in
its own right. Two study group reports are of the former type,
namLly, Libraries in Education, and Psychological, Guidance, and Support
Services and Children with Special Needs; and two of the latter, gamely,
Maori Education, and Assessment. These are available limited
quantities for those with special interests in these fieldd.

As a writing party we would like to acknowledge the very
efficient arid helpful services of our two secretaries, I. W. Hall and
J. W. A. Strachan, and the ready assistance which was always
available to us from R. A. Scott, Executive Officer for the Edu-
cational Development Conference, and H. J. N:edham, Conference
Secretary.
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PART A GENERAL DIRECTIONS OF
DEVELOPMENT: ESTABLISHING A
PERSPECTIVE AND A PRIORITY

This first part of the report is both an introduction to the more
detailed chapters which follow and a general statement of the
perspective from which we have viewed the many and varied aspects
of learning and teaching. It could be said that the remaining parts
of the report are an unfolding of the general principles we establish
and the viewpoint we adopt in these three chapters. Chapter 3
develops the theme which gives the report much of its coherence.
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Chapter 1 EDUCATION AND SCHOOLING

It has always been a truism to say that there is more to education
than schooling; indeed it can (and has) been said, with some degree
of cynicism and without fear of ridicule, that "my education began
when I left school". We tend to regard this as a tongue. in-cheek
statement, having in mind the solid benefits for most people of a
"sound schooling". But recent developments jolt us out of any
complacency, especially those which explore quite seriously "alter-
natives" to traditional school systems as means to education. New
Zealand already has its first "Learning Exchange"a mechanism
for putting those who wish to learn in touch with those who wish to
teachand while it would be easy to disregard this as mere educa-
tional froth which floats on the surface of the massive "system", this
would be ) ignore a growing awareness that schools cannot be
expected '.o carry all the educational needs of our complex, rapidly
changing, technological society. It would also be to underestimate
the immen':e task of changing the school systemwith all its adminis-
trative ae.:Junctsfast enough and adequately enough to cope with
changing conditions, needs, and expectations. There are many
prophets of doom among educational writers today who believe that
the sc tool system has been tried and found wanting and should now
be di.,inantled. Reimer, for example, in writing on alternatives in
education,* sums up the view of the deschoolers:

The basic contradictions of the school system must become publicly
apparent: that schools are too expensive to serve as a universal system
of education, that schools perpetuate inequality, that schools inoculate
the vast majority against education by forcing unwanted learning
upon them, that a schooled society is blinded to its own errors . .

One way of exposing the contradictions of schooling is to first expose
the hypocrisy of its pretensions.
As a working party we needed first to settle our minds oa the

fundamental issues: Are we wasting our time examining and recom-
mending changes in an obsolescent school system? Is it hypocrisy to
think that we have any hope at all of translating into practice the
definition of education provided by the Working Party on Aims and
Objectives? Namely:

Education involves those activities which extend the individual's
ability to learn, relate, choose, create, communicate, challenge and
respond to challenge so that he may live with purpose in the community
of today and tomorrow and achieve satisfaction in the process.

*Reimer, E. An Essay on Alternatives in Education. Interchange, Vol. 2, No. I, 1971.
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Our responses to these two issues have emerged as we have
gradually worked our way through submissions, discussed a wide
range of educational topicsfrom the provision of chalk to the
reconstruction of the curriculumand reached general agreement
on the strengths, limitations, and possibilities inherent in the New
Zealand educational system.

On the first issue, we believe that while it is always necessary to
recognise the inadequacies of any institutional provision for education
and while many of the specific criticisms made are valid, we reject
the radical and revolutionary "solutions" of the deschoolers as
unrealistic and at times naive. We have accepted the general
principle that in a society such as ours it is necessaryif we are to
have any real influence on the course of educationto adopt an
evolutionary, not a revolutionary approach. We see no point in
becoming "a voice crying in the wilderness", even although we know
that radical critics may taunt us for accepting much of the status quo
and that we forego the self-righteous glow which accompanies the
utterance of shock,ng and dramatic educational heresies.

On the second issue we do not despair, even although we have
become more conscious than most of the limitations of schooling, of
the great gap between the ideal and the actual, and of the extent to
which the New Zealand system falls short even of its own professed
aspirations. We do not despair because we have tried to keep the
whole exercise in historical perspective and have also become aware
of the considerable groundswell in educational matters, the tangible
evidence of which is found in the many excellent reports, official and
semi-official working papers, and statements from professional bodies
and interested organisations that have appeared over the last few
years. In other words we believe that education in this country is
already "on the move" and we are in a historical phase which is
ready for and receptive to change. If there is still a long way to go to
attain the objectives set out in the Aims and Objectives Report, we
believe that in many respects we are at least Heading in the right
direction. Perhaps we can foreshadow a considerable number of our
recommendations by say:tIg that as we look at the many changes
either mooted or "in the pipeline" we want to say quite simply, but
loudly: "more speed, more ilexibility, and more resources".

There is strength in our educational system and it would be
unrealistic to ignore it. It is the strength of a good, middle of the
road, wholesome system which, while it may not have: the highlights
of some overseas developments at least does not show the extremes
of inadequate provision. What it gains in uniformity of reasonable
provision it loses in diversity; and its very stabilitycarefully
balanced by centralised organisation and distributionmay prevent
it from changing fast enough to meet contemporary challenges. In
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brief, in a period of great opportunity which can be exciting as well
as unnerving we acknowledge that "excitement" is hardly a term
that we could use in characterising our present educational develop-
ment. We think that being "wholesome" does not necessarily imply
being "uninteresting" and believe that as a society we should be
mature enough to stop being defensive about our system in the face
of outside criticism; should be less concerned with comparing its
provisions (favourably) with those of other countries; and should
show greater eagerness in grasping the opportunities for development
and innovation which abound. As a working party, we were asked
to make recommendations for the improvement of learning and teach-
ing, and we are satisfied thatthe deschoolers notwithstanding
there are many possibilities for interesting and exciting improvement,
despite the constraints of "the system".

Universal Education as a Social Experiment
It was pointed out earlier that we tried to keep a historical

perspective and also that we found some of the "anti-system"
solutions naive. This is not unimportant, for our point of view about
what is possible and where our priorities should lie is influenced by
this perspective: hence the brief historical excursion which follows.

To answer the question: "how do we come to be in the particular
educational situation in which we find ourselves?" we need to turn
to the educational tradition from which we have evolved. A study of
the history of education is always salutory. It reminds us of the long
tradition of enlightened ideas and aspirations in education going
back to Plato and, at the same time, confronts us with the relative
recency of universal education as a practical reality. This is a
historical circumstance which it is easy to overlook. Our system of
universal education is still, in historical terms, a massive social experi-
ment which like all experiments must accept certain limitations
when it is set up, but which must also subject itself to evaluation
before conclusions are drawn. Like many enthusiastic experimenters,
we often conveniently forget the limitations when interpreting
results and almost always have a good reason for explaining away
negative or awkward findings.

The major limitation in our social experim is this: that we
conceive of the process of education in terms of the individual's
development and set up our expectations and objectives in these
terms, but than (of necessity) abandon or at least seriously com-
promise this principle when we institutionalise education. This is
crystallised in the plight of the young teacher who goes out into the
educational world full of zeal and concern for the educational welfare
of each pupil, but who sooner or later finds that is dealing with an

14



institution containing children, not a series of individual children
presented to him in a manageable form as a result of the operati.,ns
of a benign and infinitely flexible institution.

Universal education, as we have developed it during the last
100 years, is essentially an exercise in institutionalisation; to pretend
that it is something else is to be quite unrealistic. The deschoolers,
like Ivan Illich, are misleading us or at least playing upon our self-
imposed gullibility: they interpret the results of our social experiment
as though the initial limitations which made the experiment pos-
siblethose implicit in institutionalisationcan be disregarcied.

But it is quite unrealistic to think that an institutionalised provision
of education can meet all the particular needs of each individual
child. We should not be forced into the position of claiming too much
or of being z..xpected to do the impossible through "the system".
We should also protect teachers from pressures and expectations
which are unreasonable. It would be easy to dream up a system of
individualised instruction, of personal guidance for every child, of
sensitive and well-informed treatment for each disadvantaged,
disturbed, handicapped, or just idiosyncratic child. But it would be
just a dream after all, in the hard light of the politics and economics
of education. Even if we claimed that we had the technical knowledge
for universal individualisation of education we certainly could not
claim to have the resources, in time, in persons, or in finance.

From this it follows that if the quality of teaching and learning as
it affects each individual is to rise above what can be achieved solely
within a universal institutionalised system. then the school needs to
be seen as one only of the educational forces influencing the indivi-
dual. The motivation of the individual to learn, his sense of the reality
of what he is studying, his willingness to forego present ease for future
mastery, his eagerness to make use of community resources to make
life more interestingall of these depend upon the co-ordination of
the educational responsibilities of the school and the community.
Added to this, the community in its own right is not only a reservoir
of teaching resources but is often the most effective teacher.

If one gives more than lip service to this widely accepted point of
view, then the school cannot "go it alone"; and certain implications
follow from this. In the first place it implies that the sharp institu-
tional boundaries between school and community need to be made
more permeable to allow for a two-way flow of experience and of
resources. This is not just a simple matter of rearranging the system.
It calls first of all for a change of attitude on both sides. During a
time of weakness or early development in an institution, security is
gained by establishing clear boundaries: the clear definition of the
rights and roles of teachers, for example, was a very important step
when teachers were still struggling for professional recognition.

15
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But from a position of strength, or at least recognised establishment,
it is possible to become much more flexible, to allow others to share
some of the roles one has (where appropriate), or to adapt roles
according to circumstances. This holds for the development of
children: it holds lbr the development of institutions; and one can
see it in almost every sociological problem. There is a stage of
building up in which one has to define the boundaries in order to
define oneself; but one grows beyond this stage. Teachers, for
example, will need to reconsider their roles, vis-a-ris each other and
vis-a-vis community resources, and this may prove to be extra-
ordinarily difficult for them to do.

A second implication is that the home, as the most poter.t influence
in development, must be involved more closely in the educational
enterprise. Large-scale studies of educational achievement are
unanimous in pointing to the predominant influence of the home
environment, and we cannot ignore this. But if the environment is to
be more fruitful as a positive educational influence then social,
economic, and political measures will be involved: it is not just an
educational problem. In the light of the clear evidence of home
influence we need to strengthen the relationship of school and home
and there is evidence that this is already happening. In this report
we make several recommendations along these linesespecially
concerning the provision of better channels of communication.

A third implication concerns the world or work. There has always
been a certain lack of trust on both sides. The school feels it must
resist the utilitarian and materialistic pull of the working world;
the working world sometimes feels that the teacher wants to educate
the child in his own image and knows very little of vocational life
beyond the classroom. As a working party we have been impressed
by the development of the Vocational Training Council and the
industrial training boards and what they are attempting to do.
This reminds us of the interest which has flared up sporadically
within education itself in relation to vocational activity, namely
the concept of work experience. There is no doubt that somehow
the rather inflexible boundaries between the school and the world
of work must be readjusted if each is to gain from the particular
educational strengths and resources of the other.

A tiairth implication has been widely canvassed and is strongly
supported by this working party: that is, community concern for
the school and the community use of school resources. The time
seems to he ripe tin- a substantial step fiirward on a national scale.
We have had our expel intents in the past and we have pilot studies
right now, but it probably needs some courageous decisions, in high
places as well as in local areas, to make worth-while progress.

It



Evaluation and Interpretation of the Social Experiment

The provision of universal education, in so far as it is a social
experiment, should have two other aspects, although these are the
easiest to ignore: a methodology for research and development,
and an objective evaluation and interpretation of results. The latter
function is being met in part by the very working party exercise in
which we are engaged and will be continued in seminars throughout
the country. We merely raise a question concerning "objectivity"
at this point and take it up in the body of the report in one of our
"assessment" recommendations. We are aware of the surveys of the
1.aternational Association for Evaluation of Educational Achieve-
ment and of New Zealand's high standing, especially in reading and
literature and some aspects of science, but such large-scale surveys
are no substitute for regular and detailed national evaluation in the
light of specific objectives. One difficulty is that, like anyone engaged
in an eNperitnent, educationists are so closely involved in the work
they arc doing that there is always a strong temptation to explain
away gaps or inconsistencies in the whole system. We see our
function, in this report, as one of pointing to some of the greatest
gaps and inconsistencies, for example, continuing education,
flexibility in curriculum development, and continuity in formal
school ing.

One serious gap concerns the first of the two aspects mentioned
above: methodology for research and development. Almost every-
one pays lip service to research in education and most reports of
committees or commissions end up with a plea for further research.
Few, however, arc prepared to acknowledge the investments of
time, money, and manpower resources which are required. We
believe that research and development in education can no longer
be regarded as rather expensive luxuries to be tacked on to the
whole enterprise when other needs have been met. They are a part
of the whole process and must he built into the system in such a
way that the flow of inlimnation between administrator, practitioner,
and rewarch worker or evaluator is facilitated by adequate insti-
tutional structures and channels. This is why we give special
emphasis to research. While it may seem ironical that we deal with
it at the end of our report, nevertheless we regard it as a major
priority.

Equality of Opportunity in Historical Context
Equality of opportunity hiti been the foundation stone of modern

democratic school systems. It is it product of the nineteenth century
and dlas all the strengths and weaknesses of ninete ith-century
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political and social attitudes. Its strength is obvious, but it has
taken a century of effort to produce a system which by and large, is
turning the idea into reality. Its weakness springs from the fact that
as a principle of justice it does not go far enough. It says ir. effect:
"here is the opportunity, take it or leave it--the responsibility is
yours".

However, beyond this level of distribution of opportunity there
is another principle, that of equitythat is, a distribution which
takes into account the particular situation of each individual. We
recognise this in special provisions for handicapped children and
fin. particular groups such as Maori children in some areas. In
Britain it is implicit in the concept of Educational Priority Areas
and in the United States in ich programmes as Headstart.

The present p:oblem is tl.at we have not consciously applied
this criterion of equity to the school system as a whole. Hence the
use of the derogatory phrase "drop-outs". We need to look at
teaching and learning as in every case related to the situation of
the learner and this includes not only handicap in the person, but
misunderstanding, lack of support, or mistrust of the school system
in the person's background. From this point of view, extra provision
for those who failed to use an earlier opportunity should not be seen
merely as an educational charity, but as a matter of equity. "Second-
chance" or alternative channels of education especially at the later
secondary level should therefore be regarded as an important
objective in education. Equity as a principle of educational pro-
vision is appropriate for Cie last quarter of this century just as the
provision of equality of educational opportunity has guided educa-
tional development since the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

Discontinuity: a Histor:cal Outcome and an Educational
An .chronism

Another nineteenth century legacy, but indeed stretching hack to
the very origin of school, is the discontinuity of educational pro-
visions. It is not necessary at this point to spell out the historical
circumstances that resulted in the concept of the elementary school
tOr the masses and a secondary school tbr the elite. New Zealand
has fared much better than most of its Europeat fOrebears in
welding originally disparate parts into a single system. However,
we think the fundamental question must be faced: "Is it not time
for New Zealand to recognise how educationally indefensible our
situation is, instead of leaving this observation to incredulous visitors
from overseas?"

18
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It could be argued that this is mainly a matter of administrative
readjustment, and that these are numerous example:; of co-operation
and articulation between the primary and secondary services.
However, the need to find examples is itself a confession of failure
and cannot gloss gs 'r the discontinuities which slice through the
system from the orate through to the inspectorate, within
teacher training, a addest of all) tc the professional allegiance
of teachers themselves.

Because we are concerned with learning and teaching as it affects
each pupil we must confront the historical situation with the edu-
cational needthe need for the utmost flexibility, articulation, and
sharing of resources, both human and material. Unified admin-
istrative and professional services arc sure!) necessary conditions
for meeting these requirements adequately.

Universal Schooling and the Stability of Tradition
The setting up and operation. (during the late nineteenth century)

of a national systf.,m of compulsory schooling was a large -.tale
operation in the organisation and management of rzsources. Schools
could be divided into classrooms, children could be divided into
groups under one teacher, movement within the system could be
governed by age or achievement, the curricula ,;ould be broken
up into subjects, and the year's work could be governed by a
sequential organisation of specific topics or levels of skill in the
"tool" subjects. It is no wonder that some modern critics regard the
typical school system of today as a relic from an industrial age in
which the model of the factory was uscd as the basis for school organ-
isation.

But looking back over the developments of the last hundred
years we cannot fail to be impressed by what has been achieved
within the constraints of an institutionalised system and even if we
adopt the "factory" model. There is an apparent fairness and
efficiency in the system, the curriculum seems to divide up neatly
into sequential "packets" of knowledge, and teachers can operate
a small number of widely-uscd techniques to present these "packets"
to their pupils and to test their retention. While this may appear
to be a caricature of the real situation it is probably close enough
to popular conceptions of schooling to be recognisable. It is a
conception which is based upon the assumption that in the field of
knowledge (whether it be knowledge as encapsulated in the curri-
culum or our knowledge of how to educate) the normal condition
is one of stablity which is occasionally disturbed by short and perhaps
regrettable periods of instability and change. Neverthe ess the
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disturbances have not been too great, because the trach;.i /nal
school system has always been notorious for its cultural lag. It is,
of course, a useful proteztim. P.gaitts, fads and fashions and the con-
servative nature of schools can sometimes function as a useful
anchor in times of too rapid social change.

In :he hundred years since the setting-up stage of national iystems,
the `'factory timid" has begun to show its inadequacies. The
major assumption of stability has disappeami, ;Ind change. un-
cert:inty, and experimentation are now the normal conditio is of
life. We do not need to regret this, nor do we nerd to speak of it
somewhat apologetically as representing a deteriorati Dn from the
"good old days" of stability. Change and instability hay( always
been precursors to social advance and greater opportunities for
individual development.

The implications of this for education are clear: we must not only
plan for change but learn to capitalise upon it rather than be
overwhelmed by it. Fiore specifically, as a working party we have
emphasised throughout this report the centrality of continuing
education kw teachers if tin-se new conditions arc to be met and the
opportunities within them realised.

There is, however, on further implication of a more controversial
and difficult nature and although ,t falls within the terms of reference
of the Working Party on Organisation and Administration it is
critical in our thinking and in our recommendations: it concerns
the balance between central responsibility and regional or local
initiptive. just as the school needed to institutionalise itself to
establish its particular role in society but now need k to open up the
very boundaries with the community which it has built up, so the
administration of education in New Zealand needed to be cen-
tralised to achieve the system we have today, but now needs vol-
untarily to devolve as many of its professional functions as it can. A
&solution of professional responsibility places a heavy burden on
the individual teacher or school and it is all too easy to argue that
there is not enough professional responsibility and maturity at local
love's to sustain the qu.klity and equality of educational provisions
as we have them under a central system. Although we do not accept
this argument we realise that responsibility is rarely demonstr,.ed
until the occasion for its exercise arises. At some stage there must be a
calculated risk, just as there is in every family group as children
grow to maturity.

We believe that this occasion hi s already arisen : the complexity
and the rate of change in the prokssional aspects of tei.ehing have
outstripped the capacity of a central administrative office to keep
pace. linitbrmity is a characteristic of a system under construction,
but it is not N virtue in a mature system. In so many professional
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matters in education there is no cne right answer, but what is im-
portant it that improvement is being smight. It is the act of seeking
this improvement which is often the important educational aspect.
This req.,:res enthusiasm, co-operation, awl a unity of purpose
within a professional group, and the professional group in his
respect is the school. Leadership within the school, then, becomes
the key to professional team work, and this in turn implies that
leaders have time and resources to understand their roles more
fully. It points to professional collaboration within the school and
within the region, hence the need for resource centres, for the ready
availability of supporting ancillary services, for an inspectorate
freed from many of their grading functions and allowed to develop
as lhgh-level co-ordinators, liaison officers, and general advisers for
the region.

All of this calls for a high level of maturity and professional
competence in the teaching profession: the outlook for any real
improvement in teaching and learning depends ultimately upon the
quality or the teachers. As a working party we have come back
to this central requirement in almost everything we have discussed,
and we put as our first priority the strengthening of the school as
the professional unit within which teachers can be engaged in a co-
operative venture, and within which their professions' growth is
pros-iced for.

To xturn to the major theme of this opening chapt, r: we know
that the school system is a part only of the whole proc,ss of education;
we know that it has limitations both historical and organisational;
but we believe that far from having "run its course" as a mode for
providing education it has a potentiality for improving learning
and teaching far greater than its critics allow. sv;11 aiways be con-
strained within the limits set by resources, whether these be financial,
material, or human; but at least some of the limitations reflect the
limits of our own imagination and enterprise, and these lie within
our own power to improve.
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Chapter 2 LEARNERS AND TEACHERS

in chapter 1 we have been trying to place the school system in
perspective by standing back from the details and looking at the
historical context which has shaped both our institutions and our
attitudes towards them. Some of the comments and judgments we
have made are open to question, as are all generalisations on such a
broad scale, and we need now to bring the whole exercise "down to
earth" and to look more closely at all the educational provisions
which make up the system. rut before we turn to an examination
of the traditional structures and functions of schooling, we think
it necessary to look at the two sides of the central activities of edu-
cationlearning and teachingin terms of the two groups of actors
invoked in this interaction: learners and teachers.

The Leg.rners

Lcarners as Statistics

Although we sometimes hear it said that education is "big
business" in our o,.erall economic and social life, we may not
appreciate just how big, in fact, it is. At the close of the Second
World War approximately 19 percent of New Zealand's population
was made up of "learners" in educational institutions. Today the
figure is close to 31 percent; add to this the teachers and admini-
strative staff and we ran say that one-third of the population of this
country is involved in the giving and receiving of some form of
education. The rate of increase of the "education" population has
been dramaticalmost twice that of the mean population increase
between 1960 and 1972.

Of the 907,000 (approx.) learners enrolled in educational
institutions today:

5.1 percent arc in playcentre., or kindergartens (with 41.8
percent of the total in the former and 58.2 percent in the
latter);

57.4 percent are in primary schools (13 percent of the primary
total being in intermediate schools);

21.8 percent are in secondary schools; and
15.7 percent are in tertiary institutions (10.5 in technical, 0.9 in

teachers colleges, and 4.3 in universities).
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What is of more interest is the change in the composition of this
population over the last 12 years. Between 1960 and 1972 the pre-
school population increased by 136.1 percent, primary and secondary
together by 31.7 percent, and tertiary by 85.5 percent. We would
expect to find the major increases or variations in those parts of
the total system in which there is no compulsion; but the pre-school
increases are clear evidence of the ranidity of growth in this area,
and there is no reason to belie, ie that t..is growth will not continue.
In 1960, pre-school children accounted for 3 percent of the total
school population; in 1965, for 3.6 percent; in 1970, for 4.6 percent;
and in 1972, nor 5.1 percent. Pre-school education has been declared
a priority area for development by the present Government, anc. in
part B of this report we devote a separate chapter to some of the
implications of the growing concern for the care and education of
young children.

In the tertiary area, the greatest increase has occurred in technical
education and although many of the implications arc organisational
and administrative (and are dealt with in some detail by the 1Vorking
Party on Organisation and Administration) we have touched on
several relevant matters in our chapter on vocational education.

Two other categories of learners, whose ratio of increase needs
to be separated out from. the figures already given, are Maoris and
sixth and seventh formers. In 1945, Maori pupils in primary and
secondary schools accounted for 8.9 percent of the total school
population. This figure has increased steadily; to 9.8 in 1960, 11.1 in
1965, and 13.1 in 1972. The main reason for this increase in the
Maori roll has been the increasing proportion of Maori pupils
attending secondary schools. In 1960, secondary pupils accounted
for 14.7 percent of the Maori roll, bu' 1)y 1972 this had risen to 20.8
percent. The increase is brought home more vividly by comparing
the increase in the total secondary roll over the period 1960 to 1972
with the increase in the Maori roll over the same period: 65.6
percent for the total roll and 148.8 percent for the Maori roll. But
these figures do not reveal the problems which still beset Maori
learners, and we turn to this topic in our separate chapter on Maori
education.

The 65.6 increase in the total secondary roll mentioned above
obscures an important trend: that 27.9 percent of this total increase
came from the increase in the sixth and seventh forms. In absolute
numbers this represents an increase of 21,820 sixth and seventh
formers over the last 12 years. This raises important issues concerning
the ways, and the places, in which these students should be educated.
Although we touch on this issue in the chapter on secondary edu-
cation, the main discussion is contained in the report of the Working
Party on Organisation and Administration.
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Learners as Persons

To know that there are approximatel} 46,000 children in pre-
school organisations, 521,000 in primary, and 197.000 in secondary
schools is doubtless of interest, but from our point of view the impor-
tant thing is to recognise the dangers, for learning and teaching, of
losing sight of the individual and dealing only with categories of
learneis. In the previous chapter it was suggested that some critics
think that the greatest weakness of modern systems of education is
their "factory model" structure. It must certainly he conceded
that if the learner is thought of as a standard "product" being
"processed", then the criticism is warranted. We now have enough
well-tested knowledge to know that one of the most outstanding
characteristics of human development is the great range of individual
differences in almost every aspect of growth. At any given age we
can expect a broad spectrum of differences in intelligence, achieve-
ments, social and emotional development, interests, needs, motives,
attitudes, Pxpectations, and experience. But there are even more
subtle differences which influence the rate and manner of learning,
for example personal tempo, confidence, and cognitive style. We
have not progressed very far in defining measuring these
characteristics of learning, but a perceptive teacher is well aware of
them.

One of the fundamental principles of enlightened educational
thought throughout the history of education has been the necessity
to take account of the characteristics of the individual learner.
The gap between ideal and reality has always been very
wide, and as was pointed out in the previous chapter, in any system
of education there are limitations to individualisation which arise
from the very nature of institutions as such. But during the last
three or four decades in New Zealand considerable progress has
been made towards reducing the gap. IVe believe that even greater
progress is now possible and base this belief on four related aspects
of educational development:

The increased awareness or, and willingness to make use of a
wider range of teaching methods based upon the learner's own
rate and level of responding;
.1 he availability of a more diverse range of learning resources
from printed materials to audio-visual aids;
The greater flexibility in curriculum development which places
greater responsibility on the teacher to adapt his programme to
the characteristics and experience of the learners;
The growing awarviivs,; of the need fbr readily available support
and advisory services along with a programme of continuing
education for teachers (especially in curriculum and methodology)
which is seen as dart of the total pattern of teacher education.
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These crucial aspects of educational development are examined
in more detail in later chapters on the curriculum, learning re-
sources, and the education of teachers, but they are emphasised in
many other places in the whole report. They are all aimed at pro-
viding as far as possible conditions within which the individual
learner can develop most effectively.

There are not only differences in learning styles and capacities,
but more radical differences which arise from various types of
handicap, or from social or cultural background. New Zealand has
a good record in providing for children with speci needs, but we
have reached the stage where resources need to be increased con-
siderably if progress is to be made. Most of these resources are in
the area of adequacy of staffing, staff training, and supporting
services and the major requirements are specified in the chapter
on psychological, guidance, and support services and children with
special needs. In the same section of the report (part D) we discuss
the education of Maoris and the needs of rural children. But there
is another groupsometimes referred to as the socially dis-
advantagedwhich cannot be defined very precisely but which is
of great concern to educationists in all developed countries. Some
comments on the problems posed by the disadvantaged learner are
called for.

In the first chapter, in the section on equality of opportunity)
it was pointed out that we should not regard "second chance'
education as an educational charity. Nor should we assume that the
"drop out" must necessarily accept the blame for having failed to
make use of the opportunities presented to him. Where individuals
have not been able to (or cannot) make adequate use of the normal
channels and methods of education we have an obligation to
examine carefully the relevance and appropriateness of what we are
offering them (or expecting of them) in schools, before categorising
them as "reluctant learners". Ve should consider the hypocrisy
of offering a type and method of schooling which is designed for a
"standard" middle-class academically-oriented child and then
ignoring those from a different social background who reject it or
who have a dismal record of failure or poor motivation. Schooling,
like public health, is not purely a matter of individual choice: the
educator has a responsibility towards the individuals who influence
the quality of the community as a whole which is in some respects
similar to the responsibility implied in the concept of "preventive"
health services. The Plowden report used the term "positive dis-
crimination" to refer to the extra effort needed to provide for the
disadvantaged, and Halsey in his recent report on the Educational
Priority Areas in Britain points out that we are moving from an
emphasis on equality of opportunity to equality of attainment
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where there is equality of potential, with a clear acceptance of the
implication that this involves additional special provision for those
who start with the handicap of an impoverished home background.
We know full well that this problem cannot be solved by the indi-
vidual teacher, who may already be harassed and disillusioned by the
task of attempting to cope with such children: it is a situation which
calls for a network of changes in supporting services, teaching con-
ditions, and curriculum resources advocated throughout our report.

Lifelong Learners

We have been concentrating on the school, as though this is the
place with a special option on learning. The "factory model" can be
particularly misleading here, because it leads us to adopt an over-
simplified view of learninga conveyor-belt concept in which each
bit of learning appears at the right time, is added in at the right
place, and eventually culminates in the finished product at certain
check-out points. But it is a serious blunder to assume that educa-
tional growth is smooth, predictable, terminal in the late teens, and
neatly sequential. Educational institutions thrive on self-fulfilling
propheciesit is all too easy for the early failure to remain a failure;
it is usual (but false) to assume that lack of interest, motivation, or
effort in school subjects during formal school years implies lack of
these characteristics thereafter; and it is perhaps difficult fur the
teacherwith a "success story" of conventional educational
achievement behind himto accept the possibility of educational
goals being attained through varied and unconventional means.

All of this implies that our institutional structures should avoid
the imposition of a premature, irreversible, or terminal pattern of
educational development on learners. Hence our concern in the
report for "lifelong" education, for the removal of unnecessary
boundaries between primary and secondary education, for more
attention to vocational education, and for the strenghtening of
communication and co-operation between all educational agencies,
formal and informal, at a local and regional levee. These concerns
arise from the basic premise that the learning "needs" and "epi-
sodes" in a learner's life are often unpredictable and are not always
best sened by a tight, sequential educational structurethe logical
organisation of the system should not mislead us into thinking that
learning, as the individual learner experiences it, is such a neat,
orderly, predictable process. And it is, after all, for varieties of indi-
vidual learners that the whole complex system of education exists.
Our final point, then, in considering the learner, is that we must
broaden our conception of education and see beyond the school to
the variety of educational resources which may play a part in the
development of the individual learner.
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The Teachers
The Teaching Force

Teaching calls for well-educated and personally mature men and
women who can accept the responsibilities of professional life. But
the very size of the teaching profession in the national workforce
creates a problem: it requires complex structures of training,
appointment, grading, salary and conditions of service; yet these
very structures may sometimes appear to work against the need for
stability, flexibility, and initiative in the system as a whole. Before
examining the professional activities of the teacher in more detail
it is necessary to consider certain aspects of teacher supply as this
has a direct bearing upon the work of the teacher.

The teaching force is substantialover 36,000 full and part-time
teachers in educational institutions of whom approximately 20,000
are primary, and 11,000 secondary teachers. We note that in the
most recent report of the Department of Education (E. 1, 1973) the
supply of primary teachers for 1973 is described as "buoyant", and
that of secondary teachers as "much better than it has been for some
years". With the full implementation of improved staffing ratios and
increasing rolls, the demand for teachers will continue to increase.
It was estimated, in a statement prepared for the 1972 Educational
Priorities Conference,* that between 1971 and 1981 3,000 additional
primary teachers will be required, and that by 1977, the peak year
for increases in secondary rolls, 2,000 additional secondary teachers
will be required (over the 1971 figure).

School enrolment projections for the next 10 yearst suggest that
primary school rolls will fall slightly until 1977 but that from 1978
there will be a steady rise. After the peak year of 1977, it appears that
secondary rolls will begin to fall slightly until 1981. But even those
figures may be changed as new data on actual births in 1972-73
are incorporated into the projections. It is not, of course, possible to
translate movements in roll projections directly into teacher supply
requirements because of the effect of gradual implementation of
basic staffing schedules and changes in staffing structures for senior
administrative positions and positions of responsibility.

There are also distribution problems, for example the relative
attractiven,ss of different geographic areas, the advantages of
teaching in areas where tertiary education is available, differences
between subjects (for example, the current staffing shortages in
economics, mathematics, and some sciences), and the high degree of
immobility of young married women teachers. As a result theLL ,nay

Public Education in 1972. Wellington: Department of Education. 1972.
'Primary and Secondary School Enrolment Projections 1973-1983. Wellington: Department of
Education. 1973.
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be an oversupply of particular groups of teachers in one area while
there arc serious shortages in other areas. But looking at the overall
shape of the projections it does appear that there may be "breathing
spaces" in teacher supply requirements which should allow for the
implementation of those recommendations in this report which call
for increases in specialised staffing in schools and general support
staff.

One of the main requirements in any large-scale school system is a
steady reduction in the teacher-pupil ratio. As we point out
elsewhere, this in itself is not sufficient to ensure improvements in
learning and teaching, but it is a major contributing factor. There
have been considerable improvements in staffing ratios since 1962,
although the major Commission on Education recommendations of
that time are only now approaching fulfilment. But conditions in
schools have changed considerably since 1962 and staff increases have
often been absorbed by these changes rather than resulting in a
reduction of class size; for example, in sixth and seventh forms the
introduction of liberal studies and Sixth Form Certificate pro-
grammes has made extra demands on staffing. In primary and
intermediate schools the aim has been to achieve a staffing ratio of
I the relevant figures for 1972 indicated that 3 percent of all
classes had over 40 pupils, 27 percent between 36 and 40 pupils,
and 2g percent between 31 and 35. We are told (Department of
Education advice) that all primary and intermediate schools will
be on the 1:35 ratios by February 1974, and we note that in its
election manifesto the Labour Party indicated that it would aim
for a 1 :30 ratio.

When evaluating the present staffing situation in terms of the
recommendations of the Commission on Education, it is important
to hear in mind that these recommendations were made against the
background of the situation at that time and should not be regarded
as the last word on teacher-pupil ratios. Quite apart from the
developments in school organisation and functioning over the last
10 years, there are many new demands on the school, not the least of
which are the requirements discussed in this report if learning and
teaching are to be improved. We do not recommend specific teacher-
pupil ratios, nor do we think it is possible to specify optimum class
sizes. It is quite obvious that a teacher cannot give individual
attention to 35 pupils in a classnor even to 25. What we do stress
is that the staffing in a school must be such that those who hold
positionF of responsibility have time to exercise this responsibility;
that there he sufficient flexibility in the deployment of staff to cover
a variety of learning situations and pupil groups; that ancillary staff
be available where they can free the teachers to make maximum use
of their prokssional skills; that supporting staff be readily available
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to the school to assist class teachers; and that pupil-contact time be
reduced to enable class teachers to spend more time in planning and
preparation. Staff salaries take up 65 percent of the total education
budget and we appreciate that a substantial improvement in staff-
pupil ratios would therefore be very costly. In our last chapter we
take up the problem of relative costs of this compared with various
other improvements, bearing in mind that education, like all other
services in the community, must operate within realistic financial
limits.

One further feature of the staffing situation which is not evident
when overall figures are studied is the number of relatively in-
experienced teachers in the teaching force. For example, over
25 percent of primary school teachers have fewer than 4 years'
teaching experience, and 73 percent of the 617 married women who
returned to the primary service in 1972 had fewer than 5 years'
previous teaching experience. The same pattern is evident in secon-
dary schools: it is not unusual for a large school to have as many as
two-thirds of its teachers under 30, with 10 to 12 first-year teachers.
While we realise that it is not always possible to give the inex-
perienced teacher the size and type of class which would be most
appropriate, nevertheless, we have heard enough evidence of young
teachers in difficulties with classes which they cannot manage to
stress the need for strong support for those in their early years of
teaching. We have more to say about classroom pressures in a later
section of this chapter.

With approximately 31,000 teachers in primary and secondary
schools, it is difficult to generalise about the quality of the teaching
force in any useful way. Entry standards and competition for entry
have varied over the years but the present situation is very encoura-
ging and there is good reason to believe that the quality of entrants
to teachers colleges is rising steadily. In the chapter of our report on
the education of teachers we make recommendations concerning
the need for teachers to develop their professional compett Lae
through in-service courses and opportunities fir study, and in the
discussion of the curriculum we recommend the provision of
"teachers centres". But in this chapter we are more concerned with
examining the professional activities of the teacher in his classroom,
school, and the education system at large.

The Roles of the Teacher

A good teacher guides the dependent learner towards indepen-
dence in his learning; but having granted this we must not under-
estimate the central role of the teacher in the development of the
learner. Unfortunately, the apparent simplicity of the words
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"teacher" and "teaching" can lead to misunderstanding or poverty
of interpretation both within and outside of the profession itself.
The narrow conception of a teacher standing in front of a class
talking does less than justice to the many teaching situations
some of which may appear to be informal and indirect even although
they have been carefully planned to achieve exactly this effect. It
is difficult to separate out teaching as an activity from the resources
used in teaching. But we cannot go far wrong if we think of a teacher
as one who is responsible fin systematic planning in the bringing
together of the learner and appropriate learning resources. These
resources include not only material resourcesfor example, books
or equipmentbut also the more subtle personal resources of the
teacher himself: such things as personality, style of speech, interest
in and knowledge of the subject, concern for the learners as indi-
viduals, and skill in using a variety of teaching methods.

Just as "teaching" covers a wide range of activities, so the word
"teacher" should not be interpreted narrowly. Apart from the
obvious categorisations of teachers in terms of institution or educa-
tional level of the learners, there is a much more important perspec-
tive, namely that of teacher roleor rather roles, because it is the
diversity of tasks required of the teacher which is not fully
appreciated. Once this is acknowledged, then it must also be
acknowledged that teachers vary greatly, not only in their personal
resources, but also in the extent to which as individuals they are
capable of coping successfully with all the roles which they are
asked to perform.

A teacher operates within different organisational settings: his
class (or classes), his school, and the community and education
system at large. In each of these contexts his role is quite different:
in the classroom he is primarily a manager; in the school he is one
of a number of executive officers; in the educational system at
large he is a professional representative. The resulting roles all
have their own character and make demands that require different
skills.

The Teacher as a Classroom Manager

In the classroom, the teacher a manager of pupils. Whatever
our sympathy for the individual, and our hope for his personal
growth, we must remember that the *.c?cher has to work within the
group situation, and has a first responsibility to so manage that
group situation that all individuals within it learn as efficiently as
possible. This is oaten forgotten by those who castigate the schools
fir failing to give each learner the individual attention he needs. It
is also a task the difficulties of which are greatly underestimated
by those who have never attempted it, or even sometimes by those
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who II moved out of the everyday class situation to higher
administrative or advisory posts. The problem of ensuring that
everyone gets equitable treatmentvirtually all at the same time
is always lurking in the background, for learners at all levels have
a sharp sense of "fairness" in the group situation.

A teacher must be a manager par excellenceplanning, responding
to crises, making decisions rapidly (and frequently), and all the
time with an eye alert to how the classroom system is functioning as
a whole. But he must also be something of an actor if he is to portray
the characteristics typically expected of him in his classroom
activitiesfor example, tolerance, sympathy, benevolence, tact,
firmness, fairness, and warmth in personal relationships. It is a
mistake to assume, as popular folklore does, that good teachers
are "born" with these characteristics; a teacher does not have to be
a loving, benevolent, firm, fair, and warm person, but he must, if
the learning situation requires it, be alb to behave in the classroom
in these ways, and the necessary simulation of these behaviours can
be exhausting.

All of this was much simpler when the managerial role of the
teacher was authoritarianbacked up by rigid punishment systems,
and made relatively easy by the assumption that Individual differ-
ences are at best a nuisance to good classroom management and at
worst, aberrations. But as was pointed out in the previous chapter,
the concept of authority, even in society at large, is changing. In
education, the whole weight or our knowledge or conditions which
facilitate learning and which contribute to mature social develop-
ments leads us to seek for more enlightened, humane, and construc-
tive mode:: of discipline. Teachers are often caught between the
two extremes of realistic group management and maximum consi-
deration for the individuals within the group, and for conscientious
teachers this can become an almost insuperable problem.

It was mentioned earlier that inexperienced teachers need
support; but the problem is not limited to inexperienced teachers
alone. .Ns a working party we are very conscious of the fact that
many of the desirable changes in curriculum and methods will
require greater professional sophistication on the part of the teacher.
But for a teacher who is still struggling for survival in elementary
matters of discipline, such recommendations are unrealistic, and
even threatening.

To the layman, it may come as a shock to hear teachers talk
of the hut principle of classroom management--personal survival;
and to the young teacher it may come as a shock to meet the cyni-
cism of older teachers. We are not suggesting that all schools and all
classes make this sort of impact, but we would be dishonest as a
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working party if we (lid not report our concern for the fact that it is
not generally realised that there arc many teachers who arc in-
adequately prepared fir what is demanded of them, lacking in
necessary material resources, unable (or not knowing how) to call
upon prokssional support when they most need it, disillusioned by
the gap between the ideal and reality, and even in some cases plainly
frightened of rebellious and abusive pupils. We do not wish to over-
dramatise the situation, but nor do we wish to gloss over the diffi-
culties fitting many teachers today.

The Teacher in the School

A teacher is not only manager of a classroom but part of a larger
organisation in which he plays a very different role. His extra-class
duties arc not just limited to supervision of pupil activities in sport,
clubs, or the domestic actkities of school routines but extend to
some participation in planning the organisation of the school itself.
Whether it be timetabling, the provision of equipment, curriculum
planning, or the arranging of school functions, he must collaborate
with fellov, icachers and accept some responsibility for the effective
operation of the school system as a whole. For many teachers
who havc come straight from the conditions of tutelage of school,
university, and teachers college this will be their first experience
of working within a team of peers: a situation in which the "class-
room teacher" stance is quite inappropriate.

While it would be informative to list the great variety of extra-
curricular activities which teachers are called upon or volunteer
to undertake, and although this has a direct bearing on the teacher's
working day and the time he has available for marking, planning
work, preparing materials, and dealing with the problems of
individual pupils, we are more concerned with the collaborative
aspect of his contribution to the school. Of central importance to
the theme developed in this report is the teacher's professional
commitment to the educational objectives and organisation of the
school as a whole, and his ability and willingness to collaborate with
other staff in the realisation of these objectives. We regard this as
being of such vital importance to our major recommendations that
we take it up in tnore detail in the following chapter.

The Teacher in the Community and the Education S)stem

As a professional representative in the community, the teacher's
first and main contacts arc with the parents of his pupils. This
is not as straightforward a task as it may seem nit the one hand,
he must know enough about each pupil to make constructive com-
ments to interested parents, yet on the other hand he must sometimes
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try to interest parents in their child's progress or behaviour where
home co-operation is essential for progress. He obviously needs
tact and a sensitivity to the variety of backgrounds within which his
pupils !la\ e been brought up, yet he is not in a position to influence
these backgrounds directly where they area working against the good
of the school and the pupil himself.

Teachers are aware of the fact that their professional skills can be
valued very differently in different communitiesfrom the extreme
situation %vhere teachers, schools, and the values they stand for are
rejected ,.+imetimes quite crudely) as irrelevant to the task of getting
out into the world and earning a wage, to the other extreme where
the profession as such is regarded with that touch of superiority
and patronage normally reserved for those "in service". "Relating
to the community" is an important dimension of the teacher's task,
but if it is to be fruitful it requires a comparable gesture from those
in the community. In several places in this report we recommend
closer relationships with parents and the local community, but
we arc aware that this is not an easy task for many teachers, and
virtually impossible if it is not reciprocated by the community.

There is another aspect which is becoming increasingly important,
but for which teachers, and administrators as well, are not norm-
ally well prepared: that is "public relations" or just simply "pub-
licity". So many changes take place in one generation that parents
arc often puzzled by and sometimes antagonistic to, what the schools
are teaching and the methods they use. Teachers arc in the front
line of arty improvement in public relations, as it is normally through
concern liar their particular children that parents show an interest
in education. We believe that many misunderstandings have occur-
red because of the very poor publicity in education as a whole.
While we think that teachers could do much to give parents and the
wider community a better understanding of what schools are attempt-
ing to aellit've, we believe that this is something which should be
tackled more seriously at a national level. The Department of
Education could play a key role, but like the teaching profession
as a whole it shows some of the reticence of the academic who feels
it is unbecoming to "sell his wares". In contrast to public health and
agriculture, education is well behind in the field of publicity
despite the fact that in such areas as communication, stimulation
of interest, and the effective use of audio-visual methods, it should be
in the forefront. We dwell on this at this point because better
publicity concerning the objectives and methods of modern educa-
tion could make a significant difference to .he relationships between
teachers and their communities.

As flr as the education system as a whole is concerned, teachers
play a role in its functioning through their professional organisations.
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Although it is mostly the "political" elements of their activities
which attract public attention through the mass media, it would be
unfortunate if their professional concerns for improving conditions
of learning and teaching were overlooked. Teachers' organisations
can and have exercised considerable power in the development of
education in New Zealand. As they become even more powerful
through effective organisation and increasing skill in applying
political pressures, it becomes very important for teachers as a
whole to have a clear conception of the major objectives for educa-
tion in New Zealand, the procedures through which they can be
attained, and the extent to which the policies of their organisations
facilitate or hinder their attainment. We have more to say on this
matter in our chapter o.' continuity.

Teaching has a cyclic characteristic: teachers in training are
placed with experienced teachers who thus influence the attitudes
and practices of the oncoming group of young teachers. But an even
more powerful influence is provided by the incidental effect which a
teacher has on his pupils by providing a model of teaching as a
profession. To a certain extent, every educational system has this
built-in conservatism, and while it makes for stability in conditions
where there are few changes in teaching attitudes and practices,
it can be a retarding factor when change is needed. One of the
themes of this report is "innovation"not change for the sake of
change but flexibility and experimentation as necessary characteris-
tics of a system which must respond to the changing needs of society
and of individuals. Teachers are the central actors in this process
of innovation, and much of our report is devoted to an analysis of
the conditions under which they can play this role fully and
effectively.
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Chapter 3 THE SCHOOL AS A PROFESSIONAL
UNIT AND A LEARNING COMMUNITY

'film is a tremendous investment of manpower in the teaching
force, hence it is this areathe efficient utilisation of manpower
which is likely to yield the best return for further investment.
We arrive at this conclusion, not from economic analysis but from
our examination of the factors which hinder or could facilitate
improvements in learning and teaching. It is very easy to make glib
generalisations about "what is wrong with education"assuming
that such a statement has any real meaning at all; or "how 'the
system' should be changed"implying that a simple adjustment
to the mechanism has the same relationship to education as a tune-
up has to a car engine. But as soon as the more useful specific
questions about the quality of education are asked, they lead to an
examination of the quality of the learning and teaching which is
going on in thousands of classrooms throughout hundreds of hours
during the school year.

Generalising in these circumstances is difficult, and can be
dangerous, and as a working party we have been constantly aware
that, ultimately, the day-to-day processes of learner-teacher inter-
action are what really count. We have been concerned with the
quality of this interaction and believe that any set of recommenda-
tions or priorities for development which makes little impact at
this level will have a minimal influence on the quality of education
as a whole. Whenever possible, we have tried to use this vision of
the individual teacher in his particular classroom and school as the
touchstone for our selection of areas of priority and our specific
recommendations. %%le have also tried to envisage the conditions
under which each teacher can make the best use of his time and
abilities for the good of his pupilsa process which T. Hugon
sums up in a nutshell as "diagnosing the status of every pupil,
seeing to it that the pupil is confronted with appropriate subject-
matter and experiences (since all knowledge need not be verbally
communicated), and checking on individual progress".

In the first chapter we have touched on certain historical factors
which have shaped the present system and have pointed out that the
building up of a national system in a relatively short time is,
historically speaking, a considerable achievement. In establishing

Husin, School for We. Lemdos Edwatiomal Review. Vol. 1, No. 3, 1972.
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this system certain requirements have of necessity taken priority, lbr
example: equality of distribution of resources, both human and
material ; fairness and efficiency in the appointment of teachers;
uniformity and co-ordination of s) llabuses; the setting of. minimal
standards for public recognition ; protection for the schools from
arbitrary local interference and from regional differences in facilities.
Rut having met these requirements and having achieved a level of
stability and maturity, the system is now ready for the next step
forward; a step which will allow fir diversity while safeguarding the
body of tested experience, and which will shift the balance of
responsibility from the administrative structures above the school and
towards the school itself as a professional unit.

This is a shift in the weighting of responsibility, not a tram /er of
ultimate responsibility. We believe that if schools are given greater
responsibility for their own functioning, if teachers arc prepared to
accept this responsibility with all its implications of professional
collaboration and commitment to the welfare of the school as a whole,
and if reasonable support is available, then this investment of trust
and support will yield a worth-while return. In our discussions we
have used a shorthand phrase to refer to this change of emphasis and
its many implications, and we use it in this report for the same
purpose: "the school as a professional unit".

The word "professional" reflects the fact that in the act of teaching
there can be no automatic application of a set of ready-made
routines, but rather a constant adaptation of knowledge and skill
in the light of general principles and for the purpose of meeting the
needs of individuals who differ. And we use the word "unit" to
emphasise the fact that teachers cannot work in isolation, that a
school is more than a collection of individual teachers, and that
skills of management and co-ordination arc necessary if the individual
teacher, .'s well as the individual learner, is to gain the greatest
benefit from the full resources of the school. If we start from the
learner's point of view it might be more appropriate to speak of
"the school as a learning community'', and this is certainly how we
visualise the school. But the two phrases are the two sides of the one
coin and it is for the sake of the learning community tnat we
emphasise the responsibility of the school to function as a professional
unit.

The Guiding Concept

Our first priority, then, is attitudinal; we have found that once
we accept the concept of "professional unit", then the implications
for specific changes and developments as recommended in the
remainder of this report hang together. They are, in tact, the
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conditions under which the concept can be realised in practice, and
as we study the various conditions we have a guiding principle
which enables us to establish priorities. Of all the conditions which
we think to be necessary, there is one which stands out as providing
the major mechanism for the realisation of the conceptthe
continuing education of teachers or, as it is normally termed,
in-service training. Without this, the whole structure of our recom-
mendations is weakened, if not destroyed, and we therefore place
it in the very centre of further educational development.

But the complementary aspect of the professional unit -the
learning communityalso implies an attitudinal element. It implies
that the school as a community must be sensitive to the needs of all
its pupils whether they be gifted, handicapped, from educationally
supportive homes, or from educationally cramping and restrictive
environments. It implies that pupils should be involved in the whole
range of school activities to the limit of their experience and
maturity. And it implies above all that the principal, those around
him in positions of administrative responsibility, and the teachers,
should see themselves as part of a joint enterprise with a maximum
of shared responsibility and effective professional communication.
We arc not suggesting that these conditions do not already exist in
some schools; but we think it essential that they should exist in all
schools.

The Practical Implications Within the School
Bearing in mind the succinct description of teaching quoted earlier

from T. HUSell with its key words: "diagnosing", "confronting",
and "checking"--it is easy to understand why the notion of flexibility
emerges as a major condition for progress, along with its twin notion
of innovation. We do not wish to be misunderstood in emphasising
innovation in several of the major chapters, and have been careful
to point out that we arc using the word to refer to carefUlly planned
and evaluated changes designed to improve methods of learning and
teaching. If we thought that we had the definitive answers to
questions concerning the appropriate type of curriculum for every
level and every objective, or concerning the best methods of teaching
in every situation, then we would say so. But we do not have these
answers, nor do we believe that such answers can be found in general
terms. They can be found only for this teacher, in this situation, with
this objective, and with this pupil or class. To do this requires
flexibility of organisation and approach, and innovation in the use
of materials and techniques. both, of course, functioning in the light
of experience and stth the support and guidance of others.
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We do not limit flexibility and innovation to the classroom, but
see it as extending to the deployment of staff in a school, the con-
struction of the curriculum, methods of school evaluation, the
development of versatile teaching spaces in school buildings, and
the organisation of the school system itself. This will result in
diversity, but this is just the quality which we feel to be lacking in
New Zealand education. The cynic may think that it will lead to
chaos, but we believe that the teaching profession is sufficiently
mature and responsible, within each professional unit, to know when
diversity is for the good of the pupil and when it should be restrained.

Another implication of our recommendations is the need to
reduce the number of formal class-contact hours to allow for the
joint planning, preparation, evaluation, and in-service training
which will be required to provide for the diversity of individual
needs in learners and to become acquainted with and learn to use
new methods and materials. Again, the cynic may point to 5 or so
daily hours of formal class time and to school holidays and argue
that there is already plenty of time available outside of class hours.
As to the former, examination of the total workload of a con-
scientious teacher denies the idea of a short working day. And as
far as school holidays are concerned, these are increasingly being
used for professional courses; we envisage that they will certainly
be so used even more heavily. For those teachers who face a class
for 5 hours a day 5 days a week, a break each term from the con-
centrated and relentless pressure of coping with the needs, demands,
problems, and moods of between 20 to 40 vigorous young individuals
in a group is a necessary safeguard to mental health. What is needed
however, is a redistribution of time within the working day and
throughout the year; under such circumstances both could be used
more effectively and economically.

While this implies liberality in staffing (including ancillary
staffing) to allow for greater flexibility in the deployment of teaching
functions within a school, it also implies the need for adequate
facilities and resources to allow for such activities as small group
work, individualised programmes, and independent study. In
brief, with a change in emphasis from teaching, in the traditional
sense, to the variety of modes and settings within which learning
takes place, the teacher becomes a much more sophisticated manager
of learning resources for the individual learner. He needs more
time to plan and execute this demanding function; but a reduction
in face-to-; ice class hours, which would give him this time, requires
a greater range and availability of learning resources, a topic
which we develop at some length in a later chapter.

At this point, all that we need to say about resources is that we
see the need for/ expansion of, and greater co- ordination between,
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all types of resource materials (including books, audio-visual aids,
equipment), the building up of resource centres in the school as well
as in the district, and the ready availability of resource advisers.
When attention focusses on the school as the unit, then the implica-
cation is that resources serve the school, and the mechanisms by
which these resources are made available must be carefully planned
and adequately provided for. Too often the teacher, and the school,
waste valuable time trying to locate resources, or fail to use re-
sources because of inadequate specialised assistance. This is false
economy and reduces the value of the initial investment in staff
quite unnecessarily. It is something which can and should be
remedied.

Reference was made earlier to flexibility in providing versatile
teaching spaces: we should add "learner" spaces as well. Buildings
often determine what is possible; they create an expectation of how
teaching should proceed; or they may wreck the best of educational
plans when space is inadequate. The redistribution of the teaching
day, for example, requires adequate work space for teachers, just as
i he concept of the learning community requires "social spaces" as
an integral part of the school's functioning. We are aware that there
are many difficulties in the provision of buildings and know that
efforts are constantly being made to improve design. But when we
consider the implications of the school as a professional unitwith
its own particular needs and stylewe see the need for maximum
flexibility in planning, within the obvious limits of financing.
Hence our discussion at a later stage of school building.

One further implication of great importance. Freedom to experi-
ment implies responsibility for evaluation, and this must be part of
the total programme of assessment in the school. Husen's third
teaching activity"checking"is easy to give assent to, but diffi-
cult to provide for in a systematic and effective way. We regard this
as an area of inadequacy in schools and take it up for specific
comment and recommendation in later chapters on the primary
school (chapter 6), the curriculum (chapter 11), and assessment
(chapter 13). It is, in our thinking, a key factor in the successful
operation of the school as a professional unit.

The Size of the School

To speak of a "unit" implies some consideration of size, parti-
cularly in relation to the effect of size upon both learners and
teachers. This is not a matter we have been able to resolve satis-
factorily because of the necessity to balance a number of conflicting
factors. Quite apart from the educational considerations, it would be
unrealistic to ignore the financial implications of, for example, recom-
mending a large number of smaller units spread around an urban
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area. The major educational factor is the pupil's sense of identity
within a community, but there is no evidence which suggests that
there is a clearcut answer to the question of optimum size of this
community at all levels. What we can say with confidence is that
major factors in creating a Sethi(' of community in a school - -of
whatever sizeare the social organisadon of the school and the
extent to which the individual pupil is known and guided by
someone who has a responsibility towards hin vho is available to
giN e help and advice, and who has time to discharge this responsi-
hilitr. A pupil in a school of 500 whose only adult contact is a busy
classroom teacher with 35 pupils to teach is not necessarily better
off than another pupil in a school of 1,000 in which specific pro-
vision is made for certain staff members to have pastoral responsi-
bilities for groups of pupils.

Our intuitive response to the problem of school size is to suggest
that pupils will gain more from an environment in which they can
literally see their school community as a whole, experience it as a
whole, know all the teachers at least by sight, and be offered a
wide enough range of courses, sports, clubs, and other extra-
curricular activities to have some real freedom of choice to meet
individual needs. From the teacher's point of view, the school is
clearly too large when the principal and his senior administrative
staff are remote from individual members of staff. The concept of
the professional unit implies that the school should be large enough
to allow 1hr the sharing and professional collaboration necessary to
make maximum use of the various strengths and resources of staff
members, but not so large that staff lose their sense of cohesiveness
as a group.

Although these reactions are intuitive, there is nothing intuitive
about our strongly critical reaction to the situation which can arise
all too often when the school is expected to take increased numbers
of pupils but is not provided with adequate space or resources to
give them or their teachers the reasonable conditions they have a
right to expect. This is a current problem of some urgency; an
academic discussion of optimum school size seems remote in such
circumstances. A final comment, in keeping with the tone of the
report: if' we cannot resolve the problem of size, then we would
urge that "experiments" in new administrative arrangements in
large secondary schools (such as at Burnside High School in Christ-
church) be properly evaluated. Too often the word "experiment"
is used by administrators as a euphemism for "intended new policy",
but at Burnside, and elsewhere, we believe that while innovation.;
in the organisation of large schools ought to be encouraged, the
outcomes should also be studied in some detail by those who have
the professional skills to do so.
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Implications Beyond the Schonl
A shift in the weighting of responsibility towards the school must

be paralleled by the provision of adequate supporting services. It is
doubtful whether the word "adequate" can he defined, and we
would expect teachers to have a somewhat more generous definition
than those who are responsible for the financial implications of
what is thought to be adequate. Exact numbers are matters for
negotiation, but the general principles which guide such negotiation
need to be clear. In many places in this report we stress the need
for further provision of advisers of various types, supporting services
in the field of guidance and for children with special needs, specialist
staffing for resource centres, and a substantial increase in ancillary
staff of various types. These are not unreasonable requirements; in
fact they are essential if we are serious about the educational
objectives so often proclaimed and acclaimed in modern society.

We have already emphasised the need for in-service training and
the availability of resources, hence our recommendations on the
provision of resource centres and teachers' centres to serve groups
of schools (sec chapter 8: The General and Professional Education
of Teachers and chapter 14: Learning Resources). We also envisage
that schools in an area will need to co-operate in sharing resources
where appropriate and that this co-operation will extend to neigh-
bouring schools of different educational levels as well as across
schools at the same level.

'The Inspectorate

It may seem that we are ignoring the hard realities of self-interest
in most institutions, and that by emphasising the school as the pro-
fessional unit we may, i flct, reinforce the isolation which we
would like to reduce. Tiler- is obviously a need for very experienced,
perceptive, and forward-looking educationists who can assist in, or
even initiate this type of professional communication. They would
act as advisers in a very general wayindeed, they would be pro-
fessional officers of the very highest standing in the educational
community. This is the role we sec for the inspectorate, and it is
obviously far removed from grading functions which at present take
up so much time.

Perhaps the time has come to get rid of the word "inspector",
with all its unfortunate connotations. This is not meant to imply
that we wish to abolish evaluation flinctions altogether, but that
we envisage school evaluation (as distinct from teacher assessment)
as being the responsibility of a more broadly-based team than that
of the present school inspections (see chapter 13: Assessment).
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Having studied documents on the role of both primary and
secondary inspectors, we are impressed with the educational
aspirations expressed, but very much doubt whether the reality is,
or can even begin to approach, the level of aspiration. It may be,
however, that with the elimination or at least reduction of personal
grading, inspectors will, for the first time, be able to exercise these
professional leadership functions. We note that proposals to abolish
grading of secondary teachers have been accepted and that at
present primary teachers are studying a scheme which would reduce
the assessing role of inspectors.

There are two corollaries to the highly professional leadership
roles which inspectors should undertake: recruitment and training.
While we (lo n,..t suggest that all inspectors will have exactly the
same functionsthus there will be room for the subject specialist
who may have had little administrative experience (although
perhaps he should in this case be a curriculum adviser)never-
theless, we are concerned that, in general, inspectors should be
recruited from the top level of experienced educationists; and that
their status and salary should reflect this level of experience and
responsibility. It could be that a substantial proportion of inspectors
may have fluid appointments, with secondment for specified
periods, as occurs already to some extent. It could also be that in
some cases this fluidity could allow for the appointment of somene
from outside the formal school system (for example, a very expzri-
axed administrator) who could bring strength to particular areas
of professional leadership. This development would be strengthened
by what seems to us to be a logical and necessary stepthe creation
of a single inspectorate.

Training for this level of leadership is essentialnot in the narrow
sense of the word, but rather in the sense of providing opportunities
for study, observation, discussion, and overseas experience which
would ensure that the inspector was himself a learner, open to new
ideas, and in touch with the broader movements of educational
development. For example, it could be most valuable to allow an
inspector to spend up to a year in a university or teachers college,
drawing upon its resources, using it as a sounding board and as a
base from which to examine relevant parts of the school system, and,
in general, standing back from the schools for a period in order to
gain perspective. At one stage in our working party discussions we
canvassed the idea of a "staff college" for the training of adminis-
trators, inspectors, principals, and others in positions of heavy
responsibility, but decided that although the idea is worthy of
consideration we would prefer at this stage to use the various
in-service channels which could be expanded and adapted as
necessary.
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We have made specific recommendations concerning the in-
spectorate in other parts of the report (chapter 6: The Primary
School, and chapter 11: The Curriculum) but we have thought it
necessary to deal with this important topic in general terms at
this stage because of the crucial role of the "professional adviser"
in our concept of the school.

The Community

As schools cannot be isolated from one another if' they are to
operate most effectively, so they cannot be isolated from the com-
munity. This is a central theme which appears in almost every
chapter in the report. We have already made the point that schools
cannot achieve what is expected of them without community
support, and have said that it will become increasingly necessary
foe parents and the wider community to become more closely
involved in the school --as well as for the school itself to move
towards the community.

This is part of a much broader and deeper theme, and it is perhaps
appropriate to remind ourselves that although we have been
concentrating on the schoolas it has seemed realistic to do so
the most exciting educational advances arc likely to lie in the area
of "lifelong" or "continuing" education. One implication of this
will be that the school itself will become a focus for community
learning, and that many of the traditional functions of the school
may become joint community functions (especially in extra-
curricular activities). In terms of the theme of this chapter, one of
the "professional" functions of the school will be in the area of
continuing education, with staff appointed for this specific purpose.
We make specific recommendations about this "community school"
development in several chapters, but particularly in the chapter on
secondary education (chapter 7).

From another point of view, the school-community relationship
will be expressed in a growing concern for vocational experience
and preparllon. This is an area which has been neglected, but we
believe that in tlae present climate of development, a new dialogue
can be opened up between the traditional schools and the world of
work (see chapter 9: Vocational Education).

Research

One important implication of many of our major recommendations
is the need to balance innovation by evaluation. Just as a school,
in planning a new programme, a new type of class organisation, or
a new teaching technique should be able to call on specialised ad-
visers, so it should be able to call upon the research skills which
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are a necessary part of the total "experiment". it is easy to support
the idea of more professional responsibility for teachers and schools,
but we hold strongly to the view that it is absolutely essential to
build up adequate research resources and facilities at the same time.
We also believe that, as with supporting services, these resources
and facilities should be readily available where they are needed,
and in the chapter on research (chapter 19) we make appropriate
recommendations.

The School as a Part of the National System
just as the schools cannot stand apart from the local community

nor can they stand apart from the national system of education. They
are influenced by and responsible for the implementation of national
policies. In developing the concept of the school as a professional
unit we have not been unaware of this larger national responsibility,
and have therefore examined those aspects of its professional function-
ing which are related (or even tied) to the national scene. In par-
ticular, we have addressed ourselves to five major national con-
straints: the curriculum; national examinations; teacher education;
the organisation of the school system; and buildings.

This is not the place to attempt to justify our views and recom-
mendations in these areas, but in so far as they are related to the
theme of this chapter we can foreshadow our conclusions by saying
that we favour a school-based curriculum within national guidelines;
the abolition of national examinations; more regional diversity in
the organisation of teacher education, and more teachers college
participation in local in-service training; the development of a
single teaching profession to service primary and secondary schools,
along with administrative co-ordination (including a single inspee
torate) ; and the substantial strengthening of the School Development
Group along with some local flexibility of design for school buildings.
Ve believe that these changes would strengthen the education system
by enabling the schools to accept the responsibilities which they must
hear if they arc to yield their greatest returns in the improvement of
learning and teaching.
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PART B THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM IN A
NEW CONTEXT

while %,c may look forward to new and broader interpretations of
education for the future, we cannot ignore the tremendous investment
in present institutional structures. The new context is "lifelong
education" with its emphasis on the breadth and continuity of
educational experiences. In chapter 4 we comment on the new
emphasis on continuing education and conclude with two chapters,
9 and 10, which take up specific aspects of the more general theme
as it applies to the New Zealand scene. The organisation of the middle
chapters reflects the traditional structure of the school system, but
they should be regarded as conveying part only of all that we wish
to say about the schools and should be read within the context of
all the folkming, chapters, especially those in part C. As explained in
the prettce, we have not dealt with tertiary education as such, but
have something specific to say about the training of teachers in
tertiary institotions in the latter part of chapter 8.
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Chapter 4 CONTINUING EDUCATION
The International Commission on the Development of Education,

under the chairmanship of Edgar Faure, a former Prim: Minister
and Minister of Education in France, has recently published a
report which has attracted the attention and excited the imagi-
nations of educators all over the world. The title of the report is a
succinct statement of its "message": Learning to Be: The World of
Education Today and Tomorrow*. A quotation will convey the essence
of the central emphasis:

It is out of the question for education to be confined, as in the past,
to training the leaders of tomorrow's society in accordance with some
predetermined scl-eme of structures, needs and ideas or to preparing
the young, once and for all, for a given type of existence. Education is
no longer the privilege of an elite or the concomitant of a particular
age: to an increasing extent, it is reaching out to embrace the whole
of society and the entire life-span of the individual.
The learning society embraces much more than the school system;

indeed the word "system" is too limiting, for the emphasis moves
from the individual as an object for teaching to the individual as the
subject in his own act of learning. As a guiding concept for educa-
tional policies the commission asserts as its first principle that:

Every individual must be in a position to keep learning throtighot:t
his life. The idea of lifelong education is the keystone of the learning
societyt.

This is followed by a recommendation that:
We propose lifelong education as the master concept for educational

policies in the years to come for both developed and developing
countries:.
Of the 21 principles and recommendations, all of which are directly

relevant for New Zealand and most of which are actually embodied
in the recommendations throughout the working party report, two
are worth quoting as particularly relevant in the context of "continu-
ing" education§.

Principle 2:
The dimensions of living experience must be restored to education

by redistributing teaching in space and time.

International Gonunicsiou on the Developsurnt of Education UNES( 0. London:
Harrap. 1972.
Ibid., p. 181.

:Ibid., p. 182.
'Ibid., pp. 183-6.



Recommendation 2:
Educational institutions and means must be multiplied, made more

Accessible, offer the individual a far more diversified choke. Education
must assume the proportions of a true mass movement.

Principle 3:
Education should be dispensed and acquired through a multiplicity

of means. The important thing is not the path an individual has followed
but what he has learned or acquired.

Recommendation 3:
Each person should be able to choose his path more freely, in a

more flexible framework, without being compelled to give up using
educational services for life if he leaves the system.

These principles and recommendations provide a general context
for the points taken up in this chapter, although the particular
"springboard" for our recommendations is the New Zealand
UNESCO report on lifelong education. We have used the term
continuing education rather than the more traditional "adult
education", and as synonymous with "lifelong" education. But
before we examine the New Zealand report, a brief comment on
provisions for adult education will set the scene.

No detailed public investigation of this sector of education has
been made since the report of the Consultative Committee on
Further Education of Adults and the passing of the Adult Education
Act in 1947. Between then and 1963 the university colleges and
their regional councils of adult education carried on a wide range
of continuing education activities. The Adult Education Act of 1963
relieved the emerging universities of the obligation to maintain the
regional councils of adult education, and the universities since then
have tended to concentrate on a narrower range of continuing
education programmes of a more academic and professional nature
for which there has been a growing demand. The major programmes
of non-vocational continuing education of a more general nature
have been organised by the secondary schools under the sponsorship
of the Department of Education or by such voluntary organisations
as the Workers' Educational Association (W.E.A.).

The National Council of Adult Education has remained the
central advisory and fact-finding body charged with the duty of
taking overall cognisance of the development of continuing educa-
tion. Since 1969 the general oversight of the field of vocational
continuing education has been mainly the responsibility of the
Vocational Training Council which has encouraged industry both
to establish its own training organisations and to utilise to the full
the resources of the technical institutes and other educational
age nc
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Lifelong Education Committee Report
In October 1972 the Committee on Lifelong Education set lip

by the New Zealand National Conunission fbr UNESCO presented
its report*. This report examined the state of lifelong education in
New Zealand and took stock of the range of opportunities for
continuing education now offered. In a careful analysis the com-
mittee pinpointed special areas of concern in continuing education
which included:

The lack of resources available lbr communicating to those who
can benefit most from continuing education the opportunities
offered them and the need for them to take advantage of those
opportunities;
The absence of a comprehensive scheme for educiLtit,;1.0 entitle-
ment extending over the life span on the same principle as social
security entitlement;
The need for developing a diversity of appropriate learning and
teaching techniques in continuing education and for training
adult educators;
The special needs of such groups as women, Maoris and Poly-
nesians, young people, and the residents of rural areas.
The whole report is worthy a very close study by all who are

interested in the broader aspects of educational development in the
future. The working party fully endorses the nine major recom-
mendations of the committee which are as follows:

(1) That a Committee of Inquiry be set up by Government to
investigate fully the complete field of continuing education.

The working party recommends that action be taken in advance
of the report of a committee of inquiry in respect of some of the
recommendations of the committee and of this working party.

(2) That the Department of Education appoint an "officer tar
continuing education" at a senior level in the department to
provide cohesion and leadership for the very wide range of
contiluing education activities undertaken by the depart-
ment.

The working party notes with satisfaction that this recommenda-
tion has been implemented.

(3) That pilot projects be set up immediately in several selected
secondary schools by appointing an equivalent hill-time
continuing education officer to the staff of the school with
responsibility for developing a broadly based programme of
continuing education in consultation with the principal.

*Lifelong Eduraion. NVellingt.m: Report of .t Committee of the New
Commission for UNESCO. 1972.
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The working party applauds the projects now being initiated
or planned in such schools as the proposed new secondary school
at Mangere, Rutherford High School, Aorere College, and Welling-
ton High School.

That the Manual and Technical Regulations of 1937,
which are no longer appropriate for the purposes for which
they arc used, be replaced by a new set of clear regulations,
based on current needs and realities.

The \corking party believes that the delay in implementing the
recommendation of the Commissien of Education WO) nn this
matter is inexcusable.

That the new regulations recommended by this committee
provide for access by secondary pupils to the field of con-
tinuing education and for the attendance of adults at
secondary school classes.

(1)) ;a) That the Department of Education be asked to convene
meetings with the National Council of Adult Education
and the Vocational Training Council to foster further
experimental programmes for adult teachers and trainers
in co-operation with other training institutions.

k b) That university extension departments and teac:ters
colleges be asked to consider specialist appointments in the
principles and practice of adult education.

New Zealand lags behind many countries in the study of adult
education and in the provision of programmes for training adult
educators. This hinders not only the advancement of continuing
education in general but also the improvement of vocational
training of adults, as is pointed out in the chapter of our report
dealing vv,th vocational education (chapter 9). Of all the reednimenda-
Lions in the UNE.SVO report, we would place highest priority on the training
of adult educators. Development of an administrative network and
provision of material resources cannot achieve their intend
outcomes unless trained personnel are available to implement
programmes. Too little attention has been paid to this aspect in
the past and we believe that it should now become a major priority.

( I)
That the Department of Education he urged to provide
appropriate facilities and teaching accommodation for
adults attending continuing education classes at secondary
schools and that appropriate provisions be made in secondary
school planning in future.
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(8) That the Advisory Council on Educational Planning be
asked to examine the inequalities of opportunities for voca-
tional training between regions of New Zealand in relation
to employment opportunities.

9) That the statutory duties of the New Zealand Broadcasting
Corporation be amended to give the corporation a respon-
sibility for educational broadcasting and that the Broad-
casting Authority be empowered where appropriate to
place a similar responsibility on other broadcasters.

The working party notes with satisfaction that the Select Com-
mittee on the new Broadcasting Bill (1972) has introduced pro-
vision of this kind. Not only should broadcasting agencies provide
programmes of a generally educative nature (for "xample, docu-
mentaries, art reviews) for mass audiences but they should also
co-operate with educational institutions in offering broadcast
programmes that involve identified listeners and viewers on syste-
matic study with the help of correspondence tuition, texts, and
other learning aids. Experience in Britain and elsewhere has shown
that such programmes are best produced by specialised education
officer! of the broadcasting agencies working in conjunction with
professional adult educators.

The effective and widespread audio-visual communication
provided by broadcast television makes it an important vehicle
for continuing education. The Committee of Inquiry into the
Uses of Television in Education recognised this fact, and
recommended that priority be given, in the field of continuing
education, to programmes to assist farmers and those who needed
vocational guidance and social welfare help. While accepting the
importance of these areas, we believe that a wider view of con-
tinuing education shoula be served: that which sees continuing
education as "the education, both vocational and non-vocational,
of those whose main role is no longer that of a student". (Lifelong
Education, UNESCO, 1972.) It is our view that the primary use of
television for educational purposes, in the first instance at least,
will be in the field of continuing education.

The role of television in early-childhood education needs no
emphasis. If it is accepted that the home is the basic educational
unit, then radio and television, with their mass audiences, are the
quickest and most efficient way to educate parents so that the early
childhood development of children is encouraged. Family life, too,
is an a ca where substantial benefit can result if the agencir con-
cerned with broadcasting try to meet the needs of members of
families by providing programmes on, for example, the care of
children, marriage guidance, and social welfare.
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areas described in the preceding paragraphs are by no
means exclusivethe important point is that needs should be
identified, appropriate programmes obtained or produced, and
evaluation of their effectiveness undertaken. (We take up *.ne matter
of educational television in more detail in chapter 14: Learning
Resources.)

The Problem of the Educationally Disadvantaged and of
Outlying Communities

Apart from its specified recommendations, the Lifelong Fducation
Committee report brings out two salient facts about continuing
education in New Zealand.

(a)

(h)

The participants tend to be educationally privileged. R. Boshicr
in his study of some 2,400 participants in 3 continuing educa-
tion programmes in Wellington showed that nearly 60 percent
of participants, as contrasted with 10.83 percent of the New
Zealand population had passed University Entrance or some
higher secondary school qualification. Such facts highlight the
problems of making continuing education congenial and easily
accessible to persons whose educational attainments arc limited
but whose needs may be great. It is argued below that such
problems can best be overcome by more flexibility in organisa-
tion and the provision of special facilities and specialised staff,
especially in secondary schools with close community links.
Outlying communities are indifferently served. Some of the
ways in which this form of deprivation could be mitigated
include: greater flexibility in permitting adult classes to be held
in premises outside secondary schools; educational broadcasting
for adults; extension of correspondence school services for
adults.

Eztension of Correspondence School Services for Adults
The Committee on Lifelong Education did not make any specific

recommendation regarding correspondence school services for
adults. The fact that some 3,500 adults already use the services of
this institution suggests that this form of continuing education is
attractive to adults. Study by correspondence has the advantage of
allowing the diffident student to work at home in privacy. It is
notable that if one excludes prisoners and military personnel, a
substantial majority of adult correspondence school students arc
women, including a steadily increasing number of married women.
This service is important for married women who are preparing
themselves to return to the work force.

At present an adult student may not er..ol with the Correspon-
dence School if he lives within a certain distance of a school offering

R. Boshier. The Partic ipants: .% Clientele Analysis of three New Zealand Adult Educa-
tion Institutions. Australian Journal of Adult Education, Vol. I I, No. 1.
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an evening class in the subject he wishes to study, unless he can
prove that he is unable to -ttend an evening class. A refusal to
allow a student to enrol Correspondence School in these
circumstances may well ,e him to abandon his plans for con-
tinuing education.

The Correspondence School is not at present authorised to prepare
courses specifically designed for adult part-time students who must
now take courses written for full-time school pupils. This is a serious
obstacle to the expansion of the Correspondence School's work with
adults. The possibilities of the combination of correspondence study
with face-to-face tuition under local instructors have not been
seriously explored in continuing education in New Zealand.

The working party recommends:
1. 'That, subject to stipulations regarding payment of reasonable fees

for these additional services, adult students be allowed to enrol with the
Correspondence School, whether or not they live near an institution where
a class in the subject required is held and whether or not they are
enrolled in such a class.

9
That the Correspondence School be authorised to prepare a number of
courses specifically designed to meet the needs of adults.

3. That, as a pilot project in addition to those proposed in recommendation
3 of the UNESCO Lifelong Education report, the Correspondence
School be authorised to enter into a co-operative arrangement with a
selected secondary school or schools for the purpose of making experi-
ments in the combination of correspondence study with face-to-face
tuition.

The Special Needs of Women
Women were singled out as constituting a group with special

needs by the UNESCO committee. It noted that women have al-
ways made rather better use than men of continuing education
facilities, but suggested that an important social change of the past
decade, the increasing acceptance of married women in employ-
ment, has intensified the special needs of adult women for continuing
education and vocational training.

The need is far more complex than the provision of pre-employ-
ment courses and on the job training at the point of re-entry to
the labour force, though these are badly needed. Many New
Zealand women now in their thirties and forties did not complete
a secondary education, or took a sex-typed range of courses which
now limit their vocational opportunities. Their initial need may be
fhr better general education opportunities, prm1ded, for example,
through the Correspondence School, educational broadcasting, or
the secondary schools. Where the community school approach is
adopted, and a school creche established, such courses could be
offered during the day.
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A rather different type of course of wide potential interest to
women, both as home-makers and workers, is the home economics

course promoted by the University of Auckland Centre for Con-
tinuing Education in co-operation with the Home Science Alumnae
Association. This course was designed primarily to help women
in their role as mothers and housewive4, but was also planned
in the knowledge that the working married woman must be an
efficient organiser at home as well as at work. It could thus fill
the need met in some overseas countries such as France and Sweden
by special courses in home management for the working woman.
It could also be useful in accustoming women who have not under-
taken formal study for many years to the idea of continuing
education.

One problem which received special comment in the UNESCO
report, and which is mentioned in all studies of the education of
older women, is their lack of confidence. The Wellington Poly-
technic has fbr some years run "orientation" courses for women
which aim to build up their confidence as well as acquainting them
with local employment and training opportunities. Where training
and employment opportunities for women can be identified in a
district, the working party supports the introduction of similar
orientation courses in other technical institutes.

The working party recommends:
4. That all institutions responsible for courses in continuing education be

asked to review the adequacy of their programmes for women, and the
condi'ions under which they are offered.

Maori Adult Education
A report on Maori Adult Education prepared by a working

party sez up by the National Council of Adult Education was
published in 1972*. This report provides a comprehensive view of
recent developments in continuing education among the Maori
people and is warmly commended by this working party for careful
study by all who arc concerned with the welfare of the Maori
people.

This i.%orking party endorses all the recommendations contained
in the above report subject to a reservation in regard to recom-
mendation No. 27 where it is proposed that organisers in Maori
adult education be attached to university extension departments.
While we endorse recommendation No. 26 which asks for the
appointment of additional university extension lecturers in the
Maori adult education field, we consider that organisers would be

Maori Adult Education. Wellington: Working Party Report, National Council of Adult
Educati.,11. 1972.
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more appropriately attached to suitable agencies of the Department
of Education or to the Maori Education Foundation. Under these
auspices the organisers could develop a special Maori style in their
work and adopt flexible patterns of operation without being in-
hibited by the academic restrictions that necessarily hedge uni-
versity work.

This working party considers that the four most important
recommendations contained in the Maori Adult Education report
arc

(12) That basic and remedial education, adjusted to the needs and
interests of adults, should have an important place in the
education system and should be provided through the adult
education programme of secondary schools.. ..

(29) That secondary schools hold more adult education classes
in Maori situations such as maraes, wherever that is likely to
increase Maori participation.

(31) That secondary schools establish more courses related to the
needs of the Maori and other Polynesian peoples, such as
English language, house financing, insurance, budgeting, and
other fields mentioned in this report.

(32) (a) That in areas with a concentration of Maori or other
Polynesian population secondary schools appoint staff on a
part-time basis to maintain consultation with community
and voluntary organisations and to organise adult education
to meet their needs, through adult classes under secondary
schools or through other adult education agencies as may be
appropriate in particular cases.

To provide basic and remedial adult education for the edu-
cationally-disadvantaged members of the Maori community New
Zealand must be prepared to provide such education flexibly at
community level and in situations meaningful to the Maori people.

The working party specially commends the wide-ranging pro-
posals for continuing education for Maoris and for the extension of
Maori studies that are contained in the feasibility study for a
Hawke's Bay Community College*.

Community Schools
The Hawke's Bay feasibility study referred to above, along with

many other studies and discussions, is the harbinger of the
development of community colleges in several centres in New
Zealand. These new institutions will make a welcome con-
tribution to continuing education but their development in all
regions of New Zealand will take many years. At this juncture it is
imperative that continuing education programmes be expanded
expeditiously and flexibly to meet the needs disclosed in the Lifelong

*A Haloks's Bay Conuntotiry College. Wellington: A Feasibility Study, Department of
Education. 1973.
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Education and Maori Adult Education reports. It is significant that
both these reports advocate that the secondary schools be the agencies
for the expansion of continuing education, because these schools are
becoming more and more closely associated with local communities.
The secondary schools, moreover, through their interaction with
their communities and their adult programmes, have many oppor-
tunities for parent education. They can become, or help in the
development of, community centres, the importance of which for
parent education is amply demonstrated by the chapter of our
report that deals with early-childhood education (chapter 5).

We strongly commend the increasing readiness of local authorities
to appoint community advisee who may be able to assist in the
identification of educational needs in the communities they serve,
especially among the disadvantaged, but we consider that it will be
possible to develop programmes of continuing education that are
suitably flexible and responsive to the multifarious needs of adults
only if sufficient numbers of educators can be persuaded to specialize
in the continuing education field.

The working party recommends:
5. That a rapid expansion of continuing education be based upon the

secondary schools in close association with local communities.

6. That the pilot project proposed for selected secondary schools by Me

Lifelong Li:Kat:on Committee and foreshadowed by the developments at

Afangere and elsewhere be set up without delay and that substantial
encouragement be given to serving teachers and education officers to

sp:rialise in the field of continuing education.

7. That regulations be drawn up under section 201 of the Education Act

with a view to encouraging the establishment of community centres at

secondary and other schools with suitable facilities.

8. That better integration between secondary schools and community life
be encouraged by the setting up of experimental work experience
schemes for pupils L nd by the institution of proceduresfacilitating the
return of early school leavers for further education.

National Council of Adult Education

Although the future of this national body may well be a question
to be considered by the proposed Committee of Inquiry, the working
party's general views on the future role of the council are recorded
as a contribution to the discussion of this question.

If the healthy growth of such a loosely linked network of institu-
tions and services as makes up the complex of continuing education
is to be assured, it is essential that the total field of activity be
supervised by a co-ordinating and advisory body that is seen to have
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the support and co-operation of the key social and cultural institu-
tions of the country, both public and private. The National Council
of Adult Education, as a statutory body, clearly has public support,
but it lacks evident links with private and voluntary organisations
engaged in various forms of continuing education. The strengthening
cf the present National Council by the establishment of formal links
between it and groups of voluntary organisations would help it to
assume in the non-vocational sphere a role not unlike that played by
the Vote ,ional Training Council in the vocational or industrial
sphere. The Vocational Training Council is linked with federations
of industrial organisations. An enlarged National Council formally
linked with groups of voluntary organisations interested in continuing
education in the broad sense could encourage the development of
continuing education programmes sponsored by responsible and
active voluntary bodies such as the 1VEA and the YWCA. Such
a National Council could pioneer or support schemes for training
leaders and instructors in voluntary bodies that arc engaged in
continuing education.

The working party recommends:
9. 1 hat the membership of the National Council be increased by the

addition of the following members:
(a) One person nominated by each of such national bodies as the:

(1) Vocational Training Council (to provide a formal link with the
vocational training sector);

(ii) National Council of Women;
(Hi) Sew Zealand Maori Council;
(iv) National Muth Council.
(b) Two persons professionally engaged in continuing education,

10. :that the professional staff of the National Council be increasedfor the
purpose of investigating:

(a) National needs in continuing education with special reference to
disadvantaged and ethnic groups;

(b) The basis Gf applications for assistance by voluntary and other
bodies;

(c) The success of pilot and other projects sponsored by the council
or other public bodies.



Chapter 3 EARLY-CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

A committee of inquiry conducted a thorough review of pm-
school education before reporting to the Government in November
1971. A number of recommendations made by that committee have
been implemented while others arc still under consideration: The
working party decided that there would be little value in traversing
again the ground so recently covered by the committee of inquiry
and we have quite deliberately focussed our attention on areas
which we believe are particularly worthy of further consideration.

We have faced a dilemma in deciding upon the recommendations
which we should make. On the one hand we wish to urge a rapid
expansion of facilities to ensure that many more children are able
to take advantage of the benefits of attendance at a well-staffed and
capably - organised kindergarten, playcentre, or other facility. On
the other hand, we are aware that "both in New Zealand and over-
seas there has been an inexorable but often haphazard expansion
of the range and availability of pre-school serviees".*

Haphazard expansion is to be avoided, yet it would be equally
unacceptable to attempt to force a uniformity of provision merely
for the sake of administrative tidiness. Expansion should build upon
the undoubted strengths of the present system, but there is a need
both !r improvements in the various training schemes and for
further co-ordination, especially in the field of parent education.
Expansion must be paralleled by continual improvement in the
quality of the services offered, and this quality will require increased
expenditure. particularly for training programmes and buildings.
We believe that in past years insufficient expenditure has been
allocated to the education of children before the primary school
years.

An increasing awareness of the need for a substantial expansion
in early-childhood education is apparent in many countries, parti-
cularly in Britain. In New Zealand, the Government has declared
that this is a priority area for development and we agree that the
time has come for a substantial increase in early-childhood educa-
tion. But we arc concerned that in whatever advances are made,
rapid development should not be at the expense of careful long-
term planning and should not be undertaken without the necessary
financial commitment being made. In the past, this area of our

Report of the (..mmitiee y Inquiry lute heschool Educatien. %Vellington: Drpartment of
1.
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education system has been regarded by many as somewhat of a
luxury item. The people working in the field, though enthusiastic
and well-intentioned, have sometimes had only minimal training
and have been isolated from the main body of the teaching profession.
Communities have been expected to play a large part in providing
and maintaining buildings; and antagonism has at times arisen
between the various groups involved in pre-school education.

The working party holds strongly to the view that the term "early-
childhood education" should be adopted instead of the present
"pre-school education". The term "pre-school education" implies
that the experiences which the child has in kindergarten, playcentre,
nr other facility are important mainly in so far as they prepare for
school learning. This is a narrow conception and does not do justice
to the firmly-established principle that the first years of life are of
crucial importance. In these years the quality of care given by
parents and community lays a foundation which influences every
aspect of the child's later development. Yet there is very little
educational support available in New Zealand to cover this vital
period during which children are being strongly influenced by
parents. A wide vision is needed, one in which the child is seen as a
member of the community and, ultimately, the responsibility of that
community.

Early-childhood education encompasses the child's life from
birth and through the years during which his personality is being
shaped. It involves children wherever they arein the family, child-
care centres, playcentres, and kindergartens. It also extends into
the junior part of the primary school. We envisage early-childhood
education becoming a vital part of every community promoted by
competently-trained staff well versed in techniques of community
involvement, and conducted in buildings designed to meet the
wider needs of the community.

Our concept of early-childhood education involves many groups
and organisations and should allow new groups to be supported as
conditions change and new needs arise. Support by the Department
of Education should allow for variety and flexibility in future
provisions.

Parent Education

The working party strongly endorses recommendation 1.1 Pr'
the Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Pre-school Education:

That in whatever is done to improve and extend pre-school services,
adequate recognition be given to the importance of having parents
closely associated with the education of thr;r children.
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As parents are the first and most influential educators of their
children, we agree that parent involvement should be a prime
concern, but we also believe that there is an urgent need in New
Zealand for a massive parent education programme. This pro-
gramme should begin with infancy and should emphasise the needs
of children, facts and principles of child development, the role and
influence of parents and family life, and the significance of the
child's environment in his development.

Programmes of this nature require expert knowledge and, in the
meantime, the Curriculum Development Unit would seem to be an
appropriate body to assist in planning appropriate programmes. The
staff of the unit would need to be expanded accordingly and could
concentrate, in the initial phase, upon building up a file of case
studies of successful parent education in this country and overseas,
and information on the value of using television and other mass
media. Implementation of the programmes should initially be
undertaken by the National Council of Adult Education, but may
also fall within the scope of the duties of the Department of Educa-
tion's officer for continuing education.

We have noted with interest the useful co-ordination and pub-
lishing functions of the National Children's Bureau in Britain.
While we recognise that the national bureau has developed in
response to specific needs in Britain, we think that the concept of
such a co-ordinating body is worth investigating in New Zealand*.
One of the unfortunate features of our contemporary pre-school
scene is the tendency for a number of separate bodies to work in
the same area of parent education and child care with little sig-
nificant co-ordination and communication.

The working party therefore recommends:
1. That programmes in parent education be substantially expanded and

strengthened, with the resources of all bodies concerned with early-
childhood education and parent education being mobilised and co-

ordinated in support of such programmes.
2. That consideration be given to the establishment of a co-ordinating

body similar to the British National Children's Bureau.

Community Centres
It is a strange situation that at present pre-school education is

available mainly in those communities which are able to raise a
considerable sum of money. Young families, particularly those with

Thy functions of the National Children's Bureau are: to promote communication and
cooperation between the different disciplines concerned with children; to disseminate
existing knowledge; to evaluate existing services and encourage new developments;
And to contribute new knowledge about children's development and growth. It is an
independent organisation, supported by Government, local authorities, professional
and voluntary associations, educational institutions, hcapital authorities,and individual
members.
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low incomes, often find it impossible to donate money and con-
sequently no facility is provided. Even when the necessary finance
has been raised, further difficulties may arise, and often another
period of waiting is involved. %Ve believe this to be an unacceptable
situation and one which calls for urgent action by Government.

We envisage the development of community centres which cater
not only for continuing education but also for early-childhood
education and which act as a focal point for the varied activities
of the community, including parent education. This appears to us
to be a natural setting in which to provide for young children and
their parents, even though we realise that not all early-childhood
education could be linked to such centres.

Elsewhere in this report (chapters on continuing education,
secondary education, and Maori education) we have recommended
the provision of community centres, but our concern in this chapter
is to emphasise the need for a comprehensive centre which would
serve the needs of parents as well as provide an excellent setting for
early-childhood education. In addition to early-childhood educa-
tion facilities, the centre should include parent-centre rooms,
Plunket rooms, rooms available for use by various other agencies
(doctors, psychological service, family guidance), committee rooms,
creche, and, ideally, a library or cafeteria. Where the community
has a high percentage of Maori population, the situation of the
community centre on an urban marae would be justified. The centre
should be functional rather than luxurious and the use of "relocatable"
buildings is worthy of consideration.

The working party recognises that several Government depart-
ments would he involved in a development of this nature and at this
stage we are not clear as to the machinery which could be set up
to develop the community centres and co-ordinate departmental
interests. These are matters which could be properly considered by
an inter-r10partmental committee or a select committee, drawing
upon the experience of those community organisations which are
already involved in family-life education; as a first step the Depart-
ment of Education could sponsor a preliminary conference of
representiitives of Family Life Education Councils, along with in-
dividuals who have special interests and knowledge in this field.

The working party recommends:
3. That, in any planning for the development of community centres,

special attention be given to the incorporation of early-childhood
education and parent education facilities as an integral part of the
centre.

4. That, in the allocation of funds for early-childhood education or for
community centres with early-thildhood education facilities, the Govern-
ment give priority to new nousing areas and areas of special need.
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Traissing Schemes
As facilities for early-childhood education expand, there must be

a concurrent expansion in the training schemes for those who will
work in this field. At present there are many problems. Prolifera-
tion of training agencies results in inadequate resources being
used in an unplanned manner which is wasteffil of finance, manpower,
and buildings. The lack of career opportunities and the unrealistic
salaries make recruitment, particularly of graduates and of men,
very difficult if not impossihle.

We kel there is a need for a detailed investigation into the various
training schemes and the inter- relationships between these schemes.
The most appropriate body to initiate such a review would he the
National Advisory Council on Pre-school Education. As a possible
structure for the future we favour a three-level scheme of the type
outlined below and believe that such a scheme would overcome
many of the present difficulties while allowing for individual
differences between different organisations.

Level 1: This would be the initial training level in which the
various organisations would make use of existing training schemes:
kindergarten teachers in kindergarten teachers colleges or primary
teachers colleges; parents centre personnel in their own local
training schemes; playcentre supervisors in courses run by university
extension departments or evening classes at secondary schools; day
care staff at technical institutes or secondary schools. The bond
for kindergarten teachers should be servable in day care centres,
playeentres or other types of early-childhood facility.

Level 2: For those wishing to take up positions of responsibility a
training should be provided with common elements from the
various organisations. Agencies which could be involved would be
the teachers colleges and correspondence courses with some resi-
dential requirements. Cross-crediting before entry for such quali-
fication would be decided by district pre-school committees (already
established under the National Advisory Council on Pre-school
Education) and would he available for playcentre supervisors,
heads of day care centres, kindergarten head teachers. and primary
teachers wishing to work in the early-childhood area.

Level 3: For advisers, community organisers, and lecturers,
higher-level courses could be provided within universities and
teachers colleges. Ideally, we would like to see the development of
institutes of child development within universities, but failing this
we believe that university departments or schools of education
could play an important role in offering specialised courses in early-
childhood education. Th eqtAlichMent Or early- childhood edu-
cation departments within teachers colleges is a positive move and
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will assist in breaking down the discontinuity which is an un-
fortunate feature of our education system. It is also consistent with
the working party's desire to see teachers colleges develop into
multi-purpose institutions.

One of the most urgent training needs at present is the provision
of "pressure-cooker" courses to update people who hold super-
visory positions. These could be most appropriately provided, in
the present circumstances, through university extension depart-
ments and we strongly support any moves in this direction.

The working party recommends:
. That the National Advisory Council on Pre-school Education initiate

a review of present training schemes, with a view to providing some
integration at the higher levels of training while allowing for diversity
in initial training.

National Advisory Council on Pre-saool Education
The National Advisory Council on Pre-school Education has an

important role to play in future development and should be fully
supported. The strength of the council and its district committees
will lie in its ability to represent the views of those providing the
services and will, it is hoped, also represent the point of view of
parents. This council has a chance to ensure that the Department
of Education is kept informed of desirable future developments,
but must be adequately staffed if it is to expand its activities into
such fields as the evaluation of training programmes and the
promotion of research. It would be desirable for the tide to be
changed to a council responsible for early-childhood education.

We recommend:
6. That the Department of Education provide the National Advisory

Council with a secretariat which is strong enough to enable it to carry
out lb -...arious functions.

Department of Education
The considerable expansion in provisions for early-childhood

education envisaged by the working party will require an expansion
also in the staff of the Department of Education responsible for this
area. We are reluctant to make a definite recommendation in view
of the apparent likelihood of a reorganisation of the department's
stricture. We make the point, however, that early-childhood
education will almost certainty become an increasingly important
sector of our education system and, if future developments are to be
well organised and of a co-ordinated nature, there is a
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appoint professional and administrative staff at a high level within
the department. A senior officer in this field would need to work
closely with the National Advisory Council on Pre-school Education,
and we think that this officer would need to give early attention
to rationalising the organisational problems which periodically
occur with the overlap between the Department of Education and
the Departments of Social Welfare, Maori and Island Affairs, and
Health.

We recommend:
. That the Department of Education promote and support future

developments in the field of early-childhood education by appointing,
at an early date, an officer of senior status to have overall responsibility

for the field, and that this officer be supported by professional and
administrative stall:

Child-care Services
There has been a rapid expansion in the provision of child-care

services, and it is apparent that many New Zealand mothers are
now leaving the home situation and seeking employment. It is vital
that the welfare of children whose mothers are working be safe-
guarded by the provision of good child-care services.

We were impressed by a submission from the National Advisory
Council on the Employment of Women, and we endorse the following
point which was made in that submission:

The importance of the parent/child relationships in promoting
healthy child development has always been emphasised by the New
Zealand pre-school movements. The council believes that child care
for the children of working mothers must similarly aim to complement
and strengthen family relationships, and that this approach can best
be achieved by associating child care services with the existing pre-
school movements under the guidance of the Department of Education.
Such an approach should also ensure that all children in pre-school
centres receive the kind of enriching educational experience, along
with the needed care and protection, which is essential for sound
development in the formative years of early childhood.
We are concerned that the demand which has arisen for child-care

centres has led, in some instances, to the establishment of facilities
which are substandard. We realise that this is a complex ield with
many ramifications and we are also aware that the Government has
already indicated its intention of bringing down new ,egulations.
The one principle which the working party would wish to reiterate
is that all child care should be developmental, not merely custodial,
in nature. This should be the guiding principle for a new child-care
policy and should be made explicit in future regulations.
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Accoidingly. recommend:
8. That urgent attention be given to the establishment of a policy for the

provision of child-care services, and that this policy clearly state that all
.services should make adequate provision, in staffing and

v s. for a developmental and not mat* custodial environment.
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Chapter 6 THE PRINI \RN' SCIMOI,

New ealand's primary schools* are taken for granted. This view
was put rather forcibly in a submission received by the working
party. and after studying the whole range of submissions and seeking
fintliel comment we have concluded that the statement is largely
true. Certainly, much less public criticism is directed towards this
area of our education system when compared with others, notably
the secondary area.

Historical reasons may 1w advanced for this attitude. Primary
school education became compulsory in 1877, and the colony
undertook the task of providing a basic education. Vith limited
finance the Government, through the education boards, set up a
natii mai net w ork of schools, always limited by a shortage of properly-
traind teachers, few books, and the simplest of buildings. The
obvious solution was a fininal system of teaching, with the "standard
pass- requiring the individual examination of pupils by inspectors,
culminating in the Proficiency Examination in the sixth standard.
Only those pupils likely to pass the examination progressed past
standard 4. The remainder left school at the age of 14. Secondary
education was reserved for the privileged and for a limited number
of able pupils %vim passed the Proficiency Examination and won some
forth of bursary or free place f4 further education. Despite diffi-
culties, the primary schools managed to produce generations of New
Zealanders who were literate, and who had some understanding of
arithmetic and of elementary science.

In dae early years of this century a strong reform movement began
among primary school teachers. Educational philosophers began to
influence the teachers and administrators, culminating in the New
1,docmiun Fellowship Conference in the 1930s. The Proficiency
Examination was abolished and schools were encouraged to plan
programmes to develop the abilities of children in ways best suited
to them, using their interests and a wide range of resources from
both the school and the community. During the last 30 years
primary schools have been transfbrmed from the "sit-stilleries"
described by early critics to places of lively activity. Mile the formal
lesson still has a place in the programme, other patterns of learning
have been explored and developed.

In thiA c haptrr wc itilar!... to Ille.11 primar 4ontributing. lull primary, and
intrinrcliatr is
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Despite the great changes made over these last 30 years, the impres-
sion gained by the working party that in many ways the system
has become static, perhaps even smug. There arc, of course, criticisms
of the primary schools; fr example, a major criticism appears to be
that primary schools are not very adventurous either in curriculum
content Or in teaching method and that they are rather conservative
and hidebound, perhaps even dull. Teachers sometimes become
utterly frustrated by the inability of the system to meet their everyday
needs or to keep up with changing conditions and requirements;
and there are always concerned parents with strong views about
education who are highly critical of primary provisions and practices.
They consider that the primary system is too inflexible and too
centralised to allow innovation and experimentation. These parents
ask not fin. "more of what we have" but for a significant change in
du:ILion to allow individual schools to develop in different ways.
They see the curriculum causing uniformity despite official state-
mets that syllabuses are to be seen only as guidelines.

It is this contrast of "taking the school for granted" at the same
time as the constant voicing of "low-key" criticisms which has made
us uneasy about. the primary situation. Criticisms of secondary
education in other countries as well as in New Zealand) have tended
to be sharp, loud, and dramatic. By contrast, the criticisms of
primary education are more diffused and everyday: it is perhaps
the difference between protesting and complaining.

But we do not wish to give the impression that the primary schools
are merely marking time educationally or that their weaknesses
outweigh their strengths. On the contrary, we think that primary
schools have developed an educational environment w tick has
served its pupils well, and that the basic philosophy of the ::chools is
sound. The recognition of individual differences, the provision of a
stimulating and friendly environment, the concern for variety in
teaching methods, the emphasis on inouiry, the attempts to help
children to experience the personal satisfaction of creative work in
language, music, art, and crafts - -all of these arc part of a good
primary programme, along with the basic studies in communication,
mathematical concepts and skills, elementary science, and social
stitch( s.

Because we are concerned with "improvement" in this report,
we naturally tend to focus on weaknesses, but at the outset we
should acknowledge that many of the "growing pains" of secondary
education, as it attempts to adapt to the demands of a relevant and
stimulating general education fia. the complete cross-section of young
people, were faced by primary schools nearly 40 years ago. This is
probably one of the reasons why so much is taken for granted in
primary schools- -they have made a genuine attempt to provide a
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broad education adapted to the needs of individuals, and this is
their greatest strength. Another strength is their encouragement of
parental interest in the school and their provision for contact with
parents. In view of our emphasis in this report on school-community
relationships, we would expect the primary schools to build upon
the strength and experience which they already have in this area.
On the other hand, as we point out in several places in the report,
there is a growing danger that the community may be expecting
too much of its schools. Primary teachers have a legal responsibility
tbr supervision of pupils while they are at school, but many teachers
have noted that there is a growing tendency for some parents to
expect the school to accept responsibility for some of the social
development of children which is more properly the responsibility
of the home and other agencies. Teachers in general have accepted
this responsibility in the belief that the school should try to provide
for the total development of children. Some teachers are now
wondering whether these increasing demands are reducing the
effectiveness of the schools in the carrying out of their more specific
tasks.

Teachers in Primary Schools
The high proportion of inexperienced teachers in schools has

already been commented upon (chapter 2: Learners and Teachers).
Over one-quarter of primary teachers have less than 4 years'
service; and, added to this, the placing of teachers in their first 3
years of teaching can result in constant changes in school staffing.
While the national system of appointment and promotion of
teachers has done much to stimulate competent teaching, and has
provided a mechanism for teachers to work through a career
structure, the demands of the mechanism may sometimes override
the needs of pupils. It is difficult to generalise, but at least we must
show concern for a system which can result in a child having three,
or even more changes of teacher in 1 year. From the point of view
of the teacher, flexibility in being able to apply for new positions is
important, but from the point of view of the pupil (and his concerned
parents, such teacher changes during a year can be disastrousand
are educationally indefensible.

We do not underestimate the difficulty of constructing a system of
appointment and promotion which is fair to both teachers and
pupils. We realise, also, that there have been recent changes
(abolition of grading for division A positions) and that the New
Zealand Educational Institute has suggested a further modification
to the system, but from the point of view of more effective learning
and teaching we cannot be satisfied with the present system.
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Teachers themselves sometimes claim that the national system of
appointment and promotion tends to support conformity and
discourage real innovation. But an even more serious objection
arises from the necessity to use a grading system which requires
inspectors to make assessments of individual teachers. In the light
of the known difficulties of reliable evaluation of teaching effective-
ness, pith, r these assessments should be much more thorough than
is possib in present circumstances, or they should be abandoned;
the present system leaves itself open to the change of superficiality
of both i inspector's judgment and the teacher's preparation for
inspectic n.

During the period of the New Education Fellowship Conference,
Professor I. L. Kandel, who was one of the distinguished overseas
educators invited to New Zealand for the occasion, made the
fbllowing comments:

I have no desire to say anything about the grading system except
this--that a country which has men and women with sufficient ability
and genius to produce as intricate a method as is the grading system
to inhibit the full flowering of education has genie- and ability enough
to substitute something in its place that will be just to the teacher, that
will take recent advances in education into consideration, and that
will measure the efficiency of education, it' objective measures are
needed or are possible.
We recognise that the system has changed significantly since

1937, but feel that the comment still has some point to it.
The quality of those attracted into the primary service is clearly

a matter of constant concern. But allied to this is the opportunity
offered for study up to graduate and post-graduate levels. While
the number of graduates completing primary training is increasing,
it still represents an insignificant proportion of the total (14 men and
43 women graduates were certificated from divisions A and S in
1972). Awards of primary ("S") studentships are slowly increasing
(210 in 1967 and 266 in 1972) but strenuous efibrts need to be made
to increase the number of studentships and to broaden the oppor-
tunities for experienced teachers to undertake full-time university
study. We recon mend, accordingly:

1. That there be a substantial increase in the number of primary student-
ships (division S), and that more opportunities be made available for
experienced teachers to complete university degrees through full-time
university study.

Innovation in Schools
For reasons which we have discussed elsewhere in the report,

carefully planned innovation is a necessary feature of modern school
systems. Primary schools, and the teachers working in them, should
be encouraged to experiment and should be provided with the
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necessary support to do so. We are aware that the Department of
Education is itself anxious to promote innovation in primary schools,
and has published booklets giving examples of what has been done
in various schools. But we believe that, as yet, teachers do not have
enough real freedom to pursue their own ideas and their own
initiative. In a foreword to the 1971 edition of Innovations, Experi-
ments, and Projects in Primary and Intermediate Schools, the department
states:

it is hoped that the publication of these reports will stimulate in-
spectors, teachers, teachers college staff members, and other i; to submit,
to the district senior inspector, proposals for experiments, research,
and innovations of all kinds which are worthy of official recognition
and, where appropriate, financial grants through the education boards'
special purposes fund.
The working party appreciates the spirit of this statement, but

bearing in mind that innovation results from the imagination and
enthusiasm of the individual teacher and that such innovation needs
to be seen and supported as part of the school programme as a
whole believes that the official sanction required is unnecessarily
restrictive. If the principal of a school is not in his own right able
to give sanction to one of his teachers, then his professional judg-
ment is being seriously compromised. Where substantial finance is
involved, then we concede the need for consultatiuu with officers of
the Department of Education, but we would hope that eventually
schools would themselves be able to administer a direct grant to
cover minor costs of innovative programmes.

We recommend therefore:
2. That greater freedom be given to primary schools to implement

programmes which are innovative in nature.
3. That principals be given authority to approve, and accept overall

responsibility for innovative programmes in their schools.

Frudom of this kind brings with it incumbent responsibilities for
both the school and the teacher, the most obvious being the res-
ponsibility which the school will have to explain its aims and pro-
grammes to the community. If a school is to introduce innovative
programmes it must have the support of the community and it must
therefore take positive steps to obtain that support. The working
party envisages that each school would be evaluating its aims and
how its programmes are matching up to those aims, although the
system of evaluation would be much more effective than that
currently in use (see chapter I : The Curriculum, and chapter 13:
Assessment). Accordingly, we recommend:

4. That schools be required to accept responsibility for explaining their
aims and programmes to parents and for taking all possible measures
to ensure that this responsibility is met.
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5. That the Department of Education, through its curriculum Develop-
ment Unit or through the inspectorate acting in an advisory capacity,
collate and nuthe (wallah", on request, examples of effective techniques
:chick have been cmph:yed hr schools in communicating with their
local community col:ceiling the objectives and programmes of the
school.

Attitudes to the Primary School
We have said that the primary school is taken for granted; there is

another factor which is harder to define although its historical
()rights arc clear. In the public mind, primary schools are seen as
somehow infi:rior to secondary schools, and the tasks of the primary
teacher tend to be regarded as less demanding and of lower status
than those of the secondary teacher. It is obvious that the skills
required of the sixth-frm teacher and the infant teacher are quite
difkreut and that training for each of the tasks will have a different
orientation. But if experience and qualifications are equivalent,
there is no reason to differentiate between the two, in terms of
salar, on other grounds. The sophistication of content of sixth-
form teaching may be impressive; but there is nothing more im-
pressive in the teaching profession as a whole than the skilful teach-
ing and management of the experienced infant teacher.

These are extremes, but they illustrate the point that we wish to
make: that the quality of primary education will ultimately reflect
the quality of those recruited as its teachers. Although we cannot
change attitudes by administrative procedures, at least we can
change the conditions which reinforce these attitudes. It will always
be difficult to recruit and retain teachers of high quality for the
primary service if experience, qualifications, and level of responsibil-
ity are overridden by the primary-secondary dichotomy. The results
of differential recruitment may not be so evident in the everyday
work of the classroom, but in the long run they have a strong
influence upon the availability and quality of professional leadership,
as well as upon the morale and prokssional standing of primary
teachers. We do not wish to elaborate this theme further at this
point -it is taken up again in the chapter on continuitybut it is
perhaps relevant to illustrate the general attitude of "second best"
by refrrring to the lower standard in primary schools of classrooms,
staffroom amenities, principal's offices, equipment, ancillary staffing,
and general grants. As a working party we are concerned with the
improvement of learning and teaching in all our schools, and if the
found-tion years of learning are thought to he so important in the
long-term development of intellectual and social maturity (and our
various submissions leave no doubt about this) then it is time that
we accepted the implications for schooling.
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Leadership
Earlier in this report (chapter 3) we have emphasised the need

to regard the school as a professional unit within which collabora-
tion, in-service training, and supporting services arc welded together
under the leadership of the principal and his senior staff. The person
on whom the heaviest responsibility must lie is the principal of the
school, and we believe that he will need training and support if he
is to be fully effective as the professional leader of his school. We
do not question the present leadership role and competence of
principals, but we envisage new roles for them. In fact we think that
it will be impossible to give greater responsibility to the classroom
teacher without giving even greater responsibility to the principal:
responsibility for the innovative and collaborative activities of staff
members; for the particular policy of the school (even although he
will consult others in deciding this policy); and for obtaining and
maintaining the vitally important community support referred to
earlier.

It is of particular concern to the working party that there is at
present no adequate training scheme for primary principals.
Selected fbr appointment mainly on their ability as teachers,
principals receive no systematic training in management, ad-
ministration, or public relations. They are given little opportunity
to see other schools at work or to attend regular and sustained study
sessions with other principals; nor do they have opportunities to
meet with experts in relevant fields to discuss with them what they
are doing, to be brought up to date with the latest developments in
educational thought and practice, and to explore new ideas and
alternative procedures. If continuing in-service training is accepted
as a basic need for all teachers, then there is an even stronger case
for the establishment of initial training and retraining courses for
primary school principals. Accordingly, we recommend:

6. That provision be made for newly-appointed principals to receive

systematic training in school administration, and that all principals
be given opportunities, through substantial in-service courses and
seminars, to study school administration and other matters relevant to
their leadership role in the school.

We appreciate that there will be differences in the depth and
extent of such courses depending upon the degree of responsibility
carried by the principal, and would suggest that, as a first, and
immediate, step, "non-teaching" principals bc provided With

suitable in- service courses.
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Ancillary Staffing
The principal needs the assistance of ancillary staff to do his job

effectively: the importance of people such as secretaries, and even
caretakers, in the efficient management of a school is often
underestimated. The teacher in the classroom should also have much
of the unnecessary work which he is currently expected to perform
taken over by administrative stall: Tasks such as form filling, roll
marking, money collecting, and a myriad other small duties occupy
too much of a teacher's time. The hours of the clerical assistants
and teacher aides are regulated by the grade of :shoal and may
have no relationship to the particular needs of individual schools.
We do not feel that it is necessary at this point to go into details
but suggest that an increase in the number of hours of clerical and
teacher-aide assistance, together with greater flexibility of usage to
meet situations in individual schools, would be of great benefit to
teachers. There are many occasions when even a small increase in
hourly allowance or flexibility would enable a school to ffinction
more eticctivlv. For instance, the need arises from time to time for
additional typing and duplicating following on from curriculum
planning in an area of the school. A pool of clerical assistants
and/or teacher aides, paid on an hourly basis, would meet this
situation. While acknowledging the considerable growth in the
provision of ancillary staffing over the last decade (from 30 in the
early 1%us to over 9(R) , we nevertheless wish to emphasise that
this type of assistance is vital if' teachers are to play full professional
roles in their schools, and recommend:

7 That steps be taken to increase the availability of ancillary staJ to
both principals and teachers.

Advisory Services and Supporting Staff
.\dvi\ers U) schools have supplied one of the most valued sup-

porting services to teachers, and have had a significant effect in
keeping teachers aware of new developments in education and their
direct application to work in the classroom. We are concerned at the
relative reduction in the numbers of advisers and consider that
immediate steps should lw taken to introduce a staffing establish-
ment based on an acceptable ratio related to the number of teachers
in the primary service.

In particular, we would draw attention to the fact that in 1972
there were 46 physical education advisers and 42 art and craft
advisers working in the field, compared with only 11 reading
advisers and 16 mathematics advisers. To the working party these
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figures illustrate the serious inadequacy of advisory services in some
areas. We believe that it is important for teachers to be supported
by competent advisers, and accordingly we recommend:

8. (al That the advisory services be substantially strengthened and that
their establishment be recast on the basis of a ratio related to the
number of teachers in the primary service.

(h) That there be an early and substantial increase in the number of
advisers in the fields of reading and mathematics.

The work of advisers would be further strengthened if' they
received periods of training and retraining. The work of an adviser
requires special skills and again calls for new techniques to be used.
11'e recommend:

9. That newly-appointed advisers be given a period of basic training
related to their new position, and that provision be made for advisers
in the field to keep alneast of their special fields through further periods
of in -seer ice trainiag or study.

The etketive use of the advisers in schools depends upon the
skills and insight of the principal, and should he included
in the basic training of principals referred to earlier. We note that
the positions of national adviser in some services (fist example,
physical education, arts and crafts, music) have recently been
absorbed into the Curriculum Development Unit. While this
appears to be a rational development, the working party considers
that this new pattern should be carefully studied to ensure that the
work of the advisory services continues to be closely related to the
practical work of schools.

With respect to supporting staff, we are aware that additional
assistants have been provided for schools with special teaching
problems (particularly in such subjects as language and reading)
or with specific needs relating to socio-economic conditions (for
example, inner city schools in Auckland, Otara, Mangere, Porirua)
and we strongly support such provision. But we wish to draw atten-
tion to another area concerning the vellre of children : the neces-
sity for greater assistance to the teacher in dealing with the needs
of gifted, retarded, and emotionally disturbed children. One of the
major problems is that of early identification; but even so, identifi-
cation withet the resources to meet the need is of little help. We
take up the problem and make recommendations in a separate
chapter I 7, on children with special needs, but emphasise here the
nerd to have resources within the schoof as well as special provisions
elsewhere. It is all too easy for a child with a serious behaviour
disturbance to be passed on from (.1 'ss to class and school to school,
until he is thoroughly confirmed, in his own mind as well as in
that of his teachers, as anti-social. Despite the useful suggestions
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of agencies such as the psychological service, practical results in
terms of improved attitudes and conduct are very often limited.
This is a serious problem and we suspect that it is more wide-
spread than would appear on the surface.

It is difficult with a class of even 35 pupils fOr teachers to give
adequate time and attention to all these children who need special
help. Staffing does not allow for the flexibility needed to permit
individual or small group remedial work. In general, the supportive
services eagerly sought by teachers arc insufficiently staffed to
give help where and when they are needed. We have pointed out in

an earlier discussion of staffing (chapter 2) that there is a high
proportion of younger teachers in the primary service, a pro-
portion %%hich has been growing in recent years, yet the expansion
of supporting services has not kept pace with this growth. The
picture is one of high aspirations and hard work but inadequate
staffing and facilities to cope with the tasks.

The Work of the Teacher
In the classroom, the teacher's work is shaped by the curriculum,

expressed through the teaching techniques available to him,
constrained by the nature and extent of the resources upon which
he can draw, and influenced by the pressures and expectations
which create the educational "atmosphere" within which he must
work. As far as the curriculum is concerned, we note the con-
siderable amount of freedom which already exists in the primary
school, and draw attention to our emphasis upon school-based
curricula .:see chapter 1 1 : The Curriculum) and the implications
for staff planning, consultation, and co-ordination. But even with

the flexibility of board curriculum guidelines, there must always

be co-ordination between new curriculum developments, teacher
training and supply, and teaching resources. At present, for example,

there seems to be no clear policy on the introduction of the teaching

of a second language in primary schools or the supply of teachers

to do the work.
Methods of teaching have always been a matter of concern to

primary teachers, and there is no doubt that the variety and imag-
inati% eness of teaching techniques has been one of the great strengths

of the primary school. As the curriculum changes, to take account
of the much broader concept of educational objectives which is
being accepted by most ( otries today (and is embodied in the
report of the Working Pat ty on Aims and Objectives), so teaching

techniques will need to become more flexible. But where changes

in technique and organisation are initiated there should be ade-
quate preparation of teachers, either through initial or in-service
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training. 1Ve are concerned, for example, that open-plan teaching
may, in some cases, be adopted as a policy (for example, in pro-
viding new classrooms) without the concurrent provision of in-
service training for the teachers who must operate it.

Another example conies from the area ofevaluation which we have
discussed more fully elsewhere (in the chapters on curriculum and
assessment). Although primary schools have for many decades
been freed from the constraint of an external examination, their
response to this freedom, as far as assessment is concerned, has been
disappointing. This is mainly a matter of training, and a realisation
that there is a wide range of assessment techniques and materials
available to the teacherbut techniques which can be misleading,
or even damaging, if used by the enthusiastic "amateur" who has
had no training in their use and interpretation. Although we make
general recommendations in the chapter on assessment, we think
it important to highlight this aspect in the present context and
thereibre recommend:

10. That there be a substantial strengthening of initial and in-service
training in methods of assessment, and that primary teachers studying

for degrees be encouraged to include advanced courses in educational
asseoment and evaluation in their university work.

11. That, as a long-term objective, all primary schools of medium size
or above hare at least one teacher with a position of responsibility who
has an adequate qualification in the area of educational assessment,
and who can act as a resource person and adviser for the school as a
whole.

The subject of resources is taken up in more detail in the appro-
priate chapter (ft, but it is one of those areas which has given rise
to the "complaints" mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
We have already referred to the lower standard (compared with the
secondary service) of amenities and equipment, and merely wish
to reiterate here that while we recognise that basic equipment
codes arc improving we believe that in the long run it is false economy
to improve staffingwhether in quality or quantitywithout
ensuring that this major expense is parallelled by the relatively
smaller expense of adequate and readily available resources.

Educational ''atmosphere'' is all important, and we have already
emphasised the need to change conditions which contribute to the
public attitude towards primary schools. It should also be evident
that in our concept of the school as a professional unit we are vitally
concerned with the atmosphere of the school and the merale of
staff. There is a further f;tctor which we have discussed earlier and
which we also tike up again in other chapters (chapters 3, 7, 11, 13)
but which should be mentioned again in this context, namely, the
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role of the inspectorate. We do not believe that the roles of "grader"
and "adviser" in relation to the individual teacher are compatible,
and therefore recommend:

12. That Mangey in the role of the inspectorate which are aimed at elimi-
nating the individual grading junction and increasing the advisory

function be regarded as a matter of urgency.

13. That there be a thorough examination of the inspectorial system
which would include: the selection and training of inspectors; definition

of their roles in relation to individual teachers and the work of the
school as a whole; consultative procedures through which they mny be
more ("Active in helping teachers to develop individual school pro-
grammes: the nature and resolution of any "communication gap"
betuwn in)pectors and teachers.

A Final Comment

.111 that 1. hav hero saying about the v.ork Or the teacher
implies a great increase in in-ser%ice education, not just as presently
orszanised, but, ill addition, as whole-staff in-service training within
a school. 1Vithout this, little will be achieved, and we give this
aspect of educational development priority in our discussion OIL
teacher education (chapter 8 . We have also suggested considerable
increases in supporting stall and a steady reduction in the teacher-
pupil ratio. These are all recommendations which call fi)- increases
in manpower. but we think that this is a strategic time fbr such
increases.

For 27) years the primary service has had to face an annual roll
increase ayerav,ing 11,30) pupils, equivalent to opening 23 huge
new schools each %ea. The situation has changed dramatically.
The peak loll was reached in 1972. From 1972 to 1977 the primary
rolls %v ill tall by over 17.000 children, equivalent to closing 29
large primary schools in .) %ears. Live births fbr the 12 months
ending .1t) June 1973 ,/, Fewer than the previous 12 months
indicating tliat the expected in the birth rate has not yet
started. For the first time in 23 ears the primary service has suffi-
cient teacher: to meet pr sent stalling schedules, the retention rate
ha: inmovd significantly, and there are inure good applicants for
tiainin.; dull are require d. For at least the next .1 ears, teachers
will be .1%ailable to mak, p,sibl the improvements recommended
by the working party.

'1 his is an opportunity we (alum( afford I() neglect in our attempt
to imp!, A: the quality of education finr primary school children.
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Chapter 7 SECONDARY EDUCATION

Secondary schools have been the target for persistent discussion
and criticism during recent years, to the extent that they have
recently been described as beleaguered institutions. A series of
publications concerning this area have included titles such as
Education in Change, New Tasks fro Secondary Education, and An End
and a Beginning. These titles clearly reflect a desire for change. The
Curriculum Development Unit has published no fewer than seven
booklets on the secondary school curriculum during the last 2 years;
numerous articles have appeared in the papers; increasing student
and tracer agitation has become apparent; and many submissions
to the working party have requested change.

What are some of the l'actors giving rise to these pressures for
change' When first established, secondary schools provided an
academically oriented education for those continuing to university
(lineation and/or professional employment, %sidle primary schools
were onicerned with universal education. This universal education
now extends to Forth 5, but a substantial element of the earlier
academie orientation persists. Too many students now leave school
classilied as failures with respect to an academically oriented exam-
ination. The knowledge explosion has produced pressures on schools
to teach more, yet on the other hand, knowledge is perishable, and
schools are also, expected to prepare students to adapt and respond
to rapid change. Society and technology, and consequently, voca-
tions, are continualb.. changing, If the principles of lifelong educa-
tion are to becznne reality, the secondary school will need to provide
an enyonnnt in which every child is motivated towards learning.

Etetors such as the following continue to place secondary ,:chools
in the centre of controversy. For many students, the secondary
schools i, the last hwinal educational institution they will attend.
Unlike primary and intermediate school students who will transfer
to secondary education, secondary school students will move to a
variety of futures. Thus preparation for membership in society, for
family lite, (O the world of work, and for continuing education are
seen as the responsibilities 4)1 secondary schools, and criticisms
concerning inadequate preparations are directed at these, even
thoo4h tini,t children may In set in their habits and attitudes by
the time they enter the secondary- school. There is an increasing
tendency lOr some parents to delegate disciplinary and guiding
hinctiini; to the school; and to blame them for the "lark of dis-
cipline.' of model n youth. The attitudes and values of the present
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generation of 17- and 18- year -olds are producing a widening gulf
between the senior and junior members of the school, who are
nonetheless expected to coexist within the same framework of rules
and facilities. The size of secondary schools, many of rolls exceeding
IMO, gives rke to feelings of insecurity and anonymity. Questioning
of authority, of motives, and of objectives, is increasingly apparent
in the young and increases the mounting pressures on the secondary
schools. The cumulative effect of staffing shortages over the last
25 years, the resultant mobility of teachers, and the youth and in-
experience of a large proportion of the secondary teaching force
have all made a contribution.

Schools find themselves within a straitjacket. On the one hand,
society (including the students themselves) expects provision of a
liberal, general education which will prepare students to live
effectively in the world of today and tomorrow and gain satisfaction
in the process. On the other, they are confronted with fixed examina-
tion prescriptions, conservative and often rigid attitudes from the
community at large (especially when change is suggested), and
teaching situations constrained by standardised teaching spaces,
resources, timetables, and excessive class-contact time.

Principals and others reporting their observations of schools
and school systems overseas often comment on the fact that in many
of their functions our schools compare more than favourably with
those of other countries. But this is no cause for complacency, for
secondary education is coming under close scrutiny in many
countries at the present time. Nor should it he thought that our own
schools are complacentteachers throughout the country arc
involved in activities whose widespread implementation would
diminish many of the problems presently faced by secondary schools.

Thus, changes in society and technology, in the objectives of
education, in the roles delegated to the schools, and in the expec-
tations of students and the community demand changes in secondary
education.

The Direction of Change
People who consider our schools to be too rigid voice concerns

such as the following:
(a) That the curriculum is too preoccupied with academic

knowledge and skills and does not concern itself enough with
the arts of living, family-lik education for all, inter-cultural
experience, moral values, and the meaning of life in a
changing world. It does not, in other words, provide equality
of opportunity ibr all lbr growth and development to the
limit of their abilities. We have made strenuous efforts in the
past, but it appears that we have fallen short.
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(1)! That the secondary school with its relatively narrow age
range over the adolescent years, tends to prolong adolescent
tutelage and immaturity. Parents and younger children
could well fOrm part of the secondary scene by way of adult
classes, creches, or pre-school centres so that family life could
he seen as a concern for aft.

. That schools should become more like learning centres and
teachers be seen as resource personnel. This would allow fbr
scope tbr work outside the school walls. It would also pro-
vide opportunity for using the resources of the community
by community participation in schools through the assis-
tance of parents and of experts in various social and in-
dustrial fields.

As pointed out earlier, there is a great deal of activity in the field
of secondary education. Teachers, schools, the teacher organisations,
and the central body are involved in continuing attempts to improve
the situation. As noted in chapter 11 (The Curriculum), a high rate
of curriculum revision has been maintained since 1965. The function
and mechanism of pupil assessment is under scrutiny as pointed out
in chapter 13 f,Assessment). Approval has been given for trial of
vorious tOrms of community education at Rutherford High School
and Aorere College, while the second high school at Mangere is
being deliberately built as a community school. Industry is mming
in a way which will allow an improved contribution to education.
But the momentum of this activity is restrained by a series of factors,
including ineffective conummication and conservatism and nervous
reiLetit,n no the part of teachers and com.Aunity-factors which
considerably reduce visible change within the schools.

The vorking party believes that increased flexibility is essential if
schools are to cope with the demands and situations which confront
then. This, in turn, will provide the freedom to innovate which will
enable ,chools to reshape their curricula to serve the needs of their
own set of circumstances. Such innovation will be successful only if
education and support is provided for the teachers who will plan,
manage, and evaluate it.

These, the central themes of this chapter, will be developed in the
following areas:

Climate tar change.
Guidance.

School-oriented curricula.

Community involvement.
Student attitudes.
Scho4.1 organisation.
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Climate for Change
The rapid advances and changes in many fields indicate a need

for continuing innovation, which may involve changes in aims,
content and methods or learning, organisation. and evaluation.
Further to this, we recognise that some disenchantment with secon-
dary education has occurred because of failure to provide fir the
diversity which exists among communities, schools, students, and
teachers. A strong education system must have the ability to sustain
individuality and diversity; innovation is an essential element in
providing this. To achieve this, there will need to be removal of
restraints and inhibitions on personal and team responsibility within
schools, such as external examinations and uniform curricula over
the whole country. At the same time, it is recognised that New
Zealand's population is mobile geographically and socioeconomi-
cally so that there must be some overall restraints.

If favourable conditions for innovation are to be provided, an
encouraging, supporting, and facilitative climate needs to be created.
The k) factor in producing this climate concerns attitudes and
values: of teachers, administrators, students, their parents, and the
community at large. Acceptance (and even expectation) by these
groups of change as desirable is essential. Failure to achieve this
acceptance will at best hinder, and at worst prevent, the spread of
desirable changes.

We believe that there is considerable goodwill and motivation
towards innovation anvingst secondary teachers at present, but if
they are tc) meet its demands, a close examination mill be needed of
teacher working conditions, of the structure of staffing, and of the
roles Of various key personnel in secondary schools (not only teaching
and administrative, but also ancillary staff). Consideration should
be given to such matters as provision of bursar help to enable
principals to be eflective in their professional leadership roles;
redefinititm of the role of senior staff such as deputy-principals and
the provision .1 master-teachers; the provision of support staff to
undertake a variety of roles; facilitating exchange of principals,
iiopectors, curriculum development and teachers college personnel;
study leave; class-contact time; and the organisation of the teacher's
working day and working year.

Senior staff in secondary schools are selected on the basis of ability
and experience. Their professional expertise should equip them to
play an initiating and guiding role in curriculum innovatior but all
too often their energies are absorbed by the clerical duties associated

ith the administrative task of running the school. Effective imple-
mentation of change also require: considerable administrative
:-xprtke from the school leaders to ensure co-operation, motivation,



and involvement on the part of teachers, yet this skill is largely left
to develop on the job. We believe that lack of time and training of
prof'essional leaders is a significant barrier to innovation, particularly
with regard to co-ordination and evaluation (see chapter 11 : The
Curriculum),

'Teacher education is an essential prerequisite to innovation. We
have drawn attention to the need for changed attitudes on the part
of teachers: the shaping of attitudes begins in pre-service teacher
education but this is usually based on a short 1-year training period
and needs to be continued as teachers gain experience. Attitudes
alone are insufficient and it will he necessary to develop and
continually update subject knowledge, teaching skills, and the
management and organisation of programmes and resources. Hence
our strong emphasis on both pre-service and in-service training.

Teacher attitudes and ability, together with effective professional
leadership, will produce conditions for innovation; but unless
classroom conditions change, little will be achieved. Secondary
schools are still organised in the main on a tight 35-36 period per
'Neck basis. hi other words, the amount of class-contact time for
teachers is not only excessive, it is made worse by the fact that the
time is compressed into ti hours in a school day. One of the biggest
barriers then is the present organisation of the school day. Ve see
the need for a variety ()!'organisational experiments which would use
teachers more effectively over a longer school day but which would
also provide for less contact time.

The result of providing periods of non-contact time interspersed
throughout the teaching day would include: time to plan pro-
gramme., to prepare appropriate materials, to adjust from the
demands of one class to another (such as from an unstreamed third
fhrm to an academically able sixth form), to consult and share
experiences with other teachers. to undergo in-school training, and
to seek out and absorb new infOrmation. Opportunity fir such
activities is at present limitM, and where it does become available,
it is ()FPIs at the wrong time of day.

Another barrier is obviously .1 financial one. If contact time is to
be reduced. this w ill cost money, but not as much as may appear at
first sight if more efficient ways of deploying staff are used. We have
in mind here a great increase in the number of study periods and the
allocation of more unstructured time: one corollary of which will be
the necessity to provide a wide range of indis idual learning resources.
There s ill ed to be both supervision (at least; ojunior classes and
also education of. pupils in the use of unstructured time. The
provision of such unstructured time and the possible reorgani.atiin
of the school day will require an examinatin of and perhaps an
alteration in the present regulations governing attendance at school.
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Similarly, reorganisation to make more effective and professional use
of teachers may well give rise to situations which would require an
examination of the legal position of schools in respect of their role
in loco parentis. It would be wise to look at the two concepts together
that is, reducing contact time fbr teachers and reducing "formal"
situations for pupils.

Looked at in this way, reducing contact time does not mean a
massive increase in teaching staff What is required is a substantial
increase of support staff, trained to varying levels for a range of
responsibilities and paid accordingly. Such staff would assist
teachers to make more effective use of their non-contact time in
preparing work, mounting displays, and sorting out resources, and
would take away from classroom teachers many of the jobs and duties
which cut into their proper work as professional people.

To provide the climate, opportunity, and support needed to
provide for innovation, the working party recommends:

1. ;;:t) That priority be given to improved and increased teacher education,
both pre - service and in-service, as recommended in chapter 8 on teacher
education.

(h) That such teacher education take account of the leadership role
of seior staff a well as the need to develop innovative skills and
attitudes.
That in new qf the increasing responsibilities of senior staff for ini-
tiating and co-ordinating school progiammes, their teaching and routine
administrative load be adjusted to enable this leadership function to be
tarried out.

3. That to promote efficient professional activities as defined in this
chap:er:

(.a) The amount of lass-contact time in proportion to total working
time he reduced substraitially for all teaching staff;

(b) The structure of the teaching day be reorganised to reduce the
fulourit of continuous class-contact time for teachers and pupils.

1. That adequate resources, and, in particular, a greatly increased
provision of support staff, be provided to facilitate professional teacher
activity.

Guidance
Realisation of potential requires indentification of student

strengths and an environment in which the student gains satisfaction
and a sense of achievement from his activities. The working party
believes that the school has a particular responsibility for stimulating
and guiding the intellectual development of its students and that
appropriate educational guidance is necessary if every student is to
have the opportunity to develop his capacities to their fullest extent.
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Emotional, physical, and cultural problems inhibit the efrectiveness
of learning, and teacher, school, parents, or community expecta-
tions may emphasise directions which are not in the best interests
of the pupil and which may induce tensions which are counter-
productive to learning.

Home and community arc the source of many of the student
problems schools must cope with, hence problems must be treated
in these areas as well as in the schools.: number of children whin
are problems at school fit in quickly to work situations in which
they are able to use their strengths. Work experience and pre-
vocational orientation programmes (see chapter 9: Vocational
Education) will ensure that such children have opportunity to
discover their strengths and aptitudes and gain satisfaction in their
use.

There is general rt ignition that a guidance system should be a
key part of' every sect dare school. Chapctr 17 discusses the provi-
sion of guidance and other services, and attention is drawn to the
significance fb secondary schools of recommendations 1, 3, 5, 6,
and 11, and the narrative acceding them. Of' particular importance
to secondary schools is T.: gnition of the place of the home, the
community, and other agencies outside the school in treating
problems; early idemification of children with special needs;
and early support from qualified staff in dealing with maladjusted
or disadvantaged children.

In addition to the relevant recommendations in chapter 17, the
working party urges that the fbllowing recommendation be im-
plemented as a matter of urgency:

5. That proti3ion of suitable guidance networks as envisaged in the 1971

Departnunt Education report Guidance in Secondary Schools
and now accepted as policy,, he regarded as an integral part of the

.tit's/ /in g eshiblishment e f e :cry secondary school.

One aspect of secondary schooling which has been repeatedly
examined over the past 5 years is the education of girls. Among
others, the Advisory Council on Educational Planning and the
National Advisory Council on the Employment of Women have
studied thi., topic. They have ibund that girls suffer not from lack
of educational opportunities, but from a failure to utilise these
opportunities because of social attitudes towards women common
to the school. the home, and the community in general.

Sex-stereotyping begins early in childhood, making it essential for
teaibers a' all levels to be trained to recognise and counteract this
restricting influence. but it appears that secondary schools can make
an especially important contribution to tbrzning adolescents' per-
ceptions of the role of women.
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The working party e ousiders that every co-educational secondary
school should include among its aims a planned effort to raise the
educational aspirations of girls and inform them of the multiplicity
of roles which they may wish to choose in the society of the future.
They should also (der a programme of family life education for all
boys and girls.

Secondary teachers could do a great deal to change traditional
sex-based attitudes towards the study of mathematics and science,
manual subjects such as typing, woodwork, and metalwork, and the
home science area, but their ellbrts need to be seen as part of a
deliberate school policy. Much of the responsibility tbr shaping and
implementing this policy will depend upon the school's wn curri-
culum development programme. but, a3 with moral education,
little will be achieved if the school as a whole is not seen to be
committed to open-minded attitudes on the role of women.

Of' necessity, single-sex schools will need to adopt different
strategies from the one suggested litr co-educational institutions. But
these sch H ls. including boys' schools, should still accept a com-
mitment to the aim or promoting a more liberal attitude towards
the role of women and indeed or men in our society. One im-
portant part of this task is breaking down the distinction between
men's and women's work, and this is relevant to boys as well as
girls when they make their career choices.

The worKing party recommends:
That in the plannim; of the secondary curriculum for example, in the
choice of Auhieds flfered boys and girls, the content of social studies and
liberal studies programmes, and the preparation of resoti..-ce materials
the Department of Education and all secondary schools be asked to
take acount nl chair:ling attitudes towards the roles of women and men.

School-oriented Curricula
SubstontiT dkcilssion of the curriculum iel schools is conL.ined

in chapter 11. In this section, we will draw attention to matters of
particular importance to secondary schools.

tVItile national syllabuses permit considerable freedom for
teachers to devise courses suited to their individual situations,
examination prescriptions tend to dominate much of the secondary
school curriculum. Replacement of external examinations by
alternative methods of assessment related to the objectives of each
school 'see chapter 13: Assessment.; will produce significantly
greater freedom .altd, it should be noted, significantly greater
respotlsihilits for schools.
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As the curriculum becomes increasingly learner-centred so the
responsibility of each school to consider the needs of its particular
students and to structure its curriculum accordingly, becomes
greater. At present the "extra-curricular activities" (for example,
games, drama, choirs which many consider to be as valuable as
the formal curriculum) and the so-called "hidden curriculum"
(the attitudes a child picks up from his peers, his teachers, and all
that goes in at the school) are largely determined by the nature of
each individual school. It seems logical to believe that each school
should have considerable control over the formal part. In doing so
it can remedy deficiencies or repair effects of the "hidden" curri-
culum in so far as it knows them. Such control will enable a school to
experience the activities of its community, accept a greater responsi-
bility towards the community, and use the natural and human
resources of its environment for work and leisure. Introduction to
these resources through the school curriculum will result in more
meaningful and effective 'ise of them after students leave school.

Community service programmes can provide on:: opportunity
Ibr student Ivement in local activities. The basic aim is to develop
the student's social growth by harnessing their energies to community
needs. A community service programme is a logical exter:cion to
the pastoral work of the school, and it adds a further dimension to
the methods by which the school pursues its goals. It provides
opportunities fir students to participate in the life of the community,
to develop personal and social skills, and to further their sense of
social responsibility. Through taking part in every stage Of such
programmes, students will not only he suitably committed to them,
but will also have opportunities to experience the setting ofobjectives,
and the planning and practice of their implementation. Every
aspect of sue It exercises should be conducted under close supervision,
the outcomes evaluated by school, students, and community, and
the resulting learning experiences linked to other school work.

To implement school-orientated curricula, teachers will require
time, training, guidelines, advisory services, facilities tbr the pre-
paration of resource materials, and opportunities to share their
experience both their successes and their failures, for failure is as
important to know about in this field as success. ,Discu4ion of
such implementation occurs throughout chapter 11: The Curri-
culum.. Community participation will he required to clarify
curriculum objectives, to inform and reassure parents, and to
provide liaison leading to use of community resources. Within the
school, co-ordination and leadership will need to be provided to
achieve effective, integrated, and sequential programmes. The
importance and magnitude of this task suggests that it should be
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the primary responsibility of a senior person, and that stalling
entitlement must be increased to take account of this responsibility.
Teacher education will also nerd to be related to individual school
objectives and the tram svieose task it will be to implement them.
Thus school-based courses °lien be more appropriate than
national ones. These courses shouhl make use of resources within the
school and neighbourhood by involving the expertise existing within
its own staff, within that of adjacent schools, and within the sur-
rounding community. Where appropriate, the services of inspectors,
advisers, and educational psychologists should be used.

Regarding particular aspects of the curriculum, schools .hould
take account of the following in deciding their objectives:

Motivation towards learning should be an important consi-
dration in curriculum development.
The development of attitudes and values should be seen as an
inescapable result of the learning process and be specifically
recognised in curriculum development.
Democratie procedures should be an integral part of school
organisation, involving all students and staff. The extent of
student participation should depend on their level of maturity.

((L A wider range of pre-vocational orientation should be
experienced by all students in their early secondary years,
but vocational direction should not occur before Form 5 at
the earliest.
hoe continuing edncation to he effective, positive attitudes
and ciketive learning skills need to be developed during
formal education. Exposure to a variety of subjee ts and
experiences will provide a basis for later education extension.

To provide fin. development of school-orientated curricula along
the lines discussed above and elaborated in chapters 11 t:The
Curriculum and 13 ,'Assessment), the working party recommends:

. Via/ %c /coots be encouraged to devise curricula approp iate to the
individu II and collective needs of their studentswithin broad guide-

,and ,uhico to proerures if accountability.
(b) lhat La, flexibility sought in curriculum organisation and teaching

method, he »vitehed Ify fleAibility in school organisation to allow fur
actirifiev Odell do not fit the normal timetabling pattern.

"c) lhat whoolv be stalk d to allow for one or more of the 5!q of each
school to be designated curriculum d'velopment leaders to work in
,oniunction ith heads of departments and to assist in construction of
cu,ricula rel.att to individual and collective needs.

8. 1 hat the emphasis rlr continuim; e(!ucation courses for teachers more
to:caids reho!,-stall. training on a school-bv-school basis to ensure stuff
elleetivent.,, /or their c%»,11 objectives.
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'1. That greater me he made al community resources. including work
experience for those students who would gain substantial benefit from
it: and conversely, that through their school programmes students be
given realistic opportunities to appreciate their responsibilities towards
the community.

Community Involvement
The student is a member of society, financed by society to he

educated fur adult participation in society. Schools are, therefor.,
accountable to society for the outcome or their activities.

An educational approach which places increasing emphasis on
learning about living and the quality of life implies definition of
what c onstitutes quality a definition inescapably linked with the
community of which the student is part. The community should
participate in defining qualities which the school should reflect.

We are aware that many parents are diffident about discussing
student programmes, problems, and progress. A number of schools
have been trying various ways of overcoming this communication
barrier. and widespread implementation of their example could
result in a public much better informed on the objectives, problems,
and successes of schools. The workinft. party regards this informing
activity as important :u suggests that, among other methods, a
new approach to reporting to parents should he made. We believe
that it is incumbent upon schools to initiate reporting to parents,
and discussion and participPtion involving the community.

Apart from the community participation in school affairs
menti( 'lied above, the secondary school appears to be well-placed to
provide continuing and second-chance education. (This aspect is
also referred to in chapter : Continuing Education., The logical
extension of community participation to provide fir sharing rather
than duplication of facilities necded by both school and community
as en isat;ed fi. the second high school at Mangerc) operates to the

advantage or both by allowing provision of more units of higher
standard. Further discussion of this topic is contained in the report
of the 11'orking Party on Organisation and Administration.

To provide opportunity li effective community use of school
facilities, the working party recommends:

hat community use of schools increase substantially, and that all
.,chools u hick recognise the need, are prepared to work for it, and are
actively supported by their local authority, be designated community
schools for the initiation of community programmes; that additional
facilities be provided following assessment of requirements for these
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programmes; that traluation he made of the effectiveness. of the
programmes provided; and that finance for the extra commitment be
provided.

11. fa) That community programmes be controlled by a senior staff member,
such as an appointee at deputy principal level to undertake this function.

(b) That staff appointed to run community programmes be attached
to the school.

12. That local authorities he encouraged to place community facilities
in or adjacent to selected schools.

13. That planning of new schools take account of possible community
usagefor example, in parking facilities, increased library provision,
and increased grounds and sports ficilities--bearing in mind that
conrenience of access is a key factor in achieving usage of facilities.

Student Involvement and Attitudes
Student attitudes will be of by changes in curriculum,

the prov,sion of guidance systems, community involven entin
fact by the sum of all the changes proposed. flowevcr, after
considering the secondary school from the point of view of its
students, the working party ccasiders three aspects deserve
particular mention:

(a) Schools should move towards democracy in their practices
lnd organisation by demonstrating the operation of demo-
cratic principles through student avid staff involvement at all
levels. However, involvement in discussion and decision is
-not sufficient: responsibility for implementation of decisions
and their consequences must be experienced, the limitations
imposed by external factors recognised, and respect for and
acceptance of a majority derision, of the place of authority,
and of the rights of others developed. Discussion and decision
alo-e will not give a picture of the operation of democracy
in our society.

With complete democracy goes the power of decision and
policy-making and the responsibility for such decisions and
policies. This is vested under the Education Act in boards of
governors and principals as their agents. At the moment,
schools can be little more than guided democracies, so that
such groups as student councils, staff committees, guidance
committees, and curriculum committees can be of an advisory
nature only, although they can wield real influence. Ad hoc
student committees such as environment, sports, and social
committees can, however, carry through much of the
democratic process, not only in making decisions but in
bearing responsibility fits them. An extension Of democratic
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procedures in secondary schools would include, of course,
parent participation in the formulation of school policies,
again of an advisory nature under the present Act.

The point of debate is not whether the schools should
move towards democracy but how far it is practicable for
them to do so; different schools would move at different
speeds with different limitations on the process.

:,b) Schools should attempt to make students secure and
confident in their own worth as individuals by an acceptance
of their individual strengths and weaknesses and with this as a
necessary basis, challenge them to eflbrt and achievement.
Such challenges can be intellectual, physical, and emotional.

c Schools should seek to provide adventure and fun within the
routines of institutional life. The secondary school has power-
ful competitors for the allegiance of the young and desirable
learning does not need to be dull. Community service, use of'
community and natural resources, work experience, school
camps and excursions, problem-solving situationsall of'
these invok e a breakdown of the rigidity of the 40-minute
period continuum and more engagement of all the senses in
a variety of activities. They would all lead to an enrichment
of the lives of the students.

Ilw working party recommends:
11. 7 hat dajt. and Atud,nts be accorded the right of actize, responsible, and

atmocratic participation in the ctilairs of the 1chuol.

Organisational Changes
Both the size of the school administrative unit and primary/

intermediate,"secondary discontinuity affect the efficiency of learning
and teaching. We take the view that there must be a greater effort
to ensure that tire education of the child is seen as a whole process
from pre- school to at least the end of the secondary phase and, in
due course, to continuing education. The historical division between
primary and secondary as different kinds of education is no longer
valid. The strength of our views on this matter are such as to warrant
discussion in a separate chapter. However, a separate area of con-
certi exists within the secondary system itself; the increasing number
of students continuing their formal education beyond form 5. Less
than half of these students ever enrol at a university; thus, a wider
range of subjects than the present academic, pre-university group
presently emphasised is justified. To ensure sufficient students to
provide this wider range of course, aggregation of students from
more than one school would be necessary.
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Students at the your adult level enrolled in forms 6 and 7 have
different objectives and characteristics from those in lower fl)rms.
They require differing facilities in their educational environment
and need greater freedom to develop. I'hey need at least separate
facilities such as adequate libraries, common rooms and study
places, and perhaps even separate institutions. Freedom from a
9 a.m.-3.30 p.m. day would allow students to work or undertake
community responsibilities consistent with their objectives while
continuing some form of education during hours outside the formal
school clay, Flexible provision of courses, perhaps in a community
college or school, would allow students to select the arrangement
most suitable for them, either immediately fbIlowing the com-
pletion of form 5, or at some later stage. More detailed discussion
of this topic is contained within the report of the Working Party
on Organisation and Administration. We believe that it is unlikely
that any single, superior organisational form will be found. Experi-
mentation should be undertaken to enable evaluation of various
structures, and selection of the form most appropriate to the con-
tributing community.

The working Party recommends:
13. That variations in the school system such as urban area and form 1-7

schools, form 1-5,.form 6-7, and form 6-8 colleges be established as
properly evaluated experiments.

16. That irrespectie qf any organisational changes, teaching and learning
in forms 6 and 7 be improved by the provision of facilities and con-
ditions zuhich take iiecount of the age and maturity of the stwients in
those .form f.

There have been suggestions that our secondary school units arc
too largethat the administrative unit should not exceed 450
students, Ve believe that it is difficult to set a precise number.
Large schools are able to provide facilities and staff specialisation
which would not be economically possible in smaller units, but the
main concern is that the student (and teacher) should not be over-
whelmed by impersonal size in an institution.

A large number of schools already have organisational arrange-
mer;ts to try to achieve this. The working party is aware of this
ex:-..rimentation, and believes that it is a matter which should be
ptirsued with increased vigour and carefully evaluated.

vorking party recommends:
17. That schools he so staffed that they can employ managerial techniques

and administrative arr Ingements which wit: ensure that students have a
sense of belonging to a unit with which they can readily identify and
satisfactorily relate, but that the unit size should not be so small as to
impede learning and teaching through lack of special resources or in-
ability to offer specialisation where appropriate.
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Chapter 8 THE GENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Of all the ideas for improving learning and teaching which
we received, one has occurred far more often than any other.
Although it is stated in a variety of forms its intention is very clear.
It urges better provisions for the preparation of teachers. This
demand fOr a strengthening of teacher education has come f'rom all
levels of the system and from a wide variety of sources. It is based
on the belief that educational aims and plans can be made to work
well only if the teachers are appropriately prepared for the task.

From our study of the situation, we have become strongly con-
vinced that teacher education is a key factor in any attempt at
improving both learning and teaching. We therefdre urge that a
high priority be given to strengthening the general and professional
education of teachers at all levels of the system. In making this
recommendation we have taken account of the similar advice
given by the 1962 Commission on Education in New Zealand and
the substantial improvements which resulted from its acceptance.
I I( Avever, we consider that the growing rate of change in our society
since 1962 makes a further strengthening of teacher education even
more urgent now if learning and teaching are to be significantly
m proved .

A system of education ultimately depends for its success on the
ability, understanding, and skill of its teachers. For it is through
teaching that educational plans and programmes actually come to
exert their itillornce upon human attitudes, ideas, and behaviour.
Planners, administrators, advisers, and specialists of many kinds
provide the organisation, resources, and supporting services that
determine the conditions within which the schools must function.
But the task of turning educational programmes into influential
educative experiences finally depends upon individual teachers
working dirc4 with their students of whatever age. Thus the
work of teachers is seen as very important, and their preparation
for it becomes a matter of prime importance.

Within the total field of teacher education we consider there are
several aspects in particular need of improvement.

The Continuing Education of Teachers
The most urgent need is to establish immediately a compre-

hensive scheme of continuing education for teachers. It has been
repeatedly said that education ought to be a continuing process
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and yet we have, through our organisation of the system, often
made this difficult to achieve. If education is to become a more
continuous process, then our administrators, specialists, and teachers
must regard it and organise it appropriately. In particular, it will
be important to ensure that the education of teachers is organised
on the assumption that it must be a continuous, co-ordinated
process.

Ever since our education system was established we have tended
to rely too heavily on pre-service preparation to serve the needs of
teachers. But at least by 1949 the Consultative Committee on
Teacher Training was pointing out that:

No training college courses can be expected to turn out young
teachers fully prepared to cope with all the difficulties that will arise
in their first years of service.
Despite this earlier recognition of the particular need for further

professional support for young teachers in their early years there
has to date been no substantial provision for meeting it. Nor has
there been an adequate provision for continuing the professional
and general education of teachers beyond the first few years of
service. Today, the extent of up-to-date knowledge teachers need
and the increasing professional skill they must develop, make it
,qsential for them to continue their own education and training if
they arc to meet children's needs effectively.

Up to the present the term "in-service training" has been used
to describe the courses provided by the Department of Education
for teachers after their initial training. These periods of in-service
training'are generally brief; often of half or 1 whole day's duration,
less frequently lasting over several nays or a week, and more rare:),
up to 6 weeks. The' brevity of many of these courses has preverted
the development of any real depth of understanding or competence
and a considerable number of teachers have had no opportunity
to attend them*.

The nerd fir a policy of continuing education for teachers has
been well recognised in the United States for many years. In
England a similar policy as set out in a white papert has recently
been adopted. The case for continuing education for Australian
teachers has been advanced this year in a report of the :1ustralian
Schools Commission:. Here, in New Zealand, there have been

In a study of in-sert ice education in the Canterbury district P. E. Oitirttiry
Education, Education Department, University of Canter!ary, 19721 noted that the
Plowden survey of 191et showed that two-thirds of pritn..cy teachers in Britain spent
an average of 1.3 days at courses in a 3-year period. His own survey shows tae average
attendance by the same proportion of teachers to be only 4 days in 2 year.

+Education: .1 Framework fgr Expansion. London: Department of Education and Science.
1972.

:.S.thnols in Auitralin. Canberra: Report of the Interim Committee 14 the Australian
Schools Commissiou. 1973.
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continuing requests fin such a provision at least since the report of
the Consultative Committee in 1949. The increasing need fir a
policy of continuing education fbr teachers in New Zealand is
clearly shown by the publication of at least four major reports on
the subject in the last 3 years.

Instead of "in-service training'', it is now more appropriate to use
the term "continuing education" to cover all those forms of teacher
education beyond the pre-service stage. This usage fits all types of
further education of teachers into the more general context of
continuing education fin- adults. As it is applied to teachers, the term
continuing education has been usefully defined in the James Report*
as:

The whole range of activities, by which teachers can extend their
personal education, develop their professional competence, and improve
their understanding of educational principles and techniques.

It would include provision for further academic study, becoming
acquainted with new developments in general teaching, planning
new programmes and approaches, and preparation fir new levels of
responsibility in general teaching, special education, or administra-
tion. Courses for those returning to teaching after several years are
also needed. Teachers, like other professionals, also need regular
refreshment : a constant contact with children can prove demanding
and enervating, with consequent stress, loss of drive, and the danger
of teaching losing its impact. Hence a part of the beneficial effect
from the introduction of .1 policy of regular periods of release from
the classroom would stem from the personal refreshment resulting
from it.

What is now needed is provision fin all teachers (including those
in tertiary institutions) to receive an entitlement to regular periods
of release from teaching during which they engage upon some fbrin
of personal and professional stimulation and refrishment. Thee
regular riods of release fr(nn teaching should be planned and
organised so that they Follow naturally from the basic pre-service
preparation upon which they must build.

Because there is a pressing need to strengthen the capacities of
teachers to meet the demands of modern teaching approaches, a
variety of means must be developed for helping them to accoinplish
this. One important way is through encouraging and enabling
teachers to work at this within their own schools, but they would
need time tir this purpose which is not now available. For some
members of staff, teaching loads may need to be reduced for limited
periods and used either on a weekly or blocked basis. This time would
be used for the purpose of further developing their own professional

. _

Teacher Ethic-aim: hauling. ',umbra: Depurtin,in of Education it.l Science. 197.2.
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understanding and competence through helping to develop school
programmes of study. Principals and senior teachers who should lead
and guide such programme development would themselves need
training for developing the new skills required in professional
leadership of this kind. If teachers are to be enabled to help children
achieve the objectives of new syllabuses, they will undoubtedly need
support in corning to understand curricular objectives and the
methods appropriate for their achievement. A greater number of
rea-based curriculum advisers than are now available would be
needed to assist school staffs in assuming fuller responsibility for the
educational programmes in their own schools. Su -h professional
support might well form a considerably greater part. of the work
of inspectors, now that their assessment role has been reduced.
Some members of the Curriculum Development Unit and of teachers
college statN might also assist where appropriate. It is very important
that schools should assume increasing responsibility for developing
educational programmes suited to local needs, and that professional
support should be available to them.

In addition to this "in-schools" type of continuing education there
is a range of other provisions necessary to enable teachers to improve
their teaching. The rapid increase in the growth of knowledge implies
a need fir teachers to up-date their own understanding of recent
developments in general and professional subject fields. Courses for
this purpose could appropriately be provided by universities,
teachers colleges, and technical institutes and teachers could be
enabled to attend them through an expansion of the existing
schemes lbr teachers' study bursaries. In the case of those technical
institute tutors concerned with industrial training the most appro-
priate use of such periods of release may, on occasions, be through a
return to industry.

There are a number of specialist areas of teaching for which there
is at present little or no specific preparation. Teachers working with
children affected by such difficultiess intellectual and many physical
handicaps, emotional maladjustment, and educational retardation
have little in the way of training programmes available to them.
Since work of this kind calls for specialised knowledge and skills vie
consider that there should be specialist qualifications required for
this work with consequent provision of appropriate courses to be
taken preferably after pre-service preparation and some general
teaching experience (see chapter 17). Again, these courses could be
based on universities or teachers colleges, though some may need to
be located where medical teaching is available.

The working party is strongly of the opinion that one of the
most effective measures for improving learning and teaching would
be a cons:derable strengthening of provisions for the continuing
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education of teachers. 1 his strengthening is required at all levels
of the system from early-childhood education to the tertiary level.
There is a need fbr frequent reviews of continuing education for
teachers to ensure that appropriate preparation is available to meet
emerging needs.

We therefore recommend:

1. That the education of teachers he reorganised to make it a continuous,
co-ordinated proce3s which begins w;th pre- service preparation and
continues throughout the backers' careers.

Acceptance of this recommendation would involve the adoption
of a policy fbr regular paid periods of release fir teachers during
which they engage upon some appropriate form of personal and
prolssional stimulation, We strongly recommend adoption of the
proposals for continuing education of teachers offered in the Ad-
visory Council on Educational Planning (AC:EP) report, The
Continuing Education of Teachers, which should he read along with this
report. In essence, the ACEP report recommends that teachers be
released fin- one term after every 7 years of continuous teaching
service. It is an entitlement not in the sense of an absolute right. but
one dependent on adequate justification before it can be granted.
:applications to take up the entitlement would be made to area
committees established fOr the co-ordination of continuing education
for teachers. Where a committee was satisfied that the proposals
for using the leave were appropriate, it would recommend that
leave he granted. To provide for flexibility within this scheme, it
is proposed that it may be taken either in one block or in several
smaller periods of not less than 1 month in duration. The AC:EP
report states there is an urgent need to provide continuing education
programmes for 3 groups of teachers, namely, young teachers
during their first 3 years, retraining for those returning to teaching
and for senior teachers, and an expansion of courses for secondary
teachers. We strongly support this view and consider that the costs
involved would be likely to produce a very effective return in
improved educational results. Wherever possible, work done during
these periods of release should lead to credit towards an improved
qualification related to teaching.

Development -.yid Co-ordination of Teacher Education
To ensure the co-ordination of teacher education, we see a need

for considerable reorganisation. While this is properly the province
of the Working Party on Organisation and Administration we deal
with it in this context because we see it as an extension of our concept
of the school this case the teachers college) as a fully professional
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unit. As a tertiary institution, the teach ors college has particular
claim; to greater autonomy and we therefbre feel that it is
appropriate to stray into the field of administration.

l'p to the present the pre-service and in-service teacher educa-
tion for primary teachers has been the responsibility of the director
of primary education. Similarly. that for secondary teachers had
been con tfolled by the director of secondary education. The prepara-
tion of pre-school teachers was an attached responsibility of the
director of primary education, but is currently attached to the super-
intendent of special s,r-ices. The recent embryo teacher-training
se; .rule for technical institute tutors is the responsibility of the
director of technical education. To the extent that it occurs at all,
teacher training for university staff is the responsibility of individual
universities, some of which are giving it increasing attention.

Iii recognition of the need for greater co-ordination, the post of
superintendent of teacher training has just been established in thcs
Department of Education. This officer will be responsible fir the
department's administrative responsibility in the training of primary
and .econclary teachers, the in- service training of' teachers, and the
recruitment of teachers, as well as the co-ordination of pre-school
teaclur training and advice on the training of technical institute
tun irs.

Development and co-ordination of teacher education is required
at two main level.; national and local. At the national level the
Department of Education has several particular responsibilities.
First it is responsible to Government Ihr the effectiveness of the
education sstetn with a consequent responsibility fbr the provisions
for teacher education. Second it is, at least fbr the present, respon-
sible 1;)r registering teachers as suitable for employment in State
educational institutions. Third, it has the responsibility fbr alloca-
ting resources to this sector of the edtt.7ation system as for all other
scetors. In discharging these responsibilities it consults with a wide
range of controlling authorities, vocational organisations, voluntary
group,, and various professional teacher organisations.

Iii recent vears the control of teachers colleges has passed from
education boards to independent college councils with wide repre-
sentation from universities, education boards, city councils, second-
ary schools boards, primary and secondary teachers associations,
minist,rial nominees, and the Department of Education. The
ae adetnic committees of these councils are composed of representa-
tives from universities, teacher organisations, Department of Educa-
tion, and college staffs.

Clearly, the D parment of Education will continue to have the
three main areas of responsibility for teacher education previously
mentioned. However, it could with advantage make greater use of
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local help in handling them. The establishment of college councils
with their academic committees has resulted in a very considerable
strengthening of the professional and administrative experience and
skill available at local levels. To us it seems desirable that more
responsibility for the development and co-ordination of teacher
education programmes and fbr the use of resources be vested in
these local criancils. We recognise that in a country where teachers
and children often move from one locality to another there is a need
to ensure some degree of sirnik rity in the nature of teacher education.
However, we consider that this need can be adequately met through
the department's representatives on each council. Should the need
arise, periodic conferences of those interests involved in teacher
education could be held to ensure exchange of views and a basis of
agreement on future policies. Through retaining a substantial
influence over the conditions required for teacher registration, the
department could ensure that teacher education programmes met
essential requirements. It is to be hoped that in time the
registration of teachers may become the responsibility of a
teachers registration board including representatives of teacher
organisations and the department. The superintendent of teacher
training knight then become its executive officer for the purpose.

In the field of continuing education for teachers there could be
distinct advantage in encouraging considerably greater use of local
interest and resources. To a very large extent present "in-service"
courses for teachers are under the direct and almost exclusive
control of the Department of Education. As already explained, we
consider that there is an urgent need to expand these provisions to
include all teachers, to increase the length and level of the courses,
and to involve tertiary institutions much more in contributing to
them. This increase in the number of contributing agencies would
naturally involve co-ordination of their efforts to minimise
duplication and ensure effective coverage of needs. Local area
committees appear best suited to assess local needs, arrange pro-
grammes, and allocate or at least recommend the allocation of
resources. Representatives of the Department of Education and
teachers would form the nucleus of these committees together with
those from universities, teachers colleges, and technical institutes,
all of which could he expected to offer such courses as their
particular strengths best fitted them to provide. Wherever possible
such courses should qualify for credit towards additional qualifi-
cations fin- teachers.

At the level of pre-service preparation for teachers there is a
similar need for a degree of co-ordination. Again it appears to us
that this could be adequately achieved through the work of the
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academic committee of the colleges complemented when necessary
by residential confereuces of the Lopdell House type. If at these
latter conferences there was a suitable representation from the
colleges, universities, Department of Education, teacher organisa-
tions, and community interests, it should be possible to ensure that
all necessary viewpoints were considered. General agreement
could be reached regarding such matters as types of courses pro-
vided, their lengths and fbrms of organisation, the amount and kind
of practice teaching provisions, and variations of pattern to suit
local or special needs. It, as later suggested, a teachers college is to
provide pre-service courses for teachers desiring to work at various
levels of the system, then it is important to ensure a degree of
flexibility in pre-service teacher education courses to enable a
student-teacher to change from one type of preparation to another.
Particularly during the first year of pre-service pteparation, it would
be desirable fbr courses to serve the needs of students aiming to
teach at various levels, thus delaying the need to Flect pre-school,
primary, or post-primary levels from the beginning.

In our view we have now reached the stage where it would be
beneficial fin' the Department of Education to exercise its pro-
fessional and administrative responsibilities for teacher ethical:on
through a greater delegation to local a-encies of the kinds suggested.
The work of the department would still involve ensuring an
adequate supply of teachers, participa:ion in developing and o-
ordinating appropriate pre-servic and continuing teacher ed-
ucation programmes, ens,tring eiketive arrangements for teacher
registration, and the provision of necessary resources within a frame-
work of national policy. It seems. highly probable that the effect
of a greater degree of involvement and responsibility by local
agenci-s would be to stimulate and encourage greater vitality and
local initi.rti\ e. We appreciate the fact that the whole matter of the
powers and rImstitution of teachers colleve councils is under review,
but ...tress the need for maximum delegation of responsibilities.

1e therefige recommend:

2. 1 kat the Depirtnient nj Education delegate a greater degree of rerponv-
ibililv sutabh. representatiz'e local af.zenrie.; dez.elopin!: awl co-
eudiqating protiliol pi. 'twilit.). oluoition.

The Role of Teachers Colleges
he part played by teachers colleges in the preparation of teacher',

is ;inutiler area in need or close attention. Certain aspects of the
organisation of teachers c ()lieges in New Zealand appear likely to
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hittder the de\elopment of greater continuity in education. .First,
the colleges hay( generally been Confined to preparing teachers for
only one le% el of the education system, nittnel\, primary or second-
ay. Second, they Itin..e had no systematic or extensive opportunity
to participate in the continuing education of tt achers beyond the
pre - service static. 11iirti, they liae been unable to oiler teachers
courses leadhig to ad% attecci Qualifications. Their restriction to
cateril g. for the pre-service needs of teachers for only one level of
the system could yell be it call 0. some of the discontinuity in
ethic itional concept ,Its and app.oa hes at present existing betYeen
the It'VCk. 1110 lick CO1161111111:1 :)eking contact yidt practising
teachers tends to cleprie colleges of an e.Nielltiai Ineani Of tVitillittillg
Illy ,Ittt.lhlhl \' ,f their prv-SerViCt. f)rogr: mines, thus making etrectiv
revision of these prog.rammes more cli,icult. .\t the same trte, the
eon,iderable specialist experience of to tellers college stairs has not
been it%itilable to practising. tea tes. In consequence a very
%di! aide dt4re of mutual stimulation and support is being lost to
both tile atllt'N anti the college . F.111:111\', vorkitig
at .1 pre-sei ier le% el otil% has made it difficult Ihr the colleges to
(..e.110.idl a clear and accinabh place \yield!' tertiar, education.

a reside the colleges are nov at a stage Yliere th..Y nerd a clearer
It their areas of responsibility in leacher etIttcation as a

ha -is for future planning, such as that pre,Klecl in England by the
ot...nt %int paper.

The yrking- party has consider..(1 recommendations contained
in two lucent t.eports by the Standing. Committee till Teacher
Training-4". both of ..hich !avowr an extension of the functions of
teacher; cohegei, \\c I.ave also received a number of submissions
niaking similar recommendations. From our oyr, assessment of
current needs in 'teacher etilltatitill, \NC are coils illt'r(1 that tilt`

;IrriVed ti ita'reailtig tilt' r lilt's(' of teacher.; colleges.
tVe th,e extensions tot tIlle...1t)11 as brillg of tco main kin(k.

l hr ;INt p out change needed is the MY( l\ ement of each college
in can.' jr..j: (,m' tit( 1)1-(I 11(11:, plpar11142: w.ork

.1 \ itriet% of levels in the education sstent. Thus, pre-school,
prinntiv, Net t,n(Ltry. and sonic terthirv-level teacher; might
all ,tudv \\,ithiti tile one coll ,gr. This does not necessaril imply
that all 1.111(1:,i'S IMISt cater for the \N hole range, but rather that a
college }wield not be confine(' to only one level. 'Filene would thus be
gteater propt.ct of improving continuity of educational approaches
and practics it the IllaitffitV (4. teacher; ruttkrti their teacher
education ill multi-pupose teachers colleges.

1%0 /.4, ii. 1\ cllino.q:: ( ,:11 .1 .ii
00 It ', ./ 1,;.rr, 11,11sitt.m: 'mutt tI 1.11 !Alit .Ill1,11.11

PLI1111:14.
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We therefore commend:
3. That the "unctions of teachers (alleges he extended to provide for the

pre- service neeis of teachers prepari 4 we. ti at various lezels in the
system.

The second extension of functi,yi would involve the colleges
to a much greater degree in catering fbr he continuing education
of teachers beyond the pre-service stage. Adoption of the recom-
mended policy for periodic release for teachers would make it
possible for numbers of them to return to the colleges to take courses
of a substantial nature leading to credit for flintier qualifications.
Although these courses could be expected to be: predominantly . a
professional nature, there shotdd also be others aimed at 1.0-
dating subject knowledge, advancing general education, and pro-
viding specialist training. To enable teachers to attend courses
longer than one term, a much more liberal application of the present
teachers' bursary scheme would be needed.

Both teachers and the colleges seem likely to benefit from such a
change. Teachers would benefit from In wing better integrated
and co-ordinated programmes of continuing education if these were
planned tc build upon pre-service fbundation.-. At present the links
between pre-service and continuing programmes are very tenuous
with resultin7, discontinuity. Through basing substantial continuing
education courses for teachers on the colleges, there would also be a
greater prospect of co-ordir.ating the specialist contributions avail-
able through universities or t:Thnical ins'itutes with whom they have
developed working telationships. For their part, the colleges would
benefit from much better appreciation of the effectiveness of their
programmes through continuing contact with their graduates and
experienced teacher.;. At present the college.; find this hind of essen-
tial feed-back information hard to acouire. Again, the college
stags would gait considerably from the chance to develop and
refine their own educational ideas and practices through con-
tinuity.; contact with practising teachers. Thy would also gain
added stimulation from these opportunities to work with mature
teachers studing at niece advanced levels.

Ve reconimend:
.4. That the .functions .and resources of teachers colle ;,es ye extended to

enable them to cattribute substantially towards the farther edicatirin
of leacher

fitreT Jim; stigv:Ntim: are intended to indicate line: of
(IcV:lopIllt'llt 1.1E11(' did', specific TU. :11:; because WC

Strnriv,ly that tt...ittt., thtii,r1vri should br iliVfliV,*(1 in
t)il,ts tier their continuing education. Vt support the
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recommendation of the .James Report that any scheme should be
flexible besides being as systematic and comprehensive as possible.
Thus existing types of proyisi(ms undertaken by inspectors, advisers,
and the Curriculum Development Unit should be continued and
expanded as a complement to the lom;er courses imposed. An
extremely useful set of proposals regarding the development of
continuing, education for teachers is contained in the .\CEP report,
The Continuing Education of Teachers- and it should be read in con-

junction with our reconunndations.

Proposed extensions of the functions of teachers colleges along the
lilt , suggested makes it desirable to consider the nature and status
of the qualifications they award. Before the introduction of 3-year
courses the colleges awarded no qualifications at all. After I year
of successfid teaching their ex-students received from the Department
of Education a Trained Teachers Certificate which combined the
functions of a teaching qualification and a regi:Itration certificate.
Since 19tin the colleges have awarded a Teachers Collcge f)iplo onto
to student, w ho successfully complete th, ar course, and the
Trained Teacher; Crtificafr, issued by the Department of Educa
thou after a satisfactory first year of teaching, romains as the current
limn of o gistration document. For univrsiiy graduates or those
with the equivalent of two-thirds of a degree, a Diploma in Teaching
is issued in place of the Trail., d Teachers Certificate as a registration
do,umnt. It is indicative of the still somewhat indeterminate
place of teachers colleges within the field of tertiary education that
after 3 Years there are still remarkabk few instances \Otere their
diplomas count tior cross-crediting towards other qualifications. No:r
can the col egos teach towards any higher qualification which they
can award in their own right. It seems to the working party that
development of a satisfacouv system of cross-crediting for gaining
higher qualifications is a necessary condition before teachers would
wisn to undertake substantial additional study courses. One method
of dealing with this problem is suggested in the ACEP report on

Cortinuin Educqtion 7.t-!o.. It reef gun-lend; that the Teacl ers
College Diploma lie redesignated Diploma in Teaching awl that
thnough vai ing types of continuing education it should be pos-,ible
too gain sufficient ( redits to convert the diploma to a degree or

anced diplonna. Some such arrangement is clearly !wet ssary
.1' .t means of enabling teachers to improve their qualifications. And

:eaelsers cole(i.e.; are to contribute in the manner suggested, thin
their cirses must he accepted for full-credit for thi, purpose.

.1 similar need for doss -( redititv of their teacher education
eour,-, for t reciit towards a recogni,ed teaching qualification is
:aced by the technical institute unit.
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working party therefore rcunintends:
5. f71,1! n.an; ,naide tatier; eredit towards

1:i;fvr quali!ieations throu;th a :.arictv ontint,:asz education cdunes.

It i-, tint (m ititittitm to tliscitsr: ectlititment tvachrs ill
any detail. % are pleased to note that the quality and nualifications
of ar ',hearts Ib teaelting appear to be steadily rising, tiovever,
one particidar aspect of recruittizent has been representid us

From several sources. This concerns frequently unsettled flame
or mind t )1. .1 prig), PI 10 or shool-Itar rlltratlt,, SOIll 1)1. wiioiii
f'01 to 0)1111)1(1e their pre1):11%1111)11 fur teat:11111gs. SOIll Of flit rt'aS011A

atIV;Illed tin this toisettled state include a desire fur exi)rience of
the %vtak1 beyond the sch,-.)1, changing social eunclititnis, and a
desire n) escape from the supervision .lilt[ make inde-
pendent tests of their apa;ties. From a different standpoint, san
tnaintain that last: Of experience of the work-a-day world is a
di,tinet lizuulicap xachers in dealing with parents alit advising
children. r.peciall ic,...,,artling vocational choices. Altlitnitzli %%t do
not %%kit er-emplia.is this factor, %ve consider that it merits
careful cuisideratHiz. It raises questions about vlietli:.1. it v()tild
not be desirable for iv, mant teachers its possible to have zit least a
year's break bet%vevii leaving schts)1 atid commencing teacher
preparation, preferably spent in %vorking at some alternative
occupation.

In (1.1%4.u:sing the contribution. of teachers contges to the itni)rvv-
Meta W.leat'llitIL; .111(.1 te:It'1111114 it ute;ider the reflotirces

them. Modern teach Ili; appl'OarileS ;lint II) help 1)t*(ir.)l
de% elf et) their tIlltieq;111dint;', 111(1(.1)(11(k:a thillk.115-T,
suit int; problems, itncl Eirtnitig responsible attitudes. Thus the
preparation of ti :tlters must hr 1)t it kind that enables them to
(let, these capacities fur thettisch.es studing limy their
development may best he encouraged iii those they till teach. Illese
results cannot be aellie1.1 ditotigh an apprentice-type copying of
skill, aud techniques. To achieve them in the colleges it is essential

.aiflicient staff to permit them to work v.ith students iii
group, small enough to gi\ r each student chance to discuss and
aluare ii%vit developing ideas about educational aims, organi-

,ation, praties Because %c are persuaded that this work or
helping. tricher; troth' re:II 0)1111)(1(1W it' the iitir ormodern methods
is complex and demanding, we consider that measures should he
taken to ensure that tile stalling of the ettileirS iS sufficient fOr its
achie\ ern, nt. It is significant that the l62 (:uttitnission on Educa-
tion reel uninertled an immediate improvement of the stalling
ratio to I lecturer to 15 students, and as soon as teacher supply
prtuitted, a further intpui% einem of 1:12. The teachers college
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rim0111.

principals E avt recently recommended that a ratio of 1:12 is
essential to at least meet present requirements and it is apparent that
the present ratio of I :16.5 is inadequate to meet present demands.
There is also a serious lack of ancillary staff who could enable
ireturers to spend more time working with students by relieving
them of much of their routine work.

'File %corking. party recommends:

t;. "bat the Attilliwz and reNource,. of teacher,. mikes be Atrengthened to
1,, t the 'Poland.% of modern tea iter education

continuin:: educatioi:

-11e lived it>r tit velt ping teachers centres or resource centres ha::
been roised ill several reports on the continuing education of teachers
and is mentioned in out. r...port in chapters 11 and 1.1. dealing with
the curriculum and learning, resources. If the intention is to provide
samples of up-to-date teaching materials, books. methods, and
rt,tittrt.;. !hen the Nokitig party agret . that teachers colleges
could %%ell h eta ouragitl scrNe as resource centres of this iN
llit liae expressed a clear tlesirc to serve as centres
tin ilesiottal support awl stint.:Lition for all teachers in their regions.
lioNever. in larger cities and in areas %Olen. there arc Ito teachers
coilege;. other t inns of teacher e('rltrt's would he rcquired.

lieq slit (till ;et . e .1; the 111,iiit ti)1: 1)1 prf ii'SSir actiN itV for their
Irs poi. ;dim; ta.ilizi 1..n. meetings and coursesIs %%ell a:.

set-. Mg as 1.es/t11 tite :or t,aclicrs.
.1 lyre are iti:Teaing 0.ettiantls within in the principles and

ter prOpir %VIII). tilt )11,2;11 !Mt (111.11111I'd
!Ind tll.tt 11111' or form of social service involves them in
training, itNtrctitc..... or leading others. These people may be
tzt. nip...(1 ill a 11111111)er Of ea,1 '41,1 )nt fZrolti) hit hides s11c11
.1: dri,i,d t 11101 nursi. traffic anti police facers,
0.11d e% lass tutor.. g.ri alp onsists or private teachers

(lancing, sp.,' lt, and a variety (d mid sport,;
trainer.. .\ third group com,; from a %vide rarrtf.i. prorssional.
ha iti.ss. and indihtrial 'Ili( contribution to education in its
vul,s, Inafle I all those and many otli,- people is (If real
sigititit ant I'. hill, r treatment of the teacher carnation needs of
peopl:. with the,e . has been devritipd in it weer':
.1( :1:1) rri)nri, h Rob, 0/ (mtie..;feV, \S 111(11 should hr
rcatl 'whin( %%hit this hapier. It seems it logical extension
Of their' pre.c nt tor tem.liers coil,. !'s to 1)1 mune more
itn.,,INd in t ow -limiting toNvards meeting this need, h . they %%mild
need to provic.d %%it ti the necessary resources. leachin,.; trai-hers

to teat I1 is .1 prinu. function of the colleges ant', vitt niAer

Ii(;
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po'sible it. is (iesirablt. that they be encouraged and enabled to offer
courses for those members of the community who need sonic degree
of training to teach others.

The working party therefore recommends:
7. That wherever appropriate, teachers colleges be encouraged and serviced

to provide courses in teaching techniques for people with part-time
teaching responsibilities,

The preparation of pre-school teachers has been fully covered
in the 1971 Report of the committee of Inquiry into Pre-school Education.
In general terms the report of the committoe of inquiry recommends
that these teachers be trained in primary teachers colleges under the
same conditions as for primary school teachers. We agree in general
with the recommendations of this repot t but explore the matter of
training for early-childhood education in more detail in chapter 5.

The need for teachers colleges to have adequate resources for
research was stressed in a number of submissions. The working party
strongly supports this proposal for several reasons. First, it is parti-
cuhrly important that teacher education institutions should be able
to develop effective means for evaluating the degree to which their
programmes of teacher preparation meet the needs of the schools
and the teachers. Second, it is important that teachers college staffs
should have the professional and material resources to try out and
evaluate a variety of teaching approaches. Third, there are many
aspects of teaching I need of careful investigation as a basis for its
improvement that college staff's are well equipped to identify and
research. Fourth, there appears to be some evidence that teachers
actively engaged in research tend to be more stimulating and vital
in their teaching. The colleges have welcomed the rc".'nt intro-
duction by du. Department of Education of a small-scale provision
for research.

The working party commends this move and recommends:
ihat teachers colleges he provided with sufficient resources for r research
to enable them to evaluate their programmes effectively and explore new
tecrning and teaching approaches.

Relations of Teachers Colleges With Other Tertiary bud-
tutiGns

There is a growing recognition of the need to raise teachers'
qualifications to the equivalent of graduate level because the
int reit:sing complexity of teaching requires it. As previously ex-
plained, it is necessary to enable teachers to build upon their bat is
qualifications through continuing education courses to become

r tduat..i. Since 1905 New Zealand teachers have been able to take
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1.1! iiversity courses concurrently with teachers college courses. Within
that general framework of arrangements it is appropriate to ack "ow-
ledge the very significant contributions *:) teacher education made
particularly by university departments of education, but also by
many other university subject departments. In recent years closer
relationships between local universities and colleges in some areas
have led to some degree of cross-crediting of teachers college courses
towards credit for degrees. If the more extensive range of cross
crediting provision now needed is to be achieved, then the working
party agrees with the ACEP report, The Future Role of Teachers
Colleges, that this will require even closer relations between univer-
sities and teachers colleges it future. We also agree with the recom-
m;ndation in the report that both types of institution be encouraged
to develop forms of cross-crediting arrangements best suited to local
conditions. Where technical institutes offer the most suitable types of
course for a particular purpose, then they should b:. invited to
negotiate cross-crediting arrangements. The main objective is to
ensure the provision of means by which teachers may up-grade their
qualifications. The working party fully realises the need for a variety
of cross-crediting and co-operative teaching arrangements to promote
the achievement of this result. Local conditions will influence the
kinds of' relationships that can be developed between the teachers
colleges, universities, and technical institutes in particular areas.
We arc particularly concerned that local initiatives be encouraged
to develop a variety of arrangements. We support the ideas outlined
in the recent ACEP report, Teacher Education in the Universities, and
urge the grey test possiLle degree of co-operation in the interests of
better preparing of teachers for their work.

The working party i commends:
9. That as a means of further improving teacher education, teachers

colleges and other tertiary institutions be strongly encouraged to develop
such forms of -operation as are appropriate for local conditions.

Tertiary Level Teacher Education

Traditionally teacher education has meant, in New Zealand as
elsewhere. primary and secondary teacher training. The needs ofour
primary and secondary schools have dominated every committee

bich has examined teacher training from the establishment of the
first primary training programme in Otago in 1P75 to the recent
reports of the Advisory Council on Edtr..ational Planning.

With the rapid grcwth of tertiary education this approach is no
longer adequate. The need to improve the quality of learning and
teaching at the tertiary level is being increasingly recognised by
students' and teachers' organisations, and the working party believes
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that the concept of teacher education as a continuous, co- ordiiiated
process should be applied in institutes, universities, and teachers
colleges as Ncell as in the schools.

l'he establishment of a tuttur training unit at the Central Institute
of Technology and of higher-education research and advisory units
in several of the universities is only a first step. No programme has
been introduced in any teachers college; the tutor training unit has
to (late only provided pre-service training; and the stalling of the
intik ersitv advisory units is minimal. All tertiary institutions should
be encouraged to undertake the kind of internal staff-training
programmes %vitieli the %yorkini..!, party proposes for schools. The kind
of' progTatinne need( d yould range front orientation-type courses for
nil% iv-appointed staff to assistance fin. senior teaching anti adminis-
trative staff. For example, help in the identification aiid considera-
tion of the institution's overall aims find tli specific objectives of
individual departments and courses; development of assessment
skills; .lnti OW ii,* VI' teaching aids.

Vitlitabl- information oil tile (IV,01)111Ilt 01'SOCil
1/10'2,1,1111111cs i, ,1%.111ithIC ;IS .1 rrsillt OW i'XIWI'ICIIC('S of a 111i1111)Cr of

Alt411'.111,111 111i1VCISitit'S Over the past decade. l'he experience of the
six Australian (.:entres fi,r 1 ligher Education Research and 1)velop-
mem swzge,ts that SIICII internal units have value as -change agents".
It also suggests that because staff resources in this new field are
xtrenicl% there is t: clear need for nittitnal level co-operation

el ;tad 1.14. r(,ss-fertiiisati!)11 of ideas and experiences
riv,eett sthetions ;tt the local le%el. \N e note, fin example, the
NIonit:h I )iploinit ligher Falueation \\ Mich has been 0141111, as a
in.Itt,.. of delii:erat,. policy, to it mixture of teach r from colleges Of

ad% Jae, .1 (111.y ...floe. tt ,,(1.1,.1 111:1.tI'.i1CIt'S.

it let Lilit'A illstillift'S Ili Nl% 7.1%11.111(1 thr (Tit(ia
fur ili,pult11111e:,t pusil;o1IS ;UV SI9,11111(*;111tI Dili

uilit'r sections of the duca-
tion sk oem. 1.sseinial requirements i Vt'I'V art'
rule. %(.(..tti,!;,11 peel' ti, and an appn,priate vocational

Ai 1 fatitietter the it% cr,0.1.,e .!t0' of (Anon.: %viten
app-ii.ted proliAly eNcerd.; :;I years: cittalitieations held by

c,r,el. the %%hol spectrum front nothing but experience,
tinote.....lt node and technician certificates, to membership (I' pro-
lsinal instittitpin.,. and uni.,esity ouidiliations; very liw
tt.tiN !old ,t tr;:clrs* ...crtilit%ito. It is apparent thereihre

p;o%ision iinst he made for the professional education
fe.h.! r.; ill It b aittite;.
1 ite recent establishment of a central tutor training- unit is an

important (1, elopment, but it cannot meet .111 the trainitig needs
technit al institute NIA! - 'echnical C:(Jercspondence

Iiititiite t;itil; ;11:(1 part-tintc tetors. NVe thiefOr recommend:

lot;
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10. a' Tkat ..11/ uhtrained teachers appointed to a tee Weal inqitute forr
the first time undertake a common training programme;

11.1 That voluntarl study programme3 be introduced which prozide an
opportunitl for full-time tutors to undertake .tudies leading to an
apprJpriate teachers' qualification, and for part-tune tutors to under-
take studies which u ill enable them to perform their du, ies as teachers
with greater confidence and ell:ectireness.

We are aware that staff - training seminars have been organised
over the years in some New Zealand universities, and that there are
a number of substantial staff-training scheme's in the United King-
dom. But we would like to draw attention to some recent develop-
ments in Britain which could $vell be studied in New Zealand. 'We
note, for example, that the British University Grants Committee
has set up an educmional development subcommittee which will be
responsibk ti)r the allocation of a substantial sum to applicants
puttin, forward propo,,als for curriculum experimentation and the

nmt t.f teachin2,- methods --particnlarly in the area of
educational teehn4)lo.5v. We note. also, the recent .prointment ofa
Co-( rdinator to th.. Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals
established to promote the training of university teachers. Till is a
joint committe... vhich includes representatives of the University
Grant; Committee, the Association of Uniyer4tv Teachers, and the
National Union of Students. While we are not, of ci,urse, sugi:ysting
that New Zealand !iniversitivs should. follow exactly ti' same pattern,
it does seem to us that the time ripe ti)r a more concentrated effort
on the part of the Ind% r.iti...s and the University Grants Committee
to encourage with the necessary financial bac':.intz the develop-
ment of more widespread trairing schemes. and innov.vion and
experiment in teaeltinf: method prcNision and use
of appL)priate educati,)nal technolo.4-y.

Overall we belie\ t' :t if the aim of tertiary-la- el teacher-
ducati, pre ;;r; is not only to improve the techniques of the
individual teach( r. but to identify the teaching objectives of the
particular institution and its specialist areas, then it Nv i I be essential
to produce many more teachers with a training in 'tidier education
than is possible with the present limited resources of the already
established or proposed teaching and research units.

We thercii,re recommend:
11. That adequate pro17-unnvi of continui:.; teacher training he developed

for .;!,,r in all t-rtiar)
12. lira uniersitiev. technical ins:itutes, and teackers colleges explore

the pos5ibilitics of co-op:rction both at nationa: and local lends in
setting Ili training programmes.

13. That the University Grant,: Con:mittee consider the setting up of a
joint committre similar in function to the educational dailopment
comn.ittee established by the University Grants Committee in Britain.
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Chapter 9 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational education is a major part of the total pattern of
lifelong education. The traditional distinctions between vocational
and non-vocational education arc no longer appropriate in a
modern society where the educational needs of an individual give
rise to the development of an increasing area of overlap. The time
is opportune for all forms of education to be accepted as integral
parts of the education systema system which should be open and
flexible, without rigid distinctions between the various forms of
education. The report of the UNESCO Committee on Lifelong
Education, which was discussed in chapter 4, stressed the necessity
for vocational and non-vocational education to receive equal
emphasis within the total pattern of lifelong education and high-
lighted several major areas of concern in vocational education. It
also stressed the need for people co receive continual training
throughout their working lives. Changes in society and industry
cause knowledge ar.d skills to become obsolescent. Professional
people, administrators, technicians, tradesmen, and workers alike
must now accept the notion of training and more training through-
out their working lives so that they are equipped to deal with
changes in their !vie in the workplace.

A developmen of particular significance in the broader field of
vocational education was the passing of the Vocational Training
Act in 1%8 which provided for the establishment of the Vocational
Training Council to advise Government, State departments, in-
dustry, commerce, agriculture, social welfare, and other interested
organisations on all aspects of vocational training. The council
has stressed the need for each industry to identify its own training
needs and has encouraged the establishment of voluntary industrial
and commercial training boards to develop and co-ordinate
systematised training for all levels of personnel within their
industries. There are now 23 industry training boards (at the time of
writing; .

. related development has been in the field of manpower
planning. The Department of Labour has established a manpower
planning unit and the New Zealand Council for Educational
Research is expanding its research activities into this area; both are
aware of the difficulties in forecasting the supply and demand for
professional and other manpowerdifficulties hich were high-
lighted by the Education, Training, and Research Committee of

1(18
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the National Development Conference. The working party welcomes
these do elopments and stresses the need fbr adequate research
into manpower trends taking full account, %lere possible, of
probable malor changes in it chnology and national policies, in
order to t'llStlre the eireCti'e utilisation of human resources and to
allow for the planning of educational programmes accordingly.

If schools are to equip their students to adapt to and cope with
the working. environment and life of society, greater co-ordination
between what is learnt in the classroom and what takes place
outside is necessary. The success of vocational education and
training is clearly influenced by an individual's previous educational,
family, nd community experience. While all students should receive

broad general education which gives them a reasonable standard of
competency in the basic skills, they should also be given a realistic
understancing of all aspects of life which they may reasonably be
expected to encounter; develop such attitudes and values as allow
tbni to approach their adult life seeking satisfaction in work and
leisure; and be able to accept and meet changing conditions in the
workplace and outside.

Secondary school curricula, particularly social studies, English,
mathematics, and science have been substantially broadened;
liberal studies is a welcome addition, but there is still a need for
studies which are clearly relevant to contemporary industry and
society. Every New Zealancr comes into contact with, and should
have a reasonable knowledge of: the business world, Government,
State departments and local authorities, the trade union movement,
and more recently the consumer movement. These and other very
real and essential aspects affecting community and family life should
not be overshadoWed by the more dramatic themes of the day.

Training of Vocational Training Personnel
As emphasised in chapter 4 (( :ontinuing Education), we are

seriously concerned about the absence of any widespread training
tbr persons working in the field of continuing education, both

wational and non-vocational. The Vocational Training Council,
the Central Institute of Technology, and the Industrial Training
Service of the Department of Labour are now developing training
programmes for vocational training personnel, but Ibr many
currently working in this field, training is still essentially a process
of self-cducation.

The education of adidt learners is a specialised task; continuing
vocational education is rapidly expanding but the lack of systematic
comprehensive training programmes hinders improvement of
vocational training. 2revents professional standards being achieved,
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and fails to utilise the cross-fertilisati( wit %%nh co-ordination would
permit. Adc(piatc provkion suitable Nvidespread It fi)t
yocatif personnel and odicr adult educators is no a
matter of ut-.4n, and v.lcoming invent developments, I,t'

1. 1 bat there implone.ntation of recommendation (i la) of the
rr pqrt e,n Ethecatian, That the Department (1

0-ki(1 (,) conne ill' the National (.'onneil
.iehell ellq the l'uefttiona! 'Training (:)teneil pcter

jurtito !Inv itnano Ivr faint' t..achers and tain,i
cee..flf i'!' :1111.1

Work Orientation

I a PpilluNN and SlilVt'SN ill adult Iit (1epi'11(1 to a significant (xteitt
on a 1 11-111:)iat 11 t';: .0 ()1 a career or the 'woad field ill %%Inch

v
prorainni, tne eoutext oigcneral 1'(1(11 ation,

t.) 1:1'11) each idnal 14) discover his tal..nt.
: tot II:Pa:a/11, 1') 11'1111. Iii :a;t'111 (1111 11:,1' 111(111 StielTS-

f1111' !Ii)11!...1 11!11'111.1."..'e(1 .11 ail I, of S1'4't)1:(1,1,IT

1).11111'111..!!!\ that "1! our vorking
reidaiti nel....n-ba.1 d salary t ;11 TUTS

1 lie pro,..,,Taniute :lint to
pr-vale vidi o u11d1 t.tanding ol hat may rcasou-
al.lv he Coe ..kp:.n". at!,! 11,1111(1 aoi(I

tl.e eatt.s.;ori..ej.kz. into tho!.e
"!:f 11111q luic:1,(11 tin, tilt'

it,of 11.,.11 4.: ...1'1; 1'... 111. ' St-, 1:1 .1 1.1' C.;:1.!;:{t
I::. Arai 111'1'.1 :1 !;. .

1 h.* 1 4 0.. !I"' e ;I if :II t lie (.4 ) 4.1.1 )1.

%. )1 I :4 .t t '.1. t t I I4" I .t; :1,14 1) I. )( t

I , " . .1 I 4 b. 1! lh, 1'i.11. 1;. I'Xi'111i)iiiHI Ill I!:1
1',\r it I. II% 111 .1 1% , 1, 1, ..,;.! (4 '..t i' .tit(1 l'ilitVr
11:!.li .1 !". :!:, .111.1 HI 1'e,1111
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pc! ..111,.1 -tr;1!.. careei education tiny: improved,
.1 t 11,n t.t. titylerstanding or their
paint,. and of 11;, ,tandardi I ccpiiretticot; o1 dn.. ( :ottc)ttlic
,Ttia.. the nitro(!at indi'.idual to particular liams ()1

ment not an o',.,ecti%e or the ...P2Tatrunr, 1)tit in some cases
1151: of employment could be traed to contztt:ts made'
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(.)ne. example of the elletive use of svork experience is provided
by programmes for selected pupils front classes for backsval
cliiidren. These h;ldren have 1)articipatet1 in a %vok-experience
scheme as part of their Nt'll(()I pruglll111111C. lilt' Se !RIM.' is an ex-
t(11,;,.ri the ela.solmi proijaultur 1, hid, pro% oeational
experiences tO many pupils anti assists them to gain sati*ing and
gainful permanent employment %viten they leave school. It pro-

.1 ,etting vhich the pupils can experience social demands,
acquire nece.,,a tvork habit,, determine their interests and apti-
tude,. ar.d rreie pro.ctical trainint; in tile %nriti of work. It must,
of c.ucse. caretill% integrated into the hill teaching programme..

In(histry should .01(1 does seek elian..4es in the education system,
but equally education has a riv,lit to expect titan:4es in intlustr.
1.1111loe r, and trade unions must be prepared to make a major
contribution to the de%eloptuent of the future working population
throi1-,11 the proi,ion I,ppotuniti.s for vok experience, and in

11%0(1'16,1 ml attitudes about tuen's and tvontn's roles in
this ttork

T., no!)14. th pitnti,11 \tot k oit progiantines to be
1.1 pH tit' tilo:1' litylthitittll ill .111)111)1'.1.1it
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first hand and current knowledge of the working environment. The
function and success of vocational guidance depends larger, on
employers' co-operation and assistance. Industry training boards,
company training and personnel departments, and all other in-
terested organisations have a responsibility to ensurr. that the
guidance network is adequately supplied with current factual in-
formation about existing job opportunitiesdesigned to facilitate
informed choice rather than to attract by glossy advertising; and
must develop closer working relationships with the various State
guidance and employment agencies.

There is concern that the importance of vocational guidance
counselling in the secondary schools is bring submerged. Guidance
counsellors and teachers within the new guidance network should
ensure that sufficient attention is given to vocational guidance,
along the lines suggested in the report Guidance in Secondary Schools
which recommended:

That all guidance teachers be trained in and have an overall res-
ponsibility fOr all aspects of guidancecdacational, vocational, and
personal social.

The working party therefore recommends:
3. k'a) That improved pre - service and in- service training, together with

pro:ision for "time-out" experience in industry, commerce', and other
fields, be provided for all vocational guidance personnel.

1).. 'That increased emphasis be placed on strengthening the voca-
tioal viiilance element of all guidance counsellors' work in order to
ensure that carent and jitture vocational guidance needs are adequately
met.

Basic Skills

There is no firm evidence to suggest that standards of literacy,
numeracy. and ()racy hate fallen in recent Years. However, we are
.(....are that employers are cry concerned about the lack of basic
skill amnia; many employees, particularly in occupations which
(nice attracted well-qualified applicants, but are now flirted to
accept entrants with lower educational qualifications because Of
society's rising aspirations, coupled to an ever increasing range of
new job opportunities. The tertiary st stem should not be expected
to undertake substantial remedial progiammes fur students who, by
approuti, eship or otherwise, are alreaoy committed to a given
oc.oional cnu rse. Pio% ision or a level of basic skills appropriate for
the ii.crea,ing deniands of the world of today and tomorrow is
poiperly the hinetion of the (11o01,, where adequate provision
shonk: I), made both at primary and secondary levels to detect
and o*.er.o;Ile pr,blems.
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The working party considers that the current widespread concern
about standards of basic skills warrants investigation, and recom-
mends:

a "hat th. Curlioduni De:,./opownt 1.10 ht. ( ked to conduct an

immediate and Jill! iarestigation into the pruqem of students laching

the bag, shills and the means h which these problems may he remedied.

1)) That, following this investigation, appropriate programmes to
overcome any problems in the basic skills be developed and implemented

throu;kuut primar1 and secandai:1 schools.

Liaison between Industry and Education
For lifelong education to become a reality, much closer communi-

cation and co-operation between industry and educational agencies
at all les els is necessary. We are aware that the Vocational Training
Council has played a major role in the development of increased
liaison between industry and the tertiary institutions. Ilowever, all
educational experience plays a major role in the development of the
individual. Industry and educational agencies at all levels should
therefore develop a much broader system of continuing communi-
cation through:

a, Regular seminars and conferences on aspects of education
which are of major interest to both industry and education,
for example, teaching methods, curriculum development,
learning problems, the education of women and of ethnic
minorities. Educational specialists in such fields as teaching
ni,thods and curriculum development could make a ver
valuable contribution to industrial training while industry's
expertise in the human relations and personnel management
field could assist leadership, staff, teachers, and guidance
personnel in schools.

h Regular dissemination of itifOrmation and ideas on such
mattrt., as new training techniques, teaching methods, learn-
ing problems, and other aspects of education between
industry and education.

The working pats . sees the Vocational Training Council, which
ha been established with very bread terms of reference, as the
appropriate body to stimulate and co-ordinate this increased
liaison between industry and education, and recommends:

1knt the f'0,.atvalat Training Council appoint a lialym filbert

7e,p,,niq;/e fur dezellnak, and maintaining liaiPM Lower,: indoor: off!

fdacational a.;encif, at till
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technical institute, to ;,,.st by tAltig each candidate's attainment
in English and niathrtnat'....:. Tht.7:e practice: are ..aclicative of a
need tOr mine ap..mipriati and meaningful infiirmation regardaig
Iii' etitica'ional ..chievenint to lie at ailable to a school leaver

lung to enter into an apprentice,hip contract. chapter 1 3:
.sssnint.

I., Sukrzesion qf Training is a need foe better definition
of the complementary roles played by employers and technical
institute, with regard to the education and training of an apprentice.
i echue. at institutes are suited by detailed syllabuses, but an
employer', obligation is based on a rudimilitary list of skills speci-
fied in the relevant apprenti,.eship ,,rder. It is suggested that in-
dustry training boards, in association with technical institutes,
could assist employers by developing on-the-job training manuals.
It approed by the appropriate New Zealand apprenticeship
committee, manuals would facilitate the keeping of adequate
training ret-or,is and would also provide a more satisfactory basis
t; a tile supervi ;ion if apprenticeship contracts by district apprentice-
;hi!. committees.

ull-time P-appenticeship Training -.Many Europea.1 coun-
tries provide yearlong full-tim courses in a family of trades;
thew cuursvi are followed by work experience and more specialised
socational education. The closest analog!. in New Zealand
would he the pre-apprentieeship scheme fi.ir rural Maoris, but the
dilleren,.es are significant. Tlw comments made ill the commision's
report iegarding basic training :Ind trade training adults lead
to a Nchemv based on

a If appropriate, training to be provided in a family of trades.
t.), Trainees to receive a technical institut -tyne bursary.

mince; to have access to N.Z. Trades Certification Board
examinatio.is.

d Trainees to receive a credit of tine when entering into an
apprenticeship contr.',t alter completion of the course.
Course entry standard to be the entry requirement for the
trade or trades concerned.
Oiurse to he of I-Year duration.
.( :f. technical institute secretarial courses.)

It is appreciated that adoption of such a scheme on anything
than an experimental basis requite. Major Shirt in Govern-

ment pol:( Ne..ertlicicsi, the proposal is considered to have
N,Atlicient merit to Lir justifird as an experiment in vocational
et! .ind u) be particularly appropriate if provided for one
of tile smaller trades.
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each trade.
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Labour ond the Ne% Zealand Trades (:crtilication
in 0o-drr that local appr( ntieeshi t onsmittres can readily re-
\ iey apprentie's progte s the board's examination.

he (Irsirability asses,,ing all a/Int:dices in the
skills of their trade. .1ssesiment5 ot skill made (luring :Attend-
ant 0 at courses are suggested :ts a partial or even contWete
alto inatie tO m,itten examinations N hici are Of clottl)tful
validity for many trades.

d 1 he desirability of extending block course training in lieu
of orrespondnce tuition 1;1. trades %vin's are obliged to
accept apprentice; 'laving a tom; standard of liter tcy and or
numeracy.
The ad., antage of trade registration boards f()rtnally recog-
tiiing appropriate technician training and experience as .oil
alterivatke path to registration.
.1111. nes 1.;;it tier courses untltbrtaken iii all apprentice;
o,4, is time to be compulsory.
The tact that the present system to "ordering" apprentices

atteld block courses is based on time scsArct and not on
educational achie..ement ancl, further, that any attempt by
;111 in,tittitr t4 !Imp ;ti 'den tor si 1111 lar tvn(1% ti)

( liket by 01 et. %cinch tilt' institute has no
control.

It I hr IIITIficatiull fur an extensiun of the p,.ovisio t,f teelmic,d
iii;titilt burs:stis .1 pro rant basis to apprentices %.11,)
attrnd olnioary Hoek course; at the Intel of Trade C:ertiti-
can. .daneet1 Trade (:rrtiticato .

l hr s)igg. ;tion that both technical institute; and examining
I)(iartIS k 0111(1 with advantage make greater use of the re-
sourc.; astd proles;ional expertise or the Nt.v Zealand
Conn( :I t r Educational Resraich.

)). 1 0, !.i11 b:..Ntutri

In I(.0); the Commission ill 11191111% into Vocational Eciva ation
iir2d most sttozp2! \ that the piorities !elating to the Imo\ ision Ot
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guidance facilities. changes in ettiployers' attitudes and policies, and
increased parent and cormt"inity aNvavtles ilt. the need tfl change
the expretatituis id' men ant, %vittnett .partichlarly schcolboys anti
girls. about the -tile (if %yorking v,-tunett art all further ihnt,.ttlental
lecluirilnents. \\Il the titunbcr Ito undertake Li aining (in
Ica \ lug umpare-: 1.1%(tirably %vitt' the number tt bovs, girls
tenti t.) prepare fur it very limited range 01 OCTlipail0114. DiSCIISS1011
Of the role of the secondary school in influencing ocational choice
is cinitained in chapter 7.

Litiv mitn.id voniil rsponsibilitiei visli II) retain
their kill iu" train fur itew iietatpati,ins (hiring Own period out (if
viirk fiaa.t, in anticipatitin (4. re-entry. The report .thunr-
fietur,!:! stitv4(..tcti that :Tart Irt)tn pro% kiwi of part -tune
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employment training scheme for women restricted from employment
by domestic responsibilities; and the recent British report ofa Labour
Party Study Group in Britain on Discrimination Against Women
recommended that special grants be made to firms training women
I;)r jobs outside the traditional range of women's work, and to firms
providing refresher and retraining opportunities for women returning
to the work fbrce after marriage.

The working party considers that the question of financial
assistance for married women wishing to undertake training, particu-
larly in new occupations, should be closely examined and recom-
mends:

10. That the Vocational Training council and the National Advisory
Council on the Employment of Women examine the need for such
provisions in Sew Zealand and make appropriate recommendations to
the Government.

Maori, other Polynesian, and other Ethnic Groups
Chapter 1 ti ,:Maori Education), highlights vocational eeucation

'4 the Maori people. however, New Zealand now has a large
Island population the recent publication Polynesian and Pakeha in

Educations estimates that the 1971 Census figures for the
Island population will be approximately 47,000), and a number of
other major ethnic groups.

The Vocational Training Council has recently established a
National Advisory Committee on Polynesian Employment and
appointed a Polynesian advisory officer. These developments have
laid the Ibundations fbr a proper overall study of vocational needs
in this area, but the working party considers that the problems of all
ethnic minorities in the labour force require examination to provide
a sound basis for the establishing of comprehensive educational
programmes designed to promote better working relationships and
understanding between all races. Attention to Polynesian peoples
alone is not enough.

(4) management, personnel and training specialists, supervisors,
trode union officers, and staff in industry and educational institutions
sqffer, to arying extents, from a lack of knowledge about the needs
(,ftlie different races. Educational programmes which arc specifically
dengue(' to pr(nnote greater understandingand which should
prtilably be conducted in the workplace by trained people from all
races concerned -are now needed in New Zealand. The working
thirty thereliire recommends:

I I . hat the l'ucational rainin:; (...oun,i1 be asked to carry out an inve.)liga-
t,:nn into the prohlon( old nr.qc ni all ethnic minoritie.; in the labour force

itk a t implemeutin; appropriate educational programmes.

1). 11.. ;1,111 . and Panda) :n Nt:t Huoagin.
:?:ele 1. / I !op 414A: 19;3.

1')11
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Chapter 10 CONTINUITY

Gne persistent theme that has been central to the discussions of
the working party, whatever area of concern, has been the import-
ance of provision for a continuous, integrated pattern of education.
Continuity has received emphasis, whether in consideration of
early-childhood education, primary-secondary transit;on, teacher
education, school and vocational relationships, or school to tertiary
education. It is part of the overall emphasis on continuing education,
a concept which has implicit within it the notion that organised
schooling should itself possess sequence and continuity.

The problems which arise from organisational and professional
discontinuity were highlighted for us when we began to discuss the
role of the intermediate school. We soon ran into difficulties which
arose, not from considerations of curriculum or methods of teaching,
but from conflicting claims about the appropriate "professional"
placement of the intermediate school--as essentially primary or
secondary in its orientation. As we studied this "grey" area between
the two services it became increasingly evident that the existence and
future development of the intermediate school raises fundamental
questions concerning the validity of the primary-secondary dicho-
tomy, and exposes the educational vulnerability of the distinction.
But before examining the implications of this dichotomy more
closely, we need to make a brief historical excursion to remind
ourselves that the problem of continuity in the system is not new, and
that its resolution has resisted the suggestions and recommendations
of many committees and studies much more formidable than our
own.

Discussion and debate on ways of achieving more continuity and
co-ordination within the New Zealand pattern of schooling may be
documented fur at least a century. If anything, there is probably less
controversy at present on certain aspects of this issue than at earlier
times. Problems of co-ordination and unification have indeed figured
prominently in the terms of reference for a steady succession of
commissions of inquiry. These begin with the first commission set
up within a year of the 1877 Act, a Royal Commission on University
Education 1879, and proceed on to the Cohen Commission (1912 ;

the Syllabus Revision Committee ; the Recess Education
Committee 1930 ; and finally the Currie Commission '1962!.
The Currie Commission viewed the question of continuity and
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co-ordination as a matter of urgent importance and its report deals
at length with questions of administrative unification, structural
change, and curriculum co-ordination.

Etlin-ts to improve administrative o-ordination have, however,
met with little success. In passing, we might note that the Depart-
ment of Education organised its first Conference as long ago as 1910
to consider "the broad questions . bearing upon the co-ordination
of the several parts of the system". Beginning with Stout (1886),
Flamm (1916\, Atmore (1930), Fraser (1939), a variety of reports
of proposals have also been placed before Parliament with the
object of achieving greater co-ordination at the local or national
levels. So far no Government has been bold enough to pass legisla-
tion to restructure the administrative system.

But it would be unfair to judge progress purely in terms of ad-
ministrative ad% ance; as a working party we are concerned with
professional liaison among teachers, and especially with voluniary
personal o-operation within the profession. While there will be
general agreement that there is still scope for much improvement
in the collaboration of. teachers both between different levels of the
system, and also within particular schools or institutions, we also
acknowledge that a progressive movement towards better liaison
has been taking place, especially in certain areas of curriculum
planning and the preparation of teaching materials. We need to
consider the nature and extent of this liaison as well as the "pro -
f signal" which arise from the primary-secondary
distinction.

Liaison, co-ordination, and continuity are very much a matter
,if relationship~ vhich exist in a local conummity between groups of
neighbouring schools. It is important to recognise, then, that the
realities of the situation vary widely and that the opportunities for
oluntay professional or social activity among the teachers of

small towns are very difrerent from those available to teachers in
the sprawling suburb.; of the larger cities. Similarly, there arc many
diflerlices between schools in tradition, status, and clientele, even
though Certain pattern; are commonly recurrent. Such differences
show ery clearly, fur example, when one examines the variety of
geographical and social environments within which contributing-,
intermediate, and secondary schools exist. In brief, quite straight-
forward huts such as enrolment patterns will often determine what
is kasible in terms of collaboration over such things as curriculum
planning, exchange of information about pupils, the sharing of
textbooks, joint sports activity, or communications to parents.
Discussions on improving co-ordination between schools frequently
rest out generalisations and ignore the actual contexts of' the schools
concerned. More than a decade ago, J. E. 'Watson, in a national



inquiry vhih attempted to examine these facts critically, concluded
that in a third of the situations (where intermediate schools existed)
CO-( peration was already about as close as one might reasonably
expect, and in another third it WilS 11.411(11y and cordial if not so
very active*. .1nv concerted rill ,rt. therelbre, to improve liaison and
collaboration in these districts, or in those other places %Owne the
atmosphere is apathetic, indifferent, or mildly hostile will require
skilful leadership and administrative sensitivity.

The liaison we have been discussing is a liaison within the present
administrative and professional suuctme, but we need to turn to
the educational implications of the discontinuity which we have
criticised. .1t the outset we should re-emphasise that it is not just a
matter ,,fprimary-intermediate-secondary relationships; for example
primary teachers need to take positive steps to learn more about
earl -childhood education so that children coming into primary
school; will move into all environment which is closely related to
that which they have experienced in their earlier years. There is
at present little active liaison between primary teachers a..d those
v1; work in the earlv-hildhood area. These two groups have in the
past trained in different institutions; methods of parental involve-
Tuelit ha% e varied widely: and curricula have been largely once.
ordinated. We realise that this is a complex and difficult question
but with an increasing number of children receiving some form of
early-childhood education it will be important to ensure that a
further major discontinuity is not allowed to develop within our
system. Secondary schools and tertiary institutions also need to
improve the Bow of information among themselves, and to accept
sonic of the responsibility for seeing that the student's transitional
experiences are understood and reasonably provided for.

But, undoubtedly, the major problem remains that of the division
between primary and secondary schools. We know that there is no
simple administrative solution as far as the control of schools is
concerned, but believe that the problem is mainly professional and
largely the product of particular historical circumstances which we
cannot ignore but which should not continue to dominate us. We
have made reference in the discussion on primary education to the
"second-best- attitude towards primary schools which has been
prevalent. We need also to recognise that secondary education
developed, not as a response to the elementary educational needs
of the many, but as a privilege for the few.

This concept of secondary education as a privilege has continued
in the minds of some secondary educators and parents', who hays
as a result expected pupils to feel grateful. Expectations of gratitude

lt ation..l. E. Interme.liale .S.,-;!,,Ii%; ir. New tglingtint: New Zealand Count it
for Educational Iti.sean h, 19lt.
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by teachers for services which in flirt they are required to render
have sometimes had unfortunate consequences. Some teachers have
felt hurt, frustrated or annoyed when this gratitude has not been
evident, and they have reacted in a variety of ways from outrage
to disillusion. Pupils, too, have sometimes reacted badly the idea
that teachers were doing them a favour by teaching them,

With the advent of secondary education for all there was little
alteration to the traditional structure of many secondary schools.
Although there have been important curriculum developments
schools have often been reluctant to implement change and often
change that has occurred has resulted from pragmatic necessity
rather than from considered intent. The urgent need to break out
of the constraints of the traditional framework is already reflected
in the much quoted Education in Change*. We believe that these
circumstances. have resulted in inconsistencies which mark the
organisation of New Zealand education today, and which promote
unnecessary professional conflicts.

The "privilege" concept has in many subtle ways perpetuated
aspects of so-called "academic" secondary schools which have
often been no longer appropriate and which have in some instances
been deleterious to pupils, staff, and the system. Ve have, fine
example, a marked persistence with subjects which were originally
intended for entrance into the professions, and which are not
necessarily appropriate to general education. This subject-oriented
curriculum has encouraged the persistence of instructional tech-
niques which depend upon the "gratitudeipunishment" concept
for their success. This subject preoccupation can also be seen as a
limn of training for professional elitism. "Other" subjects ha\ e
been seen as academically inferior and the academic institution
has been credited with superior status.

The disquiet of secondary schooi principals and staff at the
obvious lack of lit between their contemporary intake of pupils and
a patched-up system has resulted in a great deal of effort and good
intention to remedy the situation: curriculum development has
been seen as a particularly significant area for improvement;
guidance has been stressed; re-organisation of class structure has
been attempted; and teacher education has been expected to do
miracles. What must be now recognised is that the arbitrary divisions
of primary and secondary are not only no longer organisationally
necessary; they are educationally restrictive, and even distorting.
As has been pointed out elsewhere in our report there is a very wide
range of individual differences in any one age group. This has a

': ;:: vt rt ,rr, Et,-.11%v Ne.o.
I
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bearing on teaching styles and content; for example, if there is such
a thing as a traditional "secondary" approach to subject matter and
its method of presentation, as handled by a well- qualified "subject"
specialist, then there are sonic pupils of 10, I I, and 12 years of age
who would benefit from such an approach. By the same token there
are some pupils of 13, 14, and 15 who would benefit from the
traditional primary approach to subject integration and teaching
technique. The distinction between the two modes of approach is so
artificial in the face of the range of individual differences in ability,
interest, and experience that it is no longer justifiable.

The Intermediate School
One major implication of all that we have been saying is that

there is a need for flexibility in school organisation, in teacher usage,
and in the education of teachers. As far as school organisation is
concerned, we have already recommended experimental variations
in our discussion of secondary education (chapter 7), but we come
back to the intermediate school as an issue of particular importance.
If we can stand aside from any professional allegiance which we
might have to primary or secondary education, and take a dis-
passionate view of the strongly defensive stance adopted by the
primary apologists whenever intermediate schools are criticised,
along with the equally strong assertions of secondary apologists
that the intermediate years are properly a part of secondary schooling

we can hardly avoid the conclusion that the whole tedious and
sometimes acrimonious debate is, in some respects, an artifact of
professional separatism which has very little relationship to the
needs and characteristics of individual learners.

By introducing this illustration we are not suggesting that inter-
mediate schools have not brought about a greater degree of co-
ordination in the system. Indeed, one of the principal reasons for the
structural modification begun 30 years ago by introducing such
ch00 4: was to -...chieve greater continuity. While we may have

lest% vations about the extent to which the full advantages of this
reorganisation have vet been realised there is ample evidence to
show that intermediate schools have generally facilitated this
ohjectke. Nlorrover, because of the added athantages (,1 eon-
Aidation they have also generally achieved considerable success in
providing a broader, better-balanced curriculum for the age group
they serve, more effective use of facilities, and 'idler use of the talents
and qualifications of the teachers available to them; and many
ha% ako initiated programme: of community involvement. To
hirt her the improvements brought about by this structural reform,
the Commi,,ion on Education in 1%2 recommended that inter-
mediate so ;look be renamed junior high school:, that sccondai y
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ecluo ation for all pupils should begin at Form 1, that the stalling.
of the renamed intermediate schools he calculated on the hturther
of weekly teaching half (lay's .ts in the secondary gulations1,
that teachers in these sc hoods ha% e access to both the primary and

:nsp,croi In., .it'll that disoict so:oerinteriderits should
promote joint committees at the local lel to further. junior high
,chtntl and st.ottidarl,

Itt tat t, the commission made no folver than ...)0 rotrtmndations
on till: subject, a aimed at improving co-ordination anti con-
ti!:nit% betv.e111 the primal.% ancl secondary le%els of the system by
\tentlitig the junior high school or intermediate school roranisa-

C:ou laidlY as pos-ildc. I hese reeomnindations 011

thret tiv and reflected %Iv significantly the structural and curri-
ula r.efOrrits begun (luring the 1(121)s. 'Hwy are also consistent
%%id' the recommendations %% hich emerged trorm Vatson's study of
interruccliat. schooling.

Float sue!, film recommendations ha% c. not yet been implemented
is pt.rhaos a Muller reflection of the achninistrative and procssional
dico utinnir% %%hich still tists bet%Neeri the primary and secondary

' 1"lic" "I' i"1"11t;" 01. thr P"tliti"I
of ti:i arid other alteo.nati%es rstructutiug the organiAtion
the scho11 system at this time will not he achieved until the larger
issue has b. .11 resolved, namely the creation of a unified teaching
pro!ssion aloe'; %vitt) a single inspectorate and stn administrative
Ntructtirt %%inch eliminates rather than reinforces Nepar.ltt'llt'Si,

The Teaching Profession
\ tar as Ilexibi:itv in teacher deployment is yourcened in

pa: titular, the moo.entent of. teachers betvren I. ls of s-hooling
%%e 11.1%e a history of .1 largel% ono. %vay 1110%1'111CW of printary-
ttained teachers into the secondary set.% ire. l'recpteritly this move
has occurred after the tachr has gained .t post teacher-training

opialifiatior...incl it ma% %%ell be that riram- such teachers'
v.ert to teach at a secondary level. It is difficult

to (lett tonne whether this Milli\ of primar-tained teahers 11.14 had
much, if effect on tea( hill:; and organisational approac he; in
111, ondat% s%stetir. rho. re%crse ilo%%. is intuit less frequent ; there
exist mut i1 more difficult administrative harriers limitiw; the easy
at i.e.., of the secondary-trained teacher to the primary sstem.
evcruple, the revision of Manual and Technical Regulations has
.olreo ter' promotional opportunities for specialists iii the inter-
mediate area.

I hat the flo%% is ono -%%a% is t aus for concei 11, particularly as the
:11CNit% ti .1 'MIMI( r of mak teachers inNthe primar% schools
Is liktk til hr /1111,r()IlliNed ill I 1/ 1/3 prtlt of primary teachers
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%yere women I. But alio, there are many teachers in the secondary
service %Oa, could make a strong contribution to primary education.
tine factor in this oti -%yay movement is the salary differential:
extra salary is a strong. attraction to a teacher who is bringing up a
(ung family. This is not limited, h()%yer, to the ),(tins; teacher;
it is reflected in principals' salaries as well. I 1()%vever, at the point of
recruitment, there are encouraging signs that the primary service
is attracting increasing numbers of applicants. Recruitment is

buoyant and in the past 3 years entry to primary teachers training
courses is increasingly competitive. More "uncommitted graduates"
thilti 11101111 appear to be taking up primary teaching as a career.

The working party notes %vitt) satisfaction the extent to which the
professiiinal organisations already co-operate and the present moves
to%%ards .1 more formal linkage. Nonetheless. despite these healthy
signs. it appears to us that the first step in breaking down prcil'essional
harriers is the creation ()fa common salary scale based CM f`1>Ctit'11C(*.

(111)!Illit'.111(.11s. .).ight Of \Vc think that
Lick of !no\ cuntinflif ill;,' have femme('
pat f from tea( her insecurity %%ith all its dimensions Of status, salary,
or academic jealousy. It t' t.schti.11. thvilfurr. 111.'t "c tu'ge
that trach,.rs and the education system as a %vliole should promote
continuity, so %ye should also urge that teachers he given a onnpoti
1)r) j),,1 (1!1.11 and ol*Vil111.1.ti()11.11 ji hasc(1 on criteria
%%hit h apply to the profession a, it %%hole. Iii spite of the complexity
(.1 this is and the (h adininistrtie invoked.
l\r tlii.lk %%e slit ilild de( Lire our mind (in the matter. and recommend

1. TIN! II', le' o un17,1 111a11' find irointhav f, whip!! .Ve7i

flf fe t; WI 01 , (ma/1m aid enndi-
1,1 ,o; ice. and a ..,/,<1). mllair %Ode: and MO di (10,111 s i)1

v, a hd at, in I In, ..11 le Ogled 1,1 et1))4 ier(e, ele :ant quaNication.),
it jot,

t pl.', oThlic oh'on ).t. to;,! to al! tio. %allot and

1, 1 .1;. ( ;r,) 1,01, lir .1 11 I In il)); I

w,'/ 1,, -at //..timut,' on,/ the .1;,:e. :0ila11d 1)1.,1 '.,imity
1 ',ail"! ,* .1 yili111',"1 it) tr! lip riin,Mitfre to $t11111'
:f .1; t 11114 mei fry Inn; 144( Ihe i)b1bli$10111 iti
pr,: /. iir.;:tini liltion Jo?' it'Nehrs,

The Education of Teachers
,. !he., already dealt very folly %%it this topic in a previous

chaptl. f; , but %%kit to highlight the particular aspects of teacher
education %yhich ha% e hearing tai cwitinuity, Thr is no real
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history of combined or integrated training of primary and secondary
teachers in this country. Indeed, the history is largely one of a
stiuggle firs intleinliden«., eidillating in the establishment of the

titulary '1 e.0 College at Auckland and the Secondary
Dix ision at istchutch. This history, has, how el., been coloured
by differences in modes of entry to primary and secondary teaching
sr ices. Certification has long been necessary in the primary area,
whereas registration i.i not yet a reality in the secondary field.
Consequently, the notion of teacher education for the secondary
arra is a compat atively novel one. The concept of integrated
primary and secondary teacher education within a climate of pro-
fessionl unity, organisational freedom of teacher movement
between services, or total curriculum planning has never been
seriously canvassed in New Zealand. And vet it is within the field
of teacher education that we would expect to find the most en-
lightened and forward-looking thinking on the whole problem of
continuity. Pet plc in this field hold a key position and should be
Ale to give a lead where others arc constrained by professional
allegiances.

Although the problem of continuity is clearly recognisable, it is

certain that its solution is likely to be compounded of the many
and variable factors evident throughout this whole report. It will
not be achieved by any apparently simple organisational device
alone. Putting schools on a single site, unifying diectorates and
inspectorates, or declaring teacher education to be a unified,
integrated process may have little effect. But if' there is one factor

ich i3 central to the whole issue, it is that of attitude. Attitudes
can persist in spite of organisational change, in the face of curriculum
innovation, and despite the statement of worthwhile educational
aims. Change is most likely to occur when the change yields obvious
benefits to the teacher as well as to the pupil. The benefits may be in
terms of flexibility in employment; removal of a sense of isolation,
frustration or mistrust; and ultimately in work satisfaction recog-
ised by all in the profession.
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PART C THE CONDITIONS AND OUTCOMES
OF LEARNING: CURRICULUM, ASSESSMENT,

AND RESOURCES

Fhi: part of the report could well have been called simply "The
Curriunlum". fix in its widest sense it incorporates the materials,
methods, ;Ind outcomes of learning. In chapter 11 we give an oer-
view of current thinking about the curriculum which has relevance
fix learning and teaching at all levels of education. Moral education
has helm singled out for special comment as this appears to be an
area of. particular concern to many people: while assessment
represents a crucial, but inadequately recognised part of learning
and teaching. The chapter on buildings is relatively brief; many
of the pressing problems are of an administrative nature and we
have limited ourselves to certain aspects related directly to flexibility
in learning and teaching.
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L'hapter 11 CURRICULUM

I'his chapter is different from most of the others itt this itport
in that there is a considerable amount of descriptive arty inter-
pretative material, but few recommendations. liecause the corriculurn
is at the \ ery heat t of learning and teaching we considered that it
was net ess:.11. \ to attempt to portray its many facets and to illustrate
the complexity of curriculum change.

.1(1\ ances in learning and teaching \vill not come about In.(.1.
through adopting tla particular recommendations \ve have made.
tVlutt is needed is an tinderstading of the nature of the curriculum
in relation to the characteristics of the learners and requirements
of the sot jet,. \vhich titer will mature as adults, and the t,pe of
Ncitool attni 'sphere and oruanisation \vithin \Itich the curriculum
.111 fulfil thr 111. (It..1()piii..; learners. In this chapter tt Lavr

tried to t ons..ey an orientation or attitude to the t orricultim which
may tontibute to this toidepaanding.

Aspects of the Curriculum
Tit, (m.6411111111 crwmilimssc, the planned learning experiences

()Here(' to .t student under the 'guidance of education institution;
it includes all the at tivities a teacher designs for each tlitirllt

tl/ needs, experience, attitudes,
and stage of development. If()\\ e\ yr, although these experience., are
planned to :whir\ 0. certain objectives, students learn thinvs other
than those intendrd 1.01. them. he\ learn also bout their fellow
sind,nt.:, by talking to ;hem, obser\ ing. their behaviour to each other
or to the ',tall: the\ learn loan th \\ av staff behave among them-

\ es or to the sonic:its, and from the \%av the school is organised
and adminisred. 1/r(ii1114 to thr Wilt to) \\ filch these leartiiin',
t .ot 1 r planned and controlled the\ are part oldie school eurrit ulton.

Fhis rather })load definition olcurriculum does not imply that it
school ()dirt' rdlleatitllIal ii stitution is ilrrriS.11i1V a 1)()\>;t rful
jart(a' MOS( p(),Ari hi! latitir ill a StIldrilt'S rant .Itit
StIldrilli Ira! II t arirt of 1111'11 alilltISt
!hint! 1.11;it thr% Cif) 1)1 the %%hid' happril tt) thrum. '1 he

sehlif is fink. tine ttil StlitirlICS rdlleati1/11;
pritrtry ;(111)(11 iS ill t t,tlt.tt t \Sidi St hot)! !Or some 1,21)t) hours

only at ll \ ear, or about 1-1 per; eta of his total \ ear. Parents, !mothers
and stAcrs, friends, Spitting s, church, tele\ radio,
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films, newspapers, comics, books, and his particular cultural en-
vironment together play a very large part in a student's education.
Parents. teachers. and others need to have a realistic appreciation
of both the extent and limitations of :1 school's influence: some groups
in the community ask tar too mulch of schools when they expect
them to change the values of society, solve social problems, curt:
social ills, or counteract an antagonistic or apathetic home en-
.ironment.

useful and slightly more expanded definition of the curriculum
ha, been poi% Wed l C. F..

.1 t !aril ilium. as I see it, rovers lour thing. ft euvers first of all
either a .tairlicilt, or an :ouniinintt, of the aims of one's schooling,

:he kind of youngsters and the kind of adults one is trying to produce.
it t ontains a statement of content of what children are to

at atid exprritiur and the amount of choice they will have within
that intent. It contains. thirdly, a statement of the method or methods
th,it tire viist likely to achieve these aims. now pecliht this statrtlittt

'.ni dpfliii in largt part Upon the 'eve! of' f'dtit ation ;out training or
the tea, he!. I on( t'rol'l. 1ith well- educated and thoroughly trained

th, most broad and general stiggvstions as to Methods may
r, nacIfeetually sophisticated teachers it is °nen

n. .,sar.. to he mui li more detailed and specific. Fourthly. the
curt ontain a statement of hnw the work of the schools

be evaluated. Inappropriate Hirt 11, gis of exal linatltltl 4r instruction
.111 urii, lawn*.

1 hese fiat!' aspects of the curricidunt provide points of reference
for t ommenting oil the situation in New Zealand and suggesting
dil ectins or change.

a, objeoite.s --.1ny curriculum includes objectives (even if
iniplieitl ., but these objectives vary with tradition, with social
and crofiontiC l ireumstances, and with the different views that arc
held of tiu nature id society, the nature of knowledge, and the
charactetistics of the learners. The different emphases that are
plactql ()11 their 11,1vt 10,r-reaching implications for the curriculum.

.\t present there are no nationally stated aims Ibr New Zealand
education, although the \Vorking Party on Aims and Objectives
suggest: that schools should provide an education "which extends
the individual's capacity to learn, relate, choose, create, communi-
cate. challentze, and respond to challenge so tha: he may live

elv in the CollttlItInity of today and tomorrow and achieve
sat istactii in in the process",

a I I, 1 rd. 1)e:ebp:fig Cr 1:11,11041141n.
1170.
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But a general statement such as this, %%hilt. it pro% ides criteria for
evaluating the curriculum, must he translated into sIlablises and

n('cessar%. into examination prescriptions fir the guidance of
teachers. .1t present, .111 national syllabuses require the appro% al of
tIu Minister of Education, although th% .111 permit onsidel able
ti vellum for teachers to Lit'ViSe cUtIFSCS Stlited to their indi%iclual
situations. .1s tar as examination prescriptions are concerned these
dominate sixt11-, and seventli-fium courses and cast their
shad,Ay much or the third- and 11)1111h-11)ml programme. As
external examinations exert less influence in the future, the flexibility
inherent in s% may' become more evident in practice.

'Flw working part\ believes that \dim are needed in the curriculum
area are broad national guidelines which otilti per161111 a function
similar to that fulfilled 1W the present syllabuses and examination
prescriptions. 'Hirst. guidelines would indicate both general aims :old
more particular goals. together with suggested teaching methods and
specimen milts for teachers, which votild illo considerable
freedom in planning and implementing appropriate programmes.
National guidelines of this type ould help teachers and schools to
de\ clop coherent strut turecl programmes. the planned continuity of
svhich %%mild safeguard the sequential learning of pupils who transfer
from one school to another. 'They \mulct also provide a basis for the
development of resource materials and back-tp services. Vitl.f
these the (Intninatinn of the text book )1s might well replace the structure
t)fth.. s Halms or examination prescription.

)tie implication of this approach is that policies should be directed
towards gi ing greater issistance schools, and especially towards
helping tradiers to Lose their professional skills to develop ( urriettla
for their mitt n ithin the framework of national guidelines. As has
already been pointed out in many places in this report. we see the
heed tor Iods to accept more responsibility as co-operative
professional units. This is now here more necessary than in the
co-orditiated de\ elopment within the sf lion] of a curriculum
programme.

tVe diet et.. 're recommend :
1. Drat jiirtltpr elupnent rf olwol-ba) (I (HI i(uld :4 i thi?: h,urtd

,itti mill (feline) lie enemir(tlyd and <upported ; find mechnni %In;

jur brddh-h401 galf 0,Thultathai and 0,1-nperati:e
11:e b./ and bet:reen the )( 'twit and Im-al .eel ice, he

.16(,11 t; that ;he tletelol)tnrtI(t,l
should f ei.le( 1 discussion and consultation between all interested
pat f . \t the present time .1 curri( ifluni li,licOrl ( otrunittee con-
sisting of tea( hers. members of the Curriculum I)( s.elopment Plitt
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and other appropriate members of the Department of Education
meets informally twice a year to exchange views on matters affecting
the continuity and co-ordination of curriculum development. But
because curriculum development is of interest to a wider range of
groups the working party recommends:

2. 1 hat a liaion and consultative committee containing wider representa-
tion from the various broad groups (including employers) interested in
the curriculum in schools be established in association with the
Curriculum Development Unit.

The working party further recommends:
3. That once this liaison committee has been established, and ours in

experience, it consider the desirability of recommending the establishment
If an advisory committee which would take over its own and other

_Anthems regarding curriculum development.

;In Content AVIien a school has decided what it is trying to do
then it devises a teaching programme to achieve these aims. The
nature of this programme depends on the previous decisions that
were made about the purpose of ekluk.ation, what knowledge 13 to be
taught and the way in which the individual students can best learn
it. The problem then is to find a way of planning the programme so
that dirty is a logical organisation of knowledge and learning
experiences. The type of organisation chosen for the curriculum
plays an important part in determining how learning proceeds.
Important considerations arc:

Sequence of content and learning situations which are appropriate
to each student's level of cognitive development :
Continuity, so that learning is continuous and cumulative sitlt
each stage developing from the previous one;
Integration, so that students can relate learnings to each other and
to their experience.
This represents the ideal situation, but in practice the content of

the curriculum tends to be more fimm-dised than this organisation
sould suggest. At present this content is listed in varying amounts of
detail in syllabuses and examination prescriptions. It is divided into
subjects based on established disciplines which have gradwillY
changed and widened over the years in response to social pressures
and the growth of knowledge. Primary syllabuses and regulations,
together with secondary instruction regulations, have endeavoured
to ensure that each student at school follows a varied and balanced
course providing a full general education necessary for his individual,
social, and cultural development. But oh the whole the curriculum
is still organised in terms of subjects and learning tends to progress
in each subject independently of the others, except in so far as basic
literacy and numeracy affect all other subjet ts.
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The curriculum reforms of the past 20 years in New Zealand have
tended to reintree the division of school knowledge into subjects,
but at the same time emphasis has been shifting from teachers
teaching subjects to pupils learning about living. Consequently
the choice of knowledge has to be related more to pupil perceptions,
to ways of thinking and learning, to methods of analysing informa-
tion and solving problems about their own lives, and to an under-
standing of their relationships with other people and the world
aroun.: thzin. The technical difficulty of implementing this "learner
centred" approach to the curriculum is often underestimated, and
it. is doubtful whether it is generally recognised how much skill is
required to adapt programmes to individual capacities and ex-
perience yet, at the same time, to plan for sequence, continuity, and
integration. It is a skill which calls for a thorough understanding of
the subject in its relationship to other areas of the curriculum, and
of the principles and methods of learning and teaching that are
most appropriate.

(c) Method) -It has been said that New Zealand schools are
museums of teaching theory which contain specimens of every
conceivable dogma, past and present, of teaching procedure:
faculties being strengthened through mental discipline; practice
developing prompt responses to given stimuli; personalities being
Kos ivied with a favourable environment in which to grow and
untold: and students being helped to discover ideas, reorganise
their perceptions, constrt.t relationships, and gain insights. This
probably contains some truth in so far as ...here are different ways of
teaching or learning a particular process or idea, depending upon
the student, the teacher, and the circumstances. Different teaching
and learning styles are appropriate for different selections of
curriculum content, contributing to the achievement of different
goals, and encountered by different groups of students in different
schools. New Zealand teachers are educated in principles of learning
and techniques of teaching at teachers colleges, have practical
teaching experence during training, are helped by colleagues,
heads of depialtnents, principals, advisers, and inspectors in their
early teaching years, and attend in-service training courses at
which teaching methods are stressed. This may appear to be quite
adequate as a preparation for teaching, but as society and the curri-
culum change, teachers need even greater opportunities for con-
tinued education. "The essence of curricula review and development
is new thinking by the teachers themselves, as well as their appraisal
of the thinking of others. This means that they should have regular
opportunities to meet together and that they should look upon the
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initiation of thought, as well as the trial and assessment of new ideas
and procedures drawn from other sources, as an integral part of
their professional service to society"*.

The document from which this quotation is taken is entitled
Practical Support Jr o Curriculum Change, and it is this matter of practical
support which cannot be emphasised too much and which we take
up in many parts of this report: the establishment of teachers
centres can provide some of this support. Such centres in England
:.yid Scotland focus local interest, provide a setting for professional
discussion and education, and enable innovative ideas to be evalu-
ated, adapted, and spread more widely. They serve as a centre for
local working parties of national or regional curriculum projects or
for trials of resources and methods developer. elsewhere. Teachers
not directly involved in these activities are kepi informed of them and
of experiments or developments elsewhere. The teachers centres are
also used to inform and involve groups of parents. Ve believe that
such centres are essential for New Zealand teachers if they are to
meet the demanding requirements of new curricula and develop
the skills to implement them, and we make recommendations
accordingly in a later section of this report and also in the chapter
on learning resources.

(.1) EvaluationWhen curriculum change is planned, is being
implemented, or is complete it is inevitable that questions will arise:
NVill it work? How is it going? Was it successful? Evaluation is a
complex process which not only involves comparing outcomes with
intention during and after the change, but is also essential at the
beginning when the objectives of the new curriculum are being
established. Value judgments are made then about whether these
objectives are appropriate, relevant, worth while, and whether they
can be achieved. Later as more objective evidence becomes available
these questions need to be asked again. Scslools have received their
tasks trom society and so are accountable for their trusteeship of
students.

Evaluation includes methods of determining educational outcomes
by obtaining data on student behaviourfor example, assignments,
classroom behaviour, tests, and examinationsbut goes well
beyond them to a comparison of actual with intended outcomes,
including juOgment- and decisions about all aspects of the curri-
culum: the objectives, the content and teaching methods, the
ortfanisation of the curriculum, and the methods of assessment. In
evaluating a curriculum process it may well be decided that the
aims are unattainable, that the subject matter shotild be selected

Ile Schools Coon( il. Practical Support jr Curriculum Change, The Toting School Leaver.
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office. 1%8.
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in a different way, or that the assessment methods were inappro.
priate. If students perform poorly on a test or examination this
does not necessarily mean that the teaching has failed. Possibly the
test was not valid in that it did not measure the objectives of the
curriculum or distorted the balance among them, possibly it was too
hard or was 'nuked to too high a standard, or possibly it was
ambiguous or not enough time was allowed. Evaluation includes
judgments about the measurement procedures as well as using the
data from these instruments to make decisions about the success
of the curriculum and the progress of the students in achieving the
objectives.

Evaluation is aimed at improving the curriculum and should be
a continuous process present at every stage of curriculum develop-
ment. As each section is implemented it should come under scrutiny
and as it is completed it should be reviewed so that the programme
can be adapted. It may be necessary to change a course to suit the
capacities and experience of the teachers, to provide introductory
studies to remedy discovered deficiencies in student knowledge, to
prevent wastage of teacher time and energy, or to save money.
This continuous review should be comprehensive, covering all the
objectives and aspects of the curriculum, and should be consistent
with the balance and organisational principle of the curriculum,
Unless there is provision fbr continuous modification the innovation
will become anachronistic.

Evaluation is an essential and continuous part of the curriculum
development process. Those involved in the change should also be
involved in the evaluation. L. is unjust to pupils, parents, and
teachers to wait fbr the change to be completed and then attempt to
evaluate it. If this were done the new mathematics curriculum
might not be evaluated until the end of 1977 at the earliest when the
first pupils complete the entire programme. Neither teachers nor
administrators are prepared to wait this long to correct faults,
improve methods, or revise contentand the School Certificate
mathematics prescription has been reviewed and adapted three
times since 1965. Because of the complexity of the process, the
difficulty of controlling the variables involved and the inevitable
ditkrence in objectives, curriculum development as a whole does
not lend itself to controlled experiment on a new versus old basis.

Not only do administrators and principals need to be kept aware
of the eflictiveness of the curriculum and teachers informed of the
progress they arc making in achieving the specific aims of their
course, but students want to know how they are doing so that they
can redefine their goals, adapt their learning, and gain in self
knowledge. Parents also are naturally interested in how their
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children are achieving and the extent to which the school is succeed-
ing in bringing about desired changes in student behaviour. It is, of
course, much harder to asses student progress in some areas, such
as value ftirmation and social maturity, than in others, but care
should be taken to ensure that these areas are wit neglected.

The procedures used to gather infbrmation fir evaluation affect
the type and level of teaching and learning, because teachers tend
to stress what can be assessed, and students concentrate on what
%di he tested. As was mentioned earlier, public examinations tend
to dominate the secondary school curriculum and assessment
techniques are ruling rather than serving the curriculum. It curri-
culum change is implemented with a considerable degree of local
freedom and teachers or schools dvlop their own emphases on
various objectives, topics, processes, and learning styles to suit their
pupils, then malnation of student perfbrmance by external ex-
amination or standardised test becomes unsatisfactory. Teachers
then need training in varied techniques of assessment and evalua-
tion, and this, along with other points more directly related to
national examinations, is taken up more directly in chapter 13:
Assessment :partiularly in recommendations 1 to 5.i.

We have dealt with this matter of evaluation at some length
because we believe it to he one of the weakest aspects of curriculum
development in New Zealand. It is not that the need is unrecognised,
but that the whole concept of the curriculum as something im-
posed nom outside is very difficult to change, and a corollary of this
concept is that evaluation is regarded as largely the responsibility
of back room experts, wit of practitioners. Allied to this is the
failure to appreciate that curriculum evaluation calls for experience
and skills which must be developed and supported as a matter of
conscious policy, and which also make further inroads upon that
limited teacher resource- time. We make a recommendation con-
cerning this in a later section.

Innovation

curriculum innovation has, traditionally, been a very slow
process: one .1tnerican investigator* who studied the diffusion of a
large number of new ideas in education in the 1950s found that
there was a .riu-vear lag between a felt need and the appearance of
an innovation to meet that need; a further period of 15 years bitire

. Ititv.:t1t,.11 trtu Ithtittu t.t .\11ttlitti.11.1tr.t
.\: I n NI. It. b ..z.:tt..rt in St.w N'.ark :

t t vi
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the innovation was adopted by 3 percent of the school systems;
and then a rapid period of adoption, followed by a period ofdecelera-
tion. lily last 20 years in New Zealand and overseas,
the spread of innovation has been accelerated by the activities Of
formal curriculum organisations, such as the Curriculum Develop-
ment "nit in New Zealand, the School Council in the United
Kins.tdotn, and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development in the United States. These in turn arc the result of
increasing awareness of the need to plan, integrate, and control
innovation to meet the growing demand for education and to spend
more money on improving education.

But curriculum change is not a simple matter, nor can it be
evaluated without taking into account its several dimensions, for
example, rate, scale, degree, continuity, planning, and direction.
Some examples illustrate the point.

/?ate

.1cii%iry was u) he expet trd .is .1 result of the setting up of the
(:uricultint 1)evelopmht 'nit lidlo%,,ittg the rerommendations of
the Cut tie (:ommission; there art. 'Aril those echo may argue that
innovaiin has been occurring' too last for adequate assimilation.
I:4) example, since Phi) ever% mathematics syllabus or examination
prc.seripLion from infants to form 7 has changed. sinc Ith7 almost

scirrice s% llabusc: !wen reviid of irdrarn.(1, (:oricurrently.
but more s.'ow Iv. re% isions have bet 11 oci uring in social studies and
laiglish. Since Igo) audio-lingual approat he; have been (11%rin)tql
fine (rat Gennn. Niatiri, anti 111'M.. .1.11)anCie

have !Writ intrtRint"t'll.

ih, (111 ir all asih-cti or school learning ha% e been
ath t ii.;; itino%ation.1 his can mran .1 %%ide rate..te of changes oe/.

-0.116, ts !tit' a plintari. Ilttil (vat lire tit" a Intirt t tint entratekl
h,m,..;s for a silpie-subit.,1 set ondary st hoot teat licr. The

a( !ILL' IAlvilt tho ilt.1% 111)1 braNttXrat
hl thr t hatig..1 in ..11.11)tises. evintination prescriptions. or the
%s'1'It i(Illt'.i11iill.il itanitak. Martt' st 111,1 he let largely (it

u:It"lichetl..tml ma% continue to teach ,h materi.d in the
old %%a% . some limited in ,A ntatt i.tl in a !HIV %%.1% hilt' 11 is;

liblain 111llllilrht it l.i obli-ctie intormation tin at Mai
} ;furl Itt.ti tit r it .ippr.it h.IS (11,(111F:r Nilhirrt

11.:11 le '.r l unit Mum organis.ttiim in Nee;
tn, I NI h(1.11`..



Degree

Curriculum change can range from fundamental to superficial.
It is quite possible to mistake the appearance fir the substance and
adapt FICW materials to old wars that they were meant to replace.
science programmes intended to emplo a -dist overC approach
can be taught 1w lecturing. demonstration, and note-giving. Non-
streaming can be introduced without any corresponding change in
tei..ching metlutds resources. However, change seldom means a
completely new start in curriculum. Teachers have had a tendency
to swing from one position to the extreme opposite position. rather
than building on what was sound and adaptable in the old
approaches and content. Advocates and critics have tended to
assunp. exaggerated positions, thr example, in PSSC phsics. new
mathematics, transfbrmation geometry. and the present English

Teachers tel more secure if they are given time and
opportunity to change steadily rather than abruptly, and both pupils
and communio. accept the change more readily and find it less
puzzlin.,; it the t hant.,,e is not too extensive or too abrupt.

Lortinti:h.

The majorit% (4( urriculum changes have evolved from previous
practices in continuous CleVelOpt11111. While pilot SchtInv mathe-
matics introduced some revolutionary new material and methods it
still contained a considerable proportion of traditional subject matter,
and much ot what was introduced was related to this. From 1%5 to
1(16`i syhools had to apply to the department to join the pilot scheme
and their applications were approved onl% ilk was felt that they had
the stall' willing and able to teach h. Consequently the growth was
controlled. teachers at other schools saw new guide non:, textbooks,
and examination paper:, and attended refresher and in-service
training courses. %Viten teachers at a school felt confident and pre-
pared enough to teach the new prescription they persuaded their
prira ipal to join die pilot 't helm. or, :Liter I¶H progressively
intr, On. t'tI new cow ses.

laltn !tangy tends to he eoltuionarv. and while this can
he unduly Iow aml frustrating at least it protects teat hers from
e\pli.,ive change, tthirh may follow a long period Of inactivity. and
which ma be more far-rm hing and disturbing than was originally
intended.

V' "4"
I ill I WI, t \ tit t 1111.1( (Ick t'Idiptovtit On the t lot hand

11.1t1f1::af, pl.mned. uniformly supported, deliheratelc_timi.(1 t hant4e,
and (di IL, oth1 hand hang,. resulting from local
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nerds. Iost curriculum changes in New Zealand have run the
gamut of the continuum, but it is not always the case that they have
been adequately supported or analysed. In the case of national
planning, support has not always been strong enough in the provision
of resources 'e.g., time, stair, space, hooks' or in the preparation of
teachers to implement the change. And individual, local changes
have not been capitalised upon through being analysed, shared, and
adapted for wider trials.

While planning may sometimes appear to delay or constrict
individual change, it is worth pointing to the opposite danger. that
of change tbr the sake of change or as support for .t reputation as an
innovator. Ct mtinual ill-considered change can be much worse
than refusal to change.

1.)1,raiim

boll of curriculum change is linked with the idea of
eonrinitiR . In a sense much of what is happening in education today
not old% 11.1, Its roots in the past, but is a second or third cycle of
grow HI. Noti-NI i raining and non-grading characterised many rural
or urban pi Unary schools, district high schools, and optional courses
in seond.'. hools in the p.00. Inquiry techniques, topic
approach:, and discover methods are not new, and much of the
1(1Di red 1)1 tirllabur of Instruction for Public School0 sounds
etnarkabh. modern today. The -spiral" approach . as adcocatcd, for
evimple, by J. S. Bruner) has characterised some aspects of English
I til '2,11 toreign language. mathematics, and science education and
in man rtIm'u Vhitehad's "rhythm of eduation-. In this
sense ,..a,tblidied ideas are relitsed, extended u new areas,
and integrated with trends in other subjects curriculum develop-
ment had been t. clic. In another sense there has been a linear

4 141.,,sioil in ( urri, Ilium. the pragmatic direct method Of teaching-
foreign languagt-; has developed into audio-lingual approaches, but
%%b at is thowy,ht It% Nome to be undue reliance on unsupported stmnd
has led them to Ills )wporate further reinforcement through visual
percption:. NI) that atifli()lint411,11 11AVe deV1101)(1 into
.111(1.11). itl.tl ANA )).1( 111.S.

Curriculum Development as a Planned Activity
N., pattrin ut-( inTicultun develtipment ha, been

(Ain% Nw Zealand, Ina in ecent years a t\ pical pattern
11.1; ,n101,.4ed.

Fly itlltl.11 ,tep in the pri,ce., 11.1: been .1 period of ii.vcsti-
f4ation resultitn.t. front Nome g.eneral Ieling or pressure for change

the ptofession ,,r the community at large. This has been



followed by a representative review conference or confererces,
frequently at an in-service training centre. Physics, chemistry,
biology, general science, health education, mathematics, social
studies, and English are examples of subjects which have recently
come under scrutiny in this way, sometimes on two or three occasions.
At such conferences, the majority of members have been teachers,
teachers college lecturers, sometimes university teachers, together
with departmental inspectors, advisers, and curriculum officers.
The outcome has sometimes been a report with recommendations
for firther experiment, trial, or pilot schemes, or for syllabus
revision,

Further representative conferences have been held as necessary
to formulate guidelines and specific plans fbr the recommended
action. A working party or pilot scheme committee or syllabus
committee may have then been set up, as the situation required.
The purpose .t this stage has been to develop an experimental
pr 0.4ra in me, or units of work, or trial syllabus fur exploratory
te,u-1,;Hg is a number of schools. Progress and development have
been iegularly reviewed, using intbrination gained from field trials

.1111Ild ald modify materials, and newsletters sent to all schools
have been used to keep teachers informed of the course events were
taking, and to invite their continents and criticisms.

Concurrently, plans have been made for the promotion and
implementation of the new materials. These plans have included
in -seer ice training programmes tin. key individuals, inspectors,
subject advisers, senior teachers, and heads of departments in
schools. Arranvements have been made for the preparation of
tehris' guides, handbooks of suggestions, resource materials,
to aids, and perhaps textbooks. There has been a special
need also to see that teachers colleges have been aware of the new
developments so that pre-sl.rvice training programmes could be
adapted accordinc.41y.

"Ili. pa:tern represents the first stage only or curriculum imple-
mentation, And in view of our emphasis on "national guidelines"
and local adptatitm it is evident that at the local level teachers need
extensive and continual supporting services--especially from
departmental curriculum officers and inspectors. With greater free-
dom tbr the individual school the problems of continuity in the
curriculum from infants to t)rm 7, co-ordination of resources, and
regional co-operation loom large. It is here that in.pectors, curri-
culu officers, and local advisers can play a crucial role, but the
working party is not satisfied that inspectors can fail this role
adequately as long as they carry heavy grading functions, and it

1 11
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hlis that the Cairricilltitn Deloptnent ttiit %vitt need to hr
strengthened if it is to ...t-ivt the necessary national leadership and
41(1%10% N( th,ref)re recommend:

1 llhll ,/Weird %Chita% be 1,104:10Aireh ltd 'OP Meif

1001,1".,r %11 thtl. t; Mei? t 1,1 4,1 ;III!:

!1",1 tedeht to dt and apphite teathin:_ movonart% Nl

their vhoo11, to the monisation eoutve, and it-wtoc,

awl ink,pmi!, the tommunily edneatinnal dt elqiInent.

1) 1h :t Mt. Cull ieuluot 1)en.lopment I *nit .,trer viYned to

t raid,. it 1, e,ntinue to cam. out nalitu!di s, Int t

tat qi and ralli,ld pilot Athtint. i(111Uni

rwer,,e,, Caitlin; out tr,f h and deceloptin ut on thr. tut I iculton,
and deploying hlource, working with guideline Cisminillet'l

10:trIvII the IludUCti.on uI raliunal gUidelines, and enSUrin:; t' a; jillillt i

tit /;./ /di! M.

Teachers and Administrators
It is mislcadint; too attempt to cc parate teaeliii; and achniniir;ttion

in cut ricultim chaiv.4e. NVIlt ;ipparoll to he administrative
pro !)I,nis ha% (' 1)co111e (pi-tio )!Iti 1.11%.11at, 11(1V, ;111(1 NVIes .1 11111111 1S

OP 1(.41E11. 6)r \.1111111(.. the 11111(1 Of into secondary education
ha, lu(1 to) re-exatnitiation of school courses. Convrsl.., changes
in coirri..ulmil lead to changes ill reqs111*('("4, ((111.11)111(111, and St.111.111g

.11111 11111,- 0.(11111111stralliN, 11(11 C111'1'1(11111111 ()tiler! ,t(1%js, :., and

ilipc(11)1., Shale %% it!' teachers in the rethinkitn.;olaiins and inthocis,
the eo": in not he ad(piat to implement these inedood; ncl
,ochie o. these purposes, development is .1 co-opetative

i!!\ Ia, pltpiI4, !hams, tachrs culic,..n. let titruts,
(ici)11 (tp!ital .111(1 the %sid!' (latitutinity.

1111t (1rpt1'(l, tzi)(al .11)1)1-4,1'iolt
.:11(1 sothcint ,kill and (.% or! ir:oo o. the part or tho,c %do) lutist
play t I entral tole. it 1011111 .1(1111.111i,11.1I1)1.. ',Mil 1N .11111:0.1eutilr

111 Lis ci,lrd ii(dn, butt Ir) port

it load t4, ItitIth.in( fit 110.!tipts I()

(ft 1..1111.111 1111 I it'llitttll ill't LI ,111(1

.1(1;111111,t1.11 ...e epv/11'1;.-. ct,10,1.1 111H1,1111'.: rst.111111..c.1 lute

!,, 1,111.0, (Apt( 1.1tit qv. 1).$1.1,1 11)r 111111-1'11. .111(1 t,1(11crs: .111(.1 lie

::011 .t1 (Apt11;1:cr, for Li( practical Vet his
1' ,i ho enno. co-ooper.,tie appro, !eh to) plirti: .t means
ilia, he moist LA, the ntiti...ti\ o. in olehinie_; otro,11.einental:: oohs

or Ho. paitio ipanis 1 task %%hit II cans lot. .1 St tisiti% ;:ol te,ohaie
too And ,11,111.1.1411(1*

t.. el!. I li);i11:11Wit .16111),
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It k obvious, then, that the administrator needs training fbr his
task and should not be expected to learn "on the job". But the same
principle holds for teachers: a major problem of local curriculum
in no% ation is that at present many teachers are not able to make
effective decisions because they lack the relevant training and do
not understand curriculum de%elopment. teachers are to
assume responsibilities for change, and we think they should, then
large-scale provision rot continuing teacher education and for
supportive programmes is necessary. Otherwise hopes for sustained
curriculum improvements will be disappointed.

We do not make a specific recommendation here but point to the
major emphasis of the whole report on the need fbr adequate
provision IOr continuing education, not just for teachers but fhr all
professional and administrative staff.

Organisational Climate of Schools

For curriculum change to become 0kt:dye it must he grafted
into the school so that it is not just confined to a limited area: the
school must adapt and reorganise to accommodate the change.
Organisational innovations are more durable because the number
of people invf dyed ensures greater continuity and the administrative
pro isions and req irces have their own momentum. But whether or
not a school is able to inin)Vaie and incorporate curriculum changes
into its structure depends upon the manner in which the principal
and seni,r staff conceive and perform their leadership role. It is
also dependent unon the schoor administrative structure, since
communication and involvement in decision-making affect motiva-
tion and support of curriculum change. We have already made a
general recommendation concerning school-based curricula (see
recomtnendatit w 1 above but need now to spell out some of the
(let ails of the consultatiun and et,- operative planning involved in it.

While the principal k the prtitksitmal leader and chief ad1111111S-.
tran Nclitinl altnie connt4 timmilate new objectives, or
plan and implement a new curriculum SUCCe41111V NVithntlt
sidt Fable statr.ry,rrvturnt and support. If the people who are affected
by the t hange process have no part in its planning their discontent
auci dii.,atictautitai will follow. F.fli( ieney in changing depends on
Wow 's ht, do the work, the resources available, and the adminis-
tative support pros ided. liteahers are involved from the beginning,
o that the ha% t helped Itt identify the need It)r, and the purpn;t

of t! ellane, or ha% e kept informed of the philosophy' behind
the the, and tet that they ha% e had an opportunity to shape
theta, then, altlitifigh all will not agree, they will have been consulted
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and will have a commitment and responsibility to corporate decisions
agreed to by their representati% es. They will be more aware of the
constraints in planning a school prograwme and may be more
prepared to invest time and effort in the change. In any one school
it may not be possible to involve all staff at all stages of the change
prove.; but if a central planning group is forms'( the channels of
communication with the rest of the staff should be kept open, so
that they have full infiwmation about the need for and the nature
of the change, and are able to feed back their opiniolis.

Changing a curriculum is unlike!y to 1w achieved by exercising
authority, and it i the curriculum itself which should carry the
autiunity, making its own arguments clear, demonstrating a quality
iit least equal to it predeces,or to both traclwr and users of school
educt'am. Hitherto the authority of iiu school curricula has
resided in the external examination system and, not surprisingly,
changing a School Certificate prescription changed classroom
practice almost immediately, at least as far as subject matter was
concerned.

Changing any aspect of the school curriculum is liable to change
the pattern of work relationships within a school. Teachers have
tended to be somewhat solitary figures in their classrooms, separated
from their fellows, and although they have had a lot of freedom in
how they have taught, not many have had much say in determining
school policy.

Greater responsibility and freedom for teachers may mean a
greater need to co-operate with other stall and with students and
consequent loss of some traditional freedom. Relaxation in relation-
:Hp; between one teacher and his students creates a pressure On
other teachers, and change in one school alters the status quo at
another. It k necessary to try to anticipate the side effects of any
particular innovation in order to maintain control over the situa-
tion and lessen the likelihood of tension and upset. Support may be
necessary for some staff if difficulties arise as a result of change, and
phonic(' reinforcement will help to keep things functioning. If
I..ocher, are co-operate effectively it may be necessary to redefine
aims and 4 hange tasks or particular staff members as a result of
periodic e\ iews. The ability to ask for and take criticism is essential,
.1ots odin;ooistrators should make systematic, well-planned provision
to (mule interchange of ideas so that comment, judgment, condf.m.
nation, or modification does not appear too threatening or destrue-
ii.,,,., ilmA%ri., unless tentathe timetable fits' decision, initiatinn,
,t,;(1 le,.i is made. nothing ma) happen eNo-ept talk and on-
o t /tint, nil the early stages the main need 111,%. he iutervv,
kipirAlechze, owl thmight. and it tn.),t unlikely that n% re,`: 'hinge
.c., he at hie% ell ()%rrttight.



What we are spelling out here are some of the implications of
regarding the school as a proksiiondl unit. Clearly, it calls for a
high level of professional rsponsibilitY on the part of teachers. But
it is also clear that the leadership demands on the principal are
very exacting indeed. If teachers need the support of a continuing
education programme, then prim ipals are perhaps e% ell more in
need, fbr they have had practically no specialised training for their
tasks, particularly 14 their role in facilitating and supporting
teacher co-operation and involvement in the total curriculum
programme of the seln,ol.

Pupils and Parents
Understanding and support 'Or curriculum change will also

be necessary for others involved. Parents and the public must he
kept informed, and the 197'..! Secondary School Curriculum Con-
ference saw this as a crucial aspect of planned change. Employers
wish to understand school courses; parents like to think that their
children ale being properly educated tint productive and satisfYing
living; mcniev may be raised fire extra materials and equipment;
the board ofgovernors, school eonunitte, parent-teacher association,
or local community may be asked to help with some aspect of the
new curriculum. Like teachers, these groups need to be well informed,
to feel that they have been consulted locally or nationally, and to lw
it, sympathy with the curriculum change. They need to be assured
that the proposals arc within the capabilities of the school, the staff,
and the students.

If students know what is happening and are able to participate
actively in the process of change, the resultant curriculum may be
in we suitable to their aptitudes, abilities, interest., and educational
nerds, and elicit greater co-operation from them, There is abundant
;.yident . that student achievement is strongly related to parental
.attitudes. Conic(' Jentiv if change at school is not to be distrusted,
the community need; not only to be in smpathy with the aims but
,Llso to understand the methods by which they can be achieved and
the progress made towards them. This in turn expose; the school to
scrutiti and tuit raise questions about quality and standards.

Community use of school resources may help to break down some
of the apparent barriers between some members of the cotnlnutnity
And the school. On the other hand community r,antrces sin wld
be used b% schools to 1r0\ more rlcvant learning for many
pupils and, at the same I n t(', to 11(11) establish t loser relation
t)el1Arell the ''}icon and the SUM(' (4.1)Ut IC( (MIttltida

in tither t havers (1al specifically .t. ith the (If velopment of

.



community schools, and such a move would facilitate this exchange
of resources. 1Ve also draw attention to the same point in dealing
with secondary education, and are aware of the present policies in
some areas where schools and their communities are being brought
closer together. But we think that within the context of this
Netion it is important to reiterate the principle of school-community
relationships and recommend:

5. That more schools he encouraged to explore ways and means of
establishing closer relations between themselves and their com-
munities so that:

(a) Parents and others mar make greater use of school resources;

b, Greater use may he made of community resources to proide
telei.ant learning experiencei.hr their pup

c Parents may be given realistic regular opportunities to gain
information about the school curriculum and to discuss the nature of
that curriculum with stqf.

Resources for Teachers

Alawst erything we have advocated in this discussion of the
curriculum will require more knowledge, skill, time, and resources
for teachers. We have stated explicitly here, and in many places in
the report, that unless teachers are given adequate training and
assistant . they should not be expected to carry out the kinds of
policies suggested by the working party. In an earlier Part of this
section 'methods! we pointed to the need for teacher and resource
t roues at various levels, and it is through these that many teachers
may be enabled to understand and experiment with curriculum
development. rtirough these (as in their own schools where
appropriate they may be able to work more closely with teachers of
disciplines other than their own to ensure that the total curriculum
leer ao II 1/111)11 is balanced and appropriate.

1 lm% it is not only opportunity which is important, but time

to mokc thr eef opportunities. Schools will need time allowancef rr

the sort of planning, consultation, and evaluation which we envisage.
While this. impl:es more liberal stalling it also depends upon greater
flexibility in e lass sizes, ind upon individualised programmes and
course: that allow pupils to make maximinn individual progress.
Reduction in pupil-teacher ratios are needed but these alone will
not eessarily improve learning and teaching. It is one aspect
.inio 'log a w hole network of aspects; 14 example we have emphasised
h,,Le4., in attittids among teachers, and have pointed to tit' need

leer e 1)( TI1 tit iVe ihr of all the resources in a school or group of
schools int hiding stall'.



We think it % ti tit %11.111 to specify these points, and thc furore
recommend:

ti. t 11111I 10011 It a! I!!! t Mid It1flitt( t ) It Wit° In attitl
t %relict.% ,le,iv,nin:; ant! implementinl; new curricula at all ld,:

h /!-,:t 1, ack, Mitt' preptirt aqti
I toot Itht).'t tie:'elopint !/.t'i who'd %;

That ,ehoo/ adopt or e' It Mil //)lit it.) of %/Wili"; t
twitres equipment and italf within a school awl with nriOlmuring,

The Next Decade: General Directions of Development
li present, (mstaints on urricelum development such as external

ex.unitiations art l'rnim,t11, all(' the other ITC0111111C11(1.1titnlS Of tilt'
part implemented, vii;t1 an({ interesting things could

happen ill the next decade. Some or these Kill he continuations of
present trend... some be the ealkation it itlos recently on-
( eiktcl. t)Ilicti %%III he innovations r suiting directly from these

.1,51 indication or some of these directions (I cleclopment
illustrates possibilities len the improvement of learning and teaching.

. s and ,11 t' sures

11e continuing. social emphasis oti equality of tcluiational
)pp,atimity i, trading to greater inpliasis oil ;1 broad zeneral
education 1i)r pupils of all ancl motivations.
Pupils are staving longer at school so that new courses are becoming
necessary to pro% ide an education for a new t pc of llllpil. 1'1111111;

people are inc re,tsinglv concerned %vitt' complex persona! and sot ial
interaction, anti theN,' tiliCI)Ver ttlore :Amin the Changing V.:fs (4.
thy tv(111(1 in %%hid! diet' live they have prohlems iii ;issimilating
and acc(inunig(latitr tick: se11001 SIlbjetl't iti 11.1(li-
tit)11.111V taught are hard for them to svnthesi,r, and man,: sec little
uhvions reIrvan. r in school !earning so as then pesat
intended arc conceinetl.

It ii po,;ihl as;J. Str It 11,111 shost.(1 mil. ;4) eIrs
.e.;(.* rt.ti nuttily the Nchool curriculum, particularly that or

I )1.4. st) that it is ritt)tt (.4 ;51(1.1..1011 St)( jai 1"4.itS

.051(1 11io hinrtit ni, the interests anti needs of students, and Ini,aci
1.1..14,.1.sind% cintred round unifying concepts and themes related

tiufrilt percept and Attitudes arc!

t 'L111'41;1'2, Iircoi:iitig more thergnt, and some pant,. linclint;

`or.t. !. t J. 1 . / s / ' / I. I. f :/, .1 : / .

/ R to I:I I,;.
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their own beliefs r 1 in question by events reported by the media,
and by the critic: :r. .rude of young people, are becoming uncertain
and insecure an .,ruing to the school fix support, or for assistance
in thnctions that were tbrmerly part of the family's responsibility.
Increasingly, schools are expected to prey e courses in human
development, social relationships, and moral education.

The objectives of the educational system as a whole, or of any
part of it, 'are based on values, and as the values of society change
so will a school's aims. However, it is precisely when the community
is unable to agree on values and is divided by moral issues, that
teachers find their task most difficult and their attempts to help
their pupils with these problems most open to question. This whole
problem of the role of the school in moral education is in the fore-
front of educational discussion in many countries, and we feel that
it warrants special analysis as an aspect of the curriculum. (See
chapter 12: Moral Education.)

.Vez Sui jt. t lintent

In ref cut years new content has been included in most areas of
the t urriculuin and, as knowledge grows exponentially,
existing content will be exposed to continuing review, with new
ideas pressing tbr inclusion and the rdative importance of existing
concepts being reassessed in each subject area. New subjects are
now making claims for inclusion in the curriculum, for exatnple,
sex ethi,trion; outdoor education and survival topics such as
water safety, road safety, and ;alty in the mountains; French and
NIA, xi in the primary school; and human development, moral
edueatiou, economics, Japanese, and computer science in the
seondar. school. Subjects at present included in the school curri-
culum. but which are low on the unotiicial hierarchy, such as art
and craft. music, and physical and health education are being
tea:,..ed in terms of their contribution to the achievement of
currit idiun objectives. We 11.1%e received very detailed representa-
tion: ,oucerning the need to upgrade physical education at all
le%els of the 5%:tem..%Ithough we have not been in a position
to Uo.e.ii..zate the area in entmgh detail to make a firm recom-
men/IA:on, we believe that these representations warrant detailed
attention IA the Department of Education.

The k )v. ledge explosion is also making it quite clear that the
tuu,t emphasise processes and methods, problem

sok-kw. and important pi ineiples and apploaches that are widely
actl,li .title lather than specific facts itud limited techniques.
Student, ale bent:4 (Ape( led to become more responsible for their
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own learning and teachers are endeavouring to teach them how to
learn and encouraging them to form positive attitudes to learning
so that they want to learn. The present rate of change will almost
certainly ensure that pupils in school today will have much to
learn throughout the rest of their lives.

As the curriculum places increasing emphasis on processes rather
than tItcts, related subjects are becoming fused to form new areas
of study in which integrating themes and general principles can he
stressed. Both the 1971 and 1972 conferences which reviewed the
secondary school curriculum* advocated integration of subjects
into broad fields of knowledge.

These changes in content imply changes in time span for teaching-
learning sessions, flexible provisions to permit more individual
study, and increased staff - student interaction. More varied grouping
will also be necessary to permit greater staff co-operation in inte-
grated programmes, small group work, and independent learning.
These in turn will require replanned buildings, with greater pro-
vision for diili.rent types of resources and more adaptable spaces,
hence our emphasis on flexibility in buildings (see chapter 15).

Neu. Alethod, 4 Learning and Teaching

Teachers are increasingly departing from their traditional
authoritarian role and acting as guides and facilitators of student
learning, especially through the provision of opportunities for
students to learn for themselves. More attention is being paid to
designing programmes that tal:- into account the differences in

,tage of development, interests, needs, and experiences of
students; to developing intrinsic motivation: to ensuring adequate
success: to involving students actively in learning and enabling
them to diover relationships for themselves; to setting them
tasks titat appear relevant; to providing more puoseful repetition
in learning necessary skills and arranging for periodic maintenance
tin. long-term le.trning of important ideas; to providing information
about prores,1 and achievements so helping them to set themselves
appropriate lepals for learning, to develop their ability to learn by
themsele,. and to make a realistic assessment of their own progress.

Nt methods often necessitate new or expanded resources, but
regrettably these resources whether they involve equipment,
printed material, ancillary staff, or technical assistanceoften lag
far hll:ad the aspirations of teachers or the expectations of those

I). 1.,!ticatiors, :r; (..urf:ct..'v: I. .Cim.e l'rnTects;
.tc...1 i - Cr:?'.toe4.,.!. 1, pe:"; II !et( (.9njerente Rep rt kVellingt.o):

P:.:tzer. 1'I72.
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outside the classroom. It is fir this reason that we have separated out
"learning resources" fir special discussion, although the are, in
effect, inseparable from the curriculum itself (see chapter

But as emphasised earlier, the concept of the isolated teacher
teaching a single subject has changed and will change even further.
"l'eaching methods and new vays of organising the curriculum are
obviously closely related, so that extensions of assignznent or project
methods, integrated topic approaches, or broad fields of study
centred around social issues will necessitate great flexibility not only
in individual teaching methods but also in co-operative teaching
venturrs.

valuation, as part t )f the whole instructional process, has already
been heavily stressed, but as learning programmes become more
individualised interest will increasingly centre on each student's

be soprogress towards achieving his full potential. Teachers vill not
interested in comparing his achievement with that of other students
or with national norms, as in assessing the extent of his learning in
order to 1)1;111 the next learning experiences. Instruments for diag-
nosing difficulties, measuring aptitude, readiness, mastery, and
attitudes will be needed, and administrators and principals will need
to enure that even if all teachers cannot be familiar vith many of
these assessment instruments, there will be at least a pool of ex-
prience within the school upon which teachers may draw.

Two final points: one concerning articulation between priawy
and secondary curricula and the other concerning the potential
threat of curriculum change fbr some teachers.

With regard to the first point: we have already spoken out strongly
in favour of greater continuity, and it is in the curriculum area that
the signs are most hopeful ..for example ill the term I to syllabuses).
We reiterate, however, that, while the present two-level structure of
regional and local administration. inspection, appointment, pro-
motion, teacher training., and pay scales persists, attempts by teachers
and curriculum developers to promote real articulation between
primary and secondary curricula will be hindered. Local liaison
between teachers in the varitnis types of schools can help t.. smooth
the transition for students as they move from one system It, tla other.
Moreover, it' individual schools increasingly develop their own
curricula and co-Operate Ililn*C Closely %dill their conlimmitivs, then
this lay help in the development of a closer relationship between
all of the schools in an area.

r.z;ird to the set mid point: teachers differ in peKonality,
(Ape and confidence. While changes in
curriculum are moie likely to succeed if they provide freedom and

for teachers who are able and wish to eXprl iment, at the
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Saint' time it is always necessary to provide a definite supportive
framework fbr the less able, the less confident, or the inexperienced
teacher. If the sehuol is viewed as a co-operative proti.ssional organi-
sation rather than as a collcction of individual tcaclwrs, then this
pr1i1,1tni ,h(iuld he readily NUIN. rd.
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chapter 12 AN AREA OF CONCERN- -Nan( NI.
EDUCATION

School: are under presiiire to take .t more den% e ride tie moral
lut.ltitttt Of their pupils, but exactly %%hat this role shalt' be is not

....ta s keepin, ith our emphasis on the school .u' an inti-
mate learning- and teaching community, the vorking party turned
Its atontion, 111 the tut't instance, to the school .1' .1 social unit.

cianniimit, the s('hool ti italit, t onceined tvith the Nallit'S

%%111111 S;Thrl II 1111111.111 1 i'latiull+1111) ri1.111t)11Thi1)N .11111)111J, piipik,
hiwrrn pupil, and Aair, and hIVrtll ail it: members and the %ider
community of tyllih it is a part. I.ike all communities, schools have

ride, and regulations viiich by- and -Loge reflect the rules of
die greater .society within vhielt they operate. Some school regula-
tion may appear to lie irloome nivial to pupils but are specially
designed to preset.% e the particular character of the school as an
c(1111 ational here is, however, a thin line heRvern social

.0:111 conformity 14 its ovn sakv. Vh.tt ma,: seem to b
merely tiotnesti rule, for example dress or hair length. may
,itddcoly hcconte .1 matter of fundamental value of individual
freedom, justice, authority, or parental responsibility.

Other rules art less likely to he challenged, those for example
s.iiiili concerti the protection (if the tuttki(ttlai trout exploitation,
the fair diitilmtion of rewards anti punishments, or the responsi-
bilities of the indi idual to the group Nvithin which ht work: or plays.
Vet it would he a mistake to think that pupils are not very sensitive to
the ju:the of these rules awl to the %says in which they are etifbrced
or supported. (Zuestioning, of the nature and exercise of authority,
desire for pupil partiuipation in decision making pressure for

in th, currirultim: :ill of these stiggelt that traditional
incept: lit plipit'tal 111.r telationThips are changing and that the

rult. chit h gte.ern the hool contnitinity are being.judgd bv moral
criteria ,11, h justice, respect for indiidua; :ntegritv,
and la;

Ve 11.11r ahcas known that the Sl l,oiil, Its in and
Illrt,lllt the OFV(1,IV 01'11V+ till' l .1 t't ttt :noral
and s(icial e rcogniie, alio, that the way pupil experi-
tory; and hurl pret: the moral implivit in the school
oniniunitv may a considerable e noon his moial

elopmnt, al thow4h :snots that ti' 11.1.4

gr, 'try ):11. id till' 11;4111'N II edit .111111

.1' lid '411(1 .1.11r1 k t,t (11114 .lti.111 Is is Mar



powerful than preceptand there is no reason to ignore this time-
honoured warning. We cannot urge too strongly the futility of
"talking" about the nature and significance of ultimate principles
of moral behaviour and .judgment, such as justice, respect for

persons, rationality in moral discussion, if the school in its own
social organisation and in its dealing with individuals ignores or
negates these very principles. It may be argued that schools arc
well aware of this responsibility, but nevertheless the working party
believes that a reminder is not out of place and recommends
therefore:

I. That schools examine their own rules and regulations and the means
hr which they are enforced, bearing in mind that these details of social
organisation are powerful examples for pupils of the ways in which
fundamental moral principles are applied in ereryday social life.

It is very racy to speak glibly of "democracy" in schools as though
the wr.rii has some self-evident meaning when applied to the
institutional ulatiogement of large numbers or pupils, tinder com-
pulsory Sc! , ',ling, in circumstances where teachers are expected
to be rt.:1).4150)1r not only lin. the educational development of
immature individuals, but also for their general behaviour. This is a
difficti!t :.:sk at the best of times, but it is even more difficult when
society reflects uncertainties and changes in standards of
conduct and in acceptable personal and social values. The difficulty
is comp,,lnded by the fact that like all social organisations, the
school Lamlot as 041 the compromises and limitations implicit in
institutional responses to individual needs and problems.

One cry difficult area at the present time concerns the exercise
of. and response to, authority, It is true, as has already been pointed
out, that schools bear it heavy responsibility in their exercise of
authority within their own social organisation, but it is also clear
that this i, a shier -'%.t) relationship which involves parents as well
as teak heti and pupils. Parents sometimes assume that the school
ought to take full responsibility for the behaviour, attitudes, and
values of their children while under the care of the school. But
this e an result in intolerable pressures on teachers, especially where
parents themselves do not support or demonstrate the elementary
values of social responsibility, arc unclear or confused about moral
issues, or fail to realise that the school and the home play comple-
mentary roles in the moral development of their children. This is
not a new problem, but the working party believes that it is increas-
ing in extent and gravity and should be faced more directly.
Because the school has gradually been required to accept greater
responsibility fir the personal development of its pupils in almost
every aspect of life, there is a danger that society may demand more
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from it schools than can reasonably be expected of them without
strong community support. This is partly a matter of communication,
and we recommend:

2. That throuei disc uscion, publication. and any other means of co-
munication betaten the school, parents, and local community agencies
and 3ervires. the obligations O. the school to parents and the community,
and of parents and the community to the school, be clearly delineated
and stated.

3. That, as a contribution to this task of communication. the curriculum
Derelopment rnit he asked to gather and make available, oh request,
examples NI statements or guides compiled by schools concerning codes
of behaelour, agreed prineiples of co-operation and responsibility
between home and mho', and pupil responsibility and incoltement in
the social of the school.

So far, we have limited the discussion to the social and personal
values embodied in rules, in individual behaviour, and in the
school and home responsibility for this behaviour. But there is much
more to moral education than this.

It is unlOrtunate that the term "moral educaticm" is often used in
a popular but restricted way to refer to a handful of moral values
of particular contemporary concern, for example permissiveness in
sexual relationships, drug taking., or disregard for law and order.
While the school must obviously uphold the law with regard to
such "moral offences", and while it normally reflects the accepted
moral %.alues of the wider community in its precepts and practices
'although, as we have seen, this is not so now clearcut,., it is by no
means limited to this indirect role. Indeed, by its very nature, it
has a direct rule to play which is its distinctive educational contri-
bution.

Unfortunately there are many groups in society which would
like to use the schools to inculcate the particular values which they
consider to he fundamental. But the very uncertai4Ity, diversit. and
even conflict in the realm of values within contemporary society
makes such a course inappropriate and unacceptable. In a society
which i, static, which tolerates no defiation from an authoritative
moral code, and does not ever require the individual to make a
choice between values or to work out for himself the moral impli-
cations of some action or decision in such a society moral education
as distinct from moral indoctrination is unnecessary (and would
dantzerous . Ilitit our contemporary society is almost the reverse,
and we place a Ilea% v burden of decision-making on the individual.
Even when the school sets out quite consciously to reinfOrce parti-
( olar mnrIti v.duev through its everyday social organisatini .11Or

example justice, honesty, concern for others) it still has a direct
responsibility to assist the pupil to understand why these values are
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thought to be worthwhile. In other words, as part of society, the
school reflects current moral values, but as an educational organi-
sation it has a responsibility to develop in its pupils the capacity to
reflect on these very values -to apply the tools of rationality, to
discuss, and to criticise.

This implies some risk, especially to the conservative, but it is the
only way in which an open, flexible, and changing sot iety can protect
itself from domination by irrational, doctrinaire, and incot.sistent
value systems. Not only for society, but for the individual who is
forced during his lifetime to make numerous decisions which have
moral implications, it is surely important to have experience and
guidan«. ;!, making moral judgments. This is an educational
obligation we must accept in a changing, pluralistic society, but it is
one vhich has been largely neglected.

Awareness of moral i3sues has always been a part of the curriculum.
For example, the moral implications of different courses of action,
discrimination between conflicting values, and the judging of actions
in tei tn. of fundamental moral criteria (such as justice or the
avoidance of cruelty to others) are issues which arise naturally in the
study of literature, history, and the social sciences. It has been
argued that this is the proper context within which discussion on
moral issue., shonlcl be conducted and that deliberate planning for
this type of experience in making or evaluating moral judgments
would be artificial and probably ineffective. But the working party
is not con hived that this is a valid objection to -deliberate

In the first place, it is very doubtful whether the majority of
teachers ha\ e the inclination, the confidence, or even the background
experience to tease out the moral implications arising from a parti-
cular issue or to help pupils to become aware of what is involved in
moral discs In most cases the objectives which the teacher has
in mind are quite diffrrent, and the learner is unlikely to become
aware that he is involved in a discussion of moral issues unless his
attention k specifically directed to this aspect of the subject.

Seoiu.11:., we believe that, in the present climate of extensive and
unprecedentrd public discussion of contemporary moral issues (front
personal to international), we have a clear obligation to our pupils
to give them direct and carefully planned experience which will help
them to learn what is involved in making moral judgments and
decisions. We recommend:

4. 'Rat the ability to discuss and evaluate moral issues and to learn what
involied in translating precept) into practice be a central rather than

a peripheral outcome of teaching activities in the area of moral education.
Moral education should, therefore, be a deliberately planned part of
the curriculum in schools.
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It is not en% isaged that a period called "moral education" should
be set aside on the timetable, but that within those subjects of the
curriculum which hate topics which clearly deal with moral issues,
specific provision should be made fine giving pupils experience in
understanding- the nature of moral reasoning and judgment as
differing, for example, from empirical justification, aesthetic
appreciation, or mathematical proof;. The planning of discussion on
such topics would need to take into account the fact that there is a
plurality of views in the community, hence we recommend:

5. 7hat discussion, debate, or other activities be guided by the following

(a) Developing awareness of the function of social rules in particular
societies and of the moral principles implicit in such rules;

(b) Recognising differing personal ideals and values which indivi-
duals hold, respecting the right of individuals to differ, and becoming
aware of the set of values from which their own ideals are crystallising;

(c) Developing the ability to discuss and accept the existence of
alternative points of view on moral issues, learning to apply the
criterion of rationality to moral judgments, and learning to follow
through the consequences and obligations arising from moral decisions;

(d) Recognising and learning to appreciate the moral issues involved
in the reciprocal rights of individual and society.

The role of the teacher in this type of educational activity is very
difficult to define. There are obvious dangers that the teacher might
wittingly or unwittingly use his position of authority to reinforce
values or moral attitudes which are not acceptable to the community
or to some parents. On the other hand, the teacher has an obligation
to inform pupils correctly about majority and minority viewpoints on
disputed issues. His role needs to be defined with sensitivity towards
the integrity of individuals and their families, and with due regard
fi,r the society of which he is a part. We recommend:

6. "[hat the role of the teache ;in discussions on moral issues hi managerial
- he .should deliberately remain a neutral promoter of activity except

where his professional judgment indicates a need for intervention.
In these cirom;tances, the position he adopts should be directed towards
the welfare of his pupils and their families rather than towards the
reflection of his personal set of values.

We recognise that "professional judgment" implies that the
teacher has expertise in identifying the level of maturity and moral
development of his pupils, in knowing what goals he may legiti-
mately aim fOr, in selecting material and activities appropriate ihr
these, and in managing the chosen situuions or topics. This level
of proissional con-Tenni, Lalls for spet.ific training and for experi-
ence in using appropriate resources.
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In any plans to introduce such training the assistance of those
whose academic discipline is particularly relevant should be sought,
namely those with qualifications in moral philosophy. The man in
the street may think that he knows all about tea ci Ing bemuse he
has himself been to sclux)1; but the teacher knows that there is more
to it than this casual experience of being taught. By the same ti)ken
the teacher may think that he knows enough about moral discourse,
moral reasoning, and moral judgments because he has himself
made moral decisions; but the moral philosopher has a wraith of
experience and illustration which should be drawn upon to the
fullest extent. It is thought appropriate to draw upon the knowledge
of those who study the psychology of moral development in hil..'ren;
it is just as necessary to draw upon the special knowledge of those
who study the nature of morality itself. We recommend:

7. '1 hat ! In-tercice vaining and guidance be provided for the roles the
teacher iv expected to pd. lid in moral education, and that, when appro-
priate, cpecialivtv from relerant disciplines be consulted in the setting
tip fl such cour1f:

lb, The Curriculum Development Unit be strengthened to allow
for the development of resource materials which mar be used as a basis

for topics in moral education over a wide range of levels in the .school
sy.s tem ;

(e) Pilot programmes he encouraged and that provision be made to
evaluate such progra:mes and to make the results widely wadable if
they are judged to be heWill to teachers.

It shnuld be noted that we do not start from scratch in this area.
There are useful precedents in the United Kingdom where a good
deal of work has already been done towards producing material for
moral education courses by the Schools Council Moral Education
Curriculum Project and the Farmington Trust Research Unit. In
New Zealand, schools have, for some time, been developing courses
within liberal and general studies with such titles as "family life
education'', "education in personal relationships ", or "design
for living... Many of these programmes are concerned with pro-
viding pupils with opportunities to discuss personal and social
issues and to extend their knowledge of what is involved in the
making of moral decisions. A recent trend has been the extension of
these courses, fOrmerlv restricted to sixth and seventh forms, to
include all forms from the third firm upwards. A recent Hogben
House course confirmed the importance of such programmes and
reLoanoeutied tt: establishment of a set t,; ..,p( for
what they described as personallsocial/health education.
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Consideration of controversial issues is an integral part of social
studies. for example the Draft Syllabus in Social Studies which is
currently being developed 1br ibrms 1 to 4 includes this statement:

. . . should also learn how to deal with lif's varied and
sometimes ctattroversial situations-. To assist teachers in handling
this aspek t ell the classroom, the National Syllabus Comtnittee is at
present developing a syllabus support statement on this topic.
Elsewhere in the same draft syllabus it is stated that: "Pupils should
examine, as rationally as possible, the value positions underlying
social issues in our everyday lif ". They will have opportunities to
con:ider a range of%clues, beliefs, and social actions as they inquire
into sonic Id the possible causes and consequences of behaviour.

There is no doubt that this is an area of development in education
which i, in keeping with the whole trend of modern education to
relate the curriculum to the concerns of pupils, and which gives
teachers a t }lance to use their professional skills at the very highest
level. It also demonstrates that the school has a unique function in
the realm of moral edueatiim that is truly educational, that is not
adetptatel% cAtcrill fur elsewhere, and that is complementary to
the role the home.
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Chapter 13 ASSESSNIENTINDIVIDUAL
') NATIONAL

The Purpose of Assessment
The working party received submissions which challenged the

value of national examinations, ill particular School Certificate and
University Entrance. Before making an recommendations about
national examinations the working party considered the purpose of
assessment of pupils and whether there is in tact any need tbr
We came to the conclusion that assessment is an essential element
at all levels of tlw educational process.

The main function of assessment should be to indicate to the pupil
the progress he is making and to indicate to the teacher the progress
of his students and the effectiveness of his teaching. Making judg-
ments about %vhat is happening to children or students in our educa-
tional institutions is an indispensable responsibility of teachers.
Coupled with this responsibility is another: that teacher-judgment,
%%nther or not part of formal assessment, should help students to
learn, and help them to take responsibility for assessing their ow n
learning thus enhancing their ability to learn outside formal
edurational institutions, and to form a realistic appreciation of their
own capabilities.

.1nother function of assessment, particularly the national examina-
tion:, has been to help guide students towards appropriate cmtrivs
and carters, and to indicate an individual student's attainment to
parents, employers, and educational institutions. We befit.% e
assessment prI)eedures should facilitate the sanmall transfer from each
stage ol. a child's life to the next : froun primary through intermediate
and secondary schwds to tertiary education and employment.

Society's principal use of assessment is selective decisions on
entry to then education, on bursary awards, on suitability for
employment, and on salary le% els stet frequently based on school or
national assessmets. We believe, and wish to stress, that the present
ways in which assessment is used for these purposes is not in the

1." .i.it,t the lat,rktr,sz party m it 411-1,1wr.ittons (6ntrrning group
%.1, 1. r,,t,t1,;rshrt1 l.. prparr a It pat t of HI:mtirrati,,n. I he tliciv go,111) frpOI t

4441.44.44I( ... ;el litirwiati..tis ,11).'1.1 wittiher Ij,a- I 11111t1"1.

III thr !;r1,1 1 SNictlt .1(1111t111. 1-/ milts id mai-ru-
ing ,11,11114411t in sri ofitlar!. m .111(1 ear fit ,INSs'tallrlit 14 11.4%11.

Arr. Appriiiiril. I risrt i< t.. 1,f pithlihrti tir tile irill.rmatinti elms.' NIu, lstah
'44,e(1 1 tittt ti,pit tti gv.ater than that inlivitirci iu (tii<



best educational interests b the individual, or of society. We note
with approval the increasing emphasis on the educative rather than
the selectik 4. function of evaluation. Nevertheless, for as long as
so' 'en \ requires schools to provide assessments for this function,
methods must exist to tidtil this requirement. This chapter outlines
our thinking t.oncrning the most suitable assessment system con-
sistent with both our aims for education and the requirements of
siwirt%.

Leaving Certificates

prrsrnt (Art. 30 percent or school leavers enter employment
without an adequate leaving certificate. A standard form of leaving
eel tlliCate Sh(,tild be gien to eVeiV School leaver. This certificate,
prepared autonomously by individual schools, would replace all

e :.titicates alter the phasing Out of external examinations.
'111,4 k ertiticatc should details of a pupil's progress

and pro ide ( ()inform on his total development and interests %hile
at si ,!. pro% ide intOrmatinn on the number or years of
atteLdatve, tileaihjects taken, and the of attainment in each
subje: t. (.11111I111 Ott. on the pupil's development and interests should
concentrate on strengths in his social, intellectual, aesthetic, athletic,
;nd drvrlopmnt and include comments on his contribution
ttr thc school and conuinity.

h titic,tte Illtht lie capable oleasy interpretation by parents,
and 1,v Ow ,nplovets and t-rtiav institutions ;vim %you'd use it
.41 tin di,ertion of the ho.der see recommendation 9). The form

and ciuitcut of the ern !ificate sitimid bear in Mind the heeds of these
tzroups, as well es those of the pupil.

I he Voring Party recommend':
/ ;;,it Ichoal lea; er reite a leazing certificate which

,Gmidete record of hi.5 attainments.

The School and External Examinations

Ehr econdary schools have felt restricted by die external national
examinations in theft efforts to make changes in curricula. The
pres, ersitvEntrance examinatit.: system is designed primarily
tot a minority of sixth-lOrm students, yet its presence inhibits the
dr% elopment of alternative courses fi,r die increasing number of

tormers not vroceeding to university. The working party
also concerned at the inability of the school examination' prescrip-
tio, no meet the needs of large numbers of pupils in the fifth forms.
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The working party believes that the curriculum objectives of a
particular school should encompass the intellectual, social, and
physical development of the pupils, and that assessment should be
ckre :-. related to these objectives. Assessment procedures should be
developed which are more consistent with the needs of pupils and
teachers and the objectives of each secondary school. Care must be
exercised to avoid a situation where the new procedures, like the
present national examinations, would unduly restrict teachers and
their pupils. The main place of assessment in the school is as an aid to
learning and teaching. Whatever form of assessment is usedinformal
teacher - judgment, formal internal assessment, or external examina-
tion -assessment must not he so dominating as to distort the work of
the school or unduly hamper the teacher/pupil relationship. Also
the constraints imposed upon schools by national certificates and
external examinations such as University Entrance and School
Certificate should he reduced. We believe that these national
assesiment-, should be phased out and replaced by school -Lased
internal assessment geared to the objectives of the school.

Planning for such a major change will need to take cognisance of
the preparation time, support, and training required for teachers to
implement internal assessment prodecures. Overseas experience has
has shown that teachers must be given more non - contact time if
internal assessment is to be successfully introduced. If time, support,
and training are not provided, the end results are likely to be inferior
to the present situation.

The working party recommends:
.2. 'Rat orer the next 5 yars external examinations be phased out and

replai.d by a r; stem of internal assessment within schools.

In the transition period, moderating procedures will be necessary
to unsure adequate comparability of standards between schools, to
:11!,,w time for teachers to gain sutlI lent confidence and experience
iti their changing fOr the public to be reassured, and for the
ncessar: training, research, and test development work to be

',tat aken.
When the transition from national certificates to school-based

lea \ ne.; ((t tificates has been completed, moderation of standards will
no lon4er be neces:ary and can be dispensed with in the interests of
giving ,chools independence to develop curricula reflecting their
indiidual objectives. The, onus till be on schools to ensure the
acct;: at and consistency of their reporting.

II e v.orkinv party recommends:
dori,u the tranlition period stanili,rd) hettueen schools and

sui,j,et Jopi he controlled b) means of moderating procedures.
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Preparation of Teachers for Internal Assessment
hr vorking party considers it %vill take 5 years to tricA-e from the

pr :eit School (:ertiticat F.xaination to internal assessment by
:cachets. 'l hen. pre,lite from some quarters to !ed.:, e 11

ilosever, it is essential if the shift to internal asss:.inet is to
he ..licces.fal that teachers be helped to apply the !st of content-

tVC11111(111eS and that they be pros idecl %rich

profsiutlaIlv.deelopecl test tnaterials. sonic teachers are
.putitlevt of their ability to tnet the demands of internal essinent,

a recent surve% r, %ealed that ()Illy a Ntii.111 MiliorIIV of teachers
IrCriVt.(1 11%1111111g 111 ,IN171111(.111 ails.!. 1.1111111T, that teachers

.o.0,1 %%el, ie tet materials developed hY it professional tt1 unit.
Cunsidering the time needed For prtpaation of test materials anti

prucethires, for teachers to be trained anti to
expel ifnce and confidence in internal assessment, ancl fin. pro% iion

lent non-contact teacher time to make the operation viable,
pat t% expeets a transition period of .) years It) be it

:e.distu ta!,et.
het iTtlicless; must s.ecoudary ..4.1;ouls have malty vrars ex!), lent l'

of .terreclititu; .4tlidenti for Univer;itY Entrance and ill Ir(ellt
:1.1'.1' ht`cli tit'Velo1)11114 the 111tC1.111y ;.1Sit'SSC(1 Sixth Form Certificate.
It Tilly tlIVITIott he 1)fk.N.11111' to internal asse-Nmet in the
sixt!i anti , % I' 'Ill: III a NTH ,T1(:' 1101'10(1 Or dim. pro\ lied teacherq
art. en .tud restirce to establish acceptable standards of
internal ae,nielit.

The i!, the pieceding ,4ections kite-nal asie\mnt at
the ,ecotid It ..el should not he alltAyed to o%,.rshadmy the ;wed
tor .tt all levels of education to h' rimvcrant. %tit]; dip
procedutei and potential of educational evaluation. l)i.e.;nosis of
Ntudent stiengths, %yeaktier.:, protzres.; %%ill indicate the needs
fit tot:iii. F.,..thration of the olitt </mei curricula, teaching

1.,,,1110c %t ill provide 1,..ential feedback
I. 1);(,.!1,11'111)1,4. alljati1111 i.` a pl AN,(1 till

t;": .ti (() "t ;foie tovirld it i)1operl, but
t\ I to date4ers 1f i,ot adequately liiidrst,,ud, %,%('

1(1(1111W:d .10 I I Pi thIP-dV :

; !Pq1,11 Itni.,,n 1,1 b ,Itt l l III 1%ment pl??. I iple.$ and

and that all 3111de14 :ch%ti Gs. 1:uited
' diri,'% ml )'111tH,.

I mile Itainin.,,t ill (..tq'%Iment priticiple) 111 .1 P701 :04iirt%

pb ,! 1.1 pra(li.ilt:; ha.i '11

. 1.:.. .11), ..I .; l 1A4.r1..11.g :
: 1 . 2, ; ;.



Niore than training will lee required if evaluatiem is to be practised
elfeet:% elv. School-bxsd in-service training. evaluation materials.
and ad% isov services will lw needed to support the acti% ities of the
te.ielr zt: the w,,rk-f.tee. !wile% e that the Examinations and
Testing Unit re( entiv established as part of the Curriculum Develop-

Tlit will have an importalit support role through the following
main fiincti.ects:

Prretneetitu the development of teacher-made tests and other
means evaluating the progress of pupils;

Proi,:o,ing the development r, more effcctive record keeping by
to to allow lin the continuous assessment of pupils:

Po,, iditr, a service to curriculum development by evaluating the
t;% es. content, and methods of new curricular approaches;

1.;:di.rtakin4 developmental work aimed at improving exami.
procedures.

The i).1 1.1 reconi Inv n :

t;. ;!.! Etamin,iliuns (Id Testing Unit of the turriathvw
*,:it be e n .,UG. :itilt J tuff and ie. zeili:ies to enable adequate

apport to be gk,n to t«zehers.

National Assessment Programme
1.11:1 belie% ing that assessment should be closely related to the
rieultim objeetivrs of particular schools. the working party

reo..Iiii,es that when an emphasis upon the autonomy of schools
and tii flexibility of curricula is adopted as the prescription for
rapid change, pal ems, employers. and the community at large may
rasonabiy be concerned about the extent to which the school

ao:u tidfilling the rrspon,ibilitis t ntrusted to it. When infor-
m.,tiu concerning scholastic standards and relevant attitudes is
asseull,1 ci systematically at regular intervals it may be used to
confirm stheesses or allay natural anxieties, as well as serving the
more impc.rtant purpose of providing a basis for the community
.11111 its educational authorities to assess the effectiveness with which
nes% Igr .1 m nri. curriculum, materials, and teaching methods
are bring implemented.

he working party considers that some fJrn of national evalua-
tion (4' scholastic standards and relevant attitudes is desirable and
especially so it national certificates are progressively eliminated. We
do nc..t underestimate the complexity or magnitude of this task,
and, ilk,. the Currie Commission, we agree that it should be in the
hands of a skilled and impartial body. From the experience of other
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nations who have made provisions in the past decade for such
national assessment, a choice of alternatives is involved. If' the
purpose of these assessments is simply to allay public anxieties, such
assurances can be provided through testing programmes that are
wthe restricted in the age ranges, subjects, skills, and atitiudes

,.sured.
On the other hand, if the provision for regular national assess-

tits is to become an important means for promoting a penetrating
and constructive stock-taking then more comprehensive inquiries will
be required. Apart from their value in promoting public confidence,
such surveys would undoubtedly be beneficial in bringing to light
the striking diversity which exists in the talents and attitudes of
groups often presumed to be homogeneous and the differences in
achievement of socio-geographic areas, of town or country, of
minority groups, or successive generations of students, apprentices,
alai new employees. The publication of the results of such surveys
would not only provide recognisable bt nch-marks for judging the
success of curFicultim changes or new progrannnes and innovations,
but it would also offer a firmer basis for identifying the numbers of
children fill- whom special services are required. Having considered
such wider purposes, and observed the penalty of not having ade-
quate infi)rmation about them, the working party is strongly in
favour Of adoptim!, an approach comparable to that of the Naticnal
Asses,ment of Educational Progress undertaken in the United
States by an independent commission, aml recommends accordingly:

7. 'I hat proz.isiiin he made for a regular series qf national asse.,9n,?-h. of
scholastic .itindezrds and relevant attitudes in the basic suhiects at
interzalf of not more than 10 years in each field.

Evaluation of Institutions
The Ch,L112that the torking party is proposing conceining

assessment and the school curriculum will give schools tutu ft

treater frerthun to develop their own curricula. We believe that all
educational institutions should be able to request an evaluation
of theit c urricula and objecti. es, and the extent to which their
obiectives are bring met. In the case of a school, the evaluation
might be undertaken by a visiting team, appointed by the Depart-
ment of Falucation which might include an inspector, a member of
the staff of the Curriculum Development Unit, teachers from other
srl and suitable persons from tertiary institutions. In the case
of tertiary institutions only a section of the institution's work might
be evaluated lw a visiting team; the composition and appointment
of the visiting team would have to be suitably modified to meet the
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particular needs of particular institutions. These teams should aim
to provide profsional stimulation to the teaching staff as well as
evaluating the work of the institution.

The working party recommends
8. That provision be made to enable educational institutions to request

evaluation of their curricula and objectives, and the extent to which
their objectics are being met.

Reports

The present reporting systems should be revised to improve
communication between one school and another, and between
schools and parents, employers, and other educational institutions.
Ve support recommendation 8 of the Committee on Communication
beta een SchaoA and Parent; which stated:

That eat Il 11,,ol be recommended to examine its methods of com-
munication with partit ular emphasis on involving personal ommunica-
tion between all its teachers and the parents of the children they teach.
Reporting no thods on hildien's progress and attitudes to work should
also be studied to make them as meaningful to parents as possible.
A substantial amount of information concerning students is

obtained as they pass through successive educational institutions.
Although some institutions make good use of information supplied
by their contributing schools, there is frequently 11 10111 ti )1. improve-
ment.

Impro,.(1 liaison between teachers in consecutive I ducational
institutions, ibr example, between intermediate and secondary
schools, would provide a better understanding of how info! mation
is collected and reported, and the purposes fbr which it %% ill he used.
Such improved understanding would promote more of

reporting and use of intbrmatitni concerning students transferring
from one school to arrorh,T.

Availability of Assessments

The vorking party considers that the methods of assessment used
in th,. education system should enhance rather than inhibit the
growth of per,onal dignity. Respect fi-11. the privacy of the pupil is
therefore important. At the secondary school level, (brunt( records
of a pupil's work should only be released outside the ininediate
context (4' time assessment on the election of the pupil and his parents.
Thus parents and their children will decide whether information
about assessments will be made available.
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Chapter Li LEARNING RESOURCES

In our discussion on the curriculum we have emphasised that
for these changes to be successful there is a great need for the teacher
to have available to him the support of both human and material
resources and to be aware of how these can be effectively used.
Unless the teacher is supplied with these resources, and unless he is
given training in their use, it is unrealistic and unreasonable to
expect him to make changes in his teaching method or content.
Achievement of a number of major curriculum objectives depends
to a significant extent on the skilful and effective use of a range of
learning resources. Teacher interest in, and awareness of these
resources has ties er been higher. Yet this interest is often stifled by
problems of access to equipment. lack of knowledge about suitable
materials and their sources, and problems of preparation. Lack of
space especially designed for the use of media is another difficulty.
As a result. resources are frequently not fully and effectively used.

Provision and accessibility are only two factors in the use of
mate! ial resources in education. Other factors of equal importance
are the, methods of learning, the development of material, the
selection of resources appropriate to intended outcomes. the manage-
ment of their the, and the evaluation of their elh'ct. Thus considera-
thin of supporting equipment involves the systematic development
and co-ordination of techniques, equipment, and materials; learning
resources are inseparable from the more general area of curriculum
development and implementation. They are also the medium
through which the individual directs his own learning when he is no
longer dependent upon the guidance of teacher,. The re.ent
UNESCO report, lifelon.; Ethicati,m, states that "a prime function of
education is tee prOd110e individuals who have 'learned how to learn',
so that they may continue to learn throughout their lives". This
concept of education places a new and . ital importance on books and
other media a, sources of information and ideas. Without .eadily-
accessible, %%TR-stocked, and well-staffed libraries and other resource
facilities, and individuals familiar with their use thnnigh in-school
experiences, the -learning to learn" approach cannot succeed, and
the eflectiveness of "Wiling" education will be reduced.

In this chapter, the term "learning resources" will be applied
specifically to devices with a clear educational function including
books and other printed material as well as a wick range of audio-
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visual media, materials, and equipment. This description is rather
wider than the more commonly-used label "audio-visual aids",
with its implication that such "aids" are merely adjuncts to the
learning process, and arises from the working party's adoption of
two guiding principles:

Learning resources should become accepted as an integral part
of the learning process rather than be regarded as supplementary
aids;
The selection of learning resources should be related to specific
curriculum objectives based on the needs of the learner.
The implementation of these two principles presupposes that the

teacher has the necessary learning resources readily available when
he wants them. Thus a co-ordinated and systematic method of
provision is essential in order to select and make available equipment
and materials to meet specific educational needs. Such equipment
and materials must be made available in a flexible way to suit the
needs of individual schools. And for effective use to be made of the
resources provided, teachers must receive training and the support
of ancillary staff. We place a strong emphasis on the centrality of
adequate training; without this even the best learning resources can
be misused; or worse, not used at all.

Basic Equipment
Thrre was no general basic equipment scheme for providing new

primary schools with the equipment they needed until 1963, when
ichenic was introduced for the free initial supply of basic equip-

ment to all new State primary and intermediate schools in order to
bring them up to the minimum standard. A revised basic equip-
ment scheme which proposes the extension of the range of items
supplied to schools has recently been issued. This is contained in
the handbook, Thisie Equipment for Primary and Intermediate Schools,

972. Schools v.hich, as at April 1 1972, did not possess the major
listed will have deficiencies made good over a period of years

(41 a sstein of agreed priorities. Individual schools will, as far as
prat tit able. he gi% en :in element of choice in the additional items
to be .npplicd from year to year. A strong body of opinion suggests that

f,f choice and flexibility should be greater.

.11thouv,h the list in the basic code covers the complete range of
equipment available to schools, provision does exist to enable very
lar4t ,hooi thosi with a high proportion of infant classes to
re( ri% e additional items of teaching equipment on the recommend-
ation of the district stulior inspector. Similarly, schools with special
problems such its those w ith a high proportion of pupils with language
difficulties may receive additional items of special equipment as
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approved from time to time. Although this basic list covers inter-
mediate schools as well as primary schools, there is a further list to
be published of the additional items, for example in homecraft, to
be supplied to intermediate schools. Schools with any special prob-
lems may consult the district senior inspector about the possibility
of obtaining additional or special equipment. The equipment in-
cluded in this list is considered to be the full range of essential equip-
ment required in a primary or intermediate school. There are many
other items which may be considered desirable that schools may
wish to purchase from locally raised funds.

The range of equipment on issue to secondary schools is contained
in the Secondary Schools Buildings Manual and Basic Equipment List
for Nelson or other pre-S68 type schools), and in a separate equip-

ment list for S68 schools. New schools are furnished in accord with
the appropriate basic list. If a new room is built in an established
school, again items are issued in accord with the relevant list. In
addition to the items which are issued on the basic list, secondary
schools may also obtain equipment by way of grants given at the
discretion of the district senior inspector of secondary schools. A
revision of the equipment schedules for secondary schools is currently
being undertaken. This is being done in conjunction with the
Curriculum Development Unit to ensure that equipment will bear
a relation to future curriculum change. One example is in the field
of form 6 English where cassette recorders now play a prominent
part in the rc% iced syllabus, which emphasises oral and aural work.

Primary and secondary schools have somewhat different arrange-
ments for obtaining equipment. Basically, however, any school
obtains equipment in three ways:

i'a) That provided as of right (based on relevant equipment
codes, ;
That provided on the recommendation of the appropriate
district senior inspector of schools (primary or secondary);

c That purchased from the school's own funds.
The new basic equipment schemes will provide larger quantities

of a wider range of equipment in the schools. But this alone is no
solution to the problems schools face in obtaining appropriate
learning resources. Learning resources have been shown to be most
effective when selected for and applied to specific educational needs,
For innovation and school-based curricula to be effectively imple-
mented, the supply of res urces should relate to the school curriculum
Effective use requires resources appropriate to the needs of learners
and the expertise of teachers.

Equipment codes should recognise that the above factors require
diversity, not only in the initial provision of resources, but in order
to service the changing needs of schools over a period of time. While
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providing a minimum basic entittement of essential items. the code
.11:t) 011110in .1 second atce.ory allom.ing choice to salt the

j1114 t,hjrrti%, ()1" (})t x)15. Ilk latter eatt'glIry (1)11111 tsehl Make

1 isi(111 li i (\(11.Ijiqt ;IS (1 ,1111,11j(M SIP )S1, `i peril 1111Stlitilbil

j"). then' thit'll ('N. tile requitna iii of thi ''r as

ne% materials and equipment come on to the market. Efletie use
cif .1 ecKle allming flexible proision of esoutces requires that each

,clioc.1 pay careful attention to deciding it. requirements. The needs

ot. the school should be discussed and co-ordinated. in conjtincticm

%%nit a trained audio-% isual adviser and the sc hook own head of

t
r .sotittunt irctc es .

l he orkin..; r.trty threfore recommends:

1. "I hat kacie equipment entitlement for schools pro:ide more

:lil and choice so that reourco mai be selected to tuft the nedv of

2. That maintenance of equipment lie part qf the hehic entitlement.

;. th, re /1(' 1l rtieu of the equipment scht-m td tal.e account

product, and ehan4,, in cut ricula and teaching method,.

1. I. qd: icon lee, be egabli,hed to pro: ide irrfiirmation on ithat

re wit rt.* are utatilahle and how th,:r can be res,.i most effectively.

Principal Themes
.)ticcesstill use of learning resources will not result from

p.Wkinv, the It:Q.1(1,1's classrooms with large quantities of electronic

hardware. tow from students devoting touch if their time to
edlu experittu es presented by television or tape recorder.

It ill arise through teachers drtilillt.; the objectives of their
ccan -es, examining their teaching methods, and then selecting and

etkc the best materials to aciee those objectives.

The ite% basic tillipillent SchellleS have the potential to overcome a

.01,0 tits wrioui fithtra:iun to teat-hill: lack of essential material
and equipment to suppot t the teaching process but provision

alone is not enough. To teachers encouragement and
help ill the use of resources mote attention must be paid to their
accessibility. selectitutind management. The harriers to etiective

use of 1111 t' resources include lark of availability, inaccessibility,

the lack of training, lack of storage and maintenance provisions,

and adequate eatalo2tiing facilities, and a lack of support staff.

I tiles; these harrier. are overcome there %%ill be no effective change

iti the clas,toom.

In the next decade it. is probable that the teacher will

service an increasing arietv of educational objectives and

,rct...rni ;cliciol organisation by using a range of learning
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resources which will facilitate such activities as large-group
teaching and self-instructional procedures, as well as new curricula.
The cost of the resources is such that it will be necessary to
ensure that they be flectively used, and it is this emphasis on the

tive rcsouit, aiticil is the basic theme of the remainder
of this chapter. Support fur the teacher who, in the final analysis,
must select, manage, and evaluate resources, will be considered
under the following headings: co-ordination of resources; teacher
centres; libraries; ancillary staff; and central support.

Co-ordination of Resources
In the course of our deliberations we originally envisaged two

separate chaptersone on libraries and another on equipment
and teaching aids. It soon became clear to us, as we studied
the reports of subcommittees set up to examine these two
areas, that there is a significant and increasing amount of
overlap and common ground between the two. For this reason
we prefer to mi.r to book and non-book resources as aspects
of the one general topic of teachint; resources, and hence the
inclusion of discussion on libraries as part of this chapter.

atevvr increases there may be in the number of books per
student in New Zealand educational institutions, and no matter
how long a reign appears in prospect for the book as a major
educational resource, the fact remains that when learning
resources are considered as a whole the proportion occupied
by hooks is diminishing. We need to be clear about the place of
books in relation to other educational resources, and draw
attention to three kinds of relationship: that between books and
non-books as complementary resources; that between the ways
of using them ; and that between the ways they are stored and ad-
ministered. In some instances there is a derivative relationship
bets ern the two forms of resource- -one grows out of the other.
Examples are the records of Pat Evison reading the stories of
Katherine Mansfield, or the recently published scripts of the
Goon Show. In other cases, such as the Environment 100 collection
of photographs supplied to schools for University Entrance art,
the non-book resource stands on its own. Between these extremes
there are varying degrees of mutual involvement. The ways in
which audio-visual resources can be used have been changing
steadily, the main trend being towards ease and versatility.
For example, special arrangements such as blackout curtains for
prf.jection are often not needed, and lightweight equipment,
sometimes baitcry powered, is designed for use by individual
students and small groups rather than by whole classes. All
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this means that the versatility of non-book resources is becoming
more and more like the most versatile resource of all, the book,
and, by the same token, they are becoming easier to use in
conjunction with hooks.

\\ oh their ability to appeal to dideiing senses, and their
capacity for presenting intinmation in different was, varying
resources can contribute to a range of objectives. The key thing
is that both print and non-print resources should be regarded as
learning .o,trcs often undifferentiated by the learnerand that
they slic:nlci be selected according to his needs. In schools there is
need to a policy to CO-( rdinate the selection, production, and
use of le,iiiirutS. Iii a primary school this policy vottld be
iielnulated by the principal or a designated senior teacher,
in consultation with his staff and he would supervise its
implementation. In an intermediate or secondary school the deputy
ptincipal head of department ,resources, would be an
appropriate person to do this.

If .111 tnedia are to be used as positive educational resources it
is essential that they be linked together either physically or by
way of cataloguing. One of the biggest barriers to the effective
use of resources is the haphazard way in which learning devices
at.. selected aud stored in schools. Co-ordination at the school les el
is essential. It is important to know where things are, how they can
he used, al.' .ow the effectiveness of their use, storage, and
maintenanc e can be improved. The first step towards co-
ordination of resources would be the establishment of resource
centres within schools. Overseas developments of this nature
abound in North America, Britain, and Australia and there has
been pressure on the Department of Education fir the establishment
of resource centres in some New Zealand secondary schools. The
matter was discussed at a recent Lopdell House course on
secondary school libraries and the Department of Education is
currently working on plans kw prototype resource centres.
It I.; expected that such resource centres %al fulfil the f9llowing
requirements: a central registry of audio-visual resources for
tle whole school; storage li. master copies of audio-visual
materials; provision fOr copying of audio-visual materials for
distribution to teachers and pupils; facilities fbr listening and
viewing of audio-visual resources; office space tier head of
department or director of resources.

The establishment of 11 school resource centres will facilitate
the use of a range of resources. School resource centres will be
complementary to the subject -based resource rooms which exist in
many secondary schools. They will assist the teacher to select and
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modify materials according to Ole needs of the learner. A staff
member with a teaching background and some specialisation in
the use of media should be responsible for the cent. e. Besides co-
ordinating the resources available within the school and facilitating
titcir u.w the director of resources would: advise em the
selectif al of appropriate resources tbr given needs; supervise the
production of resource materials; assist in school-based staff training
programmes; co-ordinate discussions concerning resource needs and
order those required; display learning resources; ensure that equip-
ment is kept in working order and is regularly maintained; and
assist in cataloguing resources. Effective fulfilment of these functions
will require titer, training, and a certain degree of seniority--thus
the should be filled at the level of a senior position of
responsibility or higher. The director would also have one or more
ancillary staff trained to work in this field who would be directly
responsible to him tbr some of the above functions.

Increased responsibilities for school libraries will result from
learning based on an expanded range of resources. They will expand
0, ,%ide non -book aS well as book resources in the form of materials,
(leviers which children can operate, and spaces for use of these
resources. The cataloguing facilities of the library can make available
to the teacher infOrmation on specifications, sources, and use of a
range of materials. School resource centres sited adjacent to
libraries will allow co-ordination of the functions of both.

"I he working party recommends:
5. That resource centres be established in all schools, with functions and

facilities to .)uit local conditions.
6. 7 hat adequate 3t4fing he made available to manage and operate

resoul:-e &litres.

Teachers Centres
Sc hi 0,1 resource centres will co-ordinate and facilitate day-to-clay

use of learning resources within schools. It is feasible to share the
more expensive Or less frequently-used items among a group of
schools and we have recommended to that effect in the chapter
on the curriculum. When speaking of curriculum development,
we also recommended the establishment of local training and
resource centres --in Britain similar facilities are known as teachers
centres, and we believe .bat the establishment of these centres
should, like provision of school resource centres, be a priority.

The centre must be readily accessible to teachers. It must also
serve a sufficiently large teacher population to provide a higher level
of ad. isory services and facilities than is possible within schools.
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.II d, nor.; role would Ite achiet.d by having specialist staff teachers
tt (level, )p, implement, and evaluate innovative programmes, and
n select .tnd produce S011Ct'S appropriate fOr learner needs. Such
staff would act in a similar role to mathematics advisers, and %could
re,-iaditho the work of school tsoure (entrs. role
%could be 'Leine% ed b ulna! c,turss and informal contact a Mong
teachers at the centre. . see; icing role would be achiet ed Ity pr..)viding
disp:ats on equipment, materials, and mthtds, by organising
maintenance of equipment at schools in the region, and In' making

reirPirce 1)r1 dalCt fallitli not otlIVIA% isv ,A

pro: tditt; rule %multi be achieved by the teachers centre acting as it
repositor for equipment and materials fOr such reasons as
higher coxt IMV rate of usage are not generally held in schools.

. to centre of this nature could well be attached to a teachers
college, for use by both students in training and fix assisting in the
continuing education of teachers. Teachers colleges have expressed
a desire to serve as centres of prok.ssional support and stimulation
fOr all trailers in their regions. In larger cities and in area, where 11(1

cHllegT. are situated, separate teachers centres will need
to be established. We see value in more than one kind of teachers
cntre in which rules and function may vary yet complement each

other. It is likely, for instance, that a centre attached to a teachers
college may have opportunities to develop more experimental and
innovative functions, while independent centres may fulfil more
educative .ind servicing roles. Teachers centres should be set up to
respond ut the needs of the area they are to serve. Priority could well
be giVett to areas in which particular educational needs have been
established.

The working party recommends:
7. That teaclier; centres he establilhed, initially in the major population

centres and as soon al pos3ible thereafter on a wider scale; that
pot ilion q. the centres be flexible and that the centre be des;:gned to

wry" the needl of a particular area.

have noted some confiision concerning the names and lime-
lions of centres suggested to facilitate the effective use of learning
resources. While it is highly desirable that there should be variations
from region to region, a breakdown of functions could be along the
f011owing lines:

.1. eyna, e Centres-- hrsv would be extensions of the present
libra\ The new material to he stored, catalogued, and
rrtricved Wmtld be primarily audio -s isual. Provision would
need to be made fOr a limited amount of listening anti
viewing equipment, for example cassette players, slide strip
\iewers, and or projectors.
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b .11.dra Profile thin ,t NU.) '1 hese vottld be essentially vork-
shops where teachers could make a range of teaching materials
unite' independently or %%kit some guidance anti supervision.
.\ range of produl non equipment (lot normall found in

its would be a% ailable. fiu example. thermal and phon..
rs, :15 min ..intra, a versatile eulat ger, audio-ilubbing

facilities including it mixer, chart-makin facilities, super 8
cameras and editing equipment, .111d slide copy

entres These centres would vary according to local
nds. .1 hey ci however, include provision fr the
following: resour«. centre and library facility; media
production fak dines ; commercial displays; reading room;
i-st vice meeting rooms; and equipment practice facilities
individual and group:.

Libraries
tilile !ht. %orking p...rty believes that future developments

within s: hools .liould aim to o-odinate learning resources, of which
book, ...re but one ex.ittple, nu% ertheless, %%e ecou,nise that there ace
aead.. :ti'rade's within many of our educational institutions, and
that ,.e ,hould therefore take stock of these anti consider their
cle% eli

In 111. t ',inst. of its history, the education system in Ne%%.
has exhibited developments that hare compared favourably with
those in other onntries. Ilmyeve, Ile rate and extent of library
pt isi,.11 has, ...Ally, not been one of these cleyeltyments, In the
earl% hiltlhooLl education aea, library resources vary tremendously
in adquai %. It was not until I970 that libraries won an established
phice in the pi Unary school building cocic: it is intended that ever-

hool should be provided 'tint a library. but at present.
two ow of ever!. du re primary schools still have no lil)rary, ancl even
the -!iiit d tit print Lt\ hools %% ith libraries have III) pros ;skin I( it.

&en, other than by using teachers' "spare" time, a tracl.er
aide, or the v(iluntary assistonts. Seconcian. 111)\1' ll.11c

i;re;triv imnroyed library buildings, but there is no full-time Ito
requirement fur training of statfind little money available thy books,
Tea( ()lieges started from so far behind in their library
cle%elopinnt that they are still less than adequate; the rapid grmsth
of lei hnical insiitutes has generally outstripped their librar

*I.. t.st ill,. It, delthrtatIon. rov,artlitig Ntlidy groopt imr ;1. I lie quay grol4)
! prw.i,1,-, .4 ..11prrhoo.il prrit tit I i ditty% lilt mull(((: 1 :..: 1, t ,1 iihr.trl qIi.tnt. 1 hi., irport t to be Irtblihrti .1

sp.tr.c. ! ;,..lo. It I. uorthy Icrioni const(it.ration hs thog as ho
ter, St to ithi 11...
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facilities, particularly in staff provision; while universities are still
in a phase of rapid expansion. The best that can be said about
libraries in our educational institutions is that they have been
improving year by year; the worst, that they have been so Made-
ti" t- -tud-nt,. and t,achers hat.e decided t' tzt .tiong
without them and depend on class sets, student t.xts, and other
resources for learning and teaching. It is against this background
that the working party concludes that there is room tin considerable
expansion in library facilities at all levels of our educational system.
We are aware of detailed publications such as the New Zealand
Library Association's Standards fur Teachers College Libraries (currently
being revised and Standards Jo. r Technical Institute Libraries, and W. J.
NICE ldownoi's New ..:'ealand University Library Resources, l !I/T. We
believe that in many areas the study group report, Libraries in
Education, provides a useful synthesis of these, and other reports, and
we feel it is worthy of serious attention.

The working part; is concerned with the effective use of learning
resources .,rid we believe that libraries would be used more
eflCctiyely aiul efficiently if they were to be staffed by persons who
had been triined in the various skills of librarianship. At present,
training fbr librarianship is conducted by the New Zealand Library
School, which offers two courses:

tai A 1 -year full-time professional course for graduates leading
to a diploma !Dip. N.Z.L.S.);

b In conjunction with the New Zealand Libran.. Association,
an intermediate course, consisting of a preliminary entrance
examination, followed by three full-time 1-month sectional
courses, spread over 2 years leading to a certificate of the
New Zealand Library Association.

Both courses consist of general and specialised librarianship, and
supply trained librarians for jobs in university, public, Government,
teachers college, and technical institute libraries, but not in school
libraries. The complete lack of full-time positions for school
libtarians in New Zealand schools has been one of the most serious
weaknesses in the development of satisfactory libraries and has
substantially contributed to their slow and uneven growth.

If present and future library resources are to be fully used, we
believe that trained full-tire staff, familiar with book as well as
non-book resources, are essential. Professional librarians should be
appointed to the larger secondary schools and as soon as
possible on a wider scale. This will require various consequential
changes in training courses:

a , The present training course (Dip. N.Z.L.S.) should be
changed to incorporate specialised options in school librarian-
ship;
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(h) options in school librarianship should he incor-
porated in the present certificate course, as library assistants
are alrea,.!.; taking this course;

fc) A new course should be established, qualifying those who
complete it Fier profesional Qt:t.tiN :ac ct }truii librarian,.

We envisage that this latter course would be set up by the New
Zealand Library School (and we are anxious that the present
uncertainty which surrounds the future of the library school should
be clarified in the near fiiture) as a I-year, full-time course, open to
trained teachers, and to trained librarians with suitable qualifications
and experience. There will still be a need for ancillary staff in the
school library, and library assistants--with a general grounding
such as the NZLA Certificatewould be necessary to support the
work of the librarian.

The working party recommends:
8. That a I-year full-time course he set up in the Sew Zealand Library

School, open to trained teachers and to trained librarians with suitable
qualijictaions and experience, qualifying those who complete, it for
professional 3:taus as school librarians.

9. That in order to provide appropriate training for professional librarians
and library assistants employed in schools, options in school librarianship

be included in the diploma and certificate courses conducted by the library
school.

Apart from the training required for school librarians and library
assistants, there is a further need for basic library training for all
teachers in order that libraries in schools may he most effectively
used. We believe that the institution of a minimum course is required
in teachers colleges and we would hope that this course would form
part of a course on the use of learning resources as a whole.

Accordingly we recommend:
10. That teachers colleges institute a basic course for all students in the

use of books, libraries, and other media.

The report, Libraries in Education, makes a number of detailed
recommendations on staffing, buildings, grants, and related matters
which we do not wish to take up here but which we believe to he
important recommendations worthy of careful study by those with
responsibility for library development. We believe, however, that
the emphasis in our report on the continuing nature of education
makes it inevitable and indeed desirable that public libraries will be
increasingly involved in the educational process. Once formal
schooling has ended, the public library is the one institution which
can provide. hooks and information to assist the process ef continuing
educationwhether it is of the individual working on his own or of
a group of individuals associated in some collective endeavour.
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A noticeable trend has been the decreasing use of public libraries
for meeting purely recreational needs ("pastime" use), and an
increasing use of public libraries for educational, informational, and
cultural needs :"purposive use). This is the result of the increased
size ()lour population, and its movement to cities; the greater spread
of secondary and now tertiary education, and changes in content
and methods of learning; a rapid rate of change in society and
technology; a rising standard of living, increased leisure, add in
particular the effects of widespread car ownership; and the growth
of what may be called the mass media of communication, especially
radio and television, but not excluding popular journalism and
thwzitzmes catering ha. special interests.

.' well as providing tbr this shift of interest on the part of the
reader, public libraries are now lending an increasing range of non-
book materials. While the printed word in book form will remain
the pi incipal public library resource, the provision of information
on the newer audio-visual forms (or non-print media) has become
an important adjunct, and will have a key role in information
s :terns of the future.

One of the sere ices public libraries naturally see themselves as
information service for their community; howeer, it is

probable that many citizens arc not awi,re of this. The community,
in an increasingly technological age, is going to need better infor-
mation services; the trustees of the National Library have recently
had a report from a specially appointed committee recommending
the creation of a Scientific and Technical Information System
called SATIS; see chapter 19 of this report) which would use all

library iesources, including those of the National Library itself (as
the centre of SATIS), university, departmental, and other special
libraries, as well as public libraries. Public libraries are expected
to play an important part in SATIS, the main city libraries serving
as regional centres and others serving as the user's initial point of

ic to the system. Essentially, the scheme means mobilisation of
the nation's intbrmation resources into a network of information
centres. The public library will be the focal point for the inquirer
and potential user.

Ancillary Staff
kVe have emphasised that if libraries arc to be used most efficiently

the should have trained staff. Similarly, it' learning resources,
which in some cases are expensive to provide, are to be used effec-
tively then there is a need for teachers to have the support of ancillary
staff'. as well as a reduction in class-contact time as recommended
in chapter 7: Secondary Education), to enable selection, evaluation,
and adaption of programmes.
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In the primary service there is no set time allocation for ancillary
staff to support to in their Use of educational equipment.
Primary schools ;Are allowed a set number of hours Of ancillary aide
assistance depending on the size of the school and its special needs.
The ti of ancillary staff is flexible but it is likely that they w ill he
increasingly imolved in facilitating tinIre eflectie use of resowes
by such activities as working in libraries, operating equipment, and
assisting the director of resources with the functions described
earlier. The Government has recently approved a widening of the
areas in which ancillary staff' may he employed in sect )iidary
schools. nesr include the maintenance of equipment Lsetterally
and the setting up and dismantling of teaching equipment. .1 school's
ancillary staffing entitlement may also now be used over a full
calendar year

In the rum greater emphasis on learner-based education, and
generally ha rea3ed use of all resources is envisaged. Changes in
methods and resources will require changes in teaching pra'tice,
in I) ticular, teachers will find that their. jobs involve more prepara-
tion, planning, management of resources. Ancillary staff will
be used in a vat iecy of ways with teachers directing the overall
programme. The recruitment and training of adequate ancillary
staff will assist materially in improved use of present resources and
in the diffusion of innovations. The present draft form 1-4 social
studies syllabus is an example of planned change which will only
be translated into the classroom ifa number of conditions are present,
including support in the selection and use of resources at the local
level.

The working party recommends:
11. That as an interim measure, immediate provision be made for a

subrtantial increase in the present ancillary staff entitlement fig both
primary and secondary schools, and in tertiary institutions :there such
entitlement is provided.

12. That at all levels there be a specific allocati.,n of time for ancillary
stqfi to support teachers and lecturers .in the preparation of teaching
materials, the use and maintenance of equipment, and in associated
tasks.

13. Vat ancillary staff be actively recruited and paid rates which reflect
the level of expertise which they possess and the need to provide an
attractive alternative to other employment opportunities.

Teacher Education
It is hard for teachers to keep pace with advances in learning

resources and methods of instruction. The potential of the available
resources is often unrealised through a lack of knowledge, of con-
fidence, and of specialised training in their application to learning
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situation.. Teachers at both the pre-service and in-service stage need
to be aware of the potential of learning resources in meeting specified
objectives, and to be given training to produce confidence in their
selection, preparation, and use. In particular, as new resources
become available, in-service comes should precede, or coincide with
their distribution to schools. As far as training in the use of audio-
visual materials is concerned, increasing emphasis is being placed,
in the pre-service training of teachers, on the effective use of
audio-visual media.

Advances are being made in the establishment of positions and
provision of improved audio-visual media clurses at teachers
colleges. It is important that all teachers receive a course of sufficitat
scope to provide a basis. for effective and infornied use of resources,
to which elective options may be .added for further specialisation.
Through NIassey University some training in theoretical aspects
is available linr candidates fbr the Diploma in Education.

In the in-service area, a scheme has been initiated whereby
selected teachers will be trained in teachers colleges, and then
return to their regions to establish local courses. This scheme has
led to several courses in the Auckland region during 1973, but much
wider provision of training at all levels of education is needed.

Teacher education is an essential prerequisite to more effective
use of resources and techniques of instruction. We believe that a
basic course providing adequate study of the technology of education,
the impact of technology on education, and the application of
technology to education should be taken by all student teachers.
If$e of a variety of learning resources by lecturers when teaching
their own subject in pre-service nd in-service courses would increase
confidence among teachers as well as spread knowledge about
the availability and application of resources. This implies that pro-
vision is needed for lecturers to keep up to date on the resources
available, methods of instruction, and success in use. Specialist
educational media stall-should be appointed to all teachers colleges,
not only to mount courses and disseminate information on resources,
but also to co-Drclinate and assist with investigations involving the
use of der ices in subject areas.

The working party recommends:
I 1. I hat all student teachers be given courses including slur}, of the

technology of education, the impact of technology on education, and the
appliention of technolo,.;y to education.

15. Thai u.se of a variety of learning resources be integrated into all
teacher education subject courses..

16. That increased emphasis be given to providing early opportunity for
teachers to have in-service courses on the application of learning re-
sources to the achievement of curriculum objectives.
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Central Support
In the next decade it is probable that resources will include

devices to facilitate large-group teaching as well as equipment
designed to assist self-learning and programmes of individual
instruction. Increased attention to diverse educational needs, the
consequent cost of the resources required, and the efficiency of their
use, imply that a systematic approach to the production, distribution,
and evaluation of these learning resources is necessary.

There are several agencies involved in the present arrangements
for providing audio-visual materials for teachers and for training in
the use of these materials. The sections of the Department of Educa-
tion involved are the Na6inal Film Library (provision of films,
tapes, and recordings), the Visual Production Unit (provision of
filmstrips, slides, charts, pictures, and overhead projector trans -
parencies., the Publications Branch (provision of pictures,
bulletins. handbooks, and journals), the Curriculum Development
Unit planning and selection of materials and in-service training),
and tile inspectorate and advisory services (in-service training).

In 1961- the increasing importance of audio-visual media was
recognised by the appointment of a curriculum officer (audio-
visual . In addition to acting in an advisory capacity on professional
mallets relating to the proposed new developments, this officer is
active in the field of in-service training fbr teachers, producing
tracliei. wide materials, and co-ordinating the work of his kllow
office! s in previewing films, filmstrips, slides, and transparencies. He
also supervises the professional aspects of the work of the National
Film Library and the Visual Production Unit. Teachers are
involved in development work with aadio-visual media and serve
on various committees concerned with teaching media. Both the
New Zealand Educational Institute and the Post Primary Teachers'
Association have active audio-visual aids committees.

1 he National Film Library, with headquarters in Wellington and
brans in.s in Auckland and Christchurch, has 6,000 regular
b(irrocArrs. holds some 8,500 different films (33,000 prints in all)
and 1,.000 records; it also operates an audio-tape duplicating service
for sc hook. Since 192 the filmstrip section of the National Film
Library . now the Visual Production Unit) has been providing
filmstrips and slides to schools and teachers colleges. The unit now
holds approximately 1,230 filmstrips, mostly imported. There are
filmstrip libraries in each of the ten education board districts and
in seven teachers colleges. I'p to 300 copies of each filmstrip arc
produced or purchased and copies sent to the libraries; the
remainder are available, heavily subsidised, for sale to schools
which are encouraged to build up their own libraries of filmstrips.
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The tvol-king pat ty belie% es that there is need for a co-ordinating
bodN to plan the further development of learning l'CSolnceS In NrW
Zealand. SchCtiontIld use of resource materials is
closely related to the heltli of teacher education and curriculum
deNlopment. .1111 organisation established should ensure close and
continuing elationship:, between these fields. There has, unfortun-
ately, been a Nvorld-wide trend for the use of audio-visual aids to
develop in a largely unt o-ordinated fashion. New resources are too
often obtained according to the titshion -f the moment and used to
support traditional n aching- approaches. Too little aaention is paid
to determining the appropriateness of resources in fulfilling
curriculum objectives, and t,) the evaluation and diAsemination of
success and failure. Audio-visual media such as lb mm projectors,
overhead prt)jectors, radio, and television cannot fulfil their potential
when information about their ability to meet specified learning
objectives is not disseminated; when teacher training in their use
is inadequate; and when the comparative value of various media
and other re,ources in differing. situations is not evaluated. Before
any commitment is made to considerable expenditure on new
resources there should be adequate planning to ensure that they will
be used effectively, and that the same expenditure on a different mix
of resources will not be more appropriate to the desired learning
OlItCOnles.

As noted above, the Department of Education is a major provider
of learning. resources. At present the purchase, selection, com-
missioning, lend;i1g, advertising, and recommending of resources
are carried out by diflerent sections, each with its own policy. Some
resources, for example, transparencies and tapes, are handled by
more than one section. It is possible that yet another section will be
set up to handle educational television. The School Library Set-Nice
spends about $210.000 a year on books, vet this valuable service has
no fhrmal link with the Curriculum Development Unit, or with
any of the department agencies providing resources.

'f her has been no survey of Vends in Government expenditure on
various folms of resources, or any policy formulated for their
overall development. This cannot be done until an officer of senior
rank within the Department of Education is given the job of co-
ordinating the development and use of resources at all levels...1s we
see it. his duties would include the planning of a resources pro-
gramme to match developments in curriculum with the provision
of resources of all types those made 1w teachers, those available for
'minims,. and thoie given or lent by the department. 'Fins would
involve evaluation of resources and method of using them. In
passing. we hNe noted that the Karmel report, Education in South
.1utralia, has recommended that such responsibilities in the
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Depattment of Education of that state should be headed by a
Deputy Director-General assisted by three directors in charge
respeezielv of recruitment and personnel, finance and adtnini-
strati,,n, plant and equipment.

l iii officer we liae recommneld vvoteld be the head of a re-
source. unit within the Department of Education, the main function
of which would be to support schools in their use of learning
resources. We envisage that this new unit would encompass the
flinctions of the present National Film Library, Tape Library,
Record Liiirary, Visual Production Unit, School Publications
Branch. School Library Service, and Broadcasts to Schools. As well

co-orti;Lating tin: work of these various services, a resources unit.
would act as a clearing house for ideas and methods of running
courses, provide liaison with teacher education and curriculum
development organisations, and promote the interchange of in-
tbrmation among teacher.. It would recommend, develop, and
evalthtto resources appropriate to given learning situations; and in
addition it would establish and service the teachers centres ref.erred

eariit r. as well as promoting the formation of school resources
centres. providing on-site training fbr their staff, and maintaining
close liaison with them. The unit could also sponsor the production
of tele% ision, radio, and other audio-visual resource materials.
Accnrclift.:Iv, we recommend:

17. Tha; a resources unit with responsibility for the learning resources field
he eitablished u ithin the Department of Education.

111, party believes that this new unit and the officer in
t. barge of it could benefit from haying the advice and support of a
council which is widely representative of educational and lay
orlzanisittione. Precedents for such a body exist in the National
Advisory Committee on Maori Education and the National Advisory
Council on Pie-school Education, and we believe that these bodies
,r e a useful purpose in promoting the flow of intimnation and
idea< both lice, and out of the Department of Education.

The nine tio t such a council would be to provide ;:o-ordination
and liaison at the national level in order to support school-based
iteti hies. Its btoadly-based membership would enable it to play an
advisory role in such fields as; planning and co-ordination of
dee, elopmcut; production and distribution of resources; ordering
priorities: facilitating research and innovation; and evaluation and
improement of resources. It would be serviced by permanent staff
in the resotti-ccs unit, o nd the director of that unit would be a member
of the council, O. officio.

Accordingly, we recommend:
18. That plannin.;, derelopmera, implementation, and evaluation in the

field of learnin.; rewurces be co-ordinated at the national letel.
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19. lhat a eounid, Nil, "wtatire of educational and lay organisations, he
esti:Niched to athise the Department of Education on co-ordination and
detelopments in the field of learning resources.

Educational Broadcasting

Up to this point, we have been cinicerned with improving the
effectie use of resources in general. Apart from distinguishing book
and non-book forms, w e have not discussed particular learning
resources. How ever, we wish to comment briefly on one resource
which has received considerable attention in recent years
educational teleision.

The common use of the general term "educational television"
tends to obscure the complexity of the applications of this medium,
which may involve; network transmission to schools, either direct, or
recorded and replayed; preparation of educati,mal materials by
educational groups, either centrally or locally; closed-circuit trans-
mission or recording for transfer of infinmation or analysis of
activities; and network transmission of programmes for instructional
or sociological purposes i.t continuing education. Various of these
activities re occurring now; we will restrict our comments to the
application of the medium in schools, and in continuing education.

Compared with other audio-% isual resources, television requires a
large outlay, and at a time of ;reat expansion in the demand for
basic educational servicesteachers, books, buildings--it has been
difficult to justify the funding fin. large-scale educational television
experiments in schools. In 1970, a Committee of Inquiry into the
Uses. of Television in Education was set up, covering both broadcast
and closed-circuit television at school, higher, and adult educational
levels. That committee saw audio-visual aids, and television in
particular, "as a means of improving the quality of education rather
than effecting economies in educational expenditure". It recognised
the importance of keeping a proper balance between innovation and
existing activities in the audio-visual field, a view which we have
implicitly endorsed earlier in this chapter.

More recently, the 1973 Committee on Broadcasting stated that
"cost alone will preclude New Zealand from doing, here and now,
all those things (in the field of broadcasting) that may seem
desirable" t. While accepting this view, with its implication that early
and comprehensive use of broadcast educational television for
schools u out of the question, the working party believes that there
is a place for properly evaluated pilot schemes in schools to assess the

. _Rd,t I the . ,, tttttttt Inquiry int, the of Telt: is ton In Education. 1, ellingtont
tolvermi..ent !'meter. 1972.
1h uttle Sea. Wellieigton: Government Printer. 1973.
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part educational television can play in New Zealand education, and
to prepare the way for local programme production. We also
strongly endorse the Committee on Broadcasting's view that "the
imaginative handling of continuing education would contr-ute a
great deal to the enhancement of life within New Zealand". If
continuing education is to be given the emphasis wlich the working
party believes it should have, it is important that a realistic amount
of broadcast time be allocated specifically to continuing education
programmes.

We have emphasised previously that the selection of learning
resources should be related to specific curriculum objectives. Thus,
any decision regarding the development and provision of educational
television in schools should be seen in the context of learning resources
as a whole, and be discussed and co-ordinated by the central organi-
sation outlined earlier. Seen in this context, and in the light of our
recommendation for flexible provision of resources to support school-
orientated curricula, we are not convinced that priority should be
given to widespread introduction of educational television. However,
we recognise that there have been pressures for larger scale introduc-
tion of this medium, and should the proposed advisory body decide
to press ahead with provision of educational television, a number of
implications follow.

Broadcasting media arc effective instructional tools with educa-
tional advantages, but overseas experience shows that without
proper planning and implementation, the benefits of radio and
television as educational media can be nullified. The statutory
bodies in education and broadcasting should have clearly defined
roles to ensure effi.ctive co-operation between the two. If the needs
of the community are to he served, then effective working arrange-
ment; between broadcasters, educators, and community representa-
ti\ e, will he required to decide and plan appropriate programmes.

au-e of the diversity of television usage in education, the
net eary involvement of the networks as carriers of both adult
edit( ation iind school programmes, and the decision to allow control
of !tem.( ked educational broadcasting to remain with the broad-
( ast i tr.; .e4eia it's, it becomes important to have a body with authority

initiateidvise upon, co-ordinate, and evaluate materials relevant
to all receiver groups. Such educational provision could be made
witl:;11 the resources unit :reconmiendation 17) by creating a section
to be dt.ploved solely in educational broadcasting. This section would
pro% ide\,, luahleliaisonwithandbetwee.ntin oseagencies,aswellasbeing
a n.oional clearing-house for all matters connected with educational

a-ting. Member: of its stall could be attached to the broad-
cat i;:g agencies to advise producers on the content and concepts of



t htce agetWiess editational programmes. A likely consequence weuld
be a pooling of the agencies' ideas and commitments, thus obviating
duplication of material but ensuring complementary programming
in this area.

Parallel with these advisory activities, and implicit in the
title "resources unit", must be the provision of facilities and
expertise for the eventual production of educational materials
independently of the networks. Educational media are most
Off., iive %%hen planned fOr and applied to specific edurational
needs. With the likelihood of cheap and readily - available
ideo-cassettes in the near future. provision of easy-access

audio-visual material ibr teachers' selective use would need to
be a priority. In tact, the inflexibility of direct reception of
broadcast programmes is likely to preclude widespread introduction
01 E1 V until recording and replaying facilities become generally

ailable it au economic figure.
0erseas etlea a:ional television broadcasting ey.peienct inditatcs

that this torin of broadcasting should be separate from the general
producIion area Of a nett/ ork service. The changing patterns of
education, the specialised educational and broadeastint: skills
required, the recognition of current trends, and the growing use of
technological resources require a specialised :ital.!' working solely
ill this field. hereIbre, educational television 5110111(1 have its
own tudios, kadif, and equipment.

lo pro:I:to., effective use of educational teletision
merseas agt ncies have recot:niscd Ow need for close 1,uith

teaching staff:. flexible employment policy, allowing secondment
from the Inttadeasting agencies and or the teaching prote.4sion to
augment the perulaneut production teams. is desirable. Fluis,
trainint.g courses for teachers who %%ill work vith p:oduction
van', will kg' needed at an early date.

I het- is k lear-eut between educational anti other
programme., particularly in the field of continitin:: education,
Broadcasting agencies should tit tt be discouraged from producing
educational programmes finite the reverse should occur. flow.
ever, t tt-opt ..ukt planning between educational intereti and
prodw don te.:ms \\ ill he desirable as a part of the pr( pat .11101n
()Ism it programmes.

1 worl..itu., party recommend;:

20. 7 hd 1110 ennlInelle71)19111 111 edllealinlial
%dont be made &jure the r%tabli,hment if a

pati 1.?? . /Wilt SelfrIlleS and the level iy introdurtinn
ty )forbid 1,, derided hr 11th hodj.
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Chapter 15 BUILDINGS

In several different contexts in this report we have stressed the
need for flexibility in the provision and design of buildings.
The emphasis on the school as a professional unit implies that
there should be some room thr individual differences in the use of
school space which would reflect the particular needs and
programmes of the school. It is implicit also in our discussions on
the curriculum and on resources that curriculum programmes,
methods of teaching, and concepts of resource organisation are
changing so rapidly that physical provisions which facilitated
approaches which were new and in favour yesterday, may
become a hindrance or embarrassment to the new requirements of
tomorrow. In these circumstances it is impossible to provide
architectural solutions to educational problems unless these
solutions are based on the concept of maximum flexibility of design
and ease of reconstruction. But there arc likely to be other
problems in the provision and adaptation of educational buildings
which arise from the concept of continuing education. Community

/wed to 1w planned and housed, but the concept itself is still
in the developmental stage and is bound to change. It is the same
with the community !ntre concept based on the school: its future
cannot h determined until experience has indicated what
lacilitirs are likely to be most useful, and in what ways present
buildings can be adapted with a minimum of cost and delay.

Another aspect of educational building which bears heavily
opal the eil;ctiveness of learning and teaching is the need to have
adequate space and provisions in order to implement new policies
or to cope with incre:.sing numbers. The teacher who has to cope
with a substandard prefabricated room b. not concerned about the
niceties of design or the adaptability of teaching spaces 1w has a
much !mire elemental need (although in fairnes it sly ruld be
pointed out that this sit ration is becoming less common as relocat-
ables are being increasingly used). It would be easy t,e gather and
list complaints about !mildings or extra classrooms not available on
time, and there is no doubt that from the point of view of the
individual school this can be educationally damaging. It can force
a q.lif col to e::pand in numbers of pupils far beyond the reasonable
provisions al.owed tier in the original planning. Quite apart from
teacher fur stration, there is also parental concern, for parents are
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trot insensitive to the implications of sending their children to a
school which May be carrying up to 50 percent: more than its

optimum capacity. While this situation has not been unusual in the
past, it can result from a culmination of many circumstances, some
of which arc not within the control of either central or local educa-
tional bodies.

But having pointed to the areas of present (and future) concern,
it must be added that we realise that the problems involved in

providing adequate buildings in an expanding school population,
at the time and in the place where they are most needed, have been
very complex and part of the much larger problem financing and
providing major capital works in the country as a whole. It is

doubtful whether most teachers have much appreciation of the
intricate ramifications of educational building, and as a working
party we have not attempted to enter into this area, which properly
belongs to the Working Party On Orzanisation and Administration.
Nevertheless. w r think that One implication of the central theme of
our report can be stated as a general principle: that delegation of
authority in the provision or adaptation of buildings should be passed
as far -down the line- is consistent with the overall resplmsibility
of central main wities. In other words, the closer the decision-making
process is to the school concerned, the inure likely it is that the needs
of particular schools can hr understood and catered fbr. By the same
token. schools are more likely to understand the implication: and
ramilicathms of their requests or complaints if they are dealing
with a local or region,d authority which must preserve its (Ait
credibility with reasonable explanation and justification for its

:tells)I1',.

The Present System of School Building
i; p.nt iiie place .to detail the practices alai
iit the Department (t and echicatii 01 hoards in

relation to Null( iniiIclint4s. In brief: in the pre-sehool area, mini-
mum standards are sit for independent kindergartens, independent
i)layeentre.ind. day nurseries by the 1)epartmnt of Social \Velfare
and for id.o.centres and kindergartens by the Department of
Education : in the c.);e kindergartens, basic plans (with solve
variation.; posil,lc ate available from the department. For primary
school:, tht 10 education boards are responsible for drawing ill) ttf
plans within a code NCI (1().11 IN the (lepartliient, the 1)lill(lint, code.
and local loi.i.)%s Seeotidury school buildings are the direct responsi-
bility of the department itself aml technical institutes and tachets
colleges have normally been built in accordance with a brief
approved by the I)epattmnt of Education although they ate
specifically designed to meet the needs of particular areas.



Colt Lern with flexibility ti !(1 ilk St 1 .' a
Vb 61% I hill P Sir ra W.4C Tth .111.; k ptri11)11' to design

and satue dik (r,ification to meet local needs or kvishes.
We in fin t. put this ipieslio to the Dip:it tment of Education
tali ti for examples of SIR it and diversification. 'While

the (1.11 'AC hake 'reek ed, and the di,ens,ion we have had with
(rill( er, of the department, cannot be easily summarised, We have at
least n amed one elt.ar impression: that it is not lack of ideas or

itv to tin' nerd for architectural innoation which inhibits
the lnt of flexibility which is possible, but rather the inadequacy
of 1:1, mechaoisin:; for handling the development of, and the flow of
infOrw.ttion about, new designs, materials, :Ind building techniques.
Taken over the country as a whole, there is ample evidence that

ithin the constraints imposed by finance, the school population
(\piosisa, and specialist stalling there has been a genuine attempt
to d..:..f,n kyhich can meet the requirements of contemporary

ot._!.lui,ation and practice. If one looks at the latest designs
6,1- example the S secondary school at .\shburton or the

ne-tk pe intermediate SCI1(rl to be built at Ponsonby) there is

e id. 'lee of planning which takes into account the changing needs
of the "'haul.

Unfiffumatelv, it is not so easy to update existing schools and
one of the implications of introducing a new code, such as the 1970
code for primary and intermediate schools, is that substantial re-
source, must be committed to extensive remodelling programmes.
I t has been pointed unit to us that this policy may inhibit the develop-
ment of flexible buildings in two ways. First, because the implications
of a new code on existing buildings must be taken into account, and
the consequent costs of remodelling kept within manageable limits.
Seco::(1, because the proposition that schools should have the same
Loi!ii.ies may be extended t-) mean that they should be in every way
idendeal. It could well be that with more school involvement in
the remodelling process, a school might opt for the retention of
rooms ,inaller than those prole ided in the code and use the total
teaching area allowed in a way suited to its own needs. Whatever

iluti,,ns are possible, we are concerned that they should allow for a
maxim:nu of flexibility in organisation.

The School Development Group
It does -ot take long, in any investigation of reason's for failures

to take hull advantage of the opportunities which already exist for
llr \iblr dek elopment, to run into the problem of insufficient stalling

hether at departmental or board level. This problem is relatedt whole field of organisation and administration and we do
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not intend to pursue it in this report. But there is one aspect which
is particularly relevant to our interests, and that concerns the School
I)evelopmnt Group of the Department of Education. The original
School Development Group was established in 1455 and comprised
a small secretariat consisting of the school development officer and
three others. It was established to co-ordinate the department's
efforts in the development of better school design and now consists
of the executive officer, buildings 'development': ; the as,i,tant
executi% e officer, buildings development ; two investigating officers;
a school furniture officer; and two clerical officers. In addition, it
has attached to it a de% elopment architect.

The group has a responsibility to establish standards of co:htruct-
ion; it actively promotes better school design by assisting designing
architect; in education boards and elsewhere with detailed infor-
mation as ti teaching requirements; it is concerned with the con-
trol of costs of buildings and the administration of the white lines
polic lit!. 'military and intermediate sc hook; it e:aablisbe, ctandaids
for equipment and is involAed in the design of flunitme; ;:nd as
au increasingly important function--it is responsible for develop-
InCTII, plans for secondary schools.

We spell tilt tiae res.pn,ibilitiv.; to highlight the fliet that we
belieyi that thi; division should er tjatly strew:I.:fez:ed. It
could, and play a mu. It greater pail in tl.e de% elopment
new and Ilexi!)le designs and in tr% Mg out and providin" advi( e
about equipment, but tla are unlikeiy to happen unle,s Its 5tafhing
is expanded considerably to fa( %%hat seem, to us to he ;al-
lunction iii the whole realm of inipioement of the contents within
which learning and teaching can become more flexible. Vt.
stand that 1'rop...,:10; concerning the v.Loie of the buildiwy i

are tind onsideration. aud feel that it is therefore t;;Ipl% to
car- 0.11 ern. Vhil, it is hardn. our place to ;1t.!.en.pt t''

.inek t:! -treingthening of El r r,rr.up ( an be,t be .a
we belie\ that it ids at least a huildite-, 1-ecarch nnit, ed;toi
Nt:lff to piovid for the flow of information on new de% elopu.euts to
relevant bodi.s, pro% of some means by which it c.ti: hae
much ontat t with 0; et seas de%elopment units, as well a- an
iucrea,e in the tet nece,,ary to allow for mole au, ntion
to xplo:atoty activities in the whole field of deelom, nt. We
rreormnr:!(1. CO;dhi('IV

1. %,i. 1)* ..-(14) /1/ nt Gioop qr,n.;,-tikned
P.' 're 7..',%'11% h 1,:nd art!z:11,s 4i17 t.

,ind pullitate /! u' of information
t1'r6u;;;! regular publications
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School Responsibility
One of the clear impressions which emerges from a study of the

ways in which school buildings are planned is the need for very
close collaboration between the architect, the administrator, and
the teacher. It is one thing to press for a change in teaching methods,
staff organisation, or resource usage: it is quite another thing to
forsee and plan for the material consequences of these changes. For
example, a reduction in formal contact hours involves more work-
room space for teachers and the provision of spaces for independent
study by pupils; a school resource centre implies storage and
demonstration facilities as well as a workspace for the special re-
sources staff member; a school-based curriculum implies suitable
meeting rooms for teachersas also does in-service education with-
in the school; an emphasis on flexible groupings of pupils implies
areas which are set aside specifically for this purpose rather than
areas which must also serve as work areas.

There are obviously many more examples which could be taken
from the various changes mentioned throughout this report. It is
obviously not the job of the architect, as such, to forsee changes in
teaching requirements or t.o translate very general educational
trends into specific designs. Nor cat be be expected to operate on
such a general concept as "flexibility" without some idea of the
spaces and functions involved and the manner in which they are
likely to be used. This is a responsibility which must be borne by
the principal and his staff as they plan the total school programme.
If there is to be more flexibility in the use of the space provided,
then it is clearly important for decisions to be made which reflect
the considered judgment of all those involved. It is also important
for teachers to challenge their own basic assumptions and ask them-
selves whether some of the traditional provisions are necessary (for
example, an assembly hall) or whether there are important functions
not provided for (for example, social spaces for pupils).

While emphasising the responsibilities of teachers, we also
recognise that where changes in building design involve changes
in teaching methods or class organisation (for example, in an open-
plan design), teachers should be well prepared for such changes
through appropriate in-seiN;ce courses.

One matter which arises from this concerns the extent to which
teachersor more broadly the "profess' mals" in the education
service are involved in the process of s( nool planning. We realise
that there is consultation and that, for example, representatives of
the teachers are associated with the district senior inspector in
assisting a board's planning committee, or that the teachers'
organisatbns have assisted in the planning of prototype schools.
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But we think that there is probably room fig the setting up of joint
study groups in which teachers with experience of (and a flair for)
translating teaching needs into building requirements should meet
with architects and administrators on a regular basis in order to
discuss the specific needs of teaching in relation to design. In other
words, to the extent that school architects must become iimateur
educationists, so some teachers should be encouraged to become
amateur designers. In the long run we would prefer to see school
building specialists with both professional skills in their background,
but at least we could take the first step. An allied, and more straight-
forward step, would be to acid an educationist, with particular
strengths in the field of curriculum innovation and teaching tech-
niques, to the School Development Group. We therefore recommend:

e). That school districts encourage the setting up of joint study groups in
the area of school design, and that regular in-service courses in this area
involving members of the relevant professions be provided.

3. That an educationist with special knowledge in the area of curriculum
and teaching method be appointed as a regular member of the School
Development Group.
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PART D BEYOND EQUALITY: EDUCATIONAL
PROVISIONS ACCORDING TO NEED

The three major areas which have been given special consideration
over the years are still in need of expansion and consolidation.
Although they are treated separately, there is considerable overlap;
in particular, chapter 17 on Psychological, Guidance, and Support
Services and Children with Special Needs covers a wide range of
services and needs, including the areas covered in the other two
chapters. Provisions for rural children have been a special concern
in New Zealand education, but there are still some aspects which
warrant further attention and we discuss these briefly. Maori
education has been the subject of widespread discussion and publica
tion, and we draw attention to what appear to us to be the major
aspects of this discussion.
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Chapter 16 MAORI EDUCATION

There remain within our education system a number of areas
which give rise to particular concern, and one which consistently
attracts public attention is Maori education*. We received a number
of detailed submissions on Maori education and we also requested a
study group to prepare a report for our consideration'''. From the
information presented, and from our own deliberations, we concluded
that while a number of positive moves have recently been taken by
individual schools and by the Department of Education there are
still areas within which we think it important to make specific
recommendations, even though some of them may be reinforcing
activities which are already being undertaken.

The report of the Commission on Education (1962), followed by
reports from the New Zealand Educational Institute, the New
Zealand Post-Primary Teachers' Association, and the National
Advisory Committee on Maori Education, clearly focused 'ttention
on the under-achievement of Maori children in our school,. The
commission said:

In the Maori people lies the greatest reservoir of unused talent in the
population. The benefit that could finally accrue in the field of race
relations, if the Maori could play the important part in all areas of
the community that his numbers warrant, needs no emphasising.

Over a decade later we believe that such a statement remains
substantially true and continued efforts are needed to provide an
education which is able to stimulate and motivate Maori Aildren
and adults.

In its report on Maori education, the National Advisory Com-
mittee stated that there is a need for the Maori's self image to be
c.nchanced by the knowledge that cultural differences are understood
and accepted by those with whom he associates, and to that end we
believe that within the educational system there is a place fig the
education of all New Zealanders about things Maori. We agree with
those who say that the Maori people as tangata thenua or original
inhabitants have a vital contribution to make in the further develop-
ment of our national identity and the cultural enrichment of the
community. Education has an important function in developing

In this C hal,a r %.r de.il solely with the education of the Maori people except for a note
on the rdiii ,ition of Polynesian immigrants at the end of thr chapter.
Thii study group report. .thh,r, Edueahor, ii bring published as a separate document
uul cont.iir:s nuniber of detailed recommendations which we believe are sortby of
(.4 aisider.tti, as.
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social awareness of what it means to be a New Zealander and in
fostering the growth of a society in which diversity of cultural
background is a strength rather than a weakness. We believe that
what is needed in the imm, dime future is fine teachers, parents, and
administrator; to work together with a conscious desire to fi)ster
goodwill and co-operation among people of difkring background.
There is a need for flexible rather than dogmatic attitudes; and
lexibility of attitude is not a matter fbr recommendation, legislation,
or regulation. We accept that th greatest responsibility fbr change
must lie with the pakeha majority, and particularly with those who
hold positions of authority, but there must also be a willingin.s
the part of the \Lori community to make use of the opportuniti:s
for development which are provided.

Teacher Education
Th ch.mges envisaged by the workirg party have important

implications for teacher recruitment and for teacher education, both
pre-service and in-service. It is itnporrint that an increasing number

Nia stud( tit. enter teachers colleges and it would be unfortunate
if iullexible academic criteria were to militate against the admission
or able Maori i:ppiicimls. /mud( dimly those with a ktirm ledge of the
NI,.ori language. As an int:ritn measure, native speakers of the Maori

51101.11(1 be encouraged to enter teaching and such entrants
shotild have a peri;q1 of training leading to certification as teachers of
Ivot i language..

Within the te,Lchurs colleges adequate provision should be made
for 111 students ho wish to Tecialise in the field:, of Nfoori language
:!tal culture. lit addition. ( oursc; coering the culturia background
Of ihe niori. as as patterns or icarnitt..4 and appropriate

tedmiquei, should be available n) all students. Some
attillion is already being givrn to these areas of study, but we
believe nt)re effective teaching w result if considerably more time
can b. (lctoted 0) these area,:. \Ve realise that increasing pressures
are being. brought to 1)1 i upon teachers colies.t,s %%ith respect to

omeut: but m :thin die frame%%ork of the society Which

!..: . helo to create. an appropriate background in Nlaori
cultut:. should be given due prominence. Tln working party also
recognkes the difficulties experienced by the teachers colleges in
obmitting- suitably-quarlid staff:

In-sct \ nurses concerned %.ith understanding min catering- for
the needs of the NI.tori child sin miti be provided selected,

( 11.1,, It impracticable 0) recommend that all teachers ureic rtake
such ,mt..z.-4. and pri,.rity should be gi% en 0) aerie: theo is a

111:!111:11. t N1,114i Child! I II ill ;1(4)IS ailtd 1%11(1 tilt' relevance



of such courses is likely to be greatest. More specialised advanced-
level subject courses should be conducted at Lopdell and Hogben
Houses and attention could be given to the establishment of an
in-service trlining centre adjacent to a tnarae. This would have the
advantage of allowing the teachers evolved in the courses to mix
freely with NIacri people ar...t so develop a greater understanding of
Maori custom and tradition. Greater attention also needs to be given
to the teaching of English. This requires special skill and may best
be undertaken by teachers already experienced in working with
Maori children who could then undertake a specialised course
conducted at a teachers college or university.

While we believe that developments in teacher education should
have priority, me recognise that initially problems will arise from a
lack of academically-qualified staff and a scarcity of resources.
Avid! we appreciate these problems, we do not believe that they are
insuperable an .1 accordingly recommend:

I. That ,,, nt attentiun be gi;..tn 71/1.;Failing /in-serz.ice courses and

ettodin, 1; its- cour3t3 tt1 proz.ilie for more ettensit study of
.a 711e learnin;: patterns of Maori children;
bn MGori lanoage and culture, and lcars in which these can be

integrated into and taught in appopriate fields of sta4r.

Curriculum
In the field of curriculum the Nvorking party received very strong

reprelentations calling fbr the teaching of Maori language to all
pupils. While we do not favour the introduction of compulsory
Mat language teaching we believe that in primary schools elere is
a ned titr the teaching of all pupils in the rudiments of the Maori
language with special emphasis on pronunciation, and that in
secondary schools NIanri language should be offered as a getwine
option wherever possible. In addition, N1aoritanga should form an
importaat part of the curriculum in all schools. especially in social
studies. ph\ sical education, music. and arts and crafts. It can be
ari:nd that such changes to the curit alum is ill be of little relevance
fbr chi!d;t n in an area with a small Maori population, but migr.tion
pattern: :how that. increasingly, Maoris are shifting to areas which
the :;ate previously not populated to any great extent. There is also
mu, h intrnal movement of people within New Zealand and a child
edui .steel in a largel% non-Maori area may later move to an area

(1,,-; have a geate Maori population: such a child would be
asiN d h% knowledge of the NI:nal gained from his earlier schooling.

initit taut point. however. is that ti an tuvlet standing of other
euktio to he tOstered by schools it is essential that children be
show the difkrenees w hit h do exist between different cultures and
etas t .
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Beyond this basic level of course content, a school might well
develop more extensive programmes of Maori language teaching and
Maoritanga depending on the expertise of the teaching staff and
on community support. Where there are significant numbers of
Maori children or where a onnaunity demand exists, Maori
could profitably be used as a medium of instruction in appropriate
subkos. The mass media, especially television and radio, have an
important role to play in the education of both children and adults
about things Maori and programmes should illustrate the cultural
diversity of the Maori people and other ethnic commimities rather
than concentrate only on a few aspects such as song and dance. We
recommend:

2. That in appropriate subjects and to the greatest extent possible,
.Maori languav and culture be included in the curricu:um at all
stages of the education . }'stem.

Early-childhood Education

Changing geographic and social factors result in a greater number
of Maoris living in urban areas and attention needs to be given to
the provision of early-childhood education for ) Iaori children in
toi.ns and cities. It, in urban areas, this education could be provided
at a community centre there would be wide social advantages.
This centre (which is mentioned also in chapter 5) would have
the community actively involved its running and could become
a meeting place fin- children and parents where recreational and
cultural pursuits could 1.G 1 .A..11owed, where library books could be
obtained, and where consultations ct uld occur with doctors or
other social workers.

Whet kindergartens and playcenues already exist or are to be
established every effi,rt should he made to involve the parents of
NI.to:i children in their running. In rural areas where the extended-
family concept )1. the Maori is still strong there may 1.-)t br a need
to pro% kir a new facility unless this is the expressed wish of the
community, in which case ti e local community should be fully
consultel as to siting and organisation. with other teachers, the
training programmes of those working in the early-childhood field
should inch& a component of Maori language and calturr. We
recommend:

That the particular needs of Maori parents and their lien be
taken into account in the tro,.i.siun of facilities for early-childhood
edt.calion.
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Vocational Education
The working party believes that the report, Maori Adult Education,

presented to the National Council of Adult Education in 1972 is
both comprehensive and far-sighted. The report reiterates an
earlier recommendation of the National Advisory Council on
Maori Education which we believe is most important:

That the number of c .urses and trade training schemes for Maori
youths be further extended, that a wider range of skills be taught, that
more schemes be open to girls as well as boys, and that the courses be
open to young Maoris from urban as well as rural environments.

In the long term, measures taken in schools will have an effect on
the motivation of the Maori pupil and the need for purely vocational
courses may well diminish, particularly with the extension of
courses available at technical instit.ttes. The need does exist at
present, however, and it must be c4tered for.

The report further states that:
One of the results of generally lower Maori attainmci.ts in school

is that a substantial number of Maori teenagers, among them many of
high ability, leave school early and unqualified. Responsible po :itions
normally require skills in communication, and Maori workers may
find themselves trapped by a restricted use of English which does not
lend itself to dealing with more than concrete and immediate situations.

Such a situation calls for the extensi,,,, provision of "second-chance
education," sith particular emphasis on language development,
and opportuniti.'s for second-chance education should be adequately
publicist.J. Indeed, there is room for much improved communica-
tion at an earlier stage within schools, as many Maot; pupils are
unaware of the vocational opportunities open to them, especially
of courses at ertiary educational institutions. It may well be that
merely publicising the opportunity for second-chance education is
not enough. Itinerant tutors could be appointed in certain areas to
actively -ecruit and encourage the attendance of adults who could
benefit from such courses.

We recommend
4. That the vocational needs of the Maori in both urban and rural

area be catered Jr o br an extension of pre-vocational and vicational
cozener, and greater 'provision of opportunities for "second-chance"
educatio ".

Lifelong Education
I.it long education alto has been well covered in the report,

Maori .1dult Education, a I more recently in the UNESCO report,
Lifelong Education. It is worth noting, in passing, that the MaGri
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whare wananga, house, of learning, constituted a well-established
system of lifelong ethIcation long before the term became fashion-
able in mid-twentieth century New Zealand.

As the UNESCO report points our, urbanisation has taken the
Maori "chiefly into new housing areas with woefully inadequate
community and recreational facilities". There is an urgent need,
therefore, for an indeterminate type of provision which includes
welfare, recreational, community, and educational facilities. This
would be the same facility which was earlier advocated as being
suitable for the provision of early-childhood education. Where it is
impossible or impracticable to establish new centres, provision
should be made by central and local government of facilities which
would encourage greater numbers of people to participate in further
education.

It is iikt.ly that community colleges will play an increasing role
in the provision of facilities for both vocational and lifelr ng educa-
tion. Statements made in the report, A Hawke's Bay Community
College: .1 Feasibility Stut"r, are welcomed. The report quotes "a
phrase "which) recurred in discussion with several Maoris on the
circumstances under which they did their 'lest work . . . turanga was
was the place where I can put my fret". From this the report goes
on to state that "the community college should be both a place
to which people go for various educational purposes and a centre
from which services go out". The last statement is particularly
important. It is vital that the types and location of courses be
adjusted to the needs of the Maori people. The UNESCO report
also mentions "that lack of confidence (being shy or whakamaa) may
restrict many Maori people . . . Accomplishment within their own
group is important".

The types of courses which might be conducted are discussed
in the Maori Adult Education report, chapter 4 (Some Adult Educa-
tion Needs of the Maori), and include: some aspects of Nlaoritanga,
parent education, home management and maintenance, and civic
education. We recommend:

That urgent attention be gi:en to the cstabli.shment of courses and
facilities based on communit, colleges, community centres., or secondary
R./tools, u hich provide for the zwrid and particular needs of the Maceri
peopl

Research
\' welcome the impetus %chich has been given to research by the

establishment of the Centre for Maori Studies and Research at the
University of Waikato arid the research programme on Maori
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schooling conducted by the New ''aland Council for Lducational
Research. We believe that it will be important for it.dequate funds
to be made available by the Government for the 'continuation
and extension of research projects in such areas as teacher and
pupil expectations, factors contributing to under-achievement
in Maori children, patterns o!' learning processes of Maori children,
and bilingualism and Maori language retention. Such projects
are likely to be of immediate benefit and will assist the growth of a
better-informed teaching profession, which is more sympathetic to
cultural and linguistic diversity, and better able to cope with
problems posed by childron of different background and outlook.

We have emphasised the need for innovation within the educa-
tional system 'lid believe that it would be worth while if an experi-
mental school were to he established based on a marae-community
concept, with the school actually being built adjacent to the m. rae.
The school would become a focus for the wider activities of the
community, and would be used extensively by parents and others.
If, a,: has been QP id, school is an alien institution for many Maori
Atildr..0 and parents, then positive measures must be adopted to
overcome this situation. We recommend:

6. That the GozvrnmPnt provide greater firancial support for appropriate
research projects an! that an experimental sclool based on a marae-
community concept be established to allow various programmes to be
implemented and evaluated.

The Education of Polynesian Immigrants in New Zealand
We are conscious that in our report we have had little to say

specifically about the education of the growing number of immi-
grant Polynesian children within our New Zealand schools. This
is not because we regard this as an area of little importance but
rat!xr bee:wse we were impressed by the attitude of Maori people
with whom we had discussions and their emphasis on the importance
of coasulting the Polynesian immigrants themselves and thus
involving them, as parents and as members of the community, in
the education of their children. This is particularly imporiant when
many Polynesian peop:e will have had little contact with an "educa-
tion ,vstem" as such, and it is timely to stress this aspect of com-
munity involvement which is one of the main themes of our report.
It may he appropriat, to investigate the desirability of establishing
sor, tbrinal consultative machinery, akin perhaps to the National
Advi,, qv Committee on i Education, but the most valuable work
will he at the individual school-communi.y level, and we have been
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impressed by efforts such as the holding of Polynesian music festivals
and speech contests which are designed to increase the contact
between the home and the school,

We know that in some schools, particularly in Auckland, there
are now large numbers of Polynesian children and we understand
that some measures are already being taken in particular schools
to assist teachers in their work. We are not in a position to judge
the effectiveness of these measures and having made no detailed
examination of the field we offer no recommendations for future
development. NVe support in principle, however, the recommenda-
tions in the recent report of the Committee on Communication between

Schools and Parents and we trust that careful consideration of these
recommendations will ensure that developments are practical in
nature and designed to assist schools and teachers in catering for the
particular needs of Polynesian children.
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Chapter 17 PSYCHOLOGICAL, GUIDANCE, AND
SUPPORT SERVICES AND CHILDREN WITH

SPECIAL NEEDS

The theme underlying this section ofour report* is that help and
guidance, of whatever kind, should be readily available to those in
need of additional support to enable them to fulfil their potentialities.
Our immediate emphasis is on children and young people whose
future achievements and satisfactions will be influenced by the
quality and nature of their experiences in early-childhood and the
school years. Our concern, therefore, is not only for the influences
of formal educational institutions but also for what happens in the
family and the community. Some children will need little support
beyond that given by the family, the school, and the community,
but for others additional resources, both material and human, will
be required in all three places. We are concerned with those adults,
including parents, who teach, care for, or guide children, but we
emphasise that, in many cases, there are limits to what can be
achieved by them without the support and ready availability of
specialist services.

Psychological, Guidance, and Support Services
We believe that psychological, guidance, and support services

should be seen primarily as preventive, with the remedial aspect
being secondary; and that the emotional, social, educational, and
vocational needs of all children are the justification for their ex-
pansion. Because of the importance of the early-childhood years for
subsequent development, the availability of services in those years,
and in the infant-school years, is seen as particularly important.
There are demands, hov.;:ver, for expansion of services within the
community and at every level of the education system: submissions
and representations to the working party make that very clear.

*A study group was set up to prepare a background document for our consideration. Its
thorough coverage of the field and its detailed recommendations warrant careful
attention from those with a particular interest in, or concern for, this area, and ac-
cordingly it is published as a separate docunent cntiticd Psychological, Guidance, and
Support .S.ertices and Children with Special Needs.
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More support is needed in primary schools; recent developments in

guidance and counselling have verified the value placed on such

services in secondary schools; and the expansion of student welfare

services at the tertiary level is needed. We are therefore recom-

mending an immediate expansion in some areas, as well as a
committee of inquiry to examine roles and inter-relationships of

services and to consider ways of improving co-ordination so that

the services are able to meet the needs of local communities, their

fitmilies, and the schools.
Psychological, guidance, and support services are highly valued

but they are unable to meet the demands placed on them. The
Psychological Service of the Department of Education has, with

expansion over the last decade, with close attention to the quality

and qualifications of recruits to the service, and with an emphasis

on full -time training, built up a sound reputation; however, the
service must be expanded further and some of its functions examined.

'We recommend:

1. 7Iutt the Psrchological Serrice be expanded substantially so that it can

meet more readily the marty demands placed on it.

The Vocational Guidance Service is, by contrast, a service
somewhat demoralised and without the status or stability of the

Psychological Service; qualifications of the officers are generally

lower, retention of stall' is lower, salaries are lower, and training is

inadequate. The service is sorely in need of upgrading. 'We recom-

mend:
2. That the r ocotional Guidance Service be upgraded and expanded so

that it can provide more effectively for the vocational guidance of

adolescents and young adults and subpart the development of the

vridance m ticurk in Aecondarr schools.

Visiting teachers, available mainly to schools in larger urban

areas, have proved the great value of having teachers available to

provide links between home, school, and community. We believe

that visiting teachers will play an increasingly important part in

helping children and adolescents whose progress and adjustments

at school are affCcted 1w adverse factors outside the school and we

recommend accordingly:
3. lhat more visiting teachers be appointed and that where possible they

service groups of schools on the basis qf one visiting teacher to each

eeondarr school or pairs of schools in the case of smaller schools) and

the intermediate, primary, and pre-schools around it.

Although in this chapter of our report we make a number of
recommendations which require urgent action, we consider that

there is need fbr a comprehensive inquiry into all aspects of future
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planning fbr the development of psychological, guidance, and
support services and the educatim. of children with special needs.
This is a particularly complex field involving inter-relation-
ships between various Government departments, voluntary organi-
sations, and statutory local bodies, and we concluded that the
difficulties involved arc greater than could be adequately handled

either a select committee or an inter-departmental committee.
We reillise that in recommending the setting U or a committee
of inquiry we may be criticised lbr appearing to hinder progress
but we note that in Britain a massive reorganisation of the social
services resulted from such an inquiry, and we firmly believe that in
New Zealand there is a pressing need tbr future expansion to be
organised in a rational co-ordinated way. We therefbre recommend:

4. That urgency be given to the setting up of a committee of inquiry or
.similar both. with pozerrs to examine inter-relationship and co-ordination
among, pgchological, guidance, and suppoq St. ice.c of Government
departments such as Education, Health, justice, and Social Welfare;
of roluntag organisations such as the Crippled Children Society and
the Intellectually Handicapped Children's Society; and of statutory
bodies such as local and regional authorities and hospital boards.

Community-based Services

'Whether ordinary children or children with special needs are
being considered, we firmly believe the emphasis should be on
providing services within local communities. People who are in
need of help should be able to obtain it when it is needed. Services
provided within an educational context should support the family,
strengthen links between home and school, help to make the
school an integral part of the community, and work in co-ordination
with other agencies. I'o support the family and to enhance a sense
of community we advocate the development within communities
of filmily homes, of the kind run by the Department of Social
Welfare and yoluntar agencies, \Owne children in need of tem-
porary are can be looked after. Such homes could have other
[Unctions such as that of homework centres and could develop in
association with schools and community agencies.

We are impressed with arguments for regarding all the local
community schools as a unit on which psychological, guidance,
and support cervices could be based. For example, it is possible
as in the recommendation above that a secondary school, the
primary, contributing, and intertn«liate schools around it, and the
early-childhood facilities in the lo:ality could make such a unit.
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Services could then be developed in an integrated way so that
parents and teachers could have ready access to them. We recom-
mend:

5. That psychological, guidance, and support services be developed on a
co-ordinated basis within !veal communities in such a way that they
are readily accessible to parents, teachers, and others who need them,

and that the committee of inquiry investigate ways of implementing this
principle.

Help for the Teacher
Helping the classroom teacher to meet the needs of children in the

ordinary school is seen as a priority. Teachers can be expected to
cope with the day-to-day developmental and educational problems
of ordinary children but to meet the needs of children whose
development is atypical they need additional training and support.
In the first place, teachers should be trained to recognise signs of
atypical development, whether in school achievement or in some
other area, and they should know what services outside the school to
call on for help and how to do so. It has been stressed that those
services should be available when needed: no teacher who needs
support from specialists in order to cope with a child in need should
be left to cope alone.

Teacher training should equip teachers to provide for slow learners
at every stage of education; in particular, additional support, effort,
and recognition of the problem arc needed in secondary schools.
Parental agitation and teacher dissatisfactions suggest that provisions
in schools are inadequate for those children having reading and other
learning difficulties. A greater stress on the teaching of reading and
on remedial education in pre-service teacher education and in
in-service work is warranted. In addition, the appointment to schools
of remedial specialists is called for. We support the development,
within schools, of resource rooms for children with adjustment
difficulties and other learning problems for which time out from the
normal classroom is likely to be beneficial. We recommend:

lhat teachers in training, from pre-school to secondary, receive basic
training in special education, so that they have sufficient expertise to
recognise children with learning difficulties, knowledge of the main
kinds of opical development and of the array of special services, and
specific information on how to seek the help of specialists.

7. 1 hat remedial education receive greater emphasis in teacher training and
that there be appointed to schools Jpecialist remedial teachers to help
clas3room teachers cope with children with serious learning deficits.
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Help for the Educationally Disadvantaged

Many New Zealand children are educationally at a disadvantage:
they are children whose educational needs are not being met
z-idequatele by the system and who neither acquire the skills and
knowledge which they Otott Id nor develop a sense of achievement
from the school experis.uces. Too often, educational disadvantage is
associated with social disadvantage and cultural differences.

The working party endorses the principle, which has been adopted
overseas and tentatively in New Zealand, that in some areas new and
experimental approaches to the education and care of these children
is called fin.. \\t accept that solely educational solutions to problems
associated with cultural differences are unlikely to be found, and
that measures designed to alleviate inequalities will involve family
and ctanninnity. Additional resources, both human and material,
should be committed in those areas, or schools, where the degree of
disadvantage is such that children are not realising their full capa-
bilities. Whatever programmes are initiated, we believe that it is
important that provisions fbr on-going research and evaluation be
built in. At the same time, there will need to be research into the
nature and patterns of disadvantage in New Zealand and into the
learning characteristics of those who appear to be at a disadvantage
and for whom new approaches to education may be warranted.

We recognie that additional staffing has been provided for some
schools, main) / in the Auckland and Wellington areas, but as a
general principlear.plicable to all areaswe recommend:

8. That areas where children are educationally disadvantaged be identified
and that special efforts be made in school, family, and community to help
these children achieve at levels nearer their capabilities.

Help for the Handicapped

Children who are provided for under the special education
umbrella are those whose special needs cannot normally be met
inside the ordinary classroom. They are usually provide,' for in
special classes, clinics, or schools and sometimes in residential
institutions. The psychological, guidance, and support services are
heavily involved in meeting the needs of these children and in
supporting their parents and teachers. Present thinking and practice
favour greater integration of special education provisions into the
ordinary school environment and we agree with this emphasis as it
seems to us to iiister the idea of community.
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In general terms, we arc concerned that special education facilities
be developed and improved in terms of certain principles:

Wherever possible, children with special education needs should
remain in their own communities and he educated in local schools.

Proisions within those schools should ensure that children with
special needs have as much contact as possible with other children.

The availability or psychological, guidance, and support services
should be such that parents and teachers of these children can get
help When it is needed.
There should be special emphasis on support for the families of
children in special education.
Care and guidance should start before the school years and extend
beyond them.
Those who teach the children, or work with them, should be

trained specifically for the job.
Parents of children in special education should always be consulted
about developments in special education or changes in provision
which are likely to afl'ct their children.

Taking the above principles into account, the working party
recommend::

9. That full -tine courses of education and training be developed in
teachers colleges for teachers entering the field of special education.

10. That the education and training of children with special needs take

place, to the greatest extent possible, within the environs of local

schools.

11. That provisions for children in special education include greater

emphasis on family guidance and support at every stage from early-
childhood to adulthood, and on after care beyond the school .years.

12. That where changes in the provisions for special education are likely

to occur, parents of children who are likely to be affected by the develop-

ment be informed and, who? appropriate, consulted.
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Chapter 18 THE EDUCATION OF
RURAL CHILDREN

An inescapable consequence of population distribution is that
educational administrators find it easier to assemble classes, to
supply teachers, and to provide facilities and supportive services in
centres where population density is relatively high, than in rural
areas which are sparsely settled. It is not suprising then that from
the earliest days of colonial education rural parents have felt that
the schooling available in country districts was inferior and have
suffered from an understandable and, indeed, entirely commendable
anxiety lest their children should be educationally disadvantaged.

This anxiety has been reinforced in various ways. For many years
it was customary !Or young teachers to "get their country service
out of the way" immediately after their probationary year, and
one- or two-teacher rural schools were staffed with teachers who
lacked the skill and experience to cope with what is probably one
of the most demanding teaching assignments, and who lacked, too,
the maturity to live comfOrtably in what can be an equally demand-
ing social situation. It is probable that this particular ground for
anxiety has been overcome in the last decade or so, nevertheless
unease continues to be reinforced by influences such as the atgu-
merits of those who would decapitate rural primary schools on the
ground that "it can he done so much better at an intermediate".
The implication that the rural primary school is an interior insti-
tution is not lost on country parents.

The small country school is vulnerable, if only by reason of its
size. in dines of teacher shortage. It is vulnerable, too, to quite
minor changes in the population of its catchment area: two families
moving out of a district within a year can easily take with them
cnough children to cause down-grading of the school and conse-
quent changes of principal and staff.

hen the country child reaches secondary school that parents
become ini)st aware of the educational disadvantages of back-
ountry lite. It is significant that every sursey of the reasons fOr the
''olritt tu the towns" lists "educational need; of children" at or near
the head of the list. It must be coacded that in some cases parents,
and particularly mothers, are unwilling to see their families broken
up at such a relatively early stage: a major consideration, however,
must still lit the tact that free education is not free to the C)1Intry
child who is required to board and pay lOr hoard in order to obtain
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the education. Despite Government subsidy, parents still require
to find cash fur boarding fees and fur outfitting, and the finding
of lump sums of cash is never easy for a man on wages.

Early-childhood Education

Apart trout the devoted eflOrts of a few parents who are prepared
to undergo a modicum of training and to organise playcemitres
country districts, there in little or no early-childhood education.
Rather than provHe rural areas with a makeshift adaptation of
urban institutions and practices, it would be preferable to develop
a specifically rural pattern of early-childhood education, adapted
to and building on the existing close relationship of the country
school to its local community. In view of the almost universal fall
in school rolls in these areas, many schools must have space which
could be made available for such activities. Broaccasting is a medium
which might well support such a development.

We recommend:

1. That studies be undertaken and some experimental schemes inaugurated
to determine the most suitable pattern for a specifically rural form of
early-childhood education.

It should he rioted that approximately half the Maori people
under the age of 20 live in rural communities. Consideration of
problems of Maori education is therefore a particular aspect of
rural education. Without seeking to traverse again ground that has
been adequately covered elsewhere, it may be accepted that there
is general agreement that one of the greatest needs of the Maori
people is adequate early-childhood education to enable Maori 5-
year-olds to enter school with an ability to communicate and a
confidence in that ability at least equal to that of the average
pakeha child of the same age.

We recommend:
2. That in the study of rural early-childhood education particular

attention be given to the need, (!f. the .11aori members of rural
communitie.

The Primary School
Given adequate teaching, the rural primary school has a great

deal to ofFer, both educationally in the narrow sense and in the
sue al development of the child as an individual in a community.
Adequate teaching is. IvAs ever, vital for this is a demanding
assign mem.
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It must be recognised that to many .;achers country servio! is a
period of exile from the social, cultural, and professional amenities
of metropolitan life. Furthermore, the rural teacher finds it
difficult to enter upon the purchase of a permanent house in town.
and A.t\ in other wws suffer economic loss. It foliios then, that if
Fkilied teachers are to be attra:ted to and retained in rural schools,
these disincentives must counterbalanced by other forms of
ince ntive.

We recommend:

3. ',tat there be protision of rea'istic lncalitr allowances and /or salary

differentials in fa; our of rural to .chers at such a level as to constitute

an ?ake incentive.

The L sing of ; twat teachets still leaves much tc, be desired.
While principals generally occupy an adequate schoolhouse, junior
assistant.; are still frequently boarded with whatever parents can be
persuaded to accept this disruption to the it family life. This is
satisfactory neither to ail. teacher nor to the flintily concerned.

We r Tommend:

4. 'chat there be provision rf fiats suitable for single teachers or teachers

a itic ,mall frtntaies.

3. That there he loan Inanee linked to a system of purchase and guaranteed

resale of houses Jo. r teachers.

There has been a good deal of detfate and some disagreement
about the virtues of consolidation 'If forms 1 and 2 on to inter-
mediate schools. This is not the place to rehearse this argument
save as it affects specifically rural schools.

Rural parents have been persuaded in many cases to .agree to
consolidation on the ground that the larger intermediate, which is
almost by definition a small town Fclux)1 rather than a rural one,
can tiller more than the country school it decapitates. Waal parents,
as has been stated, are prediposed to accept this type of argument.
which nevertheless underestimates the range of experience and
values %+ Melt the small rural scht)01 oth.rs aliti which may be
conspit ti )1tilv lacking in the larger. The agreement of parents is
sought only after feasibility and other studies have been complet,-d
and a del ision has virtually be n made: discussion %shit parents thus
cordi.rs only the opportunity to object, and to object in ignorance of
the t;ctors which have influenced the decision. It would be
pre terable to consult parents the earliest stage of planning and to
itivolvc diem throughout the processes leading to the making of a
decision.
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We reomm..nd.
6. Mat rural communities he inratreft, at 4.1 tarty slagt, in arLy Nanning

and discussion concerninl consolidation.

It sbou'd be noted th =at ti/ere are wide divergences between rttrai
arras in AA-ill sallies and educational itec(k. 111,1 A. ihttefole,
z) t" 1 e administrative pattern S hick car be imposed on all ttral
.:ra... and each change must be th subject of an indivlual study

all the factors, itilittlint; the time-distance equation in
each case. The utmost flexibility is desirable to fit atIministrative
patterns to the euneational and social needs of dittereni com-
munities.

%Vt. recommend:

7. //111 ;,te.vihility in the imilementation of ehan.,,t Ie a paramount
princip:.. that eduouional institutions he adapted to the needs of Inc
conman:ti, s th,; 3,r;.e, and that Girt' 41 he made to ensure that the
ednewio of the rural child proceeds as a continuous process.

Secondary Schools

Fiir tip chil.: ,tion(lory (1111( ;16,m entails either bus travel,
1!),.()IVr III) to ttlilui tni.r as a (lailv round trip. or

boarding school. Fesv high schools %cere designed as boarding
establishments, or if they %very, the (1.1y pupil section oldie school has
grown so rapidly that the boardit.g facilities appe:r as an un-
related addition. and tht bo.rders a minority group of rural
uhild iisi11 rather apart from the main ,,trearris school life.

is in maiked cont:aNt to the independent schools shht the
hoarders ,t.t at the secs centre of he svhol C.fi of the school
C,M11111111i.:: 1)111 11161411(11n SChnoli air a litrin Of ellItC.tti(111
.tva lai (Mk' 1%1)()St. parrtiti are either svealtliv or
prepared to make CI tillide 1)11. SalTi I iCrS to send their children
there. tilideNtand that the Ikpartturtit ur,(Itleatimi i; making a
study of hostels and we therefore fed that it is titnels to recommend:

iP1 aPv pro; e: of secondary k JOE /it, VII I aCentli da it'll
plufroilar Artlitirm he ,;i:.e?! to the community lilt of the hoard,r.

9. Th,it ill ire.? where Mel' are practical .14 .f;..,!;raphie and other Teas 115,
est,th ft. sh-tent e.f .;-dal hosteh he eneoura.fzed.

10. 11111 hoard/P.1: 6firsori,1 he adjusted to make secondary education a.s.free
to the ountrl f Illl,i at it i) to ilia what: counterpart.

survey of t1w cclue;itimi of the :iral child \you'd he complet
tvlthutlt tence to the t%rk or the (.:rrespticltice School.
"the really remote country dweller has little altern..tive but to
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enrol his child with this Nchool : hitch has currently on its roll some
70() rural primary cliiitIrrti and 34141 rtiral seciulary
Correspondence tuition must not thought of as .4 "last resort"
or even as a "second best ''. The (.rk.eTonflence School 11.,s Netvcd
trneratins or rural Ne,.. Zealander, %%ell, :onl results indicate a
high s ;inlard e,t acttlentic slicers.. I lir SCIamd ti as pro2, 1essi% as

;Inc (101(1 1)1..111(11 f)t. the education wt.\ ice. .old the use of radio.
tape rcordini;s. S isit int; teachers. and periodic gatherings of
students has, done much to overcome the sense of isolati;q1 and to
develop a corporate spirit atnon;.r, pupils.

Such eViCnee as is available tends to suggest that rural children
today are tu,t markedly interior to their turban efuinterparts in terms
of academic attainnt:. Stich zaps as there rav hale been. appear
to he Neertht less, while there is any .olggestion that rural
children inav be educationally disadNantaged, We believe it is

nts.an for educational aclininiAtratot i to have re,,,,ard to t%vo

That of gllerlitIA po ision tee araS ilt greater need, and

I'llat of flexibility in adapting as ailable resources tee the clilliriii
nerd. 410)11111111i(i...
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PART E A TIME TO END LIP-SERVICE:
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION IN

NEW ZEALAND EDUCATION

The title speaks for itself: this is an area which is constantly
emphasised in conferences, reports, and a variety of educational
publications, but which is seriously neglected when it comes to the
provision of resources. The chapters cover the three aspects which
must lw considered together if a significant advance is to be made:
expansion of services, training of research workers, and overall
planning.
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Chapter 19 EXPANSION OF
RESEARCH SERVICES

Many recommendations in this report have thrown greater
responsibility upon the schools; but we have acknowledged that
parallel with this responsibility there must be an increasing aware-
ness of the need to evaluate what has been done. We have also
emphasised the need fO innovation and an ,Aperimental attitude
towards many of the central aspects of the educational process:
school organisation, teaching methods, the curriculum, and the
use or rrsourct,;, I. is appropriate, then, to complete our study of
improvements in learning and teaching with a careful consideration
of research and evaluation, for they are the fundamental processes
which underlie any changes which are planned and controlled. 'We
make no apology for the length of our discussion on research be-
cause unlike most of the other areas we have covered, public
discussion of provisions for research and evaluation has been meagre.
We have therefore tilt it necessary, in this and the following two
chapters, to enter into much greater detail than has seemed fitting
elsewhere in the report.

The background out of which this, and the other working party
reports have arisen is one of change: not just changes forced upon
us, but changes which are sought. Against this background, it is
no accident that the revision of school curricula has become a large
and specialised activity in recent times in all countries and at all
levels. Nor is it surprising that commercial enterprises have identi-
fied the market possibilities of large-scale educational publishing
and the minmfacture of expensive teaching aids and equipment.
Gradually, out of all of this ferment and clamour fir; change, we
have begun to appreciate that the quality of each school depends
to a great extent upon its capacity to capitalise on the particular
strengths of its teachers and when they, in turn, are not afraid to be
held accountable for their performance. But this has created a
constant pressure upon teachers from within and without the pro-
fession to improve their skills, to expand their knowledge, and to
broaden their care. Such pressures are now almost universal in their
impact. As a result, those responsible for the policies and practices
of schools have realised inure and more that choices and decisions
now require a firmer tactual foundation and more perceptive
judgments than has customarily been the case in the past. In
nearly every nation, an expansion of research and evaluation
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se, vices has thereliwe emerged as the characteristic response to their
new set of obligations. In the first instance, the increasing complex-
ity of educational planning and organisation has demanded fresh
approaches to its management. Secondly, a renewed emphasis
upon human dignity has deepened concern for the socially dis-
advantaged, tbr improved guidance, and fbr more skilful evaluations
of what is being learnt. More recently, all of this has been accent-
uated by the disenchanttnent evident among modern youth with
what the schools have been offering them. Equally powerful
pressures fbr more research have also come from the expansion of
technical and vocational education, vast new investments in teach-
ing aids and equipment, and a persistent demand for evidence that
the taxpayers' money is being used wisely in providing education
for eAerytnan,

Increasing Recognition
The impact of all these pressures has gained momentum in

New Zealand, as elsewhele, over the past decade. They have been
reflected, for instance, in the submissions to the Advisory Council
for Educational Planning from many quarters, from private in-
dividuals, voluntary and prokssional associations, and the leading
spokesmen of the teaching profession. In fact, they were clearly
foreseen more than a decade ago in the recommendations made in
the report of the Commission on Education. In the intervening
years, many other committees of inquiry have lengthened the list
of recommendations. These include the Tyndall Report on Voca-
tional Training (1965), the Committee on Education, Training, and
Research of the National Development Conference (1969), the
Report of the National Advisory Committee on Maori Education
'19770 the Hill Committee on Pre-school Education (1971), the
%%Mil:1ms Committee on Educational Television (1972), and the
Working Party on Maori Adult Education (1972) set up by the
National Council for Adult Education.

Vhile regretting that progress has been less rapid than expected,
we readily acknowledge that important advances have been made
in the past 10 years in establishing the foundations on which more
vigorous action may now be taken. These may be seen in tile
increasingly favourable public and professional attitudes toward
research activity in education, in the growing number of professional
positions becoming available for full or part-time employment in
research or development, in the number of books, aids, and articles
based on good research which are now being published annually,
and in the number of hangcs in policy or practice where good
nearch has had an impact on setting the direction of change.
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We also note with particular satisfaction the success which the
Department of Education has achieved in creating a Curriculum
Development Unit over this period. Apaa from its excellent work
within New Zealand, this unit has already achieved international
recosnitioli through its association with other nations in large-scale
inquiries. The department has systematically built up its Research
and Planning Unit and is increasing its capacity for research. The
activities and organisation of the New Zealand Council for Educa-
tional Research have also been broadened substantially and this has
been matched by a similar expansion of research activity in univer-
sities and to a lesser extent in the teachers college.;. All of these
advances, it should be noted, have been paralleled by an increasing
readiness of schools to adopt new practices, new courses, and new
forms of organisation and a noticeable quickening of interest among
teachers for information on educational developments elsewhere.

Guideline for National Policies
In essence, the working party is convinced that the time has

arrived for a rapid acceleration of these developments rather than
any fundamental redirection. As elsewhere, the rising interest and
concern for educational research and evaluation in New Zealand
is a reflection, we believe, of a more penetrating prokssionalism
being applied to our own problems and purposes. It is not derivative.
Without doubt it has benefited from similar developments elsewhere
and the steady flow of teachers and scholars to and from other
countries has enriched it immeasurably. The greater readiness of
governments in other nations to support major programmes of
research and development into specific questions or issues has not,
however, passed unnoticed. We are hopeful that New Zealand also
will now enter upon this phase of research development, and suggest
that careful attention should be given to the conclusions which may
he drawn fiiim the experience of'other nations in formulating national
policies for research on educational matters.

Stated briefly, these conclusions place particular weight upon the
importance of creating a climate in which research, development,
dissemination, and evaluation arc seen as inter-related, and where
the practical application of research findings has equal priority
with the work of establishing them. In the policy reviews of many
nations, there is much emphasis upon the need for more attention
to rapid and effective communication between practitioners and
rescact.h workers, to multi-disciplinary approaches to educational
issues, to co-ordinated work on projects or programmes of high
priority, and the need to use the problems and uncertainties of
educational practice as starting points for a major part of the research
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activity that is supported by public funds. Other nations have also
been forced to give more attention to improved training programmes
for research workers and the preparation of new kinds of research
specialists. We believe that in this country, too, we will need to
reflect more critically on such questions.

In the case of educational research there are special reasons at
this time fin- promoting debate on these matters. Public approval
for, and reliance upon research is a recent phenomenon in most
countries, and in New Zealand so far it has been directed mainly
toward support for the agricultural, medical, and physical sciences.
In these fields the choice of priorities for development is an outcome
of a careffilly-developed set of relationships between the agencies of
Government and different sections of the scientific community.
It does not fi)llow that the administrative principles to be adopted
in guiding the growth of publicly-supported research and evaluation
in education needs to be exactly the same as any one of these fields.
But we are convinced that a comparable set of guidelines will need
to be evolved if consistent policies arc to emerge.

As a beginning we theretin-e suggest that an urgent need exists for
Government support to expand research facilities with recognisable
obligations. We propose, moreover, that those organisations or
centres which are largely supported by public funds should be
encouraged to concentrate their attention on co-ordinated and
relatively large-scale programmes. Our experience in New Zealand
has shown already that the most significant contributions to educa-
tional advancement build up cumulatively, as in other fields, from
research programmes developed systematically by scholars whose
leadership commands national and international respect, the
enthusiastic co-operation of teachers, and adequate funds. In making
decisions upon the research programmes to be expanded and sup-
ported, the working party is equally impressed with the need to
evolve a suitable advisory system which reflects the judgment of
leading scholars and practitioners. Obviously, the policies of a
government in promoting research into educational matters cannot
create a high-quality eflbrt by legislative fiat. But by using a well-
balanced advisory system to guide its decisions, a government can do
much to ensure that excellence is identified and supported wherever
it is fiaind. We believe this should now be regarded as the prime
objective in allocating public funds for a greatly expanded effort to
promote research and experimentation in education. At the same
time we do not suggest that this should be at the expense of the
individual scholar. There must always be support available for the
creative scholar who breaks new ground or opens up promising new
leads.
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Provision for Experiments in Schools
Throughout this report a constant emphasis has been placed upon

the need to create opportunities for schools to become more
autonomous, more flexible, and more enterprising in devising new
programmes and in reviewing comm unity responsibilities. These
opportunities may have little real meaning, however, if they are not
sustained by well-informed and perceptive advisory services. In
reviewing such developments, we have been impressed first, by the
variety of organisational arrangements other nations have evolved
in recent years to foster experimentation in schools, and secondly, by
the increasing numbers of schools in New Zealand which have
demonstrated that this advice is welcomed*. The notable vigour and
success with which many schools have begun to promote such
changes has stimulated useful beginnings in the provision of funds
and technical help through the district senior inspectors of the
Department of Education, the New Zealand Council for Educational
Research, and similar bodies. it is also evident however that these
sources of help are not sufficient and it is obvious too that schools
need advice which is closer at hand. The recommendation below for
setting up regional centres for research and development is intended
to provide that assistance. As envisaged by the working party these
centres would become a primary source of direct and knowledgeable
help to teachers and principals planning new developments, and a
focal point for bringing to schools the technical and evaluative
expertise available to them from the universities, teachers colleges,
and other regional services within their district.

From comprehensive experimental programmes beyond those
promoted by the Curriculum Development Unit, it is worth noting
that assistance from well-qualified research personnel is welcomed by
schools in the tbllowing areas:

(a1 In planning an experiment or an innovation in such a way
as to ensure that all variables likely to affect the outcome are
taken into account;

1)) In creating evaluation instruments appropriate to the
objectives of the experiment ;

(c.) In assessing the significance of success or failure against stated
criteria;

(1) In suggesting alternative explanations to account fOr the
observed outcomes of an experiment.

In the opinion of the working party several of our universities and
teachers colleges are already staffed with people able to offer such
advice and assistance but their services are not at present being
utilised as fully as seems desirable.
;tier, tOr example, the evidence fir this in Secondary Schools in Change. Wellington: Price
Milburn. 19;3.
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Specially Funded Experiments
In the interests of the vitality and vigour of the school system as a

whole, both State and private, we also believe that it is desirable to
make priwision, by special funding arrangements, for carefully-
planned experiments in individual schools, or groups of schools, on
approaches to curriculum development or school organisation which
are independent of the progratnms being conducted by the
Curriculum Development Unit or similar agencies of the Department
of Education. To illustrate this concern, we suggest that it would be
beneficial if such experiments were directed toward: investigations
of the influence of teaching methods or materials on the imple-
ment:Mini of a particular curriculum; modifications of curricula
according to the ages of pupils: alternative ways of structuring cur-
riculum content ; the linking of certain curricular provisions with
specific sta demands; reorgitnising curriculum content in accor-
dance with psycla)logical or developmental principles; the breaking
down of .tibject matter boundaries; new provisions for the arts or for
moral (lineation; alternative programtnes for coping witlt the
linguistic backgrounds of minority groups; and the replication in
New Zealand of iticcessful overseas experiments.

In ordr to ensure that such an approach to improving
the qualtiv of experimentation in schools has beneficial results,
certain Ltuidelines need to be agreed upon. The 1011owing
suggestion; are offered as illustrations only

Theo any additional think required %%mild be available fin.
mitre than a Year so as to allow fin. continuity and
intgrit while alternatives are explored;

(1) 1 hat the choice of alternative currit tda. organisation or
stalling. patterns. and internal evaluation 111c.ISLIFCS I111.1ill the
choice (d. a .110),)1 principal. his staff. and his communit%;

'c 1 !nit such experimental schools should be large enough to
allow fin. adequately designed experimentation but small
enough fin. it to bo thoroughly evaluated and dttumented:

of hat instead of evaluation and documentation coming
atier .1 project has been completed or well under way,
it .hould tie ,pn-,1 .1. an ilitgr,t1 part of the experiment
frinn the

That indptMiilt e \ pert )11 specialist, front relevant
subj. it area, drawn trout Nev ialand or elsewhe might
br invitrd tti riAv the programme as :t

Titot each sho()1 or :Joni) st.liol)1: lw required nntke
proN,,,ion.: tai krep It !runts. tile local community. ond
all other intre,td parties inlortned on the purpose.
progress. and results ol.such experimentation.
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Regional Centres for Research and Development
To provide such services efliciently and to ensure the total

IT%t.11'411 .111(1 (It'SVIOpliWillt 011)11 brc()11ws tnore ttct ave. it is now
.!),I; 1.411 no longer lie regarded merel

a }part -time :tent it\ pursued 1)\ a tetv individuals 4441 their
priait Intrito,es and atilactions. \Chile \ve have already acknot%'-
letked that ample neourat;etnent NIIII111(1 .1111111S bt given to the
t:reati 1. etiot is huh% idual teachers anti schoiars. 1st' believe
that tit, etlective 111. OM' !VS( qtreri 1104V (111)111(151 111))11 pro%isiotts
fur 11:r 411 .111 111111.1:41111; 11111111)( of full-time research
cc, and die wttite; up or adequite facilities for properl -
planne.1 wt.\ l(,%% ev, la iii taken 4 ,1111111 414)11' 411. 11VtI'Sr.IS
dr\ (,..1111,1,N, (It, II/ it fa\ (Iiir du. vit,11)1Ishmunt j11 Ne\V

1)411, ti..0 ven lartz, 1.,..;a1'ch and
(h.) lit in ation the thus( set tip 111

I+
(le. .1(14* :11 -I 'qv ntl111' (1)111111'11.s.

111 .; 11! 111 111111' %%itii good cottuntinit allow, anti .1 ll \'rl\ alit
I, th pirtitial

follah.ration is one of ota. major assets. Ve have
re. ',nun tided therefore :hat .1 small regional centres for

it and de% ylopnient ht eNtablihed
it, , iiie, ....inch ha\ e .1 11111 ran,..4,e tertiar\ and ()du
clie nti,n1;. rt. pnicid.. the pin.opriatt.

441a!!,e2emnt. s:alling. and direction t.t they.. centres tilt'
Nk kir,- nary: belie% e. thec. crimes should he lin.Inced
indendentl !It the litid,.;ets di, institutions \shit %thorn

I - 1) t' t. )1 la I I \ tril I kit 'y :141111(1 t 1.4) bt Inll
el (11.1 r" :III t I ti (hi' Vi }:.(1 I 's )1{

\ t\1. 1.111 I .19 WM. e.'t }I t)1. 1111.10 WI)111(1 1.,)1;'

..,t : pl1111.1111.11? 1)t tilt.rt isinir I'i;11'1 \\1)1,crs
%\ IT:. "..!.11)1( 1114)(111111;.; S11111.. 1.1i ri;.11)1'...1111.11L b
11111111 I.1'1111'd 11''411 11111e 11) 111114'. t11ill11411 111111)()I.11'' i1,1111

ap1)i.:11111:111ts \%1111 It it Al tertial inuitutions, hv the secondment
('t ie.:, le IN 11."111 11)(..i1 `Zt 111111k. .11111 1)% 1i11(1%%diii) stild 111trniliii)
eti I.In \\f. '1111.1(1 I.X1)( ( 11 it, adininist:Ted
lit a 1, (141(1 tor hrt. ,1 ,444,411 mit, km.% ;01,,411)1'ept.,.,;,.,,ti4ig

te,n.,n.d 1,1 tiart in.litut:oni. the re'2,ional ;i(lministuring attth()ri-
.11;(1 ortz,mi.;:dion:, To be !idly

1.111 1).411\ tli.it rentry;
4.,1,114:k.,,1 po,..iblv ill uitti th trachers
t.,!,,, clialitri. I I .0..d I I. %yin t

rth., t. %%icy .-hook and othri.
:1: ., %Itil 11)11,..1.410 in tini%ci tr.t, her, (.0111.gt.... and
4. . it mu"( I)'. mad,. lit,,. cr. that thrs
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centres would be quite separate from and have quite different
functions from the research units on tertiary education winch are
now being set up in four of our universities and also at the Central
nstit Of Timonzy,

I ht primary purposes of such regional centres as the working
party fOresees them %could be:

..a To protnote research programmes geared toward improving
sliot4 practices rather than rSeard1 projects chosen by
individuals seeking academic qualifications;
To provide a resourte centre where teachers and other
practitioners may assist %id' the planning of such research
programmes. confer on new findings, consult specialised
libraries. examine new aids and materials, and participate
in spot ialised courses;
To serve as a central focus for collaboration anumg regional
institutions, organiathms, or services w hicli already have a
taparit or facilities and obligations for research, develop-
ment, or di,semination in the field of education;

1 To offer alternative employment and career opportunities
fire well-trained research workers, :111(1 additional avenues
14 secondments, fellowships. and short-term appointments
to he (acre(' to pra( tising teachers engaged on research
or de% elopment activities;
'Co facilitate the training and field experience of graduate
students and others prepared to embark upon a career in
educational research;

o Act ..; A S1111.11)11' Settillt; iii cc hieh
ur contract research may be undertaken dirour_th

the app,,intment (q. temporary research assistants or fellows.
NIIile these purposes suggest that such centres would be expected

to place a particular emphasis ttp(in research related to school
practice and educational policies, the working party hopes that
pro ision fUr basic researt would he built into their management
:mu funding arrangements. lrl the opinion oldie %vorking party this is
ar:tutIlph.hd 111()Nt satislactorily by the provisions made for long-
term research programmes rather than short-term projects or con-
tracts, althout411 thew should not lw excluded. It is acknowledged
that the management of research programmes requires a delicate
balancing of team-initiated and sponsoed-directed research. Ex-
periene StI1grq.. %st ')thy% t% that st11.111 projectteams oiler the most
effective means fur creating an accumulation of research knowledge
and experience t hat is able to take hill advantage oldie opportunities
lOr collaboration and dissemination within each region.

tb,
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New Requirements for Evaluation

Evaluation is an essential and integral part of the whole process
of skilled teaching, efctive administration, programme or curri-
culum development, and educational reform. But the practices used
for evaluation at any time reflect the conception of schooling which
a nation adopts as well as the technical expertise available. Obli-
gations to develop effective procedures for evaluation now present
themsehes in many contexts, and affect the quality of decisions
being made constantly in such areas as: the supervision and
evaluation of teaching perfbrmance; assessments of pupil progress;
cost-efli-ctiveness assessments of new programmes and training
courses: curriculum development: the measurement of educational
achievement; the effictiveness of new materials; architectural plans;
and the whole approach to the planning, programming, and
budgeting system (PPM, that has now been adopted as the system
of financial management for Government expenditure. In alt of
these areas, appropriate infbrmation systems have to be created
and maintained, and the relevance and sensitivity of the judgments
arrived at is a direct outcome of the technical expertise and wisdom
applied in each case.

Unligtunatelv, vithin this field of' education, as in many other
area, of public policy, many evaluative decisions have to he made
at present at all levels on the basis of inadequate data and with
insufficient expert knowledge of the consequences. We are convinced
that a concerted effrt to up-grade the quality of these decisions
is required in all these contexts, from individual classrooms to the
most senior administrative offices. We therefore welcome the
initial appointments made to the Department of Education fin-
officers to specialise in the evaluation of new programme.; of nursing
education and apprentice training, cost-effectiveness inquiries, and
curriculum evaluation. We also welcome the recent establishment
of an Examinations and Testing Unit in the Department of Edu-
cation. In the opinion of the working party these developments
are all in the right direction and we are anxious to ensure that they
are pursued promptly, with vigour and enterprise.

Beginning with the Report of the Royal Commission on the
State Services :1962' modern approaches to the financial manage-
ment of Goernment expenditure have been introduced steadily
over the past decade*. The most significant major reform recently
has been the initiation of a System of Integrated Government
Management Accounting SIGMA. which has been adopted in all

.rits l':.snusng ,end Gat,' 1(..,:ernment Expenditure., 1111:it;ttnt: 1 hr Trea%Itr. 1973.
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Government departments since 1972-73. As a result of these de-
velopments, the Department of Education, along with other depart.
milts, has now taken the initial step to implement a planning, pro.
gramming, and budget system (PP1IS) as an aid to allocating
resource: and ensuring that the programmes and activities financed
by Gtvernment are Fulfilling their intended objectives.

such a sviLem or financial management, the analysis and
evaluation of nvw or existing programmes becomes a crucial
obligation. However, since so man; ()I' the benefits of education arc
intangible, and often out-weigh in significance those which are
measurable in more precise terms, the application of such proce-
dures in the field of education is an extraordinarily exacting exercise.
To establish this new approach to management, and to achieve
maximum benefit: front it, steps must therefige be taken promptly
to strengthen the analytical and evaluative capacity of the planning
sections of the Department of Education. Since adequate training
in the exercising of these skills within the field of education is not at
present .assailable in New. Zealand, we urge that every efli)rt 1w made
to send a it11:111 munher of officers with these responsibilities overseas
for training at the earliest opportunity. This whole development,
however, is only one telling illustration of the specialised skills now
required for effective administration in many areas.

With the emphasis upon vocational training courses for operatives,
apprentices, first-lbw s pervisors. and managers which followed
from the National Development OntfiTence, and the subsequent
setting up of a large number of industry training boards under the
Vocational Training Council, there has been a steady expansion
in recent %ear; or requests for advice in evaluating various training
courses. Such courses are conducted under .t variety of auspices
and valuable work iii se, icing some of these courses is already
pros kW inf.( hrmallv through the Training Within Industry scheme
operated by the Department of 1.a1A)111.. and within Government
departments by officers of tit:. State Services Commission. From the
intOrmation available to us it is evident, however, that numerous
other e,l ganisadons, professional associations, voluntary societies,
and industrial groups are seeking help %vitt' the evaluating of courses
the\ .11t pro% iding.

Similarly, the circumstances under %%Inch the trchnical institutes
develop e(iiirsei Am, (irate, a considerable interest in nirse
alit In, and the same interest has also been evident in teachers
colleges over maw,- Vr.tri. The (I\ of ITicardl and advisory
writs in the universities stiill. in the long run, expand prof ssional
expertise in this at ea. But thi focus of interest in the ealuation of ;t
wide range of \ ocational and professional course: usually lies out-
side the tutir,:ti s, and there are likely to be limitations on the



eat1`11'11 4. till' lint% crit' units tit set.% ice (}lei wick. concern, ('('n
if they there prepared hi do 111 the time available, the Vorking
party ha.: not liven abi tO asemblesuflicknt information of anvais
(pinion boacilv em,m.th 1tr allotv to recommenti %id: onfidetIce

tie 1.. i1' , ; --al, II set\ If e. %out d if) 13( a 1 :11I'd Ill 1111N 0)1' !.
th t i1C11111S1a114 cont,tit ourselves vith lctimmen-

datiou tit :; the tc4ear, h. e, and odk ku,ry Nei ;cr.; It (itlirt(1
th 101Ii 111111 lir Int t jar% edliCatillil \stnii:;cd 11'0411;411k ,t.

In,tter ((ftir,zettey,

Research and Policrimaking
1 he w.a,,itn; party c( illt(1 that Itt;11I'l1 SIII11.1 pia%

11ta1 pal t 111 tilt` (4. (111(atir)11;11 1)(11tini at the highest
%Vithill the 1)epartment or Education, within advisory iH

.1,1d :tanool v,ani:atiol;: and vichin committe ,.- Oi iminiri that
ate (.CtablkIled 1/111 tittle II) tittle. AlillOST all CMMittee% 1)1.

int() l'filitAti1 Mal Mat teri Met. the 111%1 deatle hat e reported
Imfavoural (I% in the adc (It he statistical and other int; irritation
available to them. and seeral have ()tiered firm reconittletidati(ins
14,1' thin imprivrtn tit ,)1. thew srvie. Wilde 'tant .1(ll'anes
hair taken 1);,10r in the tullatiutt and publicittion of educational
tatisties throin;11 th 1),11atinvin or Education, the ice.hancvllus

'milliner, and :imilar it k evident that major ch.licienuies
remain. These are partictilarl es.ident in the case of statistics Ott
rchicatif (nal expenditure. the use of facilities, adult education,

editatit.:), t;l qualit of the teaLliintz li,ce, anti
cupati, 'nal placement.

cheer' are haired %atiet% of reasons Iii!' sitt:itestint!, that such
itliirmation and tatistie,11 '1 t\ i«.; should he stibjetct to a con-
tinuity.; t.:".itly. Some or these arise Irom the govtli am! expansion
(.1 the education stetti. (thee Irian the adoption of ne, manatte.
meta pri,cedurs and the !imposed reforms ()I' (xaminations, the
intu)(1,,, lion and developments all ol hich
rei:nire tati-aical '1w...1111,16mi lor an(I

:fled 1),411 del isi(a:s. NIA% tralands (XI)1ll(hiii'Z
Lied %Oh t` 1 .SC(

t1; )!.1 ni`of I 1.11i4 t and I )(. (11)1Mlit
)1.() 01:11 /Ii:r .121111 it'' t1) )ntri.1 t Stl 111, Iii pink N.iliiltett

tatkIll (IF 1:1(lit let1.1*Ctill:-; lhr illiUrner 111 (1111CatiiI11,11
..,1 lbw iitb ,t1411 1'.!11 !ot ttilt11
t.*.t1III,tl ,iIN hi! tilei thi I:1i I i'OSilltv. in\ inVeifitII1 elf OW

the 11111itittil,I1 lot 1(1111 pinkie!: %al tequir
111.1111)% .(1 1,11 j( intif 1'n(illnt;. ;111(1

1 (11 -t 11.111,1111.1 '.1 ta:1-11 i1111.111:allitll 11!(.111(1111.! liCit(1
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analyses. The installation of computer facilities in universities,
technical institutes, and other places for administrative or technical
purposes, should create a potentially helpful resource which may ty!
used to assemble information for more effective educational planning.
Hut coll.iluwation between suet, institutions will he essential if In 11
advantage is to he taken of the opportunities these facilities present.

We note with interest that the authors of the recent Rtport of the
committee of Inquiry into Education in South Australia, 1971 ,:known as
the Karmel Report) decided that the essential relationship which
must exist between research and policy-making would be achieved
satisfactorily in South Australia only if a director of research
was appointed who would be directly responsible to the Director-
General of Education, and in charge of the two branches of re-
search activity that %%inch relates to th,! improvement of school
programmes. and that %vhich relates to the planning of facilities and
resources. Significantly, too, this report recommended that the
directors of research should have equal standing with six other
directors within the South Australian Department of Education
responsible tbr primary and secondary education, special sersices,
finance and administratif, recruitment, and personnel.

We also dr, ;w attention to the fact that more than a decade ago
the Commission on Education .1!62, expressed a comparable view
MI the place of research and intbrmation services within New
Zr Hand's Department of Education and reconnuctuled the im-
mediate creation of an additional assistant director :professional) 0
co-ordinate such research with other considerations of broad policy
and forward planning. It is evident that in the Department of
Education research has not yet been accorded the standing implied
by recommendations of this kind and in the opinion of the working
party this has been a source of much frustration in the planning of
the past decade.

At present no systematic analysis exists on the nature of the
national research effort in education and this seems symptomatic.
Most advanced «muffles, in the past 5 ,..;-ars, have given it signifeant
measure of attention to resiews of dolicy and practice in this field.
in the U.S.A., for example, no less than ID such reviews were
prepared between P)67 and 1969. Similarly, in Australia, a recent
report by Dr W. C. Radtbrd on Research into Education in Australia 1972
is an instructive example of the essential intbrmation required tint
well-intrtned policy making. While these reports and those from
other nations are resealing in demonstrating tote areas to which
little attention has so far been given in this country, they do not
provide an adequate antidote for our own lack of intiirmation on the
facilities or capacities avail.thic hew for at sustained research ellbrt.
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We therefore place special emphasis upon the need for a balance
to he achieved in expanding the national and the regional facilities
for research and development which we recommend. From the
information available, we understand that some progress ix now being
tihnl lie ,tien..4tilcinin4 ti;, itari It .111.11111ilitN

of EdliCiltiOn till. educational planning. and ealitation, hut are
cltuibtful tliether this is vet being pursued %s kit sufficient %kotir.
In our view all of the research and statistical work undertaken
within the Ikpartment of L'ditcation will help, sooner or later, with
decisions about planning and theretbre is part of the whole process of
planning. Nonetheless, such ati%itii.s as the analysis of enrolment
i)atterns and demographic trends, studies of school siz(', projections
of te.11'herS needed, school-lca%ing patterns, and the translation of
this intbrmation into requirements for buildings, facilities. or teachers,
constitute .1 ome.11at dithrent actiit front studies of the educa-
tional processes %Odell gt) on in schools. Research or the latter kind
filllit 1)t done lart.telv in school: and in close accord with teachers
and often %vitli parent:. To a very large extent at present, officers of
tit. Department of. Falticatitut are obliged to rely upon the services
and gt )thVill Of Othrr OrgatliSaiims in obtaining intbrination relevant
to school practice. flow ever, the success with which the massive
IL\ curvets of educational :Lillie% einem and attitude have been
carried through in recent years is confirmation enough that the
lacilit's oldie departmett, can be used to advantage in administering
in national projects.

For %vell-intbrined policy making on a wide range of prolessiottal
issues it is I. iwis that senior 1,flicers unite Department or Education,
the inspectorate. clirriculum and advisory officers require an
kit1T11.1te and percept is e knoxyledge la,e(1 research in many
fields. In adtlitiott to an expansion in its research stair to rope with
inaj,a- matters of planning and evaluation, we believe that the
department also requires an wspansion of research stall sho are
adequately qualified to provide advice and information oft such
Matteis (hIC.ttl(111.11 atypical

technical and vocational education,
etirricuhun re\ and social %%iary issues. From the estimates
a-adahle. And cotillihnin.,r, these xvith the requirements for planning
and evaluation, a app. tri that the appointment of from '20-23
speriali.t It earelt officeis could be justified vithin the next 5 years,

hell eonipar(i with the pro iiions for persobliel of this kind in the
Government departments id other Ilatiollti this appears to he a
nitalea estimate.

1 he se, ond ,e.zitificaut establilmnt for research services at the
rational le\ el is that pro\ ided by the Nry Ze.11:111(1 0)111161 for
Educational lte-eatch. %%hose organisation and sRices have Ien
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transfbrmed os er the past decade. From small beginnings, it now
incorporates within its structure sections specialising in test develop.
meat, information and publishing services, and research on Maori
schooling, In addition, the council has improved its capacity for
initiatiug rvart 1 through spo.ot.hip and tinporar appointments
in such fields .15 carly-uhildhood education, post-secondary educa-
tion, and administrative studies. It has also broadened its collabora-
tive we irk ith a wide variety i)Istatutory and voluntary organisations
ceencerned With natiimal policies in different fields.

We are aware that the council has already announced plans lbr an
expansion of these services and that progress is being made with the
implementation of these plans. I fowever, IF the recommendations
included in this report leer additional responsibilities to be taken up
by the council arc to he implemented. it is (bar that consideration
will 11.1%1' tee br 6%11 to a widening of the modest expansion pro-
gramiLe wine h the council set itself in 1971. It is also apparent that
as the. Major autonottious resrarCh orgatkation in the country, the
Council is being called upon increasingly. first, to other research
set.% ices he% owl New Zealand in the South Pacific and South-cast
.slat generally, and secondly, as a co-ordinator of New Zealands
participaiem in iternatiemal research proe-rai4 limes. Such develop-
ment, provide a valnahh stimuli', to the maintenance of excellence
in .1 itati,nal research eflOrt, and are a significant illustration of the
tt pe of expel t help which other nations are now anxious to obtain
reetti smaller re quarks like New Zealand. In view of the council's

success in transmitting research knowledge and expertise over a
broad trout, we believe that the expansion of its services should he
continued sal approximately the same scale as has Dees achicsed
ill tI t 1,a3( .1 y4

Priorities for Research and Development
'11." wi.fkintf paItt recognises that much of the impetus for the

cm rem I.( encern about research and experimentation arises from an
asstin,ptio that certain area; tiitdit be singled out for priority
attention. Ha% iii reviewed the claims svhiirh have been made. and
idiutitted in this report many of the aleas in svilich research or
\i, :in, ileation is dsirahle or in gent, e hate concluded that the
most itliortant priority :it the present time. is to establish a general
organi,atiotel capacity leer uncicl taking specific programmes or tasks
a, thev ai k,. in the UMW e. It is obvious that mane priorities will be
eN ScIA blit ha\ ing outlined
the la( ad purpose, to re Sri d the we .rking party is reluctant to go
further at this stage ill speiking what tasks the various units.
ce.1 s, ol ganisations should (incl t take. l here are ..)ud practical

a po+ition.
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Those at present engaged upon educational research in New
Zealand are already guided by various priorities that cannot easily
be put aside. These include broad departmental, institutional, or
admilliorative needs as well as personal perceptions, the interests of
don,urs. and policy requirements. In Uovernment offices, the main
priorities tend to emerge from the need for fairly prompt decisions
about curricula, examinations, buildings, teacher supply and
recruitment. Elsewhere, priorities rest upon the perceptions of
individuals or organisatitm about:

'a. [111)4)u:int current problems which research might help to
clarify or resolve:

.1) Important mtiroung problems in various areas or sectors
which need to be understood by each generation regardless of
cantte.; in educational structures, organisations, and courses;

!IIIP hi I It PMPeCiii'e developments towards which research or
experimental studies may contribute useful data in advance

getu-ral or broader decisions.
Ilt,ttt'lt'r, in those under-developed areas where the Government

or other rant-making organisations, or the standing committee to be
propowd later, identify a need for a concerted effort of some
magnitude, the working party considers that senior scholars or
research adminktrators should be invited to present plans for
co-operative and multi-disciplinary research and development
programmes of relevance to the issues foreseen. These proposals
might be encouraged, for example, in such areas as the economics of
education, the conditions necessary tbr the effective education of the
handicapped, the educational ps.oblents of Polynesian migrants, the
role and state; of teachers, nudes of educating children in the early-
childhood years, or the cumulative positive and negative influences
of 'vane and the community. We suggest that the research directors
with pt.( giosals such as these should be encouraged to prepare pro-
gran)ri «high air not necessarily confined to one institution,
geogr..plte area, or stall establishment, and which include definite
plans tot training post-graduate students, teacher involvement, in-
ser it training, publication, and diisernination. In addition,
how and (Art. and above such co-ordiliated programmes, we

e that there saouad also he an expansion of the opportunities
for iudi Ali( wit( and teachers to seek small-grant assistance
without hindrance.

Iu ginetal term., aud haunt; taken account of the varying
exprHerce and practices III I ally!' 11,16)11, NY' think it 1111111SC to
Srrin ut.due centrAisation in the determination or research priorities.
Given the ad\ kory system it propose:, the working parts la\ ours
1 111 ie }Lich foster a lose association between teachers and research



workers so that research priorities emerge out of the uncertainties
of classroom practice or problems of management and welihre, as
much as from broader planning objectives or theoretical questions.
Moreover, we consider that research workers, at various levels of
responsibility, need to be involved in the task of foreseeing priorities
so that steps can be taken progressively to prepare people for the
research required, to create career commitment to particular
programmes, and to design suitable firms of dissemination and
follow-up work. Unfortunately, the number of well-qualilied research
workers available for imaginative, practice-oriented research in
such areas as early-childhood education, technical education,
linguistic research, or the economies of education is distressingly
small. Since investment in research by inadequately qualified per-
sonnel is wasteful ill terms of eirt)rt and money, we place special
emphasis on the rapid expansion of training facilities so that such
priorities can he taken up. In the meantime we suggest that the
promising course of action would be to encourage excellence in
whatever field it is found and wherever existing facilities already
offer scope fir Milo% ative research of the highest quality.

To provide the services outlined we therefore recommend:
1. That the numbers of research workers employed in educational services

be doubled during the next .; _years to allow the following developments
to take place:

The establishment of regional centres JO for research and develop-
ment in districts already provided leull a fill range of educational
institutions (schools, a teachers college, a technical institute, and a
unic e rsi ;

A substantial expansion in the research staff of the Department
of Education to provide information essential for the .formulation of
polio, programme, and curriculum evaluation, and the development
of teachinp resources and. facilities;

s.) -1 comparable expansion in the research staff of the ,New
,,"ealand Counfil fbr Educational Research providing for a steady
v.u.i.th of existing services as well as provision far additional finctions.

2. That the hrqpn:.d smutting committee on research and development
due early attention to the' re,ea,ch, evaluation., and adr.isory services.
sequined thrGugh the whole field of tertiary education, and especially
to those relatiry; to the' obligations of the technical institutes, the
industrial training boards. and the Vocational Training council.
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Chapter 20 RESEARCH TRAINING AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Probable Staff Expansion

Since much educational research and development in New
Zealand at present is a part-time activity, estimates of future staff
requirements based on the existing work force must be treated with
caution. However, if calculations are based upon existing full-time
appointments, and fractional-time allou'Aions of university staff,
curriculum officers, inspectors, teachers colic ;es staff, and others,
it could perhaps be claimed that our research services are at present
provided by an establishment equivalent to about 70-80 fulltime
research workers. On the basis of this estimate we think that roughly
the same number of additional qualified research workers will be
required during the next 5 years, bearing in mind the various
recommendations in this chapter.

Existing Staff Position

From discussions with those recru.ting staff it has become evident
that the research workers required often need to exercise competen-
cies which are not strongly developed in existing university courses.
This is a common situation in mate' parts of the world. Perhaps the
most commonly expressed need is I:3r staff competent in curriculum
theory and development, in materials production and evaluation,
and in the evaluation ofeducationa.t change as it is occurring. Others
for whom a considerable need s expressed are: administrative
specialists or economists prepared to make a career in education on
such matters as cost-effectiveness and management and systems
analysis; specialist information staff who can translate research
findings into practical outcomes; and those rare individuals who can
design, manage, or lead large-scale evaluation projects. Of one
thing we flay he certain: that part-time post-graduate courses at
the master's level are by no means sufficient in themselves to provide
the competencies expected. This situation is recognised by the
universities, and we believe that the acceptance of a national
policy for developing educational research will provide the incentive
thr require. re% iew cntrent training practices. In the meantime,
%ye note that:

"a: Not enough attention has yet been given by employing
bodies or those training students to varying levels of training
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for appointments at different levels and what this might
entail in terms of courses, credits, dissertations, or multiple
reports instead of a thesis;

.1)) Few post-graduate students preparing or planning a thesis
are ever given a chance to work ti organisatiwv. Amin-
iitratiVe offices, Or research centres with someone pro-
ducing high quality work, and where they could contribute
to a wider programme and meet colleagues of like mind;

,.c; On completion of a thesis little direct effort seems to be
made, outside the university context, to see that a graduate
Ibllows up the "introduction" he has been given, by means
of post-doctoral or post-master internships in a recognised
centre here or in Australia;

.c1) Few attempts have yet been made to upgrade the skills and
understandings of research workers, already academically
qualified, through specialised workshops and seminars, or to
provide a modicum of research training fbr senior people
such as inspectors, curriculum advisers, and members of
examining panels. Some beginnings on the latter provisions
have been made, it is true, but they are essentially
exploratory.

Prospective Staff for Research and Development
Our recommendations are based on the assumption that we

can double our research and development activity within 5 years,
and reble it within a decade, if we arc prepared to call upon
people already qualified, provide them with essential support
staff and facilities, and replace them in their present positions by
people adequately equipped for those positions who are not research
scholars. This is probably also the least expensive solution. With a
parallel development of better training programmes, an expansion
of existing servief s, and the establishment of new centres where
careers may be foreseen, it is virtually certain that research and
development activities could become competitive in the search
for adequate staff: But quality and nut simply quantity must be
accepted as a t(mehstone at every turn. Such a policy would require
caret!!! planning% Inevitably, it could create some tensions and
disappointments, but a rapid qualitative improvement in the
schooling we seek cannot be achieved without some penalties.

Coupled with such a policy, we consider that special courses
%honk! be instituted to expand the knowledge and e-nertise those
airadv holding positiun; of rsponsibility for resit .; and develop-
!Tient. Considerable scope now exists for collaboration with Austra-
lian institutions in organising such courses, and on occibions the
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servict s of specialists tioni Mutt' distant countries may also be
required. Similarly, opportunities should be created for staff from
tertiary nstitutions to be seconded from time to time to work full.
time in recognised research centres in New Zealand or Australia.
We ho: that in duo course suitable candidates %sll also come

1,0. the senior rewarch tellwhip; that art' alrdy avail-
able for ..duatinal research workers through the National Re.
search Advisory Council and similar bodies.

Initial Training Programmes
While we recognise that imptant changes have taken place in

the post-graduate training fbr educational research being offered
by universities sve believe that further improvements are still
possi!de ancd that some changes in emphasis are de.,irable. In
pa rtieular we hope deft universities will collaborate ciosely with
the proposed research centres to ensure that

;a Post-graduate students will obtain experience in working
with experienced full-time research workers;

(b. The types of training, most appropriately given by such
centres will be used effectively for post-graduate students;

c Thematic research being directed by such centres will be
able to benefit from the assistance of such students and that
universities will permit these to be prepared within such
dimes;

d Staff undertaking particular types of research in such centres
will be able to present reports on them tbr higher degrees.

In particular, we consider that the present circumstances in
which master's theses may be undertaken on a part-time basis with-
out a reduction in teaching responsibilities should be reviewed.
Accordingly we suggest that employing authorities and schools
be encouraged to grant a period of leave for such purposes, parti-
cularly it. field work in schools is planned, and that the universities
should take the opportunity created by the presence of such students
to organise Co-ordinated studies directed by senior supervisors. To
pro% id, incentives lor Iii411-quality training we also propose that a
range o!. ;ibst-graduate tllowships and scholarships should he
designed I., prepare candidates Cor carters in educational research
and dvelbpment. Having regard for the stalling requirements
fbr tixt decade or so, and plaits in Australia with which this
countiv :mist compete tbr scarce manpower, the minimum require-
ments are tOr It) tllowships to be awarded annually within the
next i years for mature students to uudertake \LA. and
Ht.!). diertatiok. and for up to ,1 post-doctoral or post-masters
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internships to become available in the same period so that out-
standing students may follow tip their initial research training within
a recognisable programme of on-going research. This proposal is in
line with comparable recommendations recently made in Australia,
but proportionate to the site of the country and present inade-
quacies.

Provisions for Institutional Evaluation
In the chapter on assessment in this report it has been recom-

mended that training in assessment practices be included in the
pre-service training of all teachers and that a s stematie programme
of in-service training be instituted 1;r practising teachers. .1 his is to
be one of the functions of the Examinations and Testing tint now
being set up in the Curriculum Development Unit of the Depart-
ment of Education.

Beyond this need ibr improved knowledge in making and record-
ing better judgments about pupil performance, we also recognise
that school principals and others who direct educational organisa-
tions face important obligations for institutional and programme
evaluation. Within the educational world there are at present no
services equivalent to the part played by management consulting
organisations in improving the administration of industrial firms,
public corporations, and so on. We think that many school principals
would welcome such help and advice, but believe that the inspec-
torate system is not at present always well-equipped to provide it.

In several countries, services of this kind are already provided by
university teachers on educational administration. As the adoption
of skilled and sensitive management practices in schools have such a
significant impact upon the improvement of both learning and
teaching, we therefore recommend that provisions be made urgently
for high-level courses on institutional and programme evaluations
designed especially for school principals and other educational
administrators.

Prospective Careers in Research
If tine objective of providing for the employment of on establish-

ment of 150 equivalent full-time reseal( h workers by the end of the
decade is to he at hieved. close attention will also have to be given
to suitable career prospet t for such specialised stair. In the proposed
regional reirark 11 (*.litres, the special units in tertiary institutions,
N/CF.R. and the research sections of the Department of Education,
where hierau hial establishments have been traditionl, the working
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party considers that provisions should be made for status and salary
to be increased beyond normal levels for work of outstanding
quality that is of national importance. Highly productive and
imaginative research workers should not be obliged to transkr to
administration. or the inspectorate, or other positions simply to gain
adequate Imam ial rssaitis anti recognition. Within the Department
of Education, in particular, those prepared to make a career of
research should have opportunities to become eligible fine salaries
equivalent to those holding senior positions in other parts of the
educati.)n service.

Accordingly, to provide for adequate staffing of the research
cstabliittunt proposed we recommend:

1. '1 hat the universities be requested to examine their plans for improving
the training of research workers including consideration of the ways in
which they ;fill be able to collaborate closely with the proposed regional
centres in arranging post-graduate training and field experience for
senior dudents.

2 1 bent provisions be, made for awarding annually a range of post-
fzt,iduate fellowships and scholarships designed especially to prepare
condidates for careers in educational research and development.

Rat spe-cial course's he instituted to eApand the knowledge and expertise
in,peetoei and others in responsible positions on curriculum theory

and development, the design and analysis of experiments, lest develop-
ment and assessment, material; evaluation, and programme analysis.

1. 1 hat officers of the Department of Education be encouraged to attend
courses in training on programme planning and evaluation at the
International Institute _hr Educational Planning or similar inter-
nati,enal ageneief.

i. That programme). for the continuing education of teachers include a
regular series of c.minarc and conftreneer to enable school principals,
senior teaching staff, curriculum and advisory persanel, and senior
professional officers to exchange knowledge and experience on the
thew: and problems of programme or institutional evaluation.

1 hat ,pcial consideratiln be ;ken to collaboration with Australian
it,stituti., in up.::rading and improving competencies of specialised
ee,qrch
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Chapter 21 PLANNING AND FINANCING
ED UCATIONA L ESE\ R CI 1

Estimates of Expenditure Required
It all tile reconnitetalations ti,r research, evitluation, itnlovecl

statistical services, ;Intl experitmsntation in this report are ittiple-
ntented fully, We eNtittiate that the tot.d additional expenditure over
current commitment, on 1(17.3 priCrs %%11111(1 ii) yr' y Hide
in(o' than S:I.(11)1)11111) by 1(81) (fur further (Itails sre cliaptcr
On any international compi:on such an estimate NVivtlid opprar as

Vri 1111,tirsi adtliti(ntl \\*< ore efl:IVinC4.(1,11(ifirthe1vs, that
iii)4111 the quality (if It'ariliin; .111(1 iadling through. int the

eclueatiint system Would be

Io isfo ide for c,nr.patison, II illay hr noted in passim.; that
in a r,rtipr!oliiiiii I rp:ii-t. DI. 1\'. Iatliod h.i. recntk etituated
that .utt k already einp! Aim; a i equi\ :dent of 1-1,00

(mt ocifipti .1 vi. ni,(11.5t
(II. (link ;1\11;1!..,:t. ;IC .108.(11 ;In(l :titilts

the ciit tat 111"1.1 SIT11(1;04 ,..,.:(11tS t) ht. 7.5 percent or tt:.it In4u,
this te.;.!,..t tliat .111trali i` 1)(111111W: ;it 11..1q l On

Cdttl".!lif 111.1.1 1)111.1(il (1(1.1111 (I, .it the 111.('nt tin'''. On the
tat. the Radti,rcl repo: t. it equally cleat. that a very major

ad\ mice tail this figure i xput td, and such plans .ire IA Ito means
taut tat htei, %,:th tither ad\ aueetl Hatlous;.

In the lite! awre h has
conunoupla,.. lea w.te that I IWIllt 1)1 Uf

;:1)111(1 lit' till .111(1 (Ithvel(1)ffielit. Sunit.
iiilvt,catt, Net likther tars;,.t. priin. to a y:kt evansicIti
(ir i!,..,.tni,nt in (...insta.t, I)!. \ \'. B.
jork:on. 1);reetor of the (Mim() I 11.;titlite tin. Studies in Ildneation,
ad\ 1,i, etauur men INA net (I to (layt,to leatlily hierealug
:,tinount or money 0, reearch (ii) to a or leat 1 percent of the
educational linclyat 1,\ 1970 ;111(1 tlr) Ili it I1'4 I tit 1)',"111i\ perc,.nt tit
the edn.-ational Inukixt oliequntIC.

hate\ itindard ora detne. "1-1',*:111 and (I 111,1)Illtilt",
it i,11:/.11( I;( ("1.1:1/1(11 that Ne Z.tild'S 14'ri f)t.t*Xpt1/(111111.1' ')II it

(% t I- he'll rm,aely Ilks I pa icnilt of the annual vote fiat c,Iticittion.

1% r(!. Re Edue.!ti,, r: I", 2. .\\( :";,). 1. 1"71.

I.
ne,e / /". 11 I ..1..r .01.: \\ . J.

.



Even if one generously !tulip: together the eXpendittlre ('11 all
tical services, curriculum development, the preparation of teaching
aids, analyses of building designs and the like, along with research
expenditure Pff Sf, the ratio would not rise allure hail of 1 percent.
It' one choose: a !mire stringent criterion, such as predi4 ti% e and
Owl ori,.e.te(1 research of international standard, it is
6)10,0111 %% lieth, r we could claim to hat s been allocating more than
I dollar in every 3,00 of the annual educational vote toward the
creation of GR basic kw Avludge required for unproved administration
and teaching. It' we have an anxiety about our proposals it would be
that we have been too modest in calculating what can he achieved in
the next 5 years.

Since the prime purpose 11r Noel' expenditure is to Itilproe the
of luM111111)% and nlnagenlent at al! levels of the

education .t %ye con4ider that this is a propel. charge upon the
Vi)tc: F.clucati(th. Iiire4%cr, this pruicls for the introduction of

man:tv;nient acconnting which appear conducive to
prudent and sinind planning of research and develpnn tit pro-
grammes. Ace.rdint;lv, wr recommend

1. uf f upd, /(or' the ti.00mme.ndation; Act (de, ineltviitog
t !..r; ,finfr ,, t op,i1 ,t.ii eent re .s hiet, mt. a (kat*. upqn

;:f,! tlam the Alain!: hu(koli t)l;qp or
-1 h. I ;WI /hoe z est ta4., tti ,ati tins ale lo

rgte

Information and Statistical Services
htt. to the 1,(1 that ;thIlost all

clot1111itti.0., t,1 imin;ry nit" r(Intati,m,11 nitty; 'Act' the deedr have
-1:)1 Wird Illnavt,':ralit- 111")(li adefillacv of the 4atisiical n1161111,1,-

;rVie a*:allah:e to Went. To a ciliideabk degree the problems
.trt perennial since the rapidity Ot s(icial change is constantly

tl%s taks in educational management. I'm the.- and other
re:.,on \'.e II,itt tonilnded that the inlinination and Ntati;tie.11
Seer It us ( t!ic ech:catiotial systeM '.114)111(1 stdijeCted to continuing
re% iev..

.\(I% 1,i)11. .(qi11(.11 lin ElltICati,01.t1 11.1

ponsthi'litt for advi:ing the Nlini.ter of EdUcation int(1 the
Nati, ,nal I )e% elopment (.:otnicii on priorities f)r educational
(le\ Hoptneut it is obliged to ie the education system .t a ..yhole,
Furtherm,re. if: membership reflect, all ohlitzadoii to eo.ordhiaie
educational planning. %%ni ,:then area: of national development.

I is %Yelltilt reason: the \yorkitv; party a,iutne, that the coutici
placed to con:ider the adequacy of the inlig-Mation ailal)l for the
proper eXerCie of pia:wing
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t the tfil AsstItt!t !Tip fin reviewing
St,Itiitieat inti,rmatiotl services, we suggest that an expert
standing corm/titter chottld he establi.thed for the lbllowing purposes:

l'o report and inake recommendations to the ..tivisory
( . . . ! I fl 1..(hp. t t i t . 1 ! . 1 1'' I t : t Alt reLlt II) the
Hat (.4111etli(111, St( )1. eit,le, retrie% .11, and dissemination of
information, it:eluding ,tatistieal requifed for
c.ducational piatining.

conider and report to the .1(Ivisory Council on Educa-
tional Planning on matters relating to the dissemination of
educational infortitation to the community at large, adminis-
tering agencies, the teaching seriee, and training institutions.

TI 1 as tve envisage it, this siatuling committee %you'd
assist the c t,11n( it to: . a identify gaps in the existing provision of
ltd( u th.oion erviees for educational development; (b) make
recommetulati(ms on any or all of the collmving matters: (P: the
nature 0. c.r inforf.,ath in to 1)t' collected. the sotm.es troth which
i' is to be olit.lined, and the tm..ans collecting, processing, storing,
awl publishing educational data; ii the nature and extent of the
resources at Cie national. regional, awl local levels which will he
requirt (1 to provide such information: iii) the recruitment, training,
and entplo'. them of stall for such purpose,: iv the adequacy or
libra tat Pities, mechanised equipment. and accommodation for
the: services: v the methods adopted for pul)lishing and tlis-
s,iitiating the information assembled, including relevant data
ci,111T 1(1 i) S1.111110E%. bt,clits, adVi4(11 PrnirSSinIM1

aiS( )4 .1.1(14111i. 11(1 It It 411 1)(

orclitit4ly we recommend:

t'..,t t.;;:, .1(1; hurt (..('until fur Educatiolial Manning be reque3ted

e,tql tilh etpert taraling committee on tducational information and
:tati)tieal serticei.

Planning Research Services
A NI! iilv group Set tip b the working party has examined the
,visi(tns ti nitilat int; 11.1111)11.1i pOtiCieS tilt' reSearCil in

agri: altar''. meth, ine, and sc.!, lititie serl,ices gemTally, and has
reviewed tile practices adopted in several other countries cyllih
ha\ e en(le.t 1111'141 01 Mitt;; .11)011t a greater co-ordination of ellOrt
as «It I'V 10 hirtZer itiVeNtitle1115 (41 Government hinds in

eL,tl resear, h. lt has also kept in touch %\ ith a %%orking party
on the 1.11 sunlit e, set up 1)% the National Research .1dvisory

i! retp.t t will be avail:tble .;hortlY. Iii addition, it has



noted that the New traland Council for Educational Research does
not seek responsibility for advising the Government on research
priorities, or for the setting up of new centres. The working party
agrees that the character of this organisation would be greatly,
and possibly detrimentally. modified if it were asked to accept such

Par lianu tit has onl Fut t litll t It gkla
updating the statuntry recognition extended to this council, we also
aisume that a further Act of Parliament on the same subject would
not be acceptable for some time, even if this was desirable.

Taking all these considerations into account, and recognising
both the urgent nerd and the opportunities for prompt action, we
have chosen to recommend an interim review body which is
immediately feasible. Moreover. we have concluded that the scale
and the nature of the research and evaluation services required for
educational development justify immediate and separate attention
ti.tall those %shit 11 may arise fbr the social sciences generally.
Therefore. to citable the planning of the research services recom-
mended to pri)et ed without delay, we propose that a second
standing committee of experts be established by the .\dvisory Council
for Educational Planning for the following functions:

at To advise the Minister of Education. through the Advisory
Council on Educational Planning. on matters related to
research and develipmrin in education, including the
nature ,1 the current research effort. proposals for new
centres and research programmes. the allocation of funds,
the promotion Of '111w:161m:a experimentation, the choice of
priorities, opportunities fur national and international
tollaboration, training, or up-grading 01 research workers
and to-okions fOr the effective usc of Own' skills;

utq.idrr mid irport to the .1aivisory Council on Educa-
tional Planning on ;111% matter relating to research and
develipmen! in education referred to it by the council.

It must be ephasis-if that this is regarded as an interim measure
only. .1, ,t wider .:lige of research facilities become established, we
totsee the need 6.1- the development of a wore comprehensive

isf ,tein t, dint plit)litii ;111(1 1)11)111tlitig a co-
P rdinat:on t.t effort. Be\ (int! this ;td\ isory structure, we also
appo tLit dC hr mad.. 11r .1 .tatuto. body to allot aie
flindi 10r research in univrrsities. te.telte7., uniitilys, and similar

Mini; in parricidal.,
air aitr,a r\anipir uNtr.din Advisory Committee

kes,-,o !I and Dr% rig pin, :it iii [dui tip hy .`tet tit the
Federa! ;oernment 1 here i; milt 11 11 opt' fOr debate on the
t pi; .4 i)d .0.11ith muit us-fuld\ stimulate and 1.,aide
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the development t researeh stict. tt. hope that the activities
of the expert tit mains; committee we ilitV4: rCCOMiiiliKkti wi l IICIP
to stimulate bud) a debate and so prepare the way for the setting
up (1 an :ttivisry 1)(+(i %itit pinvt.rs.

tV. re commend:
,;. uti! time a, a ,1:;:itori or adrhori. boar I

f to firintilqie lPatiullal re.1, welt i)11( r'y Jr)? (ducation, the
.1,i: Louncil Pr Educational Planning l requoted to set U/ an

ftandina e,mmittee on research and development in education to
izire imh,rdiate allz.icc on the dalopnent of educational research services.

,
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PART F COSTS, PRIORITIES, AND A
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

With the breadth of coverage of this report it would be impossible
to cost all the implications of our recommendations. We think,
however, that discussion of the recommendations will be more
useful it' some guidance is given on the relative costs of various
changes, z nd this we have done through a series of illustrative
costings. The statement of priorities shwa(' not be taken as a
summary of the report, but as an attempt to state the essence of our
recommendations in as concise a form as possible. It should be read
within the context of the whole report, and in conjunction with the
summary of recommendations which follows it.
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Chapter 22 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

In an earlier chapter we illustrated the size of education services
by noting th. nearly one-third of the total population was actively
invuk ed in one way or another. This figure makes education the
fifth largest industry in New Zealand, in terms of both the number
of employees and their aggregate earnings behind the manufactur-
ing sector, the wholesale/retail sector, the transport and communica-
tion sector, and the construction industry.

In relation to the educational qualifications of the labour force,
the latest breakdown available (1966) showed that although teachers
c.,nstitilted less than 3 percent oldie total labour force, approximately
-10 percent of the total group of those with some tertiary qualification
were involved in education. From the financial point of view, he
estimated net educational expenditure for 1973-74 is $446.3 million,
which indicates that more than 16c in every dollar outlet Government
expenditure is 4111 VdtIC.16

Dnring In years 1963 6 to 1973-7.1) the net Govern-
ment expenditure in New Zealand has increased at an average
comp( intal rate of approximately 11.8 percent per annum, while
educational expenditure has aver ged a compound incre:Ise of
17) percent per annum. During the first half of that decade, the
edueational pcipulation increased at a rate exceeding 3.5 percent,
%%bile in the hitter half. the rate has dropped to below 1.5 percent.
In the years of the decade fOr which figures are available (1963-64
o 14 17 1 72 , the gross national product of the onnitry increased at
a cfituip atlirl rate of ap. Odttlately i1.7 percent.

T.le 1 i:!u.trte th,. magnitude of. and changes in, expenditure
ckting the la.t %ears.
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TABLE I -NET Gni KNI1EN r 1.:Xi*EsinTrith oN Lote:ArloN IN REI.ArtoN
To 'form. NET ( ;0VERNMENT F.NpEN)iTvRE AND Gitoss NATIoNAL Pk0Dti

lit o.
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-.!

Iotal set iArrnt; ;eta
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-
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86.2"
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416 .3

303.2"
_ . .
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2.8
3.2
4.3
4.9
1.3
6.2
7,5
7.0

6.3

N r, .1,J1 t !at! 1/47!
art liotrt$1111C1. etP01.111011 : ti 397.3, alai 13. 7 .P1. 11, Supplementars EfthshIteS sear

!Iirt I': S.
Net ! i:e; W.,' but ad toted by deducting net veliare expenditure up to

I

TABLE 2- FuNcTiosAi. rtox OF NET GOVERNMENT ExPENDITeRu

!71.7.: 1,4;2-71 1973-741.stimited

) ti.iili. a Per. rut S sal;:l...st 1'..rtet.t S.11.51livii, Peuesit

\thr.i1;tt ttlt.i .. 1;'t. 3 8.5 189..3 8.6 293.9 10.7

tut-v.:6 61.16,,.. . 151.2 7.2 1'6.4 7.0 177.9 6.5

1 ).,...1-pr..;.*::: 44 11,,1.1.6% 116.2 7.8 11.8 7 7.6 211.8
. ...,.,

4. 111(-..6,.51 .. 527. I 1; 1 37ti It 17.0 116.3 16.3
:N.., i.t! ter.i, ,.., 1,,. -, 21.1 127..3 23.7 634.6 23.1
110.11d .. 291 13 1 ,. 7 313.1 11.1 11.4) 15.2

r.11.64: .1!11 I ,.1111611111-
ati,.,. .. .. 111 I 7.a 183.1 8.3 211.3 7.8

Debe <or.icrs du, 1 ittii.
1' ii tr., .. .re)...) MO 7.1.1/ 12.4 3 9.8 12.7

. ..

'1 ..t.11 . .. 1.862 . i I440.0 2.219.3 100.o 2,71.1.7 1011.0

_ _. _. ._

I; !we, I ! 1., ,umertitur Ir 4:1 r.I'irat;On I) 5. 51,51 terICel.
I; i II N-,11 !:.rto.55,. Se.' T.;ttri4 N!.ticit

RferliC ti tabit 2, &utility.; the Itmetinal classification of
net C;vrnment expenditure, showi that education, svith 16 percent

tl total. is seend only to social services. \Vhen considering
the largY proportion Government revenue spent in this area, it

n den ral ro kt queitioni concerning its expenditure. Table 3
NI...A.; thy *led% hie; %vhich the education vote is expended. i \n
altrnti-c br('akti. ,W11 )1. educational expentliturt. into standard
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groups, as outlined in table 1, shows a (Efferent distribution of the
total expenditure among the various act., ities which must be funded
for the education operation to function.

TAM r r Exi.vxr)f I. Rt. t)N 1*.tit.t %lifts;

. . '.. :. 2.. SI,
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Costing of Recommendations

In its deliberations the working party has recognised a reality
principle: it is not sufficient for recommendations to be desirable --
they should also be attainable. Betbre recommendations can be
implemtmted, their implicatii;ns: must be investigated ti', +111 the
point of view of availability of iinanue. resources, and manpf Aver.
There would, for instance, be little point in recommending a 50
percent increase in teaching staff in 1974 when there would be no
possibility of providing the necessary manpower.

To illustrate the amounts of money involved in implementing
some +.1 our recommendations. we have estimated the cost of selected
developments. It should be emphasised that our objective is merely
to give examples: there has been no attempt to be exhaustive, nor
would such a detailed exercise have been possible with the time and
re,ourees available. As our aim is to illustrate rather than to provide
definitive costings we have given no more than an order of magni-
tude concerning the costs involved. In a number of cases, only the
principal clement in implementing a recommendation has been
costed.

Before 4,oking at the cost or recommendations let us consider the
education vote as a whole so that the order of magnitude of costing
van be seen in perspective. The 1973 estimates of educational
expenditure total $146 million so a transkr of lc in every dollar of
Government expenditure to education from other votes would
provide an extra $27 million. To obtain this, lc in every dollar of
Government revenue would have to be transferred from other votes
see table 2) or alternatively, tax revenue would have to increase by

approximately 1 percent. Similarly, an additional 2c in every
dollar ( )1* Government revenue allocated to education would produce
an extra $55 million and so on.

. series of examples. giving order of magnitude costs of various
recommendations, or groups or recommendations, are given below.

( ts. Ci.ze

1.1,r some dine, there has been pressure to reduce class sizes:
staff/student ratios of 1:20 have been requested for primers and
forms ti and 7, and 1:30 for classes from standard 1 to form 5.

Various interpretations concerning the meaning of the 1 :20 and
1:3 ratios exist: alternative assumptions include effective class.
student ratios, staging schedules, and maximum class sizes --these
give rise to widely differing results when used to calculate the
number of teachers needed to achieve implementation.

2.15



Example 1. As an example, consider the increases in teaching
staff needed for primary schools to achieve staGstudent ratios of
1:20 in primer classes, 1:30 in standards. Starting from an assump-
tion that these ratios refer to staffing schedules, a calculation can be
made based on the interpretation that such staffing schedules would
produce effective class:student ratios of 1:16 and 1:26 respectively.

Implementation of these ratios would require the following
increases in numbers of class teachers:

Primers .. 4 ,200 additional teachers
Standards .. 2 ,100 additional teachers

The cost of this increase in salaries alone would be of the order of
S36 million.

The School a; a Profiviional Unit

There is evidence that decreased class size, except where applied
for specific educational or social objectives for which it has been
shown to be effective, may not be the panacea it is often thought
to be. \Vt have emphasised previously that operation of the school
as a professional unit requires flexibility to undertake various forms
of organisation depending on the needs of the learners, the objectives
of the school, the aptitudes of the teachers, and the requirements of
the curriculum. Such factors as reduction of class- contact time,
training. increased ancillary staff, redefined roles for senior staff,
support from advisors and through provision of resources, will often
facilitate achievement of curriculum objectives to a greater degree
than reduction in class size : indeed, we would hope to see sub-
stantial variations in class size, according to objectives. Our second
example will illustrate costs for a series of items to support the
school as a profesAional unit.

Example 2

(a) Chapter 7* --Ancillary stair. Provided in the
ratio of 1 for every 8 teachers in addition to
existing provision, this requires 3,330 staff, for
whom an average salary of $1,300 per annum
is assumed

;.i), Chapter 7 Bursarial assistance. To provide a
bursar for each secondary school whose roll
exceeds 600 on salary scales outlined in the 1972
Report on Secondary School Administration

S;rnillion)

16.0

0.8

1).. I. tr. t;ieri to th hapters rp9rtt its Whirls the principal

2.16
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(c) Chapters 11, 14 -leacher centres. These will Smillion)

vary in cost, according to their location, size,
function, etc. One estimate for establishing a
centre to sync a district containing approxi-
mately 20.000 pupils

Building and equipment 100,000
Stair salaries -

Nlanagement, training, advisory 20,000
Ancillary .. 9,000

Assuming a need Ibr approximately 27 such
centres through New Zealand:

Capital cost $ million) ..
Annual salaries niilliun

.,(1: Chapter 17, Study group report &logical ,

Guidance and Support Sen Sufficient psycliolf
giNts to achieve a ratio of 1 per 6,000 children
in the age group; plus a 2G percent in-
crease in the number 4,1* vocational guidance
officers and upgrading of their salaries u, the
psychologists' scale; plus sufficient %kiting
leachers to provide one for every large school,
or two smaller schools in the cities and larger
provincial towns .

Sufficient guidance counsellors over and ahoN r
posts already established to provide mo cou-
sellors in schools whose rolls exceed 900, and
one in scluxIs with rolls between 200 and 900
(:Impters I , 1 I 1 cal department
curriculum aild resources. Provision of stall' in
the ratio of 1 to 3,000 pupils on the f011owing

)unary: curriculu -- scale C:1; resources
,cale 112. Secondary curriculum : rc-
snitr, es 1'1(3 ..

1) C:11.iptei's 7, i i Additional stalling pros ision.
o release of teachers, including princi-

pal:, it,r sc1ool-1,0,rd training, at tso pc-iods
put- %eek equi,..dent to 2 weeks per year, ..

2.7
0.8

1.5

1.8

3.4

Sal 'ries
7.8

1 he 1 ea,
.\ further emphasis in our repot a corollary in fart of arty 111()Ve

tli inelt*.it` .111t0110111V has been the nerd to sipport the
teacher in 's clay-to-cloy piolt.,ional acti%ities. 'Poi; invoke
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hailgt'S nal Ili I .111(1 111.1stilV( 1111'1V:ININ in 111.ien iCt* 11'St'S

for teachers. provision of more counselling srviceli, non class.
contact tittle, advisory lerviceg, h:whet centres, and a redefined
tole for senior staff emphasising prokssiotial rather titan adminis-
thok,

At In .1 'it. it. 1)1111 1)1 1111(' 11111)1'1A tIIIIIIIS (II) 1114 appr;1; 11)

111\ < \ 11.11u 1.1".N; fur r \.11'11dc ulVlIliSati()11.11 .111(1 ad1111111Strati\ t
(11.111'2,es kill )1% ed ill I .tirtIVI*111'.2; the tr.1(11111.* (13y, aS t11,t1(i 111

chapter 7 Secondary Education,: similar changes will release
insp.t tors film' their grading function and allow concentration Ott
an ad\ ioy futictit in, fwever, such senior stall require training for
their r.1,.. the present inducements for able educators to loin the
in:pectorte are (!!adequate, tnd a level of recruitment which has
:1111,wed the ireondary inpector:teacher ratio to fall to snow two-
thirds of it pt e ions value, thereby forcing activity to be conceit-
oat' d 1111 gidding rather than advice, is a cause for concern when
they miht bear the brunt of fulfilling an effective advisory and

11.1e, Example :3 illustrates the cost of implementing some
of their tr.tt her-oriented recommendations;

.;

Cimptri. 1.c.icitrta study
Proision 4.1 additional stall to allow 5
days' study leave per term For teachers
during the first 3 (.:Irs of their teaching
servii

2rovision of additional staff to allow stud,.ii I

lea e it 1 trrin i of C(,1t-
IitItltl11i teaching service

Iii ()plating ctsts till cotir.es mounted
i asecl oil present teacher;
I 'Urge expenses

CItalorrs 7. 11 .Vieillary stall, Provision in the
id I :8 as (4itlined in example 2 a

Chapter 7 1 11-scIA training. Pro\ 114111 (I
.111(lil 6)11.11 Nt.111. 1( ) ,111(1% ric.tm t,f te;ICItti
siti.c Hiatt ho 11,\ ere(! ;:i ali()Vt tiff 1

prl 1,41 %%(("1: st 11.11.1Id

d ( :hapl! 1 1 , I I I a4 her centres. .1s outlined
III xam!.- 2 I

e (11.tpti 7. 1 7 Semler: for children with
,pe< il needs, as I <11tline <i in example 2 d

21;1,

Annual

1.3



arning 'inters

hi the next decade, one of the LAI factors in the iini)roeinent
t: I e the increasing application of a wider range of

'earthy!, INoues. Ve ha% e referred ft' the role t,flearnin....! resource;
in.. ?nu; ::::: in(1pentient lcalimin.4. !catkin.. in min tit sibilit
tf, Likt ,1(1%.ititalgt. rtiliCatti()11. tt, tutu nil'

111.XP)ilitV tit 1111't the varying needs of learners and a \ arity
objectives; to their ability to assist in particular learning

situation, such as mass or individual instruction and in pro% iding
for pupil ;mil% its during instructional time.

()tie ttt Mir major thenies concerning learning est,urces
org.inisation at and heyond the school level to provide information

resources and ti, plan and eti-ordittote their selection and
pro% iion min.:1 less expensive than the provision of buildings
and esons thetnsel% es. .s shmvn ill the folloing costing. dia-
tion of libraries to the poiition referred to in the study group report,

wri,nt itl%01%es maitnr capital expenditure, but this
should ht. seen in the context of an area neglected which now
:e(itiires a major infusion of funds to achieve a satisfactory level.
Lthicational tele% ision antithr in: (Or item, ostcl here so that it
Indy be revi%rd against other desirable de\ clopments, In such caNes,
the decision to lie made is in which area the infusion of such levels
of funding will t!i% e the best returns to learner and teacher. On such
a basis, the ptiition of libraries as suppliers of hook resources flay
he economically tnitnal,le. but %%lien Seen as an essential --- perhaps
rlitral part of the ciourcs organ:Nation of the school, with stall'

trained accordiiu their nalt. assumes much greater significance,

/...qmple
Chapter I !. Ntnd [4:(.111' (ull hi,:rtet ill

Aduc ter. achilc the st.Indards NiiiNStd
ill the `41.1(11 group report Lihrerres tit 1.thietiwt

t-ust

1 I A)

Fiutliture and eutlipment 1 _3

st, irks . I 2.:3
.ntukt; rusts

,sail alaries
Library and hook v..1 ants

n se, o.a1.11,.
Lapit.il costs lyultiin-: 12.1,

tot
.1 or it

,_tatits

Nt1:111:,i1

.1 I.

0

II .5



Example 4continued $;million)

(iii) Training for teachers and librarians to
reach the suggested standard:

Total cost 1.6
.1) Chapter II, Report of the Committee Of

Inquiry into the Uses of Television in Educa-
tion .Educational television. Provision of edu-
cational television as outlined in the above
report :1971 figures)

Capital cost 5 . 7

Annual cost 1.2
Chapters 1I, 11Teacher centres. (See

example 21 . .

sd, Chapter I I -Resources staff in schools. Pro-
vision of a head of re.amrces, in the ratio of
1 unit per 3,04)() pupils. (Primary: B2; second-
ary: PR3), annual cost ..
Phis 1 ancillary staff member per 1,000
pupils .it $1,500 per annum

3.5

1.6

2.9

16.,carch
The workiin party has accorded a high priority to the role of

research and e%aluation in improving learning and teaching in
New Zealand. While irwing the present provision with concern
and regarding expansion as a matter of urgency, we nevertheless
recognise that time same low level of provision prevents effective
deployment of the major expansion we would wish to see. Thus our
estimates of additional finance over the next 5 years arc relatively
modest. Broad estimates have been prepared of the kinds of ap-
propriations which seem realistic in preparing for a doubling of
the rtst arch work ti.ret! over a 5-year period, and a balanced
development of both regional and national facilities. To facilitate
easy omparisons the estimates below are based upon the current
salary scale; of persons employed as university lecturers, on the
a.sutniaion that these provide a reasonable guide to the salary and
statu, of the research personnel required. In addition they include
provision for supporting stall at 35 percent of a research worker's
salaries, and pro% ision for accommodation, working expenses,
equipment, and research materials at a further 31) percent of such
salaries. Thew estimates are additional to current expenditures on
research which the working party assumes will be continued.
Moreover. they provide only for increased Government expenditure
under the Vote: Education and do not incorporate estimates front
other %Ol;:t *s. re,earch allocations within universities or oih
tertiary institution, statutory bodies and so on.
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a

The fi)llow ing figures, which represent current price ititnatcs
for the recommendations made in chapter 19 will provide an ap-
proximate guide 14 the purpose of assessing the advantages to be
gained !Tone such expenditure.

"'Awl. 3 .untrioN.st. RI sEARLd Am., DEvi.i.oPMLN
l':\ PENN 11"RE Plt()P()S1: )

i co, )977 l',"' 1 ; 19,31

*. :). 4., .i, $

4.40.1ti txparisi It, vv...n.11
awl stti.41.11 . 1;1.1.114) 214;00 23.100 5;8.!111 7311,(Mk) '115.500

spe(Iii , .f..r..,:.1.1,
(,..itr.., : .

.1,1t1

. 1.t.t...11 12..:HH) 11.111/0 16.0011 13.1011 20,1100
Tr.tii.::Iv f..11.A..111,. Arid

.t t1.t!ii:ii .. 1'). -or) 31,01N) -IC,. 710(1 ;1.0110 7:.")))11 ill.t)t)()
Spri Lt. I., it v. .11.11 .41.l

II..11 .
',.(.114) 6.00), 7.(1011 8.11(11) 9.11011 10,01111

RI -,..114 1. 1)1..r.1.;11.4 2. Illi 2..")))1) 3.(00 3010)) .1.1)00 3 , .1(0 )
...._ . - - ---

s It, -.INdi 316.0011 141.(roi) ti71).1$14) }45.)110 1.033.000

Other
provide some indication of amounts involved for comparative

purposes. se mie costing has also been undertaken in the fields of
early childhood education, cc ,ntinuing education, psyche,logical and
other ser% ices, and .Nlaori education.

a.. C:hapters , 7 --Community schools. To include
the following community fitcilities over and
above those normally provided for a large
seCi wdary school:

.1dditional Site development ; ( :alpha!

Additional car parking;
Adaptation or school buildings;
Community imildintz:
swimminz pool:
Furniture and equipment
Cost per school

Chapter -Early-childhood education:
(:o,t oft airing the percentage of' children
in the 3 5 .isz group attending pre - school
classes front 41) percent to 60 percent,
o. the bais rcen introducetl sub-

littilduv_z and equipment subsidies
Teachers ,.flat ies . .

laming addit;em.4: utale r
present pi ilicy . ,
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ii Chapter, 5, 8 eaehr education. To
increaee the teacher education programme
from a 2 to a 3.year course . 0.4

C:liapt 17. Study Group Report Psre halo.

s.,: t %.

i Proision tit psliolot.tists Ill tik ratio or
1 i,..r 1i.1)1)0 Of tilt populatioil ill
the I) 17 age group .. t).9

li Increase of 21) percent in ntunhers of
vocational guidance ,ilicers, and up-
graditaz of salary scale to that of psy-
hologi:ts . , . .

ill increase ill numbers (i visiting teachers
III .1 114 1%% 1)11 In ( wilt' per large second-
at N. ,elio441 t%o smaller secondary
.,11114,1s, to service :;chools in the contri-
hitting Area . . 0. 1i 1_ nips ettient 111 tVellill' U\ ic('S ;111(1

outlined its the study
i;tool) I cporl .

9.1

Education and ti*.dtiititz or NptoCial
0.3,(11(1 other traChrri

i Pro% ision of 1 remedial teacher for vt
toll) state primary pupils in addition to
present itittlIllg schedideS: 4.9

d (:hapter Its. Study Group Report--31,wri
Cosiiiii; is rlati.ci to the return-

containg d in the study group
t yr 1,7111,1fte))). 1)11 the 1),ISis (it as:111111)-

6)E, .111i:i)..; 110111 lii..1:11,i1)11%, 1Vitit sillily group
mettibei:.

po 'vide courle+ and materials thr
teacher education ouries U.

trail! teacher, of the Nlawi 1aiu
of (aide .ink1 Mount courses tilt
te.0 hint.; 11 0) Maori ,tudents . 0.5

iii 1 o pro\ hole cola inning. education courses
and even:ion %%,,rkers 11.2

1.11 re:earch project: including
e\ pc? imental :chools



Chapter 23 A sTATENIENT OF PRIORITIES

NeW t.11.111d I, hilt .ilutIt ill its eapprak.il 1,1. the (line:1(1011 it
/+/let's: there %vorld-s, ide restatement educational objectives
and a questioning t+f traditional forms and proesss, and as we
have ex.:mined the many aspects of learning and teaching we have
been aware of this questionini . and have also had in mind the con-
cept Of education de% eliped by the \Vorking Party on Aims and
Objective,. It is within this context that we e tried to concen-
trate tm those areas % scent to tts to he crucial if we are to move
in the right directions, and with rut +ugh v: peed to cope with the
changes which liae been taking place in society throughout this
century and at an ee!, greater pace at the present time. Whatever
changes there may he in the material circumstances of education,
there is no doubt that their effectiveness will depend ultimately
upon the people through whom they are expressed. .1nd within
these people, the most important element of all is attitude; .find it is
because tit this that nui / :rst set of fittituninal. We have
drawn attention to them in many places through.t the report:

'file uutIctpt of the scluml its a proft.isi. )11.t1 unit and a learning
conammity, with all the implications which /low from this.
The cigwypt liftftng educatitm education as it continuing
process extending from early childhood to beyond the formal
sc lot sv, tem.
I lu concrpt or continuity throughout ow whale educational
system.

the couc..pt Ot sc;loo..curni,,,,nnv ,.,-oreration .111(1 mutual
ou})})tset.

But attitudes are non ewingh; we need the means to rxpreNi the
through the complex network ofctincational Ntrttetues and functio.o.
It hecanie we raiice that many of law detailed recommendations
call tUr greater kit, As ledge, and weight of responsibility on the
'hut tit led, help that we !dace a. Ina fir,/ rya jor ii,rity for educational
de,.elotonent the ,,,fitirmiri:: al teachers.. 1tt traditional terms, we
call fitr :err great inereaio in in-servie training; for the simple
fart; id the matter are that nothing- will happen to make any
solystatti.d improment to to and teaching unless teachers
%%ant it to happen and :LW to Mak(' it happen.

flaying slid ea, ...t but didienit to at hieve. -we need to
niphait ,r I11101:f.: anguak re'ource,.

peak t t reources retr to human .IS %Wit is Material



resources and we put the human ahead of the material. We have
made recommendations about a whole range of supporting services:
from the high-level advisory services of a redefined inspectorate,
through the various advisory officers and specialist services, to
Anci:i.o.% ham. e wen, the ediu ation profession k mniksive
in economic and manpower terms, and if it is to be used most
IreCtirly then cry possible support must be given to enable

teachers to function at as high a professional level as possible.
In this connection we should reiterate the key parts to be played by
principals, senior ad.ninistrative staff, and inspectors, and our
concern that they be adequately trained ibr their exacting roles.

It should be abundantly clear from all that we have said .about
learning and teaching that the teacher-pupil relationship is central;
hut in a system dealing with close on a third of time total population,
material resources must loom largeboth from the point of view
of the teacher tryiug to translate objectives into reality, and from
the economic viewpoint. In making this a priority we stress the
need for integration of resources in "resource centres"; but this
illustrates the tact that we arc dealing with a network of changes,
f'or rest murre centres need to have the special advisers who can ensure
that resources are used effectively, and both they and the teachers
they advise need in-service training in resource use.

Given the teachers with supporting in-service training and
resources. we still need to make certain that opportunities for
development are real and that constraints are removed. We there-
for make as our third mirk educational pr;oritt a set of two recom-
mendatim,:

The strent:tlomi,:: .school-iiasid curricula within broad guidelines
ratifrr than ;'labthes.

The Pbaing out q' national examinations, along with a chat y in the
school lea: in; ccrti 'irate, school reportin;, and methods of assesonent.

Thew two groups of recommendations hang together, and depend
finr their eflective realisation on all the prior recommendations.
Again, they illustrate the fact that we are dealing with a network
(Pt changes. One timing needs to be said at this point: we think
that these particular recommendations represent essential steps
if the standard of learning and teaching for all pupils is to be
raised, and i: parents and the community at large are to be given a
more accurate and comprehensive assessment of the progress of
inch\ ideal learners and of learners as ;t whole. We are aware of the
strong (mpini(mni of those \d oppose such changes on the grounds
that they tail to take int.) account the legitimate interests of the
community and result in a lowering of time standard of education.

)



NVt. think that they are TM:taken in their predictions of "softness"
in the systent and short-sighted in their view of what education is,
and should be.

It eh.mczes are t,) he made. if is it) Ile etteflitr.11r(f. Mid
if a NC/ attempt It, in mail, allSS.C1' .it 14%tit

(pit 0.11tili 1'.I11(11 11(SCi. !:1) !WWII of 11111C.Itii)11al activity from
ft,. (MI.:1114'i Ci osroni hello% HMI' to hilt' prfatit)11 (f the
.1(1111illklAtiVe struutiire %%Inch supporti it--then resiarelt and
...aluistiun must tilace of priorio., and :Pe plait it as our Jo urlh

ilithtratvc the difficulty of a linear listing of
prioritic4. 11)r %%ilt. many of the things we hart mentioned are
relatively costly in terra s of the total financial resources available,
resea:.( II and cyaivatin make snail claims by comparison. And yet

,ir)stantial 111cr0.1:0 in the financial provisions for research %ould
.1 1,%(,Ito1011a1v itpun thy rtwarcli scvnt. in Ne%v Za-

land (lineation an effect which would enli%en all the other
reomunendat; us 10:0 make. Vithin this overall priority %e would
streii the expatisiun of research services through regional research

centrei. Cie training of research workers.

Lull of tilt. othrr Sit tors atilt asps.' N of v(111(.16011 with
which %%0 11a%0 dealt is intoortatit in its new riOtt, and it is

pi ,ssiblt. t,, ord0r 1110111 in !tide piioriiv trric,s. Ihit
ra. h of These aspect.: %%0 eatt point to an area or areas of

eint,I,Nis %%filch 1%0 think to he essential. It shotiltl itiso
remembered that the la air attitudinal and the four edueatioual
de%rloptlit lit priiirities %%0 ha% t' already diStliSiell are ltairnatrly
111%4,1\ ed I:1, and have 11S It eat 11 Of ill, se aspects.
Vtll'al'.411 SAC tit) t() Slit.Ne,t that (Ink the are, 41'1111AI:ilk

111.0 are ltllport.ttlt anti 111.tt tilt' roct1111111v11(1.11i(ttli

1.):' tipie Arc Ill)t, fleI'lliteirsi if ii)ri*cd to) pick (nit i)111.

111.114i clliph.t:Nii tte 111)1.11(1 piCk

cdticatit)11; itth in!! HI. filld de blown:
,,,,

ao.t ft,rei the ratiiinal.,,uion ii)

PI !filmy and et widal.%. (.(1.:( ati. )11 : ,y1:1/0')i/7/:, qi C'br)e./ /1% It

V./!: rd.! p ior prig, 'kill,

1 r : t j; trIlt .
V iti.111,11 (111;, Atm: 01,4),n 11,111i'!:;

n .1 .11 !*!c

Iill!li tit.; 111 t 111C .Ltit rq.:Idi $1110' lin ! 1. ..11 ;11. )

I itilrio41:.

)



Moral education : a pl,pmed tart q. the curriculum.

Assessment: strength:rile; school-baaed rusessmenl.

Resources: derelping TiSo Wee centre's.

Bhildin.z.:: P

M.t(111 : Anti lanoae tockin:z.
Children with spekial needs: adequate trainia,g, .14 Apecialists e;nd

leadv azailabilif! eq %II/purling .%erciees.

Rural education: rfalistic incentives to attract leachers to rural WM.
Research: regional reward' cntrer.

We have attempted to work within a fixed sum available flue
additional developmtnts in education, although %r realise that

ultim.,tl be conditioned by financial realities.
Imro%einenti in learning and teaching %sll c:111 for an even

szrater pr(portion of the national income if our recommendations
are accepted. But we draw attention again to our four attitudinal
priorities. it these are accepted, then ways and means will be
litind to make .igniti(ant changes.



ho/Ile? SUMN1.11(Y ( )1:
RECONINIENDATIONS

Chapter : Continuing Education
I. hat, shhicct to stipulations tvgarditig avotot tv.r.onahlt

lees for these additional services, adult students be allowed to
enrol with the Correspondence School. sslithr or not they live
near an institution svhere a class in the subject required is held
and w !tether or not they are enrolled in such a class.

2. That the Corrrspondem e Schol be authorised to prepare .1
number of courses specifically designed to meet the needs of adults.

That. as .1 pilot project in addition to those proposed ill
recommendation 3 of the UNESCO I,ifeloog i,duation report,
the Correspondence School be authorised to enter into a
4..1-operative arrangement With 3 tiritrd secondary school or
schools fin' the purpose of making e%perimnts in the combination
of correspondence study ssili race-to-face tuition.

4. that all institutions responsible for COLIT'SrS in continuing
education be asked to review the adequacy of their programmes
fOr women, and the conditions under which they are offered.

1. That a rapid expansion of continuing education he based
upon the '41'011d:try schook in close association with local
ommunitiWi.

ti t the pilot in I )ir41 pi'opivd FM' Sll% tt tl sulont y
him Is In the Liklng I:duration COTIIIIIiltrr .111(1 tll'S11:1(11M111

ht the drVc lOptlit'llIC NI41111411' and elsewhere be set up withinit
delay and that substantial enefairagement be Os en to serving
teachers and education officers to specialise in the field of
ctlittuint.t dit& ation.

Th.:I trvulatiim hr dr,mp up tlntlrr art hill 201 I)1. the
I.Ilut.ttilln " in "It "11"=iiilig the
41M1/111111i0. triittes at rCt+Ilditry and other school: .uitable

(s. .1.11.11 1)11111. 111111rli SCIlf)(11S AM'
rtIVI Mr:It'll! II% OW s,tting lip III xpetimental

ssiirk experien. `1111.1111 1111 11111111N .11111 11\ 1111. 111%1111111111 111 11111..

1'11111.1.S 1,111111411.111V, 1111 111111.11 e.11 "I1 S11111111 11.11%.r14 1.111. 111111111

tchla.I1 .11111.

)Ji



II. 1 hat the membership of the National Council Of Adult
1:duration he increased by the addition of the following members:

On, person nominated by each of such national bodies as:
Vociitional 'realning Council (to provide a formal link

ith the vocational training sector..
6' National Council of Women.

. iii New Zealand \laori Council.
, National Youth Council.

b Two persons prossionall engaged in continuing education,
10. Th t the protilsion:1 staff of the National Council of .1dult

Iducation lw increased lOr the purpose of investigating:
atii mid needs in continuing education with special reference
disodvantitged and ethnic groups.

the basis of applications for assistance by voluntary and
othr bodies.

c '1 hr success tit pilot and other projects sponsored by the
t tinned or other public bodies.

Chapter 5: Early-childhood Education

1. That programmes in parent education be substantially
\panded and strengthened. with the resources of all bodies con-
cyrnrd with carh-, hildhood education and parent education being
iniibilised and co-,,rdinated in support of such programmes.

2. That considerAtion he given to the establishment of a co.
otilinating body similar to the British National Children's Bureau.

.',. That. in .iii planning for the development of community
'lures, special attention 1w given to the incorporation of early-

childhood education and parent education facilities as an integral
part of tort entre.

1. lhat, in the allocatii ol" hind. for rarl -childhood education
ter Ht ommunit titre, with earl -childhood education
the t ;oeernment vi%e priorit to new housing areas and areas of

In t ial

i. Iliat the National Ad\ isor" Coma il oil Pre-school Education
mit jar, a revie%% if present training schemes. %.ith a view to providing
,(011t .it the hitZlIt'r 11Ael of training vhile allots Mg for
di\ r iio. ii, inival

I 1, it Ow 11 pal Hul!! id 1.1111% .t111/11 pr(Aide the National
\d Conn( it with a Ne( rtariat %%Inch is strong enough to
enable it, to art out it, aious functions.



7. That the 1)(1).111111(16 of l'Altit ation promote and support future
developments in the field fearlv-chiltlhood education I)) appointing.
sit iUl earIV (Litt', an officer fir senior status to have 0% (Tall respon.i.
bility for the field and that 116. ollwer hr supported 1) prolyssiottal
;111(1 ,1(11111111,411'.11k

IL 1 hat Urgent attention he gi% en to the establi.hment of at pith%
fhr the pmisin child-car ser%iers, and that thi, policy clearly
state that all hild-care set.% ices should make adequate provision. in
stalling and facilities. for developmental and tint inertly (
environment.

Chapter 6: The Primary School
1. That there be a substantial increase in the number of

studentships division S:. aml that more opporiunitic; 1,1 ma(l,
available li)r experienced teachers to complete university llOjevi
through full-time university study.

2. 'That greater freedom he gi% en to priniary schools n ) inipleineiit
programmes which arc innovative ill nature.

. That priticipak be given authority to approve. aml accepi
overall responsibility fi,r innovative programmes in their schools.

I. That schools be requirc(1 to accept responsibility for explainity4
their airns and programmes to parents ancl 11r taking all po....ible
measures to ensure that this responsibility is met.

5. 'lilac the 1)rpartment of F.clucation, through it.. (:urrictiltini
I).vvlopmnt tint or through the inspectorate acting in an ad isotA
capacit%, collate and make available, on request. examples of
efrctivt. 0.chniquei bye rinpio,.(1 1, schools in
communicating with their local community concyrning the obicctiyes
anci programmes of the school.

ti. That pruvision by made for neuly-appointed principals
receive sstnuttie training in school administration. anti 111.11 all
prim ipal. be given opporomities. throin.li substantial in-ser% t
ct:rsts and rminars, study .t fatal atlmini-aration all(' other
matters trlevant to then leadiship role in the st hoof.

7. That steps ht. take!, raw mar ..fl
to Is ,th p1 inci)als and teat her;.

11. .t That the advist try stn.\ ices 1H htibito j.!;1% ,trelit;--thericd and
that their rstablish mem be re(ast on the bask a ratio related :o
the uttntlicr of teat hers in the pi Uttar:. ser% it e.

Vt. b That there be an earl% and stila.oltial .re in the
miloel. ..f ail% i.ets in the fields of leathi: .111.1

)59
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.1 hat ti%%1%-a1)1)«intd ad% isers gi%eti a period «1* basic

naining ?elated t« their tie% p(Niti«ti. and that iovision toady
for ad% kers in the fl( Id to keep abreaq their special held.; through
hirthe petit 01 i11 -sell t. training Or study.

It!. I hat thew In a (11. initial 'and ill-
:(1% !cc trailinit4 111 Mediu& 01 aiscSill1111. 4(11(1 that 1)1'1111a1')

Nill(1V111:4 114' degrees be encouraged to include advanced courses
in educational assessment and evaluation in their university %vork.

I I. 'hat, as a long-term objective, all primary schools of medium
.j/.c alit).(' 11( ;1( leas( 01)(` 1t ith a posit it III Uf respoti-
sibilit% %%lit) has :tti adequate qualification ill the area oerIneational
itsiessinent, and %dm can art as a resource person ancl acliser for
the school as a hole.

12. That changes in the role ot tile insprcwrate whirl, are aimed
.11 eliminating tit, individual gracing; function and increasing the
ad% iior), f.;:ticti(.11 rVgarded its a matter or urgency.

1 3. That there be a thorough exatnin..tion of the inspectorial
%%hid) vould include: the selection anti training of inspectors;

definition of their rt,i1 s in relation to individual teachers anci the
t.vork of the school as .1 %choi; oirmitative procedures through %%dyll
they may be more ell( cti% r in helping, teachers to develop individual
whool prograninteN: 111c .111(1 ITNL)111(juli (If "c4111111111111( a-

foiti gap- bh%I.eli ;old teat

Chapter 7: Secondary Education

1. a That priority he given to improved and inceased teacher
(ineation. 1H,th pre-srvice and in-service, its euninn(d ill
chapter I', on teacher education.

1. 1) ['hat cell teat her education take account t the lade-
Ilip role of senior stall' as %%ell as the need to develop inito\ati%
%kills alai attitudes.

2. 1 hat in itly of the increasing respoiNibilities ol senior stall'
:or initiating and t o-1,t(1:11.itiii.. school programmes, their trachito;

leader-and routine adinittitrati%( load he atIntted enalde (111%

hip 11111( i t1,Il 1,1 hr .111 it'd (III!.

Mt 1,1( ,1111)1 : lent 1)rnreS14 Ma' at 1 i defined 111

111; 111.11)(r:

.1 1 hr .1111(111W (ir 1,1,N-C1)111aet (lint' III 1)1"111/0114111 (1) (1)(al

%%1)11111.4 11111e li rtlItIce(l :11)..tatiljall% li)1. all teat !ling staff.:

1 he (111( 1131c (11. the It.W11.111:t (1:1V in Irtagalli.all (it rtdtirc
n1111 (II ( 1111(i11111)11N t Li 1111.111 1 11 1 It it (Cal lieu ,

.1111 11111111



I. I 11,11 ,llle(111.111 It'111111 itt .1 kit 11',1%1lI

Prt )Vi.ii"11 .V:1)111111 :4teltr, tar pro% lard to fit 'dilate pt., fr...11,11.ti
trdt'hi't' at titt%.

111'o% shitablr orttwik a. o\ ic.r.td iii
111'' I 1)().111,11c111 itl Fahlratiffil tip,11. v,
Nt hind, .111(1 Ili t'% .141 (Wt.(' ai rrgadd ;Is .111 intitrl part
or the .tathnii, itabh,Ittnrot rrrt sr4umi.11.

$1. That in the planning Of thr sreoodary rtirriettInto tor
exanti)le, in the chi .irr fIt*.athiretq otl'et.1 Ill .1tt(1 the ostltritt
01 sociaktodiri .1111I .thdis progratmnr.. and the preparation
4)! Ft...milk r maul tilt' 1)11artthot Fahictioh and all second-
ary .chook hr :likd to take account or changing attitildrs tov.ards
the utit's tlf %Willett .111(1 nielt.

7. .1 "'hot m 4111.11111'.11.tr(I II, dr\ 111.111111.1 .1111)111.111 1.1:1'

11/ 1111' intik .14111,11 and 4 iiiirr11% 4' 1144'41 11I. 1111 11 111411'111 %%411'111

1iiit,t Vt11414'11114'N .41141 N1114.1'41 114 1114141(11114',. ,14'1

7. That flit oil kohoo
and trachintt thrthf 1,4. 111.114 hrd lb...Wilily iii schuul
Om' allov ha. at 11%1111'; W1114 11 (I'' Ili ,t III 1111' Ili/M1:11 11111e 1.11111102

1t-11.

7, 114.14 ;chi Is qtatIrd 1.t, Alm\ 6,1 441. mut,. tiff'
tI1 Veldt (11"1 1" Itt' dr,ignatt d I 1:11.1( 11111111 dr,( biphirta

Iradis lit %%wiz iii conjohrtion 1.it11 head, ltt drpartohmti and to
assist in rtotztuction i4 v11164.111.1 !Th.\ ant III 1(141.11

efIlifTtil 111.11.,

8. .1.11.11 tit'' 1'111/111til 111 10111i1tiiint,t 111114 lilt 11..1( lie',

111111.1' 111M.,1111s 1014 )ir-N1.111. 1..1111111Q till .1 Nt'1111 11-11\ ki:" to
411111.4. 1311. their

(1. 111.k1 114' III' 111.1411' 111 1,111111111111V 1.4'11111.4 i11411141111';

k tiff 111N '0;1(11'111N %114, 1 \I,Iti(I 1;.1.111 1111\1;11111A

1)1'11011 11.0111 11141 0111't1V, that 11111)111411 1111'11' N4 111,111 1/14 it.!F:11111111

11(14'111 1)1' 41 IC.111,411 it 111111111'. Ili ,ipla i.t1i 111i It It -
Npii11',1141111.11' Iit...4III, the 1111111111111111.

in. 111.11 1 I 1111111'.111.11,. 11.1' 1.1 NC11411.1i WI 11',1,41 N1111,1.11111.1111. .11111

Ilt.t1 111 ii'4111-1' 144'41. .11 r rftiluti III %%Mk 1111 11,

.111(1 Ale ...41.1\111 11111))1 11'41 141' 111111 kit .11 Midi! ,1 11%. 1.1 11.,l'

t 411111111111111 ,I'll oil\ 1111 111. Ii111111111ii1V c't 11111.0

111.4 A6111;1)11.11 101 i1111t 1/1 I/114% 11111i 11)111 /%01, .1- 4 1111'111 id i -

11,111 l'1114'ills 1)1 1'41.111111W, 111.11 .1111.11;111i 111.14 11:f

(1/11 11%1 1:11' 111iI'I.111111...- 1: 0101 I 11,11 I. 1,11 1 1 tti)

II!. II.

.:oI



11. 'Him community progratUttli hr controlled by a senior
matt nienthe, %Ith as an apponstee at dims, principal 4111 to
undertake this lunctioo,

I I. 1) .1 hat stall appointed
attached to the

12. That local authorities hr encouraged 14) place communit
facilities in or adjacent to selected schools.

11. That planning Of lieSS. schools take account Of possible er)m-
muslit, . usage for example, in parkins; facilities, increased library
pi)vision, and im flw(' grounds and sports facilities bearing
in nil ;d that eon% '111'111V is a key factor in achieving usage
of facilities,

11. That staff and students be accorded the right of active.
responsil;lemd democratic participation in the affairs or the school.

15. That ariations in the School s)'itrilt such as urban arra and
Irm t 7 sl hoofs, t'ortit 1 5, form h 7, and form ti 8 colleges be
established ui left perl% evaluated experiments.

It . irrespective of am ingnisational changes. iracim;
and learning- in ternii I) and 7 he imprmed hr the putivisitm td.
facilitUN and ( ouclition% take account III the age and maturity
of the students in those corms.

17. That schools he so staffed that they can employ managerial
techniques and administrative arrangements which will ensure
1114 L Students have a sense of belonging to a unit with which they call
rcadilt idrtitily and satislactrd !Time. but that the unit site should
not Ill NI) %MAI ON 11) 11111)(11 learning .111(1 teaching thrw4h hick
of' special rsotin Is or inability to otter specialisation %%here appo-
priate.

to I flu I nittuuittits 1)1()(41 Munn's be

Chapter 8: The General and Professional Education of
Teachers

I. 'I hal the e(Iucati,in III Wavily! s hr I colt g.ttsiNcti Maio' it a

/ an inn, //K. I a dinan tl !on es: v. hit II krgins s ith pre-ser% It r

1)1,1).11.1111,n and ()tinnily: 11111,11{411(M! Iii' calee,%.

2. 1'hat the Department of Fahlition delegate a greatel degree
III It sptllIsIh1111 iIt nit,11,k repro,entati%e local agent irs 111 ilrveli

.11111 I...Idler education.

I h.0 the nut, ut teat her collrges on/led I'. poi% nit
tor the prl-seti/ e nerds tit trai iiris prpatilw II, %so' k ;It 1 II ons
le ill die ,stru t.



1. That the functions and resources of teachers ollege's
extended to enable them to contribute substantially towards the
further education of teachers.

1. That tnratre he developed to enable teachers to gain credit
towards higher qualifit atious throto.di vatictv ut Cofitilluing
dlICAtioll courses.

6. that the staffing and resources of teachers colleges be strength-
ened to enable them to effectively meet the demands of modern
teacher education at both pre-service and continuing education
levels.

7. That wherever appropriate, teachers colleges be encouraged
and serviced to protide courses in teaching techniques for people
with part-time teaching responsibilities.

11. That teachers colleges he provided with sufficient resources for
research to enable them to evaluate their programme's effectively
and explore new learning amf teaching approaches.

9. That as a means of fUrther improving teacher education,
teachers c 1)11eges and other tertiary institutions lw strongly co-
il liiraqed to dt'VelOp such fin ins of co-operation as are appropriate
for It,i.11 t onditions.

lo. .0 That all untrained tradier, appointed to a technical
institute Flo. the first time undertake a common training programme.

Ibai %oltintary study programmes be introduced which
pr ide oportunit for full-tim tutors to undertake studies
leading to an appropriate teachers' qualificaticn, and for part-time
tutors to undertake studies shich Will enable them to perform their
duties as teachers with greater confidence and effectiveness.

I I. That adequate programmes of continuing teacher training
he dry 'aped fur staff in all tertiary institutions.

1 2. That universities. technical institutes. and teachers colleges
explore the possibilities of co-operation both at national and local
levels in wtting up training' programmes.

1:1. That the 1 'niversitv Grants Committee consider the setting
up of 'lilt committee similar it junction to the cdtitalionai
(IN elopment t ommittee estai)lished b the University (;mutts
('oulntittee in Rtitain.

Chapter: 9 Vocational Education
I. liar iti,,. of recommendation

I, .1 irpol oil I iftlon, Ldtication. !Lunch : the /)e /uu/.
.1 1ipootoof lo to I flfrettIVZ% with the .Vational

Adult It anil I;,,,!!!,,nal "mining ( Otlllr iI tt, fo,te, further
pniglamme, l tidult higher) and trainers in cu-ueratiun with

111,r



.2. That 4tp41 iihrtital %%oil orientation plogrammes hr
established at secfmtlary level in differing soio-eronotnic areas.

1 11,11 these programmes be evaluated alter participants
,. t Iii,.111 (Aril bp dick oiccr.

.2. 1 .111.11 Iiir 1)11)1114111S asSot 1.11111 %%1111 ploV1111111; Work (VII-

4114 as .1 1).111 firslIt Ii prosoattiliws he [Lilly stigateti with a view
prffiding work expicit «. litr all those who svould derive

substantial benefit therefrom.

.2, 11 Dependent upon the snrcess III. the tAperitnental pro-
that di' 111141.1 IV schools he ellt out age,' to dr% (lop and

implement programmes of this nature.

. .1 hat improsed pre-set vice and in-service training, together
it II proisit.11 Ertl' experience in industry, CO ninerce,

and othf.r fields, be provided for all vocational guidance personnel.

:. b That increased emphasis be placed on strengthening the
h-41ion.11 twidance elemillt of all guidance counsellors' work in

order tf, rns,ire that current and future vocational guidance needs
.1re .uleytatly met.

1. a That the (:urriculum Development 'nit hr asked to
condm t .tt immediate and hill investigation into the problem of
,tudents lacking the basic skills and the means by which these
problems may be remedied.

.1. .1) That, following this investigation, appropriate programmes
111 I any prletlis in the basic skills 1w developed and
implemented throughout primary and secondary schools.

That the Vocational Training (:ouncil appoint a hai-.1m
othcer spote..ibla flu deseloping and ma;ntaining liaison between
in( M.o. and edit, ational agencies at all levels.

i. I, .1 hot the Vocational Training Council through its liaison
.:I1(

( and ploloott. suolinars and 1)4'1.41'411yr: 1)11 a.prits

..1 dui Atiott 11.44.1i .o4 of major iiiteicst to indtlitry .111(1
4144.! at:001.

1)cyclop a 1 ottyrriti.it,ic .'steili 411(1iNSCIl1i11ating i1111)111141-
iilin .01(1 11144 111. int( rrq 10 both industry and education.

1 11.11 1111' Vt .111t t11.11 .1.1'.11111111.! 011111e11 111V11(I 1(

111.111111.11e Ieplem 111.111.e, 11111111irls 1tl film .111(111.11 011111111t0 S

N111 It .1%, 111.1( prol)o4t1 111 t hotr I 1..1 he Curti, 111111w \shell close
links betseen industt aml education \vont(' l)e beneficial.
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ti. That the New Zealand Council fig Educational Research, the
Vocational Training Council, and such bodies as the Industrial
Relations Centre at Victoria University be asked to confer about
establishing continuing and comprehensive research programmes in
this field.

7. That increased resources he made available to technical
institutes to enable them to provide a wider range of vocational
education to meet current and future needs.

H. That the building of hostels for technician. and apprentices
be given equal priority with hostels fbr other types of students.

9. That industry training boards and technical institutes examine
current training programmes with a view to providing greater
flexibility and scope fbr the training of women.

In. That the Vocational Training Council and the National
Advisory Council on the Employment of Women examine the need
for such provisions in New Zealand and make appropriate recom-
mendations to the Government.

11. That the Vocational Training Council be asked to carry out
an investigation into the problems and needs of all ethnic minorities
in the labour tinee with .t view to implementing appropriate
educational programmes.

Chapter 10: Continuity
I. That there be a unified teaching service in New Zealand, with

common certification or registration, comparable conditions of
service, and a single salary scale; and that differentials in salary
and appointment be related to experience, relevant qualifications,
and weight of responsibility carried.

2. That this professional unification extend to all the supporting
and advisory services, including the inspectorate.

3. That the two major prossional teacher organisations, the New
Zealand Educational Institute and the New Zealand Post-primary
Teachers' Association, be requested to set up a joint committee to
study ways and means of moving towards the establishment of a
single professional organisation for teachers.

Chapter 11: The Curriculum
I. That the further development of school-based curricula within

broad national guidelines he encouraged and supported; and that
mechanisms fig broadly-based staff consultation and co-operative
planning within the school and between the school .nd local
advisory services be strengthened.
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That the New Zealand Council Ibr Educational Research, the
Vocational Training Council, and such bodies as the Industrial
Relations Centre at Victoria University be asked to confer about
establishing continuing and comprehensive research programmes in
this field,

7. That increased resources be made available to technical
institutes to enable them to provide a wider range of vocational
education to meet current and future needs.

8. That the building of hostels for technicians wad apprentices
be given equal priority with hostels fbr other types of students.

9 i. That industry training boards and technical nsatutes examine
current training programmes with a view to providing greater
flexibility and scope fbr the training of women.

10. That the Vocational Training Council and the National
Advisory Council on the Employment of Women examine the need
fin such provisions in Ness Zealand and make appropriate recom-
mendations to the Government.

11. That the Vocational Training Council be asked to carry cut
an investigation into the problems and needs of all ethnic minorities
in the labour fierce with a view to implementing appropiiate
ed itcational program Ines.

Chapter 10: Continuity
I. That there be a unified teaching service in New Zealand, with

common certification or registration, comparable conditions of
service, and a single salary scale; and that differentials in salary
and appointment be related to experience, relevant qualifications,
and weight of responsibility carried.

2. That this professional unification extend to all the supporting
and advisory services, including the inspectorate.

:. That the two major professional teacher organisations, the New
Zealand Educational Institute and the New Zealand Post-primary
Teachers' Association. be requested to set up a joint committee to
study vas and means of moving towards the establishment of a
single professional organisation for teachers.

Chapter 11: The Curriculum
1. That the further development of school-based curricula within

broad national guidelines be encouraged and supported; and that
mechanisms for broadly-based staff consultation and co-operative
planning within the school and between the school and local
advisory services be strengthened.
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2. That a liaison and consultative committee contain'ng wider
representation from the various broad groups (including employers)
interested in the curriculum in schools be established in association
with the Curriculum Development I nit.

;. That ince this liaison committee has been established, and gains
in experience, it consider the desirability of recommending the
establishment of an advisory committee which would take over its
own and other functions regarding curriculum development.

.1. a) The inspectors of schools be progressively freed from their
teacher-grading functions so that they can devote mote time to
advising and assisting teachers to develop and appraise teaching
programmes in their schools, to the organisation of courses and
resources for schools, and to informing the community about
educational developments.

1. lb, That the Curriculum Development Unit be strengthened
to enable it to continue to carry out national functions, fug example,
initiating local and national pilot schemes, evaluating curriculum
processes, carrying out research and development on the curriculum,
devising and deploying resources, working with guideline committees
towards the production of national guidelines and ensuring con-
tinuity of curriculum.

3. That more schools be encouraged to explore ways and means of
establishing closer relations between themselves and their com-
munities so that:

a) Parents and others may make greater use of school resources;
h) Greater use may be made of community resources to provide

relevant learning experiences for their pupils.
c) Parents may he given realistic regular opportunities to gain

information about the school curriculum and to discuss the
nature of that curriculum with staff.

6. (a) That local teachers (and resource) centres be established
to assist teachers in designing and implementing new curricula at
all levels.

6. (b) That teachers be given more time to prepare and evaluate
curriculum development in their schools.

Inc, That schools adopt (or extend) policies of sharing their
resources (equipment and staff) within a school and with neigh-
bouring schools.

Chapter 12: Moral Education
1. That schools examine their own rules and regulations and the

means 1,v whieh they are enforced, bearing in mind that these
details of social organisations are powerful examples for pupils
of the ways in which fundamental moral principles are applied
in everyday social litC.
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2. That through discussion, publication, and any other means of
communication between the school, parents, and local community
agencies and services, the obligations of the school to parents and
the community. and of parents and the community to the school,
be clearly delineated and stated.

3. That, as a contribution to this task of communication, the
Curriculum Development Unit be asked to gather and make avail-
able, on request, examples of statements or guides compiled by
schools concerning codes of behaviour, agreed principles of co-
operation and responsibility between home and school, and pupil
responsibility and involvement in the social affairs of the school.

4. That the ability to discuss and evaluate moral issues and to
learn what is involved in translating precepts into practice be a
central rather than a peripheral outcome of teaching activities in
the area of moral education. Moral education should, therefore, be a
deliberately planned part of the curriculum in schools.

3. That di s.eussion, debate, or other activities be guided by the
following goa

(a) Developing awareness of the f.inction of social rules in
particular societies and of the moral principles implicit in
such rules;

(b) Recognising differing personal ideals and values which
individuals hold, respecting the right of individuals to differ,
and becoming aware of the set of values from which their
own ideals are crystallising;

(c) Developing the ability to discuss and accept the existence of
alternative points of view on moral issues, learning to apply
the criterion of rationality to moral judgment.;, and learning
to follow through the consequences and obligations arising
from moral decisions;

(d) Recognising and learning to appreciate the moral issues
involved in the reciprocal rights of individual and society.

6. That the role of the teacher in discussions on moral issues be
managerialhe should deliberately remain a neutral promoter of
activity except whece his professional judgment indicates a need for
intervention. In these circumstances, the position he adopts should
be directed towards the welfare of his pupils and their families rather
than towards the reflection of his personal set of values.

7. That -
(a) In-service training and guidance be provided for the roles

the teacher is expected to fulfil in moral education, and that,
when appropriate, specialists from relevant disciplines be
consulted in the setting up of such courses;
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(bi "11...e Curriculum Development Unit be strengthened to
allow tbr the development of resource materials which may
be used its a basis for topics in moral education over a Wide
range of levels in the school system;

c Pilot programmes be en& tnaged and that provision be
made to evaluate such programmes and to make the results
widely available if they are judged to be helpful to teachers.

Chapter 13: Assessment
1. That every secondary school leaver receive it leaving certificate

%%Inch gi% es a complete record of his attainments.

2. That over the next 5 sears external examinations be phased
out and replaced by a system of internal assessment within schools.

.1 hat during the transition period standards between schools
and subject groups be controlled by means of moderating pro-
cedures.

That the initial trainint4 of teachers in assessment principles
and procedures be strengthened and that all student teachers be
required to take suitable courses in assessment.

i. 'ffiat more in-service training in assessment principles and
procedures be made available to practising teachers at all levels.

6. that the Examinations and Testing Unit of the Curriculum
Development Unit he given sufficient staff and facilities to enable
adequate support to be given to teachers.

7. '1 hat provision be made for a regular series of national assess-
:nem; of scholastic standards and rdevant attitudes in the basic

subjects at intervals of not more than 10 years in each field.

8. That provision be made to enable educational institutions to
request evaluation of their curricula and objectives, and the extent
to which their obi(% tines are being met.

9. That the practice of publ;;Iiing the results of educational
assessment. including external examinations, be discontinued, and
that at and beunti the set I )11(1.11.Y school level no formal record be
teleased Aithiitt the prior consent of the student.

Chapter 14: Learning Resources
I. That the basic equipment entitlement for schools provide more

flexibility and choice so that resources may be selected to suit the
needs of individual schools.

Th.it ni.tilitunance of cqUiphleht be part of the basic en-
tith''imu



3. That there he an annual review of the equipment scheme to
take account of new products and changes in curricula and teaching
methods.

4. That advisory services be established to provide information
on what resources are available and how they can be used most
effectively.

5. That resource centres be established at all schools with
functions and facilities to suit local conditions.

6. That adequate stalling be made available to manage and
operate resource centres.

7. That teachers centres be established, initially in the major
population centres and as soon as possible thereafter on a wider
scale; that provision of. the centres be flexible and that the centre be
designed to serve the needs of a particular area.

8. That a 1-year hill-time course be set up in the New Zealand
1.11 wary School, open to trained teachers and to trained librarians
With suitable qualifications and experience, qualifying those who
completr it [Or professional status as school librarians.

9. That in order to provide appropriate training fin- professional
libraii.ms and library assistants emploved in schools, options in
school librarianship be included in the diploma and certificate
courses conducted by the library school.

11. That teachers colleges institute a basic course fir all students
in the use of books, libraries, and other media.

I 1. That as an interim measure, immediate provision be made fbr
a substantial increase in the present ancillary staff entitlement for
both primary and secondary schools, and in tertiary institutions
where such entitlement is provided.

12. That at all levels there be a spy( ific allocation of time for
ancillary stall' to support teachers and lecturers in the preparation
of teaching materials. the use and maintenance of equipment, and
in associated tasks.

1 1. That ant Mary staff hr actively recruited and paid rates which
relict t the level or 'Apelike which they possess and the need to
provide .11' trat t iye alternative to other employment op-
portunities.

1. That .111 student teachers be given courses including study of
the tet !otology ur education. the impact of technology on education,
and the application of tet hnologv to education.

15. That use oa variety of learning resources be intergrated into
all teacher edut anon subj1 t t courses.
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16. That increased emphasis he given to providing early op-
portunity for teachers to have in-service courses on the application
of learning resources to the achievement of curriculum objectives.

17. That a resources unit with responsibility for the learning
resour..es field hr establiihed within the Department of Education.

18. That planning, development, implementation, and evalua-
tion in the field of learning resources be o -ordinated at the national
level.

19. That a council, representative of educational and lay
organisations, be established to advise the Department of Education
on o-ordination and developments in the field of learning
resources.

20. That no decisions regarding the c anmencement of edu-
cational television in schools be made before the establishment ofa
national co-ordinating body. Pilot schemes and the level of
introduction of educational television should be decided by this
body.

If a deri,ion is made to proceed with educational television:

21. That an educational broadcasting section be established
within the resources unit with responsibility for initiation,
preparation, and evaluation of educational programmes, and for
adv ising and establishing liaison with broadcasting agencies.

2 2. 1 hat educational television have its own production studios
and that a career structure be established for educational programme
priiduetinn stair.

That in the new broadcasting structure, there be
Provision t)t effective co-ordination and co-operation in the
field of educational browlcasting hr establishing working
.urangements whereby educational authorities and other
interested parties participate as appropriate, in the selection,
planning, and evaluation of educational prog-immes;

h Minimum periods of broadcast time set aside for continuing
education programmff..

Chapter 15: Buildings
1. 111.1t the School Development Group be strengthened sub.

stantially to allow for more research and exploratory activities in
all aspects of school design, and to facilitate the flow of information
Awn new developments through regular publications.

2. '1 hat 010,4 distrif N encourage the setting up of joint study
Iztoup, In die area of idiot d design, and that regular in-service
eour,es in this area involving members of the relevant pri)tessions
be pi,,vided.
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1. That an educationist with special knowledge in the area of
curriculum and teaching method be appointed as a regular member
of the School Development Group.

Chapter 16: Maori Education

1. That urgent attention be given to upgrading pre-service
courses and extending in-service courses to provide for more
extensive study of:

(a) The learning patterns of Maori children;
(b) Maori language and culture, and ways in which these can be

integrated into and taught in appropriate fields of study.
2. That in appropriate subjects and to the greatest extent possible,

Mat lans.mage and culture be included in the curriculum at all
stages of the education system.

3. That the particular needs of Maori parents and their children
be taken into account in the provision of facilities for early-childhood
education.

.4. That the vocational needs of the Maori in both urban and
mem areas be catered fbr by an extension of pre-vocational and
vf teatif mid courses, and greater provision of opportunities for
"second-chance" education.

1. That urgent attention be given to the establishment of courses
and facilities based on community colleges, community centres, or
secondary schools, %vhich provide for the varied and particular
needs of the Maori people.

t,. That the Government provide greater financial support for
appropriate research projects and that an experimental school
h.t,ed on .1 marae-community concept be established to allow
tarious progrannnes to be implemented and evaluated.

Chapter 17: Psychological, Guidance, and Support Services
and Children with Special Needs
111,1c the Psychological Service be expanded substantially so

th.it it t an meet intav readily the many demands placed on it.
2. '1 hat the VII( ati()nai Guidance Service be upgraded and

ry;onld so thlt it e.In provide more effectively for the vocational
guidant e of adolescents and young adults and support the (le-
vel( qfinent of the guidame network in secondary schof )1s.

h.it upae teachers he appointed and that where
Ice 1)f clum )1; on the basis of tine visiting

p.m her h) eat h Net .ndaty St hold or pair of schools in the case of
smaller st hook and the intermediate. primary. and pre-schools
.114,11m1 it.
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4. That urgency be given to the setting up of a committee of
inquiry or similar body with powers to examine inter-relationship
and co-ordination among psychological, guidance, and support
services of Government departments such as Education, Health,
ustic, awl Wife; f koluntary organisations such as the
Crippled Children Society and the Intellectually Handicapped
Childrn's Society; and of statutory bodies such as local and
regional authorities and hospital boards.

5. That psychological, guidance, and support services be developed
on a co-ordinated basis within local communities in such a way
that they are readily accessible to parents, teachers, and others who
need them, and that the committee of inquiry investigate was of
implementing this principle.

Thai teachers in training, from pre-school to secondary,
receive basic training in special education, so that they have sufficient
expertise to recognise children with learning difficulties, knowledge
of the main kinds of atypical development and of the array of special
services, and specific information on how to seek the help of
specialists.

7. That remedial education receive greater emphasis in teacher
training and that there be appointed to schools specialist remedial
teachers to help classroom teachers cope with children with serious
learning deficits.

8. That areas where children are educationally disadvantaged be
identified and that special efforts be made in school, and
community to help these children achieve at levels nearer their
capabilities.

9. That full-time courses of education and training be developed
in teachers colleges tbr teachers entering the field of special
education.

10. That the education and training of children with special
need; take place, to the greatest extent possible, within the environs
of local schools.

11. That provisions for children in special education include
greater emphasis on tinily guidance and support at every stage
from early-childhood to adulthood, and on after care beyond the
school years.

12 That where changes in the provisions for special education
are likely to occur, parents of children win) are likely to be affected
by the development be infbrmcd and, where appropriate, consulted.
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Chapter 18: The Education of Rural Children
1. That studies be undertaken and some experimental schemes

inaugurated to determine the most suitable pattern 1br a specifically
rural form of early-childhod education.

2. fiat in the study of rural early-childhood education parti-
cular attention be given to the needs of the Maori members of rural
communities.

3. That there be provision of realistic locality allowances and or
salary differentials in favour of rural teachers at such a level as to
constitute an effective incentive.

f. That there be provision of flats suitable for single teachers of
teachers %%ilk small Ctmilies.

i. That there be loan finance linked to at system of purchase and
gUaatIted resale Of houses for teachers.

ti. That rural communities be involved, at an early stage, in any
planning and discussitm concerning consolidation.

7. That flexibility in the implementation of change be a para-
mount principle, that educational institutions be adapted to the
needs of the communities they serve, and that y( iv effort be made
ttl ensure ti.:at the education of the rural child proce(lis as a
continuous process.

That in any proi.ision of se( )f nlary School hotel aceow-
modal it ill particular attention In' given to the clunmunitv 1;fe of
the boarders.

't. That in ar.); here they are practical flu. geographic and other
reasons. the establishment of hostels be encouraged.

.1 hat boarding bursaries he adjusted to make secondary
edit( atiou as bee to the om.% child as it is to his urban counte-
part.

Chapter 19: Expansion of Research Services
I. hat Ow iiiiinhirs t,i researt It %%orkers employed in educat'onal

r; be doubled dining the next %ears to allo% th( tlim%ing
d%lopmetits to take place:

a The istablishment of regional centres iir resea:i aml
de% elopment ill districts itireadv provided %shit it hill range
of' educational institutions sch, ols, .1 teachers dirge, .1
tee hnic;tl inititatr. and at ;

.\ 1111101111al (N1.1116)11 iii the research staff of the 1)(part -
mem of Valli( ;Ilion to provide infortimtion essential for the
fin ululation of policy, pro!2;tatnnte, and curriculum evalua-
tion, and the development of teaching resources and facilities;
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A comparable expansion in the research staff of the New
Zealand Council for Educational Research providing for a
steady growth of existing services as well as provision for
additional functions.

'That the proposed standing ,onunittee on research and
development give early attention to the research, evaluation,
and advisory services required through the whole field of tertiary
education, and especially to those relating to the obligations of the
technical institutes, the industrial training boards, and the Voca-
tional Training Council.

Chapter 20: Research Training and Professional Develop-
ment

1. That the universities be requested to examine their plans for
improving the training of research workers including consideration
of the ways in which they will be able to collaborate closely with
the proposed regional centres in arranging post-graduate training
and field experience for senior students.

2. That provisions he made for awarding annually a range of
post-graduate fellowships and scholarships designed especially to
prepare candidates for careers in educational research and develop-
ment.

3. That special courses be instituted to expand the knowledge
and expertly of inspectors and others i,7 responsible positions on
curriculum theory and development, the design and analysis of
experimmts, test development and assessment, materials evalua-
tion, and programme analysis.

.1. That officers of the Department of Education be encouraged
to attend coin se, in training on programme planning and evalua-
tion at Ow International Institute for Educational Planning or
similar international agencies.

"I hat programmes for the continuing education of teachers
iiichul a regular series of seminars and conferences to enable school
princip.d,, senior teaching staff, curriculum and advisory personnel,
and senior prokssiimal officers to exchange knowledge and exper-
ience 4,11 the theory and problems of programme or institutional

r). 1 hat sp.( ial consideration be given to collaboration with
.1.1istr.ilian institutions in upgrading and improving competencies

Npeciali.,rd research suf..
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Chapter 21: Planning and Financing Educational Research

I. That the provision of funds for the recommendations set out,
including the establishment of regional research centres, become a
charge upon the Vote: Education, and not upon the existing budgets
of tertiary or other institutions with which these various organisa-
tions arc to collaborate.

2. That the Advisory Council for Educational Planning be
requested to establish an expert standing committee on educational
information and statiJtical services.

3. That until such time as a statutory authority or advisory
board is established to formulate national research policies for
education, the Advisory Council for Educational Planning be.
requested to set up an expert standing committee on research and
development in education to give immediate advice on the develop-
ment of educational research services.

APPENDIX

SUBNIISSIONS, PAPERS, STUDY GROUP MEMBERSHIP,
AND VISITORS TO THE WORKING PARTY

When it began its task the working party had available to it
submissions on educational priorities received by the Advisory
Council on Educational Planning and the Educational Priorities
Conference secretariat.

The submissions s.vere
I ) En response to the Advisory Council's invitation of May 1970

to a group of selected educational organisations for submis-
sions on educational prim ities, which the council hoped to
use tbr its own intbrmation.

Responses to a November 1970 invitation to the public at
large for submissions following the Minister of Education's
request that the ,advisory Council "survey community
opinion" in prepating tine him a report on educational
priorities.

3 Rev...sed, amended, and new submissions made to the Ad-
visory Council when it subsequently decided to use the
submissions as source material for the Educationa. Priorities
Conference 1972.
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During the course of the working party's deliberations, supple-
mentary submissions were received from:

Advisory Council on Educational Planning (Standing Com-
mittee on Teacher Training',..

Federated Farmers of New Zealand.
Maori Organisation on Human Rights.
National Advisory Council On Employment of Women.
National Youth Council of New Zealand.
New Zealand Association of Health, Physical Education, and

Recreation.
New Zealand Council lr Christian Education (Otago

Committee.)
New Zealand Educational Institute.
New Zealand Employers' Federation.
New Zealand Nurses' Association.
New Zealand Plavcrntre Federation.
New Zealand Post Primary 'teachers' Association.
New Zealand Psychological Service Association.
New /.11011(1 In Committers' Federation.
Women's Di% ision Federated Farmers of New Zealand.
E. P. Blampied, Christchurch.
Mrs II. Brew, Wellington.

. %. G. Brooker, Invercargill.
D. Brough and D. %%Ills, Wellington.
P. E. oan.tny, curktaurcin
F. Dtgdin. Auckland.
A. D. Kell. Mangakino.
I'. Nlaakill, Wellington.
M. B. Parons, Chri.tchurch.

Wahun, Auckland.
P. G. wil,,n, Dunedin.

number of study groups were established to prepare rep, iris for
the w or king party. These groups involved persons other than working
party members, and at knowledgment is mad. of their contribution.

00,14/ /.../ueirtiun

R. P. G. Parr. Auckland: B. II. McLean, Auckland; .J. Millar,
.knekland. 1 IllIIlbt of other persons were co-opted to assist
ill

. f .% 1/fiert

I)r \V. B. Ellv. Vellington (Chain-flaw ; j. R. Calthia.11,

Vellingtun: 11. CArenberger, Wellington; B. B. Ramage,
Wellington; NI. Ross, Upper Hutt; J. I). Murdoch, Chlist-
clout. h.
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Research

Professor P. S. Frcyberg, Hamilton; Professor C. G. N. Hill,
Palmerston North; I.. J. Ingham, Wellington; Professor G. A.
Nuthall, Christchurch.

Educational l'echnologv
J. T. Dykes, Christchurch; A. E. Lytle, Wellington; P. R. Miles,

Vellington; E. A. Palmer, Porirua: J. W. Quinn, Auckland;
B. W. Smyth, Christchurch; C. J. %Vt.:gilt, Christchurch.

Libraries

G. R. McDonald, Vellington (Chairman); J. W. Blackwood,
Palmerston North; Miss J. R. Campbell, Wellington; Miss
J. D. MacLean, Wellington; Mrs L. M. Rosier, Wellington;
1). M. Wylie, Wellington.

Maori Education
Dr R. A. Benton. Wellington; J. Bennett, Havelock North;

Mrs A. N. If. Bosch, Wellington; K. 1)ewes, Vellington;
P. Ranby, Wellington; 'I'. Reedy, Auckland; T. K. Royal,
WrIliugron; A. F. Smith, Wellington; N. A. Watene, Moue.

Apecial Education

D. E. Gunn. Wellington; Dr S. J. Havill, Palmerston North;
A. R. Kerse, Wellington; M. B. Parsons, Christchurch.

Guidance and Coumelling
NI. L. Boyd. Wellington; D. Brown, Porirua ; Mrs D.N1cNaughton,

Auckland: Miss II. Ryburn, Auckland; Miss R. Swatland,
Wellington; E. J. Wadsworth, Palmerston North; 1). Wood,
Low er Hutt.

A seminar on e arty - childhood education was conducted by the
working party and the following attended:

Professor A. E. Feklhouse, Wellington (Chairman); Mrs S.
Davis, %Vellington; Mrs A. Densem, Christchurch; Mrs
R. A. Elliott, Rotorua; Miss I,. M. C. Ingrain, Iottieka;
Mrs A. Johnson, Upper Hutt; Mrs 1). Johnson, Porirua;
Miss W. Lee, Napier; Miss J. Mitchell, Lower Hutt; Mrs B.
Morris, Wellington; Mrs I. Tahiwhirangi, Wellington.

At the request of the working party papers were prepared by:
Department of Education (several).
Curriculum Development Unit, Department of Education.
Professor R. S. Adams"The Role of the Teacher".
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The working party received visits from:
Hon. P. A. Amos, Minister of Education.
Professor F. W. flolme%, Chairman, Advisory Council on

Educational Planning.
Head Office, Department of Education:

1'. W. lioag, Director of Secondary Education; H. Egdell,
Chief Executive Officer (Special Duties); A. E. Hinton,
Assistant Director-General (Administrative); J. J. Lee,
Director of Primary Education; B. B. Ramage, Inspector
of Secondary Schools; V. L. Renwick, Assistant Director-
General; T. K. Royal, Inspector of Maori and Islands
Education; A. F. Smith, Officer for Maori and Islands
Education; K. M. Woodward, Senior Inspector of
Secondary Schools.

Curriculum Development Unit, Department of Education:
R. G. Aitken; D. J. Francis; G. R. McDonald; P. R. Miles;

O. Tate.
Dr W. 13. Envy, Assistant Director, New Zealand Council for

Educational Research.
Dr R. Fitzgerald, Chief Research Officer, .Australian Council

for Educational Research.
Hon. A. H. Nordmeyer, Chairman, Working Party on

Organisation and Administration.
J. R. Osborne, Chairman, Working Party on Aims and

Objectives.
R. C. Stuart, Director, Vocational Training Council.

Working Party Meetings
The working party first met at Hogben House, Christchurch,

between 24-27 October 1972. Following that, 12 meetings, spread
over a total of 18 days, were held in Wellington until the working
party completed its deliberations on 4 December 1973.
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